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two important collections, 
the estate of watchmaker 

Arthur Francis Guindon Jr.
and the Arthur Bjornestad collection

 of electric clocks and regulators. 
Thank you for joining us!
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1
Stone & Mashall, Cazenovia, NY, “Model 
1” tower clock, time only, weight driven 
movement with deadbeat escapement 
and maintaining power, scrolled cast iron 
frames and wheels with curved crossings, 
and center arbor with brass snail cam for 
activating a separate strike train.

Condition: frames cleaned and repainted, 
wheel crossing with abrasion, fine pitting 
on the steel components, some compo-
nents appear to have been bead blasted, 
new rope on winding drum, pendulum 
bob is included but without a rod, crank is 
included, no leading off work, no separate 
strike train. Weight is a replacement.

$1500-$2000
Circa 1865
38in x 16in x 19in

1

2
Max Han, Thurmuhrenfabrik Zickau 
Sachsen, Germany, tower clock, time and 
strike, weight driven movement with an-
chor escapement in a green painted cast 
iron frame with maker’s signature and 
switch for electrically winding weights, 
Patent No. 88581

Condition: sold “as is “. Includes a pendu-
lum rod. There is some oxidation to some 
wheels and arbors. The frame has been 
repainted. Part of the motion works is 
attached.

$1200-$1500
Circa 1880
22.5in x 25.75in x 28.5in

2

3
Europe, tower clock, time and strike, 
weight driven movement with pinwheel 
escapement and indicator dial in a gray 
painted cast iron frame

Condition: sold “as is “. Mounted on pal-
let. Includes pendulum, crank and motion 
work component. The paint on frame 
appears original.

$700-$900
Circa 1900
23in x 38.25in x 19.75in

3
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4
Baird Clock Co., Plattsburgh, New York, 
NY, “Jolly Tar Pastime Old Honesty Plank 
Rd”, advertising wall clock with an 8 day, 
time only, spring driven movement in a 
painted mixed wood case with papier 
mache doors displaying embossed adver-
tising including the “TOBACCO MAN’F’RS 
LOUSIVILLE, KY.” on the inner ring of low-
er door, “COMPLIMENTS OF JOHN FINZER 
& BRO’S” on the outer ring of lower door 
and “BOOT JACK” and “FIVE BROS” on 
medallions below papered metal dial
$700-$900
Circa 1888
30.75in x 18.5in x 4.5in

4

5
E. Ingraham and Co.,Bristol, Conn., 
“Reflector” hanging clock with a spring 
driven 8 day time and hour strike move-
ment in a rosewood veneered case with 
grain painted doors and a dial and lower 
door glass advertising Pepsi Cola.
$500-$700
Circa 1900
29.5in x 16.5in x 4.5in

5

6
Baird Clock Co., Plattsburgh, New York, 
NY, “Molliscorium”, advertising wall clock, 
8 day, spring driven brass movement 
in a in a painted mixed wood case with 
paper mache doors displaying embossed 
advertising. 
$400-$600
Circa 1895
30.75in x 18.5in x 4in

6

7
Baird Clock Co., Plattsburgh, New York, 
NY, “Molliscorium”, advertising wall clock, 
8 day, spring driven brass movement 
in a in a painted mixed wood case with 
paper mache doors displaying embossed 
advertising. 
$400-$700
Circa 1896
31in x 18.75in x 4.25in

7

8
Sessions Clock Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Regulator H”, 8 day, time and simple cal-
endar, spring driven movement in an oak 
case with advertising tablet on the door 
reading “Master Lubricants / Superior 
Motor Oils and Greases”, papered metal 
dial and black steel hands
$300-$500
Circa 1925
37in x 17.5in x 5in

8

9
Neon Products Inc., Lima, Ohio, radio sta-
tion advertising clock, electric movement 
with synchronous AC motor and white 
illumination around the dial, reverse 
painted glass reads “WCNT / 1210 on Ev-
ery Dial / 1000 Watts / Centralia / In the 
Heart of Southern Illinois”.
$200-$300
Circa 1950
19in x 23in x 6in

9
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10

10
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Arcadia 
Ball Swing” mystery clock, 8 day, time 
only, spring driven movement hidden in 
a 4 inch metal sphere, the small pendu-
lum propelling a larger visible compound 
pendulum, the lower portion with grid-
iron and smaller sphere, applied arabic 
numerals and fancy pierced brass hands, 
all held aloft by the figure of a woman in 
flowing gown holding and adorned with 
flowers.
$2000-$2500
Circa 1905
31in x 8in x 12in

11
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Fortuna 
Ball Swing” mystery clock, 8 day, time 
only, spring driven movement contained 
within the upper blue-painted sphere of 
a compound pendulum, gilt ribbon with 
bow-knot at top, applied arabic numerals 
and Louis XV style hands, all held aloft by 
the goddess Fortuna, with a winged putto 
at her feet.
$2000-$2500
Circa 1910
30in x 9in x 12in

11

12

12
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Gloria 
Ball Swing” 8 day, time only, spring driven 
swinging ball clock. Movement is mount-
ed inside a painted brass sphere which 
has cast ribbon ornament and applied 
arabic numerals, Louis XV style hands, 
the lower section in gridiron style with 
smaller sphere at the bottom, all held 
aloft by a patinated winged female figure 
with a lyre, standing on a globe bound 
with laurel wreath and mounted to an 
ebonized iron base.
$2000-$2500
Circa 1900
28.5in x 12in x 10in

13
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Flori-
da” base with figural “Group No. 1089” 
shelf clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring 
driven movement with visible Brocot 
escapement in a festooned fluted column 
with silver finish topped by two children, 
white enamel cartouches with roman 
numerals, and Louis XV style hands.
$1400-$1800
Circa 1894
28in x 12in x 10in

13

14

14
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Eureka 
(base with Group No. 1099 figure)” man-
tel clock with a spring driven, 8 day, time 
and half hour strike visible escapement 
movement in a bronze finished spelter 
and black enameled iron case.
$1300-$1600
Circa 1901
22.5in x 22.5in x 8.0in

15
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Crystal 
Regulator No. 3”, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven brass porcelain top and bot-
tom crystal regulator shelf clock.
$1200-$1500
Circa 1914
18in x 9in x 8in

15

16

16
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Fisher” 
swinger shelf clock with a spring driven, 
8 day timepiece movement in a gilt and 
nickel canister-style case with a bronze 
finished spelter statue, on a black enam-
eled iron base.
$1000-$1200
Circa 1880
22.5in x 6.0in x 8.0in

17
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Hunt-
ress” figural swinging clock, 8 day, time 
only, spring driven movement mounted 
inside a metal sphere with cast ribbon 
ornament and applied arabic numerals, 
Louis XV style hands, the lower section 
in gridiron style with smaller sphere at 
the bottom, all supported by patinated 
spelter figure of a young woman carrying 
game birds standing atop a black cast iron 
base.
$1000-$1400
Circa 1900
6in x 6in x 24in

17

18

18
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Juno” 
swinging mystery clock, 8 day, time only, 
spring driven movement mounted in a 
metal sphere with bowknot ornament, 
applied brass arabic numerals, and Louis 
XV style hands, all attached to a gridiron 
style pendulum terminating in a smaller 
ornamental sphere, the clock held aloft 
by a cast figure of the goddess Juno.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1900
28in x 7in x 10in

19
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Crystal 
Regulator No. 1”, 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement crystal 
regulator with porcelain top and bottom.
$900-$1200
Circa 1914
16.5in x 9in x 7.5in

19

20

20
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Tasso” 
figural mantel clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven movement with vis-
ible Brocot escapement, the black enamel 
base with incised decoration on cast paw 
feet supporting a patinated figure of a 
seated poet next to an ornate cast clock 
case topped by urn finial, two piece ro-
man numeral dial and pierced brass Louis 
XV style hands.
$900-$1200
Circa 1895
21in x 26in x 9in

21
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Sum-
mer and Winter” double figural shelf 
clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
movement with visible escapement in a 
cast spelter case with simulated verdigris, 
two female figures flanking the clock, two 
piece arabic numeral enamel dial, gilt 
Louis XV style hands.
$800-$1000
Circa 1895
22in x 24in x 7.25in

21
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22

22
Henry J. Davies, New York, NY, for B. Brad-
ley & Co., Boston, Mass., “Illuminated 
Alarm Clock”, 30 hour, time and alarm, 
spring driven brass movement with Da-
vies’ patent matchstick illuminated alarm, 
in an walnut case with incised decora-
tions and integrated matchstick holders, 
painted metal dial, black steel moon 
hands.
$800-$1000
Circa 1870
15in x 8.5in x 3.75in

23
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Capi-
tal”, 8 day, double wind weight driven 
brass movement wall timepiece.
$700-$900
Circa 1901
54in x 14.75in x 7in

23

24

24
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Re-
gent” three piece mantel garniture, 8 day, 
time and strike, spring driven movement 
in an elaborate cast metal case, cast dial 
with roman numeral enamel cartouches, 
black steel hands, the clock with two 
matching “Candelabra No. 1066”, each 
capable of holding 5 candles.
$700-$900
Circa 1905
21.5in x 9.5in x 9.5om

25
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Santa 
Fe” wall clock with a weight driven 
double wind timepiece movement in a 
cherry case.
$600-$650
Circa 1904
52.5in x 16.5in x 8in

25

26

26
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Undine 
and Gloria” figural mantel clock, 8 day, 
time and strike, spring driven movement 
in a cast metal case depicting a winged 
woman holding a lyre.
$600-$800
Circa 1900
27in x 17in x 9in

27
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Tenor” 
statue mantel clock with an 8 day spring 
driven time and strike movement with 
visible escapement in an enameled iron 
base with a bronzed spelter statue. .
$500-$700
Circa 1894
21.75in x 19.5in x 7.5in

27

28

28
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Vis-
count”, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement crystal regulator 
shelf clock.
$500-$700
Circa 1904
16in x 8.5in x 7.25in

29
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, mantel 
clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
brass movement with visible Brocot 
escapement in a large black slate case 
with lower frieze showing three putti, the 
center one astride a grotesque dolphin 
and carrying the caduceus in one hand, 
ornate metal dial with sunk center and 
roman numeral hour markers, black steel 
hands
$500-$700
Circa 1880
17in x 14in x 6.75in

29

30

30
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Plu-
ribus” wall hanging plush clock with a 
spring driven balance wheel 8 day time-
piece mounted on a wall hanging board.
$400-$500
Circa 1886
18.5 x 15 x 3in

31
Foster S. Campos, Pembroke, Mass., 
Presentation Girandole wall clock with 
a weight driven, 8 day brass timepiece 
movement in a mahogany case with 
gold leafed front, painted metal dial and 
reverse painted convex throat and lower 
tablets by Tom Moberg, marked No. 1 and 
dated 1997. The lower tablet is inscribed 
as follows “Presented to Arthur O. Bjor-
nestad, President NAWCC, 1995-1997”.
$2500-$3500
Circa 1997
44.75in x 12in x 4.5in

31

32

32
Foster Campos, Pembroke, Mass., copy of 
a J. L. Dunning, Concord, Mass. hanging 
timepiece, 8 day, weight driven brass 
movement. Case is stamped “2” and (year 
made) “83”.
$1500-$2000
Circa 1983
35in x 10in x 4.5in

33
James Borden / Timeshapes, Zumbrota, 
Minn., “Walnut Wall Clock”, time only, 
weight driven all-wood movement with 
thread suspension and grasshopper 
escapement in a one-of-a-kind sculptural 
wood frame with sweeping curves
$1500-$2500
Circa 1998
72in x 48in

33
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34
C.E. Beacham III, Sisters, Oregon, hanging 
regulator, 8 day, time and calendar move-
ment with two weights driving a single 
train in a mahogany and burl walnut case 
with beveled front and side glasses and 
glossy faux-enamel dial featuring calendar 
functions for day, date, month, sunrise, 
sunset and phases of the moon and fancy 
hands
$1400-$1800
Circa 2000
55.5in x 20in x 8.25in

35
Foster Campos, Pembroke, Mass., pre-
sentation banjo clock, 8 day, time only, 
weight driven brass movement in a ma-
hogany case with reverse painted throat 
and door glasses, painted metal dial with 
roman numerals, and black steel hands.
$1250-$1750
Circa 1997
41in x 10.5in x 4in

35

36
Reproduction Aaron Willard style Mas-
sachusetts shelf clock, 8 day, weight 
driven brass movement, dial signed Aaron 
Willard.
$800-$1200
Circa 1980
35.25in x 13in x 5.5in

36

37
Reproduction Aaron Willard, Boston, 
Mass. 8 day, time and strike weight driven 
brass movement Massachusetts shelf 
clock.
$800-$1200
Circa 1970
35.5in x 13in x 6in

37

38
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., for 
E.F. Caldwell & Co., New York, cartel 
style hanging timepiece, 8 day, time 
only, spring driven movement with lever 
escapement in a cast metal gilt case with 
addorsed goat’s heads holding garlands, 
central bow knot below the dial, and 
top with urn finial, arabic numeral white 
painted metal dial, and pierced, fancy 
brass hands.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1927
19in x 8in x 2.5in

38

39
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., “Pen-
dulum No. 1”, 8 day, weight driven brass 
movement wall timepiece. Movement is 
numbered 6525.
$900-$1200
Circa 1902
34.5in x 16.5in x 6.5in

39

40
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., for 
Harrison & Co., Montreal, marine clock, 
8 day, time and ship strike, spring-driven 
jeweled movement with lever escape-
ment in a polished brass case with hinged 
bezel, the arabic numeral silvered dial 
with 7 inch chapter ring, black steel Breg-
uet style hands.
$800-$1000
Circa 1919
10.5in x 10.5in x 3.75in

40

41
Boston Clock Co., Boston, Mass., wall 
regulator with a weight driven 8 day time-
piece movement in a walnut case.
$700-$900
Circa 1890
38in x 15.5in x 4.5in

41

42
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., 
“Carver” wall mounted weather station, 8 
day, time only, spring driven movement, 
thermometer, barometer and hygrom-
eter in a mahogany case with string inlay, 
silvered dials, and blued steel hands.
$650-$850
Circa 1952
38.5in x 10in x 2.5in

42

43
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., for Jor-
dan Marsh Company, Boston, rare “Louis 
XVI” model wall clock, 8 day, time and 
ship’s bells, spring driven movement with 
lever escapement in a cast bronze case 
with dark patina, silvered special dial with 
applied arabic numerals within a 5 inch 
chapter ring, and pierced hands. 
$600-$800
Circa 1927
16in x 8.5in x 4in

43

44
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., ship’s 
clock, 8 day, time and ship’s strike, spring 
driven movement with lever escape-
ment in a brass case with hinged bezel, 
7.5 inch chapter ring on a metal dial with 
arabic numerals and blued steel hands, all 
mounted to a bench-made wood base.
$500-$700
Circa 1927
11.5in x 14in x 4.75in

44

45
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., for Rat-
termann Co., “Base and Ball” shelf clock, 
8 day, time and ship’s bell strike, spring 
driven movement with jeweled lever 
escapement in a bronze finish case, 5 inch 
chapter ring on a silvered dial with arabic 
numerals and blued steel hands. 
$400-$600
Circa 1948
9.25in x 8.5in x 3.5in

45

34
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46
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., marine 
timepiece, 8 day, time only, spring-driven 
jeweled movement with lever escape-
ment in a polished brass case with 
bayonet fitted bezel, the arabic numeral 
silvered dial with 7.5 inch chapter ring, 
black steel Breguet style hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1912
9.75in x 9.75in x 3.25in

46

47
William L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, 
Conn., “Amphion” shelf clock, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven movement in a 
walnut case with burl accents, cut glass 
mirror panels in the case adjacent to and 
below the door, and matching cut glass 
pendulum bob.
$600-$800
Circa 1885
25in x 16.75in x 5.25in

47

48
William L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, 
Conn., “Regulator No. 11” wall timepiece, 
8 day, two-weight driven brass movement 
in a walnut case.
$500-$700
Circa 1891
50in x 17.25in x 7.25in

48

49
William L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, 
Conn., mantel clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven nickel plated move-
ment in a red porcelain case with green 
border and raised floral motif, arabic 
numeral white enamel dial and black 
steel hands.
$400-$500
Circa 1900
15.5in x 13in x 6.25in

49

50
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “No. 1 
Regulator” banjo wall clock, 8 day, time 
only, weight driven movement in a rose-
wood grained cherry case with painted 
metal dial and reverse painted throat and 
lower tablets
$4000-$6000
Circa 1885
49.5in x 19.5in x 5.5in

50

51
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “No. 11 
Regulator” often called Keyhole, 8 day, 
weight driven brass movement hanging 
timepiece. Case is stamped “53 “.
$1800-$2000
Circa 1874
31.5in x 13.5in x 4.5in

51

52
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., for 
W.H.C. RIGGS, Philadelphia, Penn., No. 
3 size banjo timepiece, 8 day, time only, 
weight driven movement in a grain-paint-
ed cherry case, painted metal dial with 
Riggs name and Morris & Essex RR.
$1500-$1800
Circa 1865
38in x 16in x 4in

52

53
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “Model 
1800”, 8 day, weight driven brass move-
ment copy of a Willard Mass. shelf clock. 
Case is stamped “ 8”, c1989.
$800-$1200
32.5in x 13.75in x 5.75in

53

54
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “No. 20”, 
8 day, weight driven brass movement 
with maintaining power marble front gal-
lery wall timepiece.
$800-$1000
Circa 1923
22in x 22in x 4.75in

54

55
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “Regu-
lator No. 70” wall clock with a weight 
driven 8 day timepiece movement in an 
oak case.
$800-$1000
Circa 1900
31in x 15.5in x 5in

55

56
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “No. 
70 Regulator” wall clock, 8 day, time 
only, weight driven movement in an oak 
case with painted metal dial and reverse 
painted tablet.
$600-$800
Circa 1910
31.5in x 15.5in x 4.75in

56

57
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “Regu-
lator No. 70” wall hanging clock with a 
weight driven 8 day timepiece movement 
in a walnut case.
$600-$800
Circa 1895
31in x 15.5in x 4.75in

57
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58
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “Regu-
lator No. 5”, 8 day, weight driven brass 
movement patent or banjo timepiece.
$450-$650
Circa 1890
29.25in x 12in x 4.25in

58

59
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “Model 
1830”, 8 day, weight driven brass move-
ment copy of a New Hampshire wall 
timepiece.
$400-$600
Circa 1990
27in x 12.75in x 4.5in

59

60
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “Regu-
lator No. 4”, 8 day, weight driven brass 
movement patent or banjo timepiece.
$400-$600
Circa 1880
32in x 13.5in x 4.25in

60

61
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, “No. 
2 Bank” hanging calendar clock, with a 
double weight driven timepiece move-
ment, and H. B. Horton patented per-
petual calendar mechanism, in a walnut 
case.
$3500-$4500
Circa 1880
58in x 21.5in x 9in

61

62
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, 
“No. 3 1/2 Parlor Calendar” with a spring 
driven, double wind, 30 day, time only 
movement (E.N. Welch) with an H. B. Hor-
ton patented perpetual calendar mecha-
nism, in a walnut case with a black dial.
$1500-$2500
Circa 1882
20.5in x 10in x 6in

62

63
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, 
“No. 5 Emerald” shelf clock with a spring 
driven, 8 day time and strike movement 
by E.N. Welch, Forestville, Conn, and an 
H. B. Horton patented perpetual calendar 
mechanism in a walnut case with burl and 
ebony accents.
$1400-$1800
Circa 1880
33in x 14.5in x 5.25in

63

64
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, “No. 
4 Hanging Office” wall clock with a spring 
driven 8 day time and strike movement 
(E. N. Welch, Forestville, Conn.) in a Wal-
nut case.
$400-$600
Circa 1880
28.5in x 15.5in x 4.75in

64

65
F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York, NY, 
“Noiseless Rotary No. 1” mantel clock, 8 
day, time and strike, spring driven brass 
movement with rotary pendulum on a 
molded wood base with glass dome, the 
pendulum hanger support in the form 
of an oil derrick, with painted metal dial, 
and black steel Maltese style hands.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1884
21in x 11in x 11in

65

66
F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York, NY, 
“Noiselss Rotary No. 5”, 8 day, time and 
strike spring driven brass movement 
rotary pendulum figural shelf clock.
$1000-$1200
Circa 1882
21.5in x 14in x 6.25in

66

67
F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York, NY, 
“Noiseless Rotary No. 3”, 8 day, time 
and strike spring driven brass movement 
rotary pendulum mantel clock.
$700-$900
Circa 1882
22.5in x 13.5in x 6.5in

67

68
New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, 
Conn., “Low Tile” mantel clock similar 
to No. 1017 or “Albatross”, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven movement with 
visible escapement in a cast brass frame 
with plum-colored Chelsea ceramic tiles 
depicting winged putti and sand glasses, 
two piece enamel dial with arabic numer-
als, and black steel hands.
$2000-$3000
Circa 1890
12.25in x 10in x 6in

68

69
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Plymouth Hollow, 
Conn., “Office Calendar- Special Issue” 
wall clock with a weight driven, 8 day 
timepiece movement in a rosewood 
veneered case, with Renaissance revival 
style gilt, cast composition ornaments on 
both sides as well as the top and bottom. 
This clock is the exact clock pictured on 
page 245 of the reference book “Calendar 
Clocks” by Tran Duy Ly (1993) which de-
scribes the clock as a limited production 
case design.
$3500-$4500
Circa 1862
45in x 16.5in x 6.5in

69
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70
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Parlor Calendar No. 9” shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement with cathedral gong, and R. 
T. Andrews patented perpetual calendar 
mechanism, in a walnut case with burl 
accents and carved highlights.
$3500-$4500
Circa 1890
30in x 18in x 6.5in

70

71
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Office Calendar No. 13”, weight 
driven, 8 day timepiece movement with 
maintaining power, and R. T. Andrews 
patented perpetual calendar mechanism, 
in a solid oak case.
$2500-$3500
Circa 1890
49in x 18.75in x 7.5in

71

72
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Parlor Calendar No. 10” shelf 
clock, 8 day, time, cathedral bell strike 
and perpetual calendar weight driven 
movement in an ornately carved walnut 
case with painted metal dials
$2500-$3500
Circa 1890
36in x 21.5in x 7in

72

73
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Marcy” wall clock, 8 day, time 
and quarter strike, spring driven brass 
movement in an oak case, painted metal 
dial with roman numerals, and black steel 
hands.
$2000-$3000
Circa 1885
42in x 17in x 8in

73

74
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Regulator No. 18” wall clock with 
weight driven, 8 day timepiece move-
ment and maintaining power in a walnut 
case with 8 inch nickel damascened 
pendulum bob.  
$2000-$2500
Circa 1889
54in x 20.5in x 5.5in

74

75
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Regulator No. 6” wall clock with 
a weight driven, 8 day timepiece move-
ment in a walnut veneered case.
$2000-$3000
Circa 1886
48.25in x 16.75 x 7.25

75

76
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Regulator No. 18” wall clock with 
a weight driven, 8 day time piece move-
ment with dead beat escapement and 
maintaining power, in an oak case.
$1400-$1600
Circa 1909
53.5in x 20.5in x 5.5in

76

77
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Regulator No. 1 Extra” wall clock, 
weight driven timepiece movement 
with maintaining power in a burl walnut 
veneered case.
$1000-$1400
Circa 1880
41in x 20in x 5in

77

78
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Regulator No. 20” hanging time-
piece, 8 day, weight driven brass move-
ment with Graham dead-beat escape-
ment and maintaining power.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1909
62in x 20in x 9in

78

79
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Flora” wall clock with a weight 
driven 8 day time and strike movement in 
an ebony finished case.
$900-$1200
Circa 1884
38.5in x 13.75in x 6.75in

79

80
Seth Thomas Clock co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Gallery- 18 Inch” wall clock with 
a spring driven, 30 day, 86T timepiece 
movement, with Graham deadbeat es-
capement in a solid oak case.
$900-$1200
Circa 1910
25.5in x 25.5in x 6.5in

80

81
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Lobby 18 Inch” wall hanging clock 
with a spring driven, 15 day, double wind 
timepiece movement in an oak case.
$900-$1200
Circa 1896
37in x 25.25in x 8in

81
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82
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Santa Fe” shelf clock with a spring 
driven, 8 day, time and strike lyre move-
ment with cathedral gong, in a walnut 
case.
$900-$1200
Circa 1886
22.5in x 13.25in x 4.5in

82

83
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Garfield” shelf clock with a weight 
driven 8 day time and strike movement 
with cathedral gong in an ash case.
$800-$900
Circa 1886
29in x 16in x 6.5in

83

84
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Hecla” shelf clock in a walnut and 
burl wlnut veneer case with a three train, 
8 day, spring driven time and strike move-
ment, striking the quarter hours on 2 cup 
bells and the hours on a cathedral bell.
$800-$1000
Circa 1886
22.5in x 12in x 5in

84

85
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Atlas” shelf clock with a spring 
driven, 8 day, time and quarter strike 
movement in an oak case.
$700-$900
Circa 1885
22.5in x 12in x 5.75in

85

86
Seth Thomas Clock co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Arcade No. 1” gallery clock with a 
spring driven 30 day timepiece movement 
(86T) with Graham deadbeat escapement 
in nicely finished oak case.
$600-$800
Circa 1920
22in x 22in x 5.5in

86

87
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Atlas” shelf clock in a walnut case 
with a three train, 8 days, spring, time 
and strike movement, striking the quarter 
hours on 2 cup bells and the hours on a 
cathedral bell.
$500-$600
Circa 1884
22.5in x 12.5in x 5.5in

87

88
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Umbria”, wall clock with a spring 
driven 30 day (model 86T) double wind 
timepiece movement in oak case with 
silver lettered advertising tablet of “Webb 
C. Ball Co., Jewelers, Cleveland, O”.
$450-$550
Circa 1895
42in x 15in x 6in

88

89
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., 
“Regulator No. 2” hanging clock with a 
weight driven double wind timepiece 
movement, with Graham dead-beat 
escapement and maintaining power, in a 
rosewood veneered case.
$700-$900
Circa 1891
37.5in x 17.5in x 4.5in

89

90
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., 
“Regulator No. 67” wall clock with a 
weight driven double wind timepiece 
movement with dead-beat escapement in 
a mahogany case.
$700-$900
Circa 1906
50.5in x 22in x 8in

90

91
E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Regulator No. 12” wall clock, 30 day time 
only movement with two mainsprings 
driving a single train, in a walnut case 
with applied carvings and painted metal 
dial with subsidiary seconds
$2000-$3000
Circa 1889
65in x 23in x 7in

91

92
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“24 Inch Gallery” hanging clock with a 
spring driven, double wind 8 day time-
piece movement in a solid oak gallery 
case.
$1300-$1800
Circa 1880
37in x 37in x 6in

92

93
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Regulator No. 2”, 8 day, double wind 
spring driven brass movement wall time-
piece.
$900-$1200
Circa 1889
55.75in x 25.5in x 5.75in

93
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94
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Titiens V.P.”, 30 day, double wind spring 
driven brass movement shelf clock.
$900-$1200
Circa 1880
23in x 16in x 6.5in

94

95
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Cary VP” mantel clock with an 8 day 
spring driven time and strike with “Patti”-
style movement in a rosewood and rose-
wood veneered case.
$600-$750
Circa 1880
20.5in x 12.25in x 6.25in

95

96
E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn., 
“Regulator No. 11” wall clock, 8 day, time 
only, dual weight driven nickel plated 
movement with meter long pendulum 
and center seconds in an oak case, 9 inch 
roman numeral dial and black steel spade 
hands.
$500-$750
Circa 1880
60in x 18.5in x 6in

96

97
E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Khedive”, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement shelf clock.
$500-$700
Circa 1892
16in x 12in x 6.75in

97

98
Karl Griesbaum, Triberg, Germany, “Clock 
Peddler” whistling figure, spring driven 
brass movement driving a bellows, cam-
controlled slide whistle, and head motion, 
enclosed in a hand carved wood figure of 
a German clock peddler, a small working 
spring driven wag-on-the-wall novelty 
clock under his arm and a load of addi-
tional clocks on his back.
$600-$800
Circa 1930
13in x 4.5in x 3.75in

98



99
Bradley & Hubbard, Meriden, Conn., a rare Organ Grinder moving eye timepiece, the cast iron case with oval, green painted base, 
the figure dressed in yellow stockings, red coat and top hat with plume, his barrel organ hung with a yellow strap and draped with 
a green blanket, the monkey wearing a red coat with white collar and cap, and seated on the blanket at his right, roman numeral 
paper dial with brass bezel and spade hands, brass, spring driven lever movement with large brass balance, the organ grinders eyes 
controlled by the rocking pallet
Condition: dirty, retains much of its original surface, red paint over layer of blue on the figure’s coat, base with minor oxidation, bezel 
dirty, dial very dirty and with significant staining, movement very dirty,. will tick briefly
$2800-$3500   Circa 1865   17.5in x 8in x 6in

21
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100
France, a good third quarter 19th century marble and gilt bronze 
lyre clock with skeletonized dial and brilliant ring pendulum, the 
dial signed “Breant a Paris”, the molded oval base with attenu-
ated toupee feet, recessed panel with gilt, foliate ornament, 
and festoon with tassels, supporting the cast lyre frame with 
acanthus leaf and beaded trim, hanging fruit and floral garland, 
and surmounted by a female mask superimposed on a sunburst 
ornament, roman numeral white enamel dial with concentric 
date ring and open center, finely pierced and engraved gilt lyre 
form hands with blued steel date indicator and skeletonized date 
wheel, the dial surrounded by the ring form pendulum mounted 
with brilliants, 8 day, time and strike pendule de Paris movement 
with Brocot escapement, striking the hour and half hour

Condition: case dirty, with polish residue and verdigris, cast or-
naments retain much of their original gilding, dial with hairlines 
at 12: 30 and 5: 30, hands good, movement ticks and strikes, bell 
replaced, pendulum ring with minor bends
$2500-$3500
Circa 1865
21.5in x 9 x 5

100

101
Probably Brocot & Delettrez, Paris, for Edward Biven, Paris, a 
large four glass mantel regulator with Brocot perpetual calendar, 
the case with black slate molded top and base with rounded 
corners, and polished, gilt frames with thick beveled glasses, or-
nately engraved gilt dial mask, two piece roman numeral white 
enamel dial with visible Brocot escapement, blued steel Breguet 
style hands, and blued central seconds indicator, calendar also 
with two part white enamel dial and blued hands, the center 
with starry sky and clouds, and aperture displaying the phases 
of the moon, large two train pendule de Paris movement strik-
ing a single blow at the half hour and counting the hours on a 
bell, polished perpetual calendar movement, and two vial, half 
seconds beating mercury pendulum

Condition: slate with minor marks and scratches, top with crack 
and minor loss at upper right, where it meets the brass, frames 
with spotting, left side glass with chip, upper right, mask very 
good, dial with hairline at 12:00, hands with specks of oxide, 
seconds hand short, calendar dial very good, hands with specks 
of oxide, day and date hands missing tails, movements clean, 
ticking and striking, striking jams when advancing calendar (lever 
binds against hand setting arbor), bell and nut present, bell 
stand missing, regulator arbor and wheel missing, calendar func-
tional, but not synchronized, pendulum good, turned ornament 
at center above frame replaced.
$2000-$3000
Circa 1860
18.25in x 10.5in x 7.75in

101



23

102
French mystery clock, “La Balan-
celle” double dialed shop window 
regulator, 8 day, time only, spring 
driven movement in a steel and 
brass grid iron pendulum form 
case with two white enamel dials, 
one with sweep seconds and the 
other without, and signed “MO-
REL A MORBIER
$1400-$1800
Circa 1860
49in x 15in x 2.75in

102

103
France, an early 19th century gilt 
bronze portico clock, the base 
with acanthus ornamented ogee 
molding below an applied, sym-
metrical foliate mount, the four 
columns with laurel wreath bases 
and egg and dart capitals, and 
supporting an entablature with 
foliate mount similar to that on 
the base, with dentil and egg and 
dart ornament below the ogee 
molded cornice, roman numeral, 
gilt, engine turned dial, steel 
Breguet style hands, large, two 
train pendule de Paris movement 
with recoil escapement, adjust-
able crutch, and striking on a bell, 
the inside of the back plate with 
stamped initials “L.G.”, and bime-
tallic gridiron pendulum
$1200-$1800
Circa 1820
21.5in x 12in x 6.25in

103

104
Bruneau Elve. de Motel, Paris, 
France, crystal regulator, 8 day, 
time and strike, spring driven 
movement with visible Brocot 
escapement and two vial com-
pensating pendulum in a glazed 
cast brass case on a white marble 
base with applied cast ornaments 
surmounted by a bird and snake, 
two-piece white enamel dial with 
roman numerals, blued steel 
Breguet style
$900-$1400
Circa 1890
22in x 12in x 8in

104
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110
Müller & Kern, Breslau, Germany (cur-
rent day Wroclaw, Poland) for Hamman & 
Koch, New York & Paris, chiming mantel 
clock, 8 day, time and strike with chime 
playing on eight nested bells, spring 
driven brass movement in a heavy black 
slate case with brass trim on a stepped 
and molded base with turned bun feet, 
polished black slate dial with incised ro-
man numerals, gilt hands, all topped by 
a large cast gilt eagle with outstretched 
wings.
$600-$800
Circa 1875
26in x 12.75in x 7.5in

110

111
Crosnier, Paris, France, ceramic mantel 
clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
movement in a figural white bisque case 
signed “Mongenet” depicting a woman, 
two birds, and a putto amid delicate 
flowers and swirling scrolls, all resting on 
a molded base with applied cast metal 
ornaments, arabic numeral white enamel 
dial, and gilt Louis XV style hands.
$500-$700
12in x 10in x 5in

111

113
France, unusual table clock, 30 hour, 
time and animated fountain, Swiss verge 
movement in a patinated bronze Gothic 
style case, the base containing a cut glass 
reservoir, the front corners with gryphon 
feet, case front with niche, trimmed with 
cast foliate ornament and grotesque 
mask, a twisted glass rod which rotates 
under power of a concealed movement 
simulates water pouring from the mouth 
of the mask, frosted glass dial with 
painted roman numerals.
$500-$750
Circa 1850
16 in x 7.5in x 4.5in

113

112
Isidore-Arnoult Grenot, Paris, France, fig-
ural mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven round movement with silk 
thread suspension in a gilt bronze case on 
turned feet, the base with frieze depicting 
Cupid under a garland, standing above is 
a gilt figure of the butterfly-winged god-
dess Psyche handling a quiver of arrows, 
roman numeral white enamel dial, and 
blued steel Breguet hands.
$500-$700
Circa 1815
16.5in x 10in x 4.5in

112

106
France, an unusual aesthetic movement 
black slate and polychrome enamel chim-
ing mantel clock, the rectilinear case with 
lancet arch corners, turned brass feet and 
domed back, the base with horizontal 
panel with scene depicting a medieval 
fortress, above a reeded base and flanked 
by gilt, incised, stylized naturalistic orna-
ment, the tops of the corners also with 
matching decoration, the domed case 
back with inset, half round enamel panel 
with three figures in a landscape, possibly 
representing the Three Musketeers, with 
flanking, engraved balustrade and incised, 
gilt butterflies, case back with pierced 
brass door, gilt arabic numeral slate dial, 
the enamel center with polychrome fam-
ily crest, gilt spade hands, the large two 
train brass movement chiming Westmin-
ster or Whittington quarters on eight bells 
and striking the hours on a large gong, 
the chime train with fusee, the time and 
strike trains powered by a single barrel, 
with chime selector above 6:00
$800-$1200
Circa 1875
17.75in x 10in x 7in

106

107
Raingo Frères, Paris, France, large mantel 
clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
pendulum movement, on a red marble 
platform supporting a cast brass case with 
stepped, molded base, flowing leaf-forms 
on both sides holding a cylindrical central 
portion flanked by large lion masks, cast 
dial center with enamel cartouche roman 
numerals, and black steel hands.
$800-$1200
Circa 1875
23in x 19.5in x 7.25in

107

108
France, Classical Revival figural clock, 8 
day, time and strike, round spring driven 
movement with cylinder escapement on 
a variegated green marble base with cast 
feet and applied gilt ornament, the gilt 
figure of a winged putto in a chariot being 
pulled by two horses, roman numeral 
white enamel chapter with cast dial cen-
ter, blued steel Breguet style hands
$700-$900
Circa 1890
13.5in x 17in x 5.25in

108

109
Japy Frères & Cie., Paris, France, figural 
mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven pendule de Paris movement in a 
delicate Meissen style ceramic case with 
an abundance of polychrome leaves and 
flowers, the figure of a woman leaning 
over the top of the case reaching for the 
hand of a putto standing on on the left 
side, roman numeral white enamel dial, 
blued steel Breguet style hands
$700-$1000
Circa late 19th century
16in x 10in x 7.5in

109
105
Etienne Lenoir, Paris, France, figural 
mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven pendule de Paris movement 
in a white marble case on metal feet, 
the molded base with fluted sides and 
applied metal ornament, a gilt, reclining 
figure of the Greek goddess Clio reading a 
large book, roman numeral white enamel 
dial with arabic numerals every five min-
utes, and fancy pierced brass hands.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1850
14in x 21in x 6in

105
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114
Japy Frères, Paris, France, for Spauld-
ing & Co., Chicago, Illinois, crystal 
regulator, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven brass pendule de Paris 
movement in brass case with curved 
and bent beveled glasses, applied 
brass floral trimmings, roman numeral 
polychrome enamel dial, gilt floral 
hands, and compensating two-vial 
pendulum.
$500-$700
Circa 1915
12.5in x 7in x 4.5in

114

115
Jean Baptiste Delettrez, Paris, a large, 
black slate mantel regulator, the case 
with simple molded base, deeply 
molded sides, flattened, projecting 
mid molding, and simple, molded sup-
ports for the reeded drumhead case, 
much of the front with flat, polished 
surfaces having gilt, incised line and 
foliate ornament, the glazed pendu-
lum aperture with gilt frame, and top 
with brass bezel and thick beveled 
glass, roman numeral white enamel 
two piece dial, with blued steel Breg-
uet style hands, and exposed Brocot 
escapement, the center marked “Paris 
1866”, 8 day time and strike pendule 
de Paris movement striking on a bell, 
and bimetallic Ellicott style pendulum 
with white enamel center, the back 
stamped “J.B.D.” within an oval
$500-$750
Circa 1865
18.5in x 14.5in x 7.25in

115

116
Lenzkirch AG, Lenzkirch, Germany, 
figural mantel clock, 8 day, time only, 
spring driven brass movement in a 
ceramic case with white glaze with 
paw feet and gadrooned top, blue and 
gold glazed accents throughout, the 
base supporting the figure of a seated 
woman reading a large book, roman 
numeral dial integrated into the cast-
ing, fancy pierced brass hands.
$500-$700
Circa 1923
12in x 14in x 6in

116

117
Paris, France, portico clock, 8 day, 
time and strike, large round spring 
driven movement with pinwheel 
escapement in a four column case, 
the stepped molded base and cornice 
with figured walnut veneers and brass 
inlay, gilt metal columns, cast gilt 
bezel surrounding a roman numeral 
white enamel dial, blued steel Breg-
uet style hands, and gridiron pendu-
lum with polished brass bob
$400-$600
Circa 1855
22.5in x 11.5in x 6.5in

117
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119
Matthaus Hipp, Neuchatel, an electromagnetic, altdeutsch style hanging master clock, the walnut case with bulbous base, com-
pound moldings and large, quarter round, turned bead molding, the glazed door with fluted columns and carved capitals, on turned, 
vasiform bases, and entablature with compound molded cornice, and with removable, molded, carved crest, roman numeral white 
enamel dial with sunk center and black painted steel Vienna style hands, brass movement with nickel plated plate, signed “M. Hipp 
Neuchatel Suisse”, mounted to a cast brass bracket above the contact strip with toggle, pendulum with rectangular steel rod, heavy 
brass clad bob, count wheel with pin closing a contact every minute, and notched block for the toggle, with rectangular bar at bot-
tom, receiving impulse through the coils at the bottom of the case

Condition: case in an old finish, walnut with fading, minor bumps and dings, veneer on base with large blisters, upper base molding 
with minor misalignment at left, turned molding with minor misalignment at right, door with splits at top and bottom, cornice mold-
ing on right side with repair, dial very good, hands now painted black, movement complete, with minor tarnish and dirt, pendulum 
bob polished, pendulum rod and notched block with minor oxidation, count wheel cock with losses to plating, count wheel pawl with 
minor oxidation, condition of circuitry unknown
 

$1400-$1800   Circa 1895   40in x 14.25in x 7in

118
Matthaus Hipp, Neuchatel, a rare electromagnetic master clock with skeletonized dial, the cast iron openwork frame mounted to 
a molded wooden base on toupie feet, the frame both concealing the wiring, and supporting the electromagnet, movement and 
roman numeral, white enamel dial, black painted Breguet style hands, with concentric indicator showing dead seconds, very heavy, 
faux gridiron pendulum with damascened bob and jeweled toggle, spotted, oblong brass plate below the movement carrying the 
contact and engraved “M. Hipp Neuchatel Suisse”, with glass dome

Condition: base with minor joint separation at back, front section of base reglued, minor dings and scratches, feet dirty, cast frame 
very good, movement and other brass components appear to retain their original lacquer, dial with faint hairlines at 2:00, 9:00, 
hands painted, pendulum bob with minor spotting, the two narrow steel pendulum rods with minor oxide, dome good. Appears to 
be complete, but operating condition unknown. Matthaus Hipp (1813-1893) was born in Blaubeuren, Germany and at age 16 he 
was apprenticed to clockmaker Johan Eichelhofer. He was a pioneer in the field of electrical timekeeping, and was regarded by Frank 
Hope Jones as among the most important early contributors to this discipline. In addition to his horological achievements, Hipp also 
made significant contributions to telegraphy, developed a visual traffic signal, an electric loom, and an electric clavier.
 

$3000-$5000   Circa 1870   28.5in x 14in x 10in

Matthaus Hipp
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120
Ever Ready Specialties Co., London, a rare electromagnetic mantel timepiece designed by Herbert Scott, the arabic numeral white 
enamel dial with blued steel hands and nickelled bezel, supported by four slender columns with flaring bases, decorative turnings, 
and two turned finials, brass movement with two wheel train, the pendulum with unusual knife edge suspension and cylindrical 
brass bob, swinging front to back behind the dial, and receiving periodic impulse from an electromagnet, all on a molded, rectangular 
mahogany base with adjustable brass feet, level, terminals at the back, and protected by a rectangular dome with beveled glasses 
and mirrored back, with molded mahogany top matching the base, serial #1305

Condition: very good overall, nickel plating very good, dial with a few minor scratches, hour hand with minor bends, bezel with 
minor dent at left where it joins the column, bob and indicator good, trailer a poorly made replacement, base with minor dings and 
scratches, wooden components with fading, dome very good, mirror with minor crack at upper right, not running. Herbert Scott 
(1865- 1943) was born in Bradford, Yorkshire, England. In 1902 he secured a patent for the mechanism used in this clock. A variation 
on Hipp’s toggle, there are V notches at the tips of all escape wheel teeth, and a pivoted, L shaped trailer at the top of the pendulum 
rod. Following impulse, the trailer gathers the escape wheel teeth one at a time, thereby steadily advancing the hands. The pendu-
lum amplitude eventually falls to a point where the trailer will no longer gather another tooth, and comes to rest in the V notch at a 
tooth tip. A projection on the trailer now is in line with the contact, and closes the circuit, thereby energizing the magnet, and provid-
ing impulse to the pendulum.

$2000-$3000   Circa 1905   15in x 13.5in x 8in

121
Herbert Scott / Ever Ready Specialties Co., London, a rare model EP4 electromagnetic mantel timepiece, the arabic numeral white 
enamel dial with blued steel hands mounted to a decorative nickelled plate, and supported by two hollow nickel plated columns 
housing the batteries, brass movement with two wheel train, the pendulum with unusual knife edge suspension and cylindrical brass 
bob, swinging front to back between the columns, and receiving periodic impulse from an electromagnet, all on an ebonized oblong 
base with adjustable brass feet, level, and conforming dome, the underside with two paper labels giving the model number and 
instructions for ordering replacement batteries, serial #1007

Condition: very good overall, nickel plating very good, inside of columns with minor corrosion and verdigris, dial with a few minor 
scratches, hands with minor pitting, pendulum rod thread with scattered specks of oxide, bob and indicator good, base good, one la-
bel with significant losses, the other nearly intact, dome with small chip at bottom edge, not running. Herbert Scott (1865-1943) was 
born in Bradford, Yorkshire, England. In 1902 he secured a patent for the mechanism used in this clock. A variation on Hipp’s toggle, 
there are V notches at the tips of all escape wheel teeth, and a pivoted, L shaped trailer at the top of the pendulum rod. Following 
impulse, the trailer gathers the escape wheel teeth one at a time, thereby steadily advancing the hands. The pendulum amplitude 
eventually falls to a point where the trailer will no longer gather another tooth, and comes to rest in the V notch at a tooth tip. A 
projection on the trailer now is in line with the contact, and closes the circuit, thereby energizing the magnet, and providing impulse 
to the pendulum.

$2000-$3000   Circa 1905   15in x 13.5in x 8in
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122
Eureka Clock Co. Ltd., London, a rare, striking electromagnetic “1000 day” mantel clock, the rectangular oak base with conforming 
glass dome, supporting a Eureka “ short” movement with spotted brass plates and large, vertical bimetallic balance, and electrically 
activated rack striking, roman numeral white enamel dial with open center, and blued steel spade hands, serial #196.

Condition: oak base and dome good, dial very good, hands with specks of oxide, movement in old lacquer and with tarnish, gong 
stand and gong with oxide, running, striking functional, but the gathering pallet is not advancing the rack fully to the next tooth. This 
clock, number 196, is discussed in Dr. Alan Shenton’s book “The Eureka Clock”, page 29, and is pictured on the following two pages. It 
was shown at the “Pendulum to Atom” exhibition in 1958, and again at the “ Electrifying Time” exhibition in 1976/ 77. The clock was 
later sold at Christies, London, October 15, 1986, lot 133. While patent papers showing a striking mechanism for use in Eureka clocks 
were filed by Lionel Asprey in 1913, no clocks are known to have been made to his specification.

$1500-$2500   Circa 1910   11in x 8in x 6in

123
Eureka Clock Co. Ltd., London, an electromagnetic “1000 day” shelf clock with lantern style case, “ short” movement with brass 
plates and large, bimetallic balance with pivots running on ball bearings, roman numeral brass dial with beveled glass center, pierced 
steel hands, serial #2149

Condition: case polished and lacquered, bell with tarnish, inside of case bottom with staining and corrosion from a leaking battery, 
plates with tarnish, some balance screws with added washers, hands painted black, balance contact lacking insulation at end, con-
tacts dirty, lacking battery holder, not running. See Dr. Alan Shenton’s “The Eureka Clock”, page 95 for an illustration of this model as 
presented in the Eureka catalog.

$1800-$2500   16.5in x 7in x 7in
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125
New England Electric Clock Co., Bangor, Me., a 
mahogany cased, electromagnetic hanging time-
piece, the well made case with glazed rectangular 
door allowing a view of the pendulum and beat 
scale, with transitional, carved molding support-
ing a wider, upper case, also with rectangular 
door having a circular opening for viewing the 
dial, and decorated with carved palmettes and a 
pendant husk festoon, below a molded cornice, 
and surmounted by a shaped crest with foliate 
carving, arabic numeral white paper dial on a brass 
trimmed zinc pan, marked “Continuous Action No 
Weights No Springs New England Electric Clock 
Co., Bangor, Maine”, blued steel, counter weighted 
spade hands, brass movement with electromag-
netic remontoire, resetting the driving weight at 
alternate vibrations of the pendulum, cylindrical, 
brass clad pendulum bob with tray top, and cylin-
drical wooden rod, serial #140

Condition: case very good overall, with a few 
minor bumps and dings, refinished, crest replaced, 
carved from old wood, panel in case back with 
small gap from shrinkage, upper door with small 
shrinkage gap at left, dial good, with some dirt and 
toning, hands with minor oxidation and loss to 
blue, movement functional, top of plates with mi-
nor oxidation, pendulum rod good, bob with minor 
staining and tarnish.

$1800-$2500   Circa 1905   48.75in x 19in x 8in

124
Bangor Electric Clock Co., Bangor, Maine, an 
unusual mahogany architectural electrome-
chanical shelf clock, the polished mahogany 
case with gabled facade and offset tower, 
the lower door with glazed, crescent shaped 
cutout for viewing the pendulum, with 
circular paterae above and elliptical paterae 
to the left, the gable with marquetry bird on 
a branch, and the tower with glazed door 
above a festoon inlaid frieze, the silvered 
dial with arabic numerals, open center, 
and signed “Bangor Electric Clock”, blued 
steel maltese hands, and brass, rectangular 
movement, cylindrical brass clad pendulum 
bob with round wooden rod, and with the 
original instructions and envelope, serial 
#1043

Condition: case very good overall and in 
original finish, top with slight warp at left 
side, bottom door with two short splits, one 
originating at left end of crescent, the other 
at the bottom right of the crescent, dial and 
hands very good, movement clean, pendu-
lum rod repaired, bob with minor tarnish, 
running condition unknown

$1800-$2500   Circa 1900
21in x 12in x 6.25in

From the Jeweler’s Circular, October 1898 Penobscot County Directory, 1908
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126
Henri Alfred Campiche, Geneva, 
Switzerland and Nancy, France. A rare 
3/4 seconds beating electromagnetic 
master clock, rectilinear mahogany case 
with glazed door, molded cornice and 
base, roman and arabic numeral 24 
hour white enamel dial signed “L’Heure 
Electrique Paris”, blued steel spade and 
poker hands, polished brass dial move-
ment, polished brass main movement 
with electromagnet and impulse arm 
mounted at left, and white enamel 
seconds dial with contact on wheel 
at right, the pendulum with polished, 
cylindrical brass bob

Condition: case in an old finish, a bit 
dirty, and with minor losses to sur-
face, minor bumps and dings, left side 
with short split at bottom, door stiles 
warped, door with gap when closed, 
dial very good, hands with minor oxide, 
reblued, dial movement clean, main 
movement with minor spotting, sec-
onds dial with hairlines, pendulum bob 
with minor dents, rating scale at top of 
bob replaced, seconds wheel advance 
lever missing, mount for lever present, 
condition of circuitry unknown

$1800-$2500   Circa 1915   
35 in x 11.5in x 7.5in

127
Bardon, Clichy, a hanging oak electro-
magnetic timepiece, the rectilinear 
case with molded top and corbelled 
bottom with square drops, glazed 
door with fluted stiles below a frieze 
with elongated pyramidic ornaments, 
signed arabic numeral white enamel 
dial with Breguet style hands and 
central seconds indicator, rectangular 
brass movement with four wheel train 
mounted to the marble backboard, 
heavy gilt pendulum with horse-
shoe magnet oscillating above a disc 
shaped coil also fixed to the marble 
back, serial #1037

Condition: case dirty, minor marks 
and scratches, cornice molding with 
small dings and losses, corners of 
cornice molding with minor misalign-
ment due to shrinkage in case sides, 
marble back good, dial good, hands 
with minor discoloration and specks 
of oxide, hour hand repaired, move-
ment dirty, hands advance when 
escape wheel is advanced manually, 
pendulum with minor spotting and 
tarnish, battery good, condition of 
circuitry unknown

$1200-$1500   Circa 1920
 24.25in x 12.75  in x 7in
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128
Thomas John Murday, Reason Manufacturing Co., Brighton, England, a rare Murday electromagnetic timepiece with large horizontal 
balance, the turned mahogany base below a round brass plate with two cylindrical pillars supporting the movement, and flanking 
the large steel balance with brass weights, blued steel hairspring and Hipp toggle, the movement with a single square brass plate and 
three wheel train, transparent roman numeral dial with blued steel hands, all mounted to a footed, deeply molded turned mahogany 
base with conforming dome

Condition: mahogany base good and in original finish, brass base plate missing manufacturer’s engraved plate, brass components 
with minor spotting, staining, and tarnish, some steel components with specks of oxide, dial restored, protective lacquer with orange 
peel, movement dirty, but complete and functional, impulse arm assembly replaced, dome good, condition of circuitry unknown

$1800-$2500   Circa 1910   13in x 8in

129
Charles Edouard O’Keenan, Paris, a rare electromechanical table or mantel clock with “OK Motor” remontoire, the round, brass crys-
tal regulator style case with molded top and base, and fluted column frames containing four beveled glasses, roman numeral white 
enamel dial with blued steel spade hands, brass movement with round plates, jeweled Brocot escapement and mercury pendulum, 
and a continuously rotating motor with horseshoe magnet behind the movement driving an arbor with clutch, and winding a hair-
spring which powers the movement

Condition: case with spotting and tarnish, rear glass with chips at upper right, dial with hairlines, hands with specks of oxide, move-
ment very dirty, will run, motor runs and rewinds spring, pendulum with losses to gilding, steel parts with minor oxide

$1200-$1500   Circa 1910   10.75in x 7in
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130
Waltham Electric Clock Co., Natick, 
Mass., a seconds beating hanging 
regulator with electrically reset 
remontoire, the rectilinear oak 
case with canted, paneled base, 
full length glazed door with simple 
carved spandrels, the glass with 
gilt lettering, “Waltham Electric 
Regulator Wm. H. Upton”, and crest 
with central balustrade, scalloped 
ornament, and four finials, roman 
numeral silvered dial with brass 
bezel, and blued steel Bangor Clock 
Company style hands, brass move-
ment with three wheel train and 
gravity escapement, the left arm 
reset by an armature at alternate 
vibrations of the pendulum, the 
wooden rod with cylindrical, brass 
clad bob

Condition: base with scuffs and 
minor losses, door with minor splits, 
door will not close fully because 
center arbor is resting against 
the glass, gilt lettering good, dial 
repainted and with poorly applied 
lacquer, bezel cemented to dial 
with silicone caulk, movement dirty 
but complete, pendulum bob with 
minor staining, condition of circuitry 
unknown.

$1200-$1800   Circa 1890   
65 x 19in x 8.5in

131
Self Winding Clock Co., an unusual 
lyre form hanging timepiece, the gilt 
case with a pair of winged beasts 
having birds heads, feet, and sea 
serpent tails, the two arranged to 
suggest a lyre form, and perched on 
an urn like, fluted and foliate carved 
ornament, supporting the carved, 
scalloped cylindrical top containing 
the movement, and surmounted by a 
carved squirrel, roman numeral white 
painted dial, black painted barbed 
steel hands, style F movement with 
dead beat escapement, the main-
spring providing power rewound at 
regular intervals, short pendulum 
with heavy brass clad bob, and in-
struction tag inside case top

Condition: case regilded and with 
minor losses, dial repainted, two dial 
screws missing, hands good, move-
ment with minor staining, will run 
when rewound manually, condition 
of circuitry unknown

$2000-$3000   Circa 1910   
41in x 13.5in x 7in
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133
Possibly New York Standard Clock Co., an unusual electromagnetic striking skeleton clock, the rectangular green onyx base support-
ing a pair of gilt mounted onyx columns, and brass “A” frame with pendulum suspension, and provision for mounting the movement, 
skeletonized zinc dial with arabic numeral white enamel cartouches, blued steel hands with concentric seconds indicator, movement 
with in line, crescent shaped plates, in line trains, and striking on a blued steel gong, the pendulum with wooden rod and cylindrical 
brass clad bob, beneath a glass dome

Condition: onyx base with repaired breaks, right side with loss at joint, battery compartment cover with repaired break, dial with mi-
nor bends, and crack at left side mount, two cartouches detached but present, some cartouches with hairlines and small chips, hands 
with specks of oxide, movement appears to be complete, dirty and oily, would benefit from service, pendulum with minor tarnish, 
pendulum rod with losses to finish, pendulum nut with flattened tip, pendulum suspension altered, dome good, condition of circuitry 
unknown

$1400-$1800   Circa 1900   17.75in x 12in x 7.5in

132
France, a rare electromagnetic mantel timepiece with rotary governor, the deeply molded, square black slate base below a conform-
ing gilt plate with two turned columns flanking the armature with centrifugal governor, and supporting a rectangular plate surmount-
ed by the gilt movement with shaped plates and four wheel train, roman numeral white enamel dial with gilt bezel and blued steel 
Breguet style hands and central sweep seconds indicator, all beneath a later, square plexiglass dome

Condition: base originally with three feet, now missing, base dirty and with chips at front corners, lower plate with hole for un-
known, missing component, gilding dirty, with spotting and minor losses, dial good, hands with minor patchy oxide, steel plate above 
armature coils with oxide, governor weights with tarnish, dome replaced, not running. An unusual clock, using a motor with pinion 
at it’s upper end, driving a contrate wheel at the bottom of the train, and providing continuous motion to the hands. The governor 
weights are thrown out with increasing speed, raising the governor frame, eventually breaking the circuit if the armature turns too 
rapidly. As the rotation slows, the circuit will be restored. This clock was part of the Professor  Iain Cleator collection, sold at Christies, 
London, November 25, 1998, lot 414.

$1400-$1800   Circa 1875   12.75in x 10.25in x 10in
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44 Additional information and photos available at schmitt-horan.com

134
Eureka Clock Co., Ltd, London, England, “1000 Day Electric 
Clock”, long duration, time only, battery powered tall movement 
with large bimetallic balance mounted on a mahogany base, 
roman numeral white enamel dial, blued steel spade hands, all 
covered with a glazed wood frame.
$1500-$2000   Circa 1910   
13.25in x 8in x 6.5in

134

135
Etablissements Bardon, Clichy, for Kirby, Beard & Co., Paris, an 
electromagnetic four glass table or mantel clock, the polished 
brass case with molded top and base, on adjustable turned, 
knurled feet, and ovolo molded frames with four beveled 
glasses, signed arabic numeral white enamel dial with blued 
steel hands, brass movement with square plates and four wheel 
train, heavy gilt pendulum bob with horseshoe magnet oscillat-
ing above a disc shaped coil contained in the base, serial #375
$1200-$1600   Circa 1905   
13.25in x 7in x 6in

135136
Etablissements Bardon, Clichy, for L. Leroy & Cie, Paris, an elec-
tromagnetic four glass table or mantel clock, the polished brass 
case with molded top and base on adjustable turned, knurled 
feet, and ovolo molded frames with four beveled glasses, signed 
arabic numeral white enamel dial with blued steel hands, brass 
movement with square plates and four wheel train, heavy gilt 
pendulum bob with horseshoe magnet oscillating above a disc 
shaped coil contained in the base, serial #662
$1000-$1500  Circa 1910   
13.25in x 7in x 6in

136

137
Warren Clock Co., Ashland, Mass., mantel clock or “Mystery 
Timepiece”, battery-impulsed pendulum movement on a brass 
base and stand, arabic numeral white enamel dial, black steel 
spade hands, all under glass dome.
$900-$1200  Circa 1910  
12.5in x 7in x 7in

137
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46 Additional information and photos available at schmitt-horan.com

138
Ateliers de Specialites Electriques et Mecaniques, Paris, to the 
design of Frank Holden, a rare crystal regulator style electromag-
netic timepiece with unusual balance, the brass case with four 
beveled glasses, arabic numeral metal dial signed “L.R”, blued 
steel hands with center seconds, the wheelwork concealed 
behind the dial and connected by a vertical staff passing through 
a nickel plated, three tier platform, the upper plate with helical 
balance spring and regulator, the second tier with contacts for 
energizing magnet, and the bottom with two arm balance, one 
end with coil, the other with threaded rod and cylindrical weight 
for regulation, serial #506
$800-$1200   
9.5in x 6.25in x 5in

139
Ateliers de Specialites Electriques et Mecaniques, Paris, to the 
design of Frank Holden, a rare crystal regulator style electro-
magnetic timepiece with unusual balance, the polished brass 
case with four beveled glasses, arabic numeral metal dial signed 
“L.R”, blued steel hands with center seconds, the wheel work 
concealed behind the dial and connected by a vertical staff pass-
ing through a nickel plated, three tier platform, the upper plate 
with balance spring and regulator, the second tier with contacts 
for energizing magnet, and the bottom with two arm balance, 
one end with coil, the other with threaded rod and cylindrical 
weight for regulation, serial #792
$800-$1200   
9.75in x 6.125in x 4.875in

139

140

140
ATO, France, for J.Bouyssou, Cahors, a striking, electromagnetic 
table or mantel clock, the variegated marble, crystal regulator 
style case with stepped top and base on compressed ball feet 
and containing a gilt, ovolo molded frame with four beveled 
glasses, Art Deco influenced, arabic numeral gilt dial, and blued 
steel hands, typical ATO round plate movement mounted to a 
second, larger damascened and lacquered plate supporting the 
strike work, pendulum with curved magnet and fixed, hollow 
coils at either end providing impulse, serial #104196
$800-$1200   Circa 1925   
13.5in x 8.5in x 6in

141
Bulle Clock Co., France, for J. Perona, Nice, an electromagnetic 
table or mantel clock with motorized striking, the crystal regula-
tor case with molded base and top, the ovolo molded frame 
with four beveled glasses, arabic numeral metal dial with open 
center and blued steel hands, short movement with hollow, 
cylindrical pendulum bob, and fixed, curved iron rod passing 
through it’s center, a pawl on the rod advancing the escape 
wheel one tooth per oscillation, counting the hours on a bell, 
and with a single blow at the half hour, with pendulum clip, se-
rial #255619
$600-$800   Circa 1935   
13in x 8.75in x 6.675in

141

138
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48 Additional information and photos available at schmitt-horan.com

142
Warren Telechron Co., Ashland, Mass., “Master Clock Type B” 
for current regulation, 110v motor combined with quality spring 
movement in an oak case with silvered metal dial and single 
hand to indicate deviations for 60Hz.
$900-$1200   Circa 1930   
34.5in x 16in x 5in

142

143
Thomas John Murday, The Reason Manufacturing Co., Brighton, 
an early electromagnetic pendulum timepiece, the mahogany 
case with rectangular, molded base on ball feet, containing the 
battery and electromagnet for impulsing the pendulum, black 
painted iron “A” frame with six brass pillars to which the roman 
numeral, transparent glass dial, brass movement with two wheel 
train, and crutch with Hipp toggle and contact are mounted, all 
beneath a glazed, tapering mahogany framed dome with molded 
finial, serial #60
$800-$1200   Circa 1910   
22in x 13.25in x 6.75in

143

144
The American Clock Co., Chicago, Illinois, a decorative brass elec-
tromechanical table clock with dome, the arabic numeral white 
enamel dial with blued steel hands and brass bezel, supported 
by a column with turned base and foliate ornament below 6:00, 
movement with round plates, three wheel train, jeweled dead 
beat escapement, the weights attached to the center arbor and 
periodically rewound by an electromagnet, pendulum with cy-
lindrical, nickel plated bob and rating nut at top, all on a round, 
molded brass base with stamped ornament, with conforming 
glass dome, serial #M8415
$800-$1200   Circa 1905   
17in x 9in

144

145
Forestville Clock Co., Inc., 50 West 29th St, New York, NY, a 
Eureka style electromagnetic table or mantel clock, the brass 
movement with large balance running in ball bearings, and 
passing strike at the hour and half hour, arabic numeral white 
enamel dial with phases of the moon below 12:00, and marked 
“Made in Germany”, blued steel hands, brass dial surround with 
400 day style ornament at top, all mounted to a molded, round 
brass base with conforming dome
$700-$900   Circa 1940
12.75in x 7.75in

145
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146
Ateliers de Specialites Electriques et Mecaniques, Paris, a “Rebe-
si” electromagnetic pendulum clock, the clock movement and 
arabic numeral metal dial mounted to a brass column supported 
by a polished mahogany base containing the batteries, which 
energize the electromagnet through a toggle contact mounted 
to the front of the pendulum, with correct and possibly original 
glass dome, serial #909
$500-$700

146

147
E. Prince, an electromagnetic, quarter striking clock with sec-
onds beating balance, the movement in three tiers, the lowest 
mounted to a cavetto molded brass baseand containg a rotating 
magnet, two coils, and switch for reversing the current at each 
vibration of the balance, the next tier with the 3.5 inch steel 
balance and spring, and frame carrying the fork which interacts 
with the roller jewel and transmits motion to the wheelwork, 
located in the upper tier, and below a motor which drives the 
quarter striking on two bells, roman numeral; silvered dial 
signed “E. Prince Constr” below 6:00, blued steel Breguet style 
hands and concentric seconds indicator, all on a chamfered 
mahogany base with conforming, five light, mahogany framed 
dome with heavy beveled glasses
$500-$700   Circa 1970   
19in x 10in x 10in

147

148
France, an unusual miniature hanging electromechanical 
mystery timepiece, the mahogany case with deeply incurved 
bottom bracket and pediment top, glazed, molded rectangular 
door displaying the clock, the faux compensated pendulum 
suspended on adjustable, hardened steel points at the top, with 
corresponding steel cups mounted to the pendulum, the pendu-
lum bob containing the movement with roman numeral white 
enamel dial and blued steel trefoil hands, receiving impulse from 
an electromagnet concealed in the case bottom, the hands ad-
vanced by a star wheel interacting with a spring mounted button 
between the magnet coils
$500-$700   Circa 1910   
21.5in x 9.25in x 4in

148

149
Gents, Leicester, a Pul-Syn-Etic Marine Time Transmitter, mahog-
any case with glazed square door exposing the clock movement, 
and with celluloid instruction card, arabic numeral white painted 
dial with nickel plated brass bezel contained in a round, molded 
case above the movement, the movement with iron backplate, 
three wheel train, large horizontal balance, electromagnet, and 
gravity arm, the arm reset at frequent intervals, providing power 
to the balance
$500-$800
25.5in x 15.25in x 6.25in

149
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150
L. Kusnick & Cie, Paris, a hanging electromechanical striking 
clock, the carved walnut case with heavy gadrooned molding 
above a shaped skirt with applied carved scrolls and foliate carv-
ing, turned and carved dial with roman numeral white enamel 
cartouches and fancy brass hands, carved foliate spandrels, 
and flanking, turned and fluted columns with vasiform bases, 
supporting a molded pediment with central applied carving, 
the signed movement modified by the maker from a standard 
pendule de Paris type, with lever platform and electric remon-
toire periodically re tensioning a spring driving the movement, 
and also a small mainspring, contained in a ring attached to the 
count wheel, to power the strike train
$500-$700   Circa 1910   
25in x 15.75in x 7in

150

151
Possibly France or Switzerland, an unusual electromagnetic 
hanging timepiece, the stained hardwood case with deeply 
incurved, foliate carved bottom bracket with turned drop, line 
carved base molding above two turned drops, glazed door 
with fluted columns having turned, vasiform bases and carved 
capitals, and on molded, fluted plinths, the frieze with applied 
carving, cavetto cornice molding and removable, carved crest, 
roman numeral white enamel dial with sunk center, pierced steel 
hands and central seconds indication, nickel plated movement 
with two wheel train, mounted to a nickel plated bracket with 
nickel plated electromagnet and indistinct logo or trademark, 
that bracket fixed to a rectangular white insulating plate, steel, 
openwork pendulum rod with toggle, and heavy, brass clad bob
$500-$750   Circa 1900   
38in x 14.5in x 7.5in

151

152
The Keyless Clock Co., New York, NY, hanging electromechanical 
wall clock, the oak case with a full length door, the upper portion 
glazed and with carved spandrels and central carved roundel, 
the lower portion with scalloped skirt, and molded panel, 
concealing the battery, the two sections divided by a carved 
guilloche band, and top with molded cornice and broken pitched 
pediment, arabic numeral, white painted zinc dial with brass 
bezel, blued steel spade hands, brass movement with Graham 
deadbeat escapement, three wheel train, and electromagnetic 
remontoire, periodically resetting a gravity arm which pro-
vides power to the movement, and pendulum with rectangular 
wooden rod and polished, brass clad bob, battery compartment 
with original label with battery ordering instructions, and with 
an early Ever Ready battery and box
$500-$750   Circa 1905   
49in x 16.5in x 7.5in

152
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154
An unusual, small electromechanical pendulum clock, the 
rectangular brass movement with deadbeat escapement, and 
mainspring attached to center arbor, rewound every 12 minutes 
by a lever activated through an electromagnet located below the 
plates, copper dial with arabic numeral mother of pearl car-
touches, and stylized copper “lightning bolt” hands, all mounted 
to a molded wooden base with conforming glass dome, the back 
with terminals for the battery.
$300-$400   Circa 1900   
10in x 6.5in x 4.25in

154

155
The American Clock Co., Chicago, Illinois, an electromechani-
cal crystal regulator, the polished brass case with four beveled 
glasses, arabic numeral white enamel dial with floral festoons 
and black steel hands, brass movement with round plates, three 
wheel train and jeweled, dead beat escapement, the movement 
powered by two weights attached to the center arbor, and peri-
odically rewound by an electromagnet, mercury pendulum with 
rating assembly at top, serial #M8076
$400-$600   Circa 1910   
13.25in x 8in x 6.5in

155

153153
David Perret, Neuchatel, a hanging electric Vienna regulator 
style timepiece with one minute remontoire, the walnut case 
with deeply incurved bottom bracket and turned drop, the 
top with cavetto molded cornice, and glazed door with arched 
aperture and flanking, slender turned columns with bold capitals 
and bases, roman numeral white enamel dial signed “Horloge 
Electrique David Perret”, fancy blued steel hands, brass move-
ment with three wheel train, dead beat escapement with adjust-
able, Vulliamy style pallets, and ratchet tooth driving wheel, the 
power supplied by a lever connected to a coil spring, reset once 
per minute by an electromagnet, and fancy gilt pendulum
$300-$500   Circa 1910   
29in x 13in x 6.75in



Rare Ansonia Clock Co., “La Saone” Royal Bonn Porcelain Shelf Clock
Sold $2596 at Our Premiere Online-Only Auction, March 18th, 2019

Upcoming Opportunities to Consign
Mid-Summer Online-Only Auction, July 2019

Semi-Annual Fall Auction October 26th & 27th, 2019
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156
Alexander Bain, London, a rare electromagnetic skeleton clock, the simple, well finished brass frames joined by four turned pillars 
and with two flat, rectangular brass feet, the movement with two wheel train, the hour wheel with wiper contact behind an insulated 
thermoplastic bar with six segment contact ring, breaking the circuit for short periods every two hours, roman numeral silvered brass 
dial signed “A. Bain’s Patent Electric Clock”, blued steel trefoil hour hand and tapered minute hand, half seconds pendulum with steel 
rod, the bob made up of alternating layers of brass and steel, and interacting with a pivoted L shaped brass arm with pawl, advancing 
the escape wheel at one second intervals, the pendulum impulsed at every vibration by two polished, brass clad coils, the windings 
covered in red velvet, all resting on an ebonized oval base with seven terminals at the back, and conforming glass dome

Condition: plates good, with marks from handling, movement missing the contact slide that interacts with the the pendulum, dial 
resilvered, minute hand with minor bends, pendulum good, with evidence of minor oxide on steel components, red velvet faded and 
fragile, right coil missing two screws, and a bit loose, base with minor scrapes and dings, dome with minor chips and flakes at bottom 
edge, dome does not sit at bottom of groove due to shrinkage in base, not running. This clock was included in the “ Electrifying Time” 
exhibition at London’s Science Museum from 21/15/76 to 4/11/77, and is illustrated on page 43, Plate 2 in the exhibition catalog. 
See also “Collectible Clocks” by Alan and Rita Shenton for a color image of this timepiece. A copy of this clock was sold at Bonhams, 
London, June 28, 2011, lot 140.

$8000-$12000   Circa 1850   15.5in x 14.5in x 7.75in

56

157
Henry Kerr, Edinburgh, a rare hanging regula-
tor built on Alexander Bain’s plan, walnut case 
with ebonized trim, projecting, canted corners 
with slender, turned, ebonized columns, the full 
length glazed door with arched opening, and 
applied, carved foliate spandrels, the top with 
narrow, cock bead bordered frieze, and cavetto 
molded cornice capped with ebonized thumb 
molding, the corners with carved “ C” scroll and 
fleur de lis finials flanking the central, foliate 
carved crest, the case back with scroll and acan-
thus carved corbels, supporting the movement 
and contacts, reverse painted glass dial with gilt 
roman numerals on a black ground, gilt Scot-
tish hands and concentric seconds indicator, 
brass, lyre shaped, skeletonized movement with 
damascened plates, and gravity arms controlled 
by the pendulum, advancing the escape wheel 
in one second increments, the hollow pendu-
lum rod containing the wiring for energizing the 
magnet, with spherical bob above the large, 
cylindrical bob with internal coil, oscillating be-
tween a pair of damascened, hexagonal tapered 
columns with urn finials, and holding horizontal, 
polished steel rods

Condition: case in a good old finish, with minor 
bumps and dings, door with tight splits at top, 
carved crest with an old, nearly invisible repair, 
backboard with full length vertical split, dama-
scened components in old lacquer, and in very 
good condition, dial very good, hands with 
losses to gilding, movement good, pendulum 
with some losses to lacquer, and minor tarnish, 
case originally had a bottom bracket, now lost, 
condition of circuitry unknown. The following 
is an excerpt from “Old Scottish Clockmakers” 
announcing Kerr’s award for the workmanship 
in this clock’s pendulum: “To Mr Henry Kerr, 10 
South Saint James Street, Edinburgh, for the su-
perior workmanship displayed in the execution 
of an Electric Clock Pendulum, exhibited by him 
on 13th April 1857. Note. This prize is awarded 
by the Committee not for the pendulum, but for 
the superior workmanship shown in it. The Reid 
and Auld prize fund being for rewarding superior 
workmanship exhibited in anything new in the 
Art of Clock or Watch Making by journeymen 
or master. The Reid and Auld prize, value three 
sovereigns.” The case back bears a brass plaque 
stating that Kerr had won the prize with this 
clock.

$8000-$12000   Circa 1857   63 x 24in x 11in

See 
Detail Photo

Page 27
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158
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., London, for Dykes Bros. Glasgow, 
London, a rare Shortt-Synchronome astronomical regulator 
with Shortt’s inertia escapement, mahogany case with mold-
ed cornice and base, the glazed door with rectangular beveled 
glass, the upper section with round dial glass and carved 
spandrels, case sides with short, glazed, rectangular open-
ings beneath the cornice, the signed, silvered astronomical 
dial with blued steel hands, dial movement with four wheel 
train and narrow, rectangular brass plates, case back with very 
heavy triangular cast iron suspension support for pendulum, 
having two invar compensation rods connecting it to the 
bottom mounted movement and supporting the beat scale, 
the movement with snailed brass backplate and agate tipped 
gravity arm, the arm electrically reset every second, and inter-
acting with a wheel mounted to a carriage at the bottom of 
the pendulum rod, providing impulse at every vibration, invar 
rod with steel suspension and cylindrical lead bob

Condition: case with minor dings and scratches, some door 
joints with minor separation, case sides with holes for wiring, 
door lock in place, but will not retain catch, escutcheon loose, 
turn catch added at bottom of door, filled hole where a similar 
upper catch was fitted, movement retains it’s original lacquer, 
movement with minor oxide on steel components, pendulum 
retaining sleeve with screws in addition to the retaining pin, 
weight tray in old lacquer, bob with minor scratches, dents 
and dings, impulse wheel carriage with replaced unlocking 
jewel, the replacement made of nylon, beat scale a bit dirty. 
Frank Hope- Jones met William Hamilton Shortt in 1910, and 
soon thereafter, Shortt had analyzed the Synchronome pen-
dulum impulse, and also became involved in improvements 
to the existing master clock design, thus beginning a journey 
which would ultimately result in the Shortt- Synchronome 
Free Pendulum Clock. The Inertia Escapement was meant to 
maintain constant amplitude through changes in barometric 
pressure or other disturbance, delivering impulse dependent 
on the pendulum arc- shorter for high amplitude, and longer 
for low. The pendulum receives impulse on every swing, the 
gravity arm released when the jewel at the bottom of the im-
pulse wheel carriage contacts the release lever, dropping the 
gravity arm. The arm is then electrically reset, and is ready to 
provide impulse at the next swing. The invar rods connecting 
the pendulum suspension expand and contract with the invar 
pendulum rod, maintaining the relationship between the 
release jewel (at bottom of pendulum) and the release lever 
(mounted to movement) Hope- Jones presented a lecture to 
the British Astronomical Society in November of 1911, and 
one month later to the Royal Astronomical Society promoting 
the new regulator. Timekeeping was not much better than 
that of the the existing Synchronome master, and problems 
related to locking and unlocking of the gravity arm, as well as 
disturbances caused by impulsing at every swing prompted 
the abandonment of the design. Of the approximately twelve 
inertia escapement clocks believed to have been made, three 
are known; this example, one in the Science Museum in Lon-
don, the other in a private collection.

$8000-$12000   Circa 1911   56.5 in x 14in x 8.5in
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159
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., London, a rare 
double pendulum, free pendulum hanging regu-
lator, the rectilinear, dark oak case with glazed 
door, silvered, roman numeral astronomical dial 
signed “Synchronome Patent No. 32611/ 1935, 
the seconds hand making one complete revolu-
tion in thirty seconds, and with sector aperture 
below 12:00, with fast- slow scales engraved 
0- 30 to the left and right of center, the indica-
tion marked by three hands, weight driven, 
electrically rewound movement with heavy iron 
backplate, deadbeat escapement with adjust-
able steel Vulliamy style pallets, the rewinding 
mechanism mounted at the top, left, above the 
counter weighted control for the central, rack 
driven sector hand, the free, meter pendulum 
mounted at the right, and half seconds pendu-
lum mounted directly behind the movement, 
with celluloid beat scale.

Condition: case in an old finish, dirty, and with 
minor scratches, bumps and dings, door with 
joint separation at upper right, door lock miss-
ing, dial good, with minor dirt and tarnish, one 
dial screw replaced, one missing, minute and 
seconds hands missing, movement will run, 
but missing a few key components which allow 
the hit and miss synchronizer and the sector 
hands to operate, lacking gravity arm for free 
pendulum, both slave and free pendulum rods 
replaced, free pendulum lacking upper portion 
of suspension, pendulum bobs absent, pul-
ley replaced. This example is one of a very few 
known to exist, one being in the collection of the 
Science Museum, London. That example is also 
incomplete, lacking both pendulums and weight, 
and is also manually wound. Another is pic-
tured in Robert H.W. Miles book, “Synchronome 
Masters of Electrical Timekeeping, page193, the 
design of which differs significantly from this 
example. The sector dial may be used in order to 
monitor the rate of gain or loss in the half sec-
onds pendulum. This clock was sold at Christies, 
London, November 25, 1997, lot 29.

$3000-$5000   53.25in x 14.5in x 7.5in
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160
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., 
London, a very rare prototype 
magnetic free pendulum clock, 
stained oak, pediment style 
case with glazed door, roman 
numeral silvered dial with 
subsidiary dead seconds hav-
ing “6 dots” display, and also 
signed “Synchronome Patent 
No. 26170 1930”, japanned 
cast iron “A” frame with grav-
ity arm release armature in 
place of the count wheel, and 
magnetic contact sending 
pulses at one second intervals 
to the seconds dial movement, 
pendulum rod with weight 
tray, and cylindrical, cast iron 
bob, serial #C488

Condition: case with minor 
bumps and dings, holes in case 
back for securing case to wall, 
dial and hands good, tube 
covering magnetic contact 
missing, the release armature 
appears to be a replacement, 
and the part it presumably 
replaced is included with the 
clock, pendulum rod with 
spots of oxidation, magnet on 
pendulum rod replaced, but 
the original U shaped magnet 
is also included, weight tray 
replaced, condition of circuitry 
unknown. See Robert H. A. 
Miles “Synchronome Masters 
of Electrical Timekeeping”, 
pages 188- 191 for a descrip-
tion of this prototype, and 
photographs of the move-
ment. See lot 159 for another 
prototype magnetic free pen-
dulum clock.

$3000-$5000   Circa 1930   
62.5in x 12in x 6.75in
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161
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., London, 
a very rare prototype magnetic free 
pendulum clock, stained, rectilinear 
hardwood case with molded top 
and bottom, and glazed door, roman 
numeral silvered dial with subsid-
iary dead seconds, and also signed 
“Synchronome Patent No. 26170 
1930”, black painted Synchronome 
hands, early cast iron “A” frame 
with gravity arm release arma-
ture in a horizontal position, and 
magnetic contact sending pulses at 
one second intervals to the seconds 
dial movement, pendulum rod with 
weight tray, magnet, and cylindrical 
bob, serial #34

Condition: case with scrapes, 
bumps and dings, door above dial 
with a few short splits, case bot-
tom with old, poor quality repair at 
right front, door repaired at upper 
latch, underside of top with glue 
residue, dial with small spot near 
center, hands good, dial movements 
gummy, movement complete, pen-
dulum rod and attachments good, 
condition of circuitry unknown. See 
Robert H. A. Miles “Synchronome 
Masters of Electrical Timekeeping”, 
pages 188- 191 for a description of 
this prototype, and photographs 
of the movement. See lot 158 for 
another prototype magnetic free 
pendulum clock.

$3000-$5000   Circa 1930  
50.5in x 12.5in x 6in
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162
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., London, a rare hang-
ing regulator with Shortt’s triangle movement, the 
mahogany case with molded top and pediment, 
molded base, and glazed door, roman numeral, 
white painted dial marked “Synchronome Electric 
London”, cast iron backplate with triangular move-
ment, pendulum rod with pivoting crutch link-
age, cylindrical bob with slightly tapered top, and 
silvered beat scale mounted to an angled wooden 
block, serial #74

Condition: case with minor scratches and dings, 
small, localized losses to finish, door glass with 
scratches, front plate of triangular movement 
polished, movement complete, pendulum rod with 
minor oxidation, bottom of threaded portion bro-
ken off, crutch linkage replaced, suspension broken, 
bob with minor oxidation, beat scale with minor 
scratches and tarnish, wood block with gouging at 
screw hole. See Robert H. A. Miles “Synchronome 
Masters of Electrical Timekeeping”, pages 79- 81 
for a description of the movement, and explanatory 
diagram. This movement was patented in 1915, in 
an attempt to simplify the adjustments required 
during setup of previous models. It became avail-
able circa 1919, but was found to have introduced 
other difficulties including increased friction, and 
so was abandoned circa 1920 - 21. It is believed 
that less than 200 were made, some of which were 
never cased.

$1800-$2500   Circa 1926   
52in x 12in x 7in

163
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., London, an early, 3/4 
seconds beating master clock, mahogany case with 
glazed door and ogee molded cornice, silvered ro-
man numeral dial with black painted Synchronome 
hands, dial movement with terminals and double 
locking, main movement with black painted “A” 
frame and lacquered brass components, latch with 
triangular agate catch for gravity arm, pendulum 
with weight tray and cylindrical lead bob, and sil-
vered beat scale, serial #100

Condition: case in an old finish, base moldings 
missing, case with minor bumps and dings, left side 
cornice molding loose, front cornice molding with 
chip at left corner, right side cornice molding with 
chip at front corner, upper door rail with shrinkage 
and minor gaps, dial with minor scratches, hands 
good, dial movement good, main movement with 
minor dirt and oxidation, pendulum rod with minor 
oxidation, gathering jewel and wire replaced, and 
with numerous bends, threaded portion of rod with 
bends, pendulum bob with scrapes and gouges

$1500-$2000   Circa 1910  
31.5 in x 10.25in x 5.75in

162
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164
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., London, a 
seconds beating Synchronome master 
clock, the blond oak case with rounded 
corners and glazed door, round, roman 
numeral silvered dial with Synchronome 
hands, signed “Synchronome Electric”, 
and with seconds bit at 12:00, movement 
with black crinkle finished iron plate, and 
small seconds switch, pendulum with 
weight tray and toggle for activation of 
seconds switch, black painted cylindrical 
bob, and celluloid beat scale mounted to 
an angled wooden block, serial #5798

$800-$1200
Circa 1955
49.5 in x 10.5in x 5.5in

164

165
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., London, an 
early electromechanical master clock, 
simple, rectilinear mahogany case with 
glazed door having carved quarter fans 
at the upper corners, inside of case with 
brass tag bearing the early synchronome 
logo, brass movement with deadbeat es-
capement and adjustable, Vulliamy style 
pallets, eccentric bush at pallet arbor, and 
electromagnetic remontoire, periodically 
resetting the gravity arm, all mounted to 
an arched back plate, cylindrical wooden 
pendulum rod with japanned, rounded 
shoulder cylindrical bob

$500-$800
50 in

165

166
The Synchronome Co., Ltd., London, an 
early Synchronome seconds beating mas-
ter clock, the oak case with ogee, dentil, 
and cavetto and astragal molding, glazed 
door, and top with full pediment, roman 
numeral silvered dial marked “Synchro-
nome Electric London”, black painted 
Synchronome hands, dial movement with 
double locking, main movement with 
japanned iron “A” frame backplate and 
lacquered brass components, pendulum 
with nickel weight tray and cylindrical 
bob, movement unnumbered

$400-$600
Circa 1910
55.75 in x 12 in x 7.25in

166
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Synchronome Co. Ltd., London, 
a Shortt- Synchronome sidereal 
free pendulum master clock 
with slave, the master with invar 
pendulum rod, cylindrical bob 
and brass compensation sleeve, 
housed in a cylindrical cop-
per vacuum tank with integral 
mounting brackets, evacuation 
valve at the base, and instru-
ment cluster for monitoring tem-
perature and pressure inside the 
tank, the top with heavy bell jar, 
plate glass bottom allowing view-
ing of the beat scale attached 
to the bottom of the pendulum, 
heavy cast brass four legged 
frame suspending the pendulum 
and movement, the movement 
with damascened, lacquered 
brass plates and bridges, receiv-
ing electrical impulse from 
the slave, which in turn drops 
a gravity arm to periodically 
impulse the pendulum, the slave 
with rectangular mahogany case 
having a molded top and base, 
silvered astronomical dial signed 
“Synchronome London”, the 
movement with “ hit and miss 
synchronizer”, cast backplate and 
lacquered brass components, 
pendulum rod with cylindrical 
bob, and beat scale mounted 
to a canted oak block, together 
with original factory nameplates, 
vacuum sealing grease, and fine 
regulation weights. Purchased 
by the consignor at Dunning’s 
Auction, Elgin Illinois, Collection 
of Clifford Haumiller, 11/1/87, 
lot 117.

Condition: Master and slave functioning at time of consignment, copper tank with tarnish, bottom glass with minor chips, move-
ment, impulse wheel carriage and suspension block in old lacquer, four legged frame polished and in newer lacquer, front left leg 
with abrasion, thermometer and barometer good, beat scale and mirror good, pendulum with letter S crudely punched into bottom 
of bob, suspension spring replaced, and not in the Shortt style, master pendulum impulse wheel with minor flat, two screws replaced 
and one missing in each of the pendulum safety mounts, slave case moldings with separation at joints, shrinkage has left a gap in the 
case top, door and left side with warp, door with gap when closed, two catches added to left side to secure door, upper lock latch 
plate detached but present, minor losses to finish, pendulum bob with minor abrasions, gathering wire replaced, gathering jewel 
made from a piece of plastic wire insulation. The Shortt free pendulum clock was the standard for precision timekeeping from the 
early 1920’s until about 1950, when it was surpassed by the quartz oscillator. In 1926, the clock confirmed tiny seasonal changes in 
the rotation of the earth, and was the first timekeeper more accurate than earth itself. A Shortt clock at the U.S. Naval Observatory 
was studied in the mid 1980’s, using modern equipment to measure it’s accuracy; the clock was found to be stable to within .002 sec-
onds per day, the equivalent of one second in twelve years. The study also confirmed that the clock was sensitive enough to detect 
changes in gravity due to tidal distortion of the earth caused by the gravitational pull of the sun and moon.

$60000-$800000  Circa 1928--1950  55.25in x 16in x 8in64

William Hamilton Shortt Frank Hope-Jones
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168
Clemens Riefler, Nesselwang, a rare 
observatory tank regulator with electric 
remontoire, the type A3 movement 
with knife edge suspension resting on 
polished agate pads, gravity escape-
ment with jeweled, two arm impulse 
levers, movement fitted with a 60 tooth 
wheel on the escape arbor with jew-
elled switch for sending signals at one 
second intervals, signed, silvered astro-
nomical dial engraved “Clemens Riefler 
Nesselwang No. 712 1947”, blued steel 
hands, J1 SCH seconds beating pendu-
lum with invar rod and cylindrical bob, 
serial #1071, the movement mounting 
frame with with microscope for reading 
beat scale, all contained within a cop-
per cylinder and under a heavy glass 
bell jar, the tank suspended by a heavy 
cast iron bracket, together with low 
voltage power supply, solenoid, switch 
board for controlling the various com-
ponents related to the time recorder, 
and panel with vernier tape reading 
device accurate to within .005 seconds

Condition: running at time of consign-
ment, recording equipment was not in 
use, and so functionality is unknown, 
movement dirty, would benefit from 
service, dial good, dial mounting holes 
slightly enlarged, hands good, micro-
scope with minor marks and scratches, 
optics good, movement mounting 
frame with residue from bell jar seal-
ant, pendulum with minor marks and 
scratches, bell jar good, tank with two 
small dents and some deep scratches, 
mounting bracket repainted, switch 
board and drive for recorder very dirty, 
reading device cover with missing hook, 
solenoid mounting board with split

$40000-$60000
Circa 1947
56in x 16in

66

169
Clemens Riefler, Nesselwang, type A3 astronomical regula-
tor with barometric compensation and electric remontoire, 
glazed oak case with cast iron, rear mounted movement 
mounting and levelling bracket, silvered arabic numeral 
astronomical dial with blued steel hands, signed “Clemens 
Riefler Nesselwang No. 740 1958”, jeweled movement with 
knife edge suspension resting on polished agate pads, grav-
ity escapement with jewelled, single arm impulse levers, and 
also fitted with a wheel on the escape arbor with jewelled 
switch for sending signals at one second intervals, J type 
seconds beating pendulum with barometric compensation, 
weight tray and six weights for fine regulation, serial #3456, 
and adjustable beat scale, including an additional, purpose 
made plexiglass dial, to allow viewing of the front plate and 
remontoire

Condition: rear side of case back with losses to veneer, case 
with a few minor bumps and dings, dial with minor marks 
and scratches, minute hand with minor abrasion, movement 
dirty, oily, needs service, pendulum bob with minor dents at 
right edge, back of bob with minor scratches and dings, pen-
dulum rod good, barometric auxiliary good, tray with minor 
distortion, plexiglass dial with scratches. 

$25000-$35000
Circa 1958
61in x 19in x 9in

67

Sigmund Riefler (8/9/1849 - 10/21/1912) was the son of 
Clemens and Magdalena Riefler, and was responsible for the 
advancements that brought the Riefler firm to the forefront 
of precision timekeeping. His innovations include his spring 
impulse escapement, which isolated the pendulum from 
direct contact with the escapement, and provided a more 
equal impulse, a scientific and mathematical approach to 
the improvement of compensated pendulums, which re-
duced the reliance on an empirical, and inexact approach to 
the refinement of design, and finally, his electric remontoire, 
which eliminated the need for much of the wheelwork, 
with a resultant reduction in friction and irregularities in 
power transmission to the escapement. His patented gravity 
escapement, seen in this lot and lot 169, was employed in 
situations where vibration was a significant concern, and 
in cases where sufficiently skilled labor was unavailable to 
install and adjust the spring impulse timekeeper and it’s 
pendulum. Riefler’s late 19th century regulators significantly 
improved the accuracy of the pendulum clock, and became 
the standard for observatory use until surpassed by the 
Shortt - Synchronome free pendulum clock, c1920.



170
Zenith Watch Co., Switzerland, an 
eight day astronomical regulator 
with first prize certificate from 
the 1926 timing competition at 
the Neuchatel observatory, glazed 
semicircular oak case with two 
doors, signed silvered astronomi-
cal dial with blued steel hands, 
rhodium plated, nine jewel brass 
movement, the escape wheel and 
pallet arbor jeweling in screwed 
chatons, and with adjustable, jew-
eled pallets, invar pendulum rod 
with cylindrical bob, auxiliary com-
pensation, and one piece suspen-
sion, the clock driven by a small, 
cylindrical brass weight, together 
with the competition record sheet 
showing daily variation, tempera-
ture, and barometric pressure, and 
the first prize certificate awarded 
at the conclusion of the contest, 
serial # 98

Condition: case with minor splits, 
lower glass with small surface chip 
at bottom, dial with some discol-
oration and abrasion, minute hand 
with minor oxide, movement dirty, 
and with discoloration, staining, 
and minor losses to plating, es-
capement functioning, movement 
needs service, pendulum bob and 
compensation cylinders with vary-
ing degrees of oxide, weight good, 
record sheet with folds and minor 
tears, award certificate with three 
creases

$10000-$15000
Circa 1925
53 in x 13in x 9in

68
First Place Certificate

Competition Record Sheet
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171
Strasser & Rohde, Glasshutte, a hang-
ing, oak cased, B1 grade astronomi-
cal regulator, the rectilinear, style 9 
case with glazed doors and molded 
top and bottom, the right side of the 
upper section hinged to allow access 
to the movement, and back with iron 
mounting bracket, signed, silvered 
astronomical dial with blued steel 
hands and lacquered brass bezel, grade 
B1 movement with heavy, grained 
and lacquered brass plates, finely cut 
wheels and pinions, escape wheel and 
pallet arbor jeweling set in screwed 
chatons, jeweled pallets, and Harrison’s 
maintaining power, the type 13, two 
cylinder invar pendulum with auxiliary 
compensation and crutch adjustment, 
brass clad lacquered weight and origi-
nal key, serial #607 (movement), 673 
(pendulum)

Condition: case good, upper door with 
splits, inside of bottom with a few 
scratches and dings, dial with moder-
ate tarnish, hands very good, move-
ment ticking, wheel work very dirty, 
plates, mounting bracket, and other 
brass components in old and possibly 
original lacquer, pendulum and weight 
good, key good. A nice example by this 
esteemed maker.

$9000-$12000
Circa 1915
59 in x 17in x 9in
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172
Strasser & Rohde, Glashutte, Germany, an 
unusual Renaissance Revival astronomi-
cal regulator displaying three time zones, 
the imposing walnut and rosewood case 
with molded base below a framed bird-
seye maple panel, the sides with similar 
treatment, heavy projecting mid-molding 
above a heavy, blind arcaded fret, top of 
the mid-molding also with contrasting 
birdseye maple veneers, glazed door with 
fluted pilasters having molded bases below 
an inset birdseye maple panel, the capitals 
with foliate carving and female masks, 
the molded, arched aperture with carved, 
stylized anthemion ornament and flanking 
birdseye maple spandrels, the frieze with 
birdseye maple panels below a project-
ing molded cornice, silvered dial with 
peripheral minute chapter encircling four 
subsidiary dials showing seconds at 12:00, 
Lake Shore Time at 3:00, City Time at 
6:00, and Philadelphia Time at 9:00, blued 
steel hands, substantial weight driven, 
month-going movement with fully jeweled 
escapement, five rod zinc / steel gridiron 
pendulum with adjustable compensation, 
heavy brass clad bob, silvered beat scale 
mounted to a brass support on a molded 
walnut block, and brass clad weight with 
well finished pulley.

Condition: the case has an old finish, 
very good overall with minor bumps and 
scratches. The inner case on bottom has 
some gouges and staining. The backboard 
of the upper case has a ragged cut across 
the bottom. The dial has been profes-
sionally resilvered. The hands are good. 
The movement is in good condition, with 
minor staining, escapement functional. 
Minor dings on the pendulum bob and 
some oxidation on the zinc tube. The beat 
scale is in good condition and has been 
resilvered. The weight has minor dings and 
scratches. The presence of a subsidiary dial 
marked Lake Shore Time may indicate that 
the clock was originally made for use in a 
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway 
station.

$10000-$15000
Circa 1880
93.5in x 37.5in x 16.75in
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See
Detail Photo

Page 3
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David Perret, Neuchâtel, Switzerland, 
a walnut and walnut veneer cased 
electromechanical hanging regulator, 
case in the Vienna style with deeply 
incurved bottom bracket, door with 
arched top and turned ornament, 
and molded serpentine cornice, the 
backboard with matched, figured ve-
neers and mounted with a barometer 
having a mercury filled J-tube and 
silvered scale, Lambrecht’s polym-
eter, and brass bracket for mounting 
the pendulum and movement, roman 
numeral silvered dial with maker’s 
plaque, blued steel Breguet style 
hands, and blued central seconds in-
dicator, the movement with trapezoi-
dal brass plates, three-wheel train, 
adjustable Vulliamy style pallets, 
and remontoire periodically reset 
by electromagnet actived armature, 
pendulum with lenticular ebonized 
rod and heavy brass bob.

Condition: case in an old finish, 
walnut veneers with some fading 
due to sun exposure, turned drop 
missing, minor scratches and dings, 
dial restored, hands with specks of 
oxide, escapement functional, runs if 
remontoire is reset manually, condi-
tion of circuitry unknown, pendulum 
rod with surface losses and some 
gouging where it enters the bob, 
pendulum bob abraded and with 
dings and scratches, barometer scale 
refinished, J-tube intact and contains 
mercury, polymeter very good.

$2000-$2500
Circa 1910
72in x 17in x 9in
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174
Johann Nacovsky, Graz, a monumental, 
standing electromechanical regulator, the 
walnut case on compressed ball feet, the 
base with carved, flaring pilasters with 
molded capitals and bases, flanking a pan-
eled door with blind fret and applied, cen-
tral flat topped pyramidic ornament, glazed 
door with fluted columns having carved 
capitals, turned, vasiform bases, and resting 
on molded plinths, molded, broken arch 
pediment with central plinth surmounted by 
a flame and urn finial, roman numeral white 
enamel dial with with fancy blued and gilt 
steel hands, the sunk center marked “Elek-
trischer Regulator Patent Johann Nacovsky 
Graz”, brass movement with large, eight 
spoke great wheel, dead beat escapement, 
and electromagnetic remontoire, periodi-
cally winding a ratchet which tensions a 
spring powering the great wheel, the pen-
dulum with decorative brass and steel tubes 
flanking an ebonized, wooden rod, with 
three engraved, horizontal ornaments, and 
large brass pendulum bob, together with an 
electronic circuit board which regulates the 
voltage.

Condition: case with an old finish, minor 
bumps and dings, left side cornice molding 
with minor loss, door molding with split 
at top, plinth below finial with detached 
molding, inner pediment molding returns 
missing, lower panel in case back missing, 
dial and hands very good, movement with 
minor staining, pallet loose on arbor, great 
wheel a bit loose, escapement functional, 
pendulum rod with losses to ebonizing, bob 
with minor smudges and staining, condition 
of circuitry unknown

$3000-$4000
Circa 1910
101in x 26in x 13in
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175
Muirhead & Son, Glasgow, a small, hour striking astronomical 
regulator, the tapering walnut and burl walnut veneer case with 
molded, quarter round feet supporting a base with conforming 
corners, the trunk with molded, tapering, glazed door having 
straight stiles and incurved rails, the upper rail below a molded, 
inset aneroid barometer, the lower rail above an elliptical carved 
molding, and an adjacent, rectangular molding with concave 
top, the top of the trunk with rounded shoulders and carved 
molding with scrolled ends, and drumhead bonnet with turned 
molding encircling a brass bezel, signed, roman numeral silvered 
astronomical dial with arabic minutes and seconds, blued steel 
hands, and heavy brass two train movement with maintaining 
power, rack striking, backboard mounted iron bracket carrying 
the winding drums and also bearing on the front plate, a second 
iron bracket with gong, and driven by two cast iron weights 
which fall invisibly, behind a baffle, the pendulum with steel rod, 
and brass trimmed steel holder containing a single, cylindrical 
mercury jar

$4000-$6000
Circa 1860
79in x 18in x 10.25in

175

176
Walter Durfee, Providence, R.I., a walnut Renaissance Revival 
style astronomical regulator, the rectangular base with conform-
ing inset burl panel, glazed door with tapering pilasters, incised 
lined carving and burl veneer, the upper section with turned 
bezel, triangular burl panels above 10:00 and 2:00 with flanking 
stylized scroll and anthemion carving, projecting cornice with 
lined carved crest, simple scrolled cavetto moldings and central 
carved bust, silvered astronomical dial with roman hours, arabic 
minutes and seconds, signed “W. H. Durfee, Providence”, simple 
blued steel hands, 8 day timepiece movement with deadbeat es-
capement and adjustable Vulliamy style agate pallets, brass and 
steel mercury pendulum with octagonal jar and nickel plated 
weight.

$2000-$3000
Circa 1880
92in x 25in x 14in

176

178
George A. Jones & Co., Cortland St. New York, NY, “Regulator No. 
14” hanging jeweler’s regulator, 8 day, time only, weight driven 
Swiss movement with pinwheel escapement and three vial, 
engraved mercury pendulum, in a carved walnut case with burl 
highlights and roman numeral white enamel dial with sweep 
seconds

Condition: the case retains an old finish, nicely rubbed down 
and in very good condition overall, with some nicks and scrapes 
on the molding below door. The engraving on the pendulum 
frame is worn. The white enamel dial is in excellent condition. 
This is a fine example.

$6000-$8000
Circa 1880
85in x 27.5in x 13in

177

177
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., “Regulator No. 60” 
hanging clock, 8 day, time only, weight driven movement with 
Graham deadbeat escapement and sweep seconds, meter-long 
lyre pendulum with oval rods in a walnut case with a roman 
numeral white enamel dial, and pierced steel hands.

Condition: the case was refinished long ago and has a pleasant 
patina. The movement is complete. This impressive timepiece 
retains its original top crest, pendulum, weight, and beat scale. 
Some oxidation on the bezel.

$2000-$3000
Circa 1900
79in x 26in x 12in

178
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180
Probably Scotland, standing astronomical regulator in custom 
walnut case, 8 day, time only movement with a single train 
driven by two weights and with two vial mercury pendulum. The 
very large silvered astronomical dial measures 16 inches within 
chapter ring. Movement circa 1870

Condition: the custom case retains an old finish and has a split 
in door above 6 on dial. The silvering on the dial has losses, 
especially on right side of dial. The photo shows level of mercury 
as full for cosmetic purposes, actual amount of mercury included 
with clock is about half. The intricate decorative weight pulleys 
are original. This is an impressive high grade movement and 
dial, well worth restoring. The presence of mercury in this lot 
will require the winning bidder or a buyer’s agent to pick up the 
item at the auction, or make arrangements to collect it from the 
Schmitt - Horan office.

$3000-$4000
84.75in x 38in x 16in

180

179
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., “Regulator No. 7”, 
hanging jeweler’s regulator, 8 day, time only, weight driven Swiss 
movement with pinwheel escapement, gridiron lyre pendulum 
and roman numeral white enamel dial with fan carved surround

Condition: the case retains its original surface, untouched. The 
bracket base has a piece of molding that needs to be reglued 
and must be reattached to clock. The lower left and right return 
moldings have been reduced towards back of case. The dial is in 
excellent condition.

$3500-$5500
Circa 1885
81in x 25.5in x 10.5in

179

181
Self Winding Clock Co., New York, a striking, quarter sawn oak 
hall clock with Neoclassical ornament, the sides with stained 
glass panels and simple Arts and Crafts inspired fret, flanking a 
square door with composite dial with silvered roman numeral 
chapter ring, matted center, subsidiary silvered seconds chapter, 
and gilt spandrels, fancy pierced blued steel hands, Seth Thomas 
movement with Self Winding’s rotary modifications, the mo-
tor periodically rewinding a small mainspring which drives the 
movement, and a separate electric movement with countwheel, 
activating striking and counting the hours on a large gong, pol-
ished brass pendulum bob with cylindrical wooden rod.

Condition: case with some loses to composition ornament, a 
few minor bumps and dings, bonnet with poor quality repair to 
ornament, cornice molding on the right side of the bonnet with 
a break, half of front left cap on gallery missing, rear left cap 
missing, movement complete and escapement functional, strik-
ing movement appears to be complete, condition of circuitry 
unknown.

$2000-$3000
Circa 1910
88in x 22in x 13in

181

182
International Time Recording Co., Endicott, NY, self winding 
master wall clock, weight driven, time only movement with two 
vial mercury pendulum in an oak case with subsidiary dials for 
London and New York, with painted metal dial

Condition: the case retains its original finish with veneer lifting 
on the left side. The dials are in excellent original condition. The 
mercury pendulum and weights are original. The presence of 
mercury in this lot will require the winning bidder or a buyer’s 
agent to pick up the item at the auction, or make arrangements 
to collect it from the Schmitt - Horan office.

$1000-$1500
Circa 1930
65in x 20in x 9in

182
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183
Lowne Electric Clock and Appliances Company, Ltd., Catford, 
Kent, a Lowne’s patent 3/4 seconds beating master clock, ma-
hogany case with glazed door, molded base, and projecting ogee 
cornice, snailed and lacquered movement marked “Lowne’s Pat-
ent”, steel and zinc compensated pendulum with brass clad, lens 
section lead bob with parallel sides, serial #1112

Condition: case in an old finish, and with minor bumps and 
dings, bottom warped, resulting in a gap between the case 
bottom and side, door key will not unlock door, movement 
complete and functional when manipulated manually, pendu-
lum with minor oxidation, pendulum bob with minor dents and 
scratches, condition of circuitry unknown. The inside of the front 
door shows no evidence of ever having had a dial mounted.

$800-$1200  Circa 1930   31in x 12.25in x 6.5in

183

184
J.B. Winter, Brighton, England, a standing, rolling ball clock of 
unique design, the front of the square, pedestal form oak case 
with simple, carved gothic inspired ornament below and flank-
ing the signed, arabic numeral metal dial, and top with molded 
edge, glazed, oak framed cover for the steel tray with channels 
for guiding the rolling ball, the case with removable sides and 
back to access the movements, the interior of the case filled 
with various machinery including the table movement with 
electromagnetic release for tilting the tray and bevel gear with 
clutch to advance the dial movement, electric motor at bottom 
with centrifugal governor, with bevel gearing and vertical shaft 
with clutch used to periodically rewind the spring that tilts the 
table, with one steel and two brass balls

Condition: case good, in an old finish and with bumps and dings, 
panels with some shrinkage, carved elements good, catch for left 
side not working, dial with minor spotting, table tilting mecha-
nism functions when manually released, dial movement appears 
to be complete, and the various component linkages also appear 
to be complete, condition of electrical components / circuitry 
unknown

$2000-$3000   Circa 1920  48in x 18in x 17.5in

184



185
Sidle & Bartberger or Matthias & 
Nichols Sidle, Pittsburg, Pa., with 
movement by Mathias Siedle, Fu-
lenbach, Switzerland, tall clock with 
8 tune barrel organ and automated 
and articulated carved musicians, 
cherry case with band of tiger 
maple above trunk door, hood with 
two glass panes revealing painted 
tin scene of three classical figures 
above dial, depicting “Orestes after 
the Murder of his Mother” roman 
numeral painted dial, with span-
drels including Hades, Thalia and 
Charon, pierced steel hands, barrel 
organ playing eight tunes on 44 
(Forty-Four) wooden pipes, cast iron 
weights, winding crank and brass 
pendulum bob. Tunes are listed as 
“Lord’s Prayer”, “Song of the Fisher”, 
four waltzes and two marches.

Condition: the case retains an older 
finish with a split in the front and 
right side of the base, replaced skirt 
and feet, and two splits on the right 
side of the hood. The decorative 
tiger maple band has warping and 
lifting on both sides of trunk with a 
section of bead molding under the 
tiger maple strip is absent. On the 
left side near rear of case there is a 
2”long chip. The upper backboard is 
no longer present. The dial, automat-
ed carved figures and painted scene, 
oil on tin, are original and are well 
executed and in good condition. The 
original tune list is attached to inside 
of door and signed by the movement 
maker. Notes indicate that the clock 
was previously restored in 2004.

$4000-$6000
Circa 1850
104in x 25in x 17in

79



186
Anton Hawelk, Vienna, year going, standing 
Vienna regulator, walnut baroque style case, 
the molded cupboard base with rounded 
corners on acanthus carved feet, and with 
carved foliate ornament, projecting mid 
molding with flattened profiles, glazed door 
with crosshatched columns and applied 
ornament echoing that of the base, the top 
also with similar decorative elements and 
palmette carved frieze, projecting cornice, 
and carved crest with scrolls, acanthus, and 
rococo style ornament, silvered, roman 
numeral three piece dial with gilt, scroll-
engraved center with reserve above 6:00, 
signed “Anton Hawelk Wien”, fancy, pierced 
blued steel hands, substantial brass move-
ment with six-wheel train, maintaining 
power, and deadbeat escapement, heavy 
brass clad weight and pendulum

Condition: case in a good old finish, case 
good overall with minor dings and scratch-
es, backboard behind the movement with 
splits and screw holes, bottom interior of 
cupboard base is missing, cupboard lock 
missing, upper door with minor splits, 
seatboard altered to more easily slide into 
the case, the dial has been cleaned and 
lacquered, hands are good, movement is 
complete, escapement functional but would 
benefit from proper service, the weight with 
tarnish and numerous dents, pendulum rod 
with minor dings and scratches, pendulum 
bob with scratches and dents (one severe)

$5000-$8000
Circa 1890
93in x 22.5in x 11.5in

80



187
J.J. Elliott, London, England, monumen-
tal tall clock, 8 day, time, strike and 
chime movement playing Westminster 
or Whittington quarters on nine tubular 
bells, in an extremely ornate, carved 
oak case featuring gargoyles and other 
mythical creatures. The brass dial is 
nicely shaped and has raised silver 
chapter ring and subsidiary seconds, 
all surrounded by ornately cast brass 
trim and spandrels with cast brass dial 
center

Condition: the case retains its original 
finish. There is minor veneer loss on the 
rear left side of hood. There is minor 
veneer loss and repairs along side rear 
of trunk. About 1.5” of molding on right 
rear below hood has been replaced. 
There is a split on the right side of base. 
The tubes, some of which have dents 
are stamped Harris and Harrington, July 
1901 and individually numbered. The 
weights and pendulum are original. The 
dial has some tarnishing on chapter 
ring and the moon phase is repainted. 
The wire cable on strike train needs to 
be correctly reattached to barrel. The 
key no longer works properly on hood 
door.

$5000-$7000
Circa 1900
105in x 26.5in x 17.5in

81



188
Walter Durfee & Co., Providence, 
Rhode Island, hall clock, 8 day, time, 
strike and chime on nine tubular bells 
playing choice of Whitington or West-
minster chimes, three brass weight 
driven movement by Elite with a 
Winterhalder & Hofmeier trademark. 
The mahogany case has arched top 
with two brass finials, surmounted by 
carved crest over a carved keystone, 
applied carvings, full fluted columns 
flanking hood door, and fretted sides. 
The trunk has carved egg and dart 
molding below hood, with beveled 
glass and carved top, flanked by two 
full Corinthian columns, all resting on 
paw feet. The brass dial has silvered 
chapter ring, subsidiary seconds, 
chime / silent and tune selector discs 
with moon phase indicator, en-
graved brass spandrels, applied brass 
numerals, and fretted center, and is 
stamped “ELITE” with trademark and 
“GERMANY” on lower edge of dial.

Condition: the case retains its 
original finish. The crest is replaced, 
the keystone on hood needs to be 
reglued and one of the finials has a 
dent. The tubes are stamped “ELITE” 
with patent date and note. The dial 
is in good condition. This is a very 
impressive clock

$5000-$7000
Circa 1910
93in x 24.5in x 16.75in

82



83

189
Herschede Electric Clock Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, a monumental 
hall clock, sounding Westminster, Whittington or Canterbury 
quarters on nine tubular bells, electrically rewound, spring 
driven time train, pendulum regulated movement in a highly 
carved mahogany case, with incurved serpentine base on scroll 
feet, carved pseudo pilasters flanking the glazed trunk door with 
stylized anthemion, acanthus and bowknot suspended fruit, 
the bonnet with carved console brackets flanking a break arch 
door, acanthus carving, and molded arch with stylized keystone, 
surmounted by a scroll pediment with central carved shell, 
festoons, and carved finials of unclothed children, silvered and 
brass dial with moon phase and tune selector

Condition: the case retains an old finish with fading and discol-
oration and minor scrapes and dings. The left side of bonnet has 
a split. The scroll board at the top of the case with separation 
at glue joint and the festoons are loose. The finials are original. 
The dial is good with minor scratches in arch, spotting and minor 
losses to moon dial. Lyre style pendulum is original. Movement 
is dirty, escapement functionl, condition of circuitry unknown.

$2500-$3500   Circa 1925   99in x 28in x 17.5in

189

190
Maple & Co., Ltd., London, England, 8 day, time, strike and 
chime weight driven movement sounding the quarters on a nest 
of eight bells and two gongs, in an elaborately carved walnut 
case with flat top, carved male figures flanking dial and trunk 
door, carved lions heads on panel and sides of base, carved 
female figure on trunk door and carved paw feet. The brass dial 
has silvered chapter ring and subsidiary seconds.

Condition: the three part case retains its original finish with a 
large split on right side of hood and splits in backboard and front 
of base. The dial is in good condition. The three brass weights 
are original. This case has a very imposing and unique look.

$2500-$3500
Circa 1910
96.5in x 30in x 17in

190
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193
Tiffany & Co., New York, NY, hall clock, 8 day, time, strike and 
chime on five tubular bells, three brass weight driven movement 
in a mahogany case with arched top, full turned columns flank-
ing hood door and oval side lights over a trunk door with bev-
eled glass and fancy molded top flanked by full turned columns 
resting on a base with recessed panel and applied carving with 
paw feet. The brass dial has Tiffany signature, silvered chapter 
ring, subsidiary seconds, chime / silent disc, engraved dial center 
and spandrels and moon phase.

Condition: the case has been professionally refinished with 
a sliver absent from the upper rear left return molding, now 
blended to match. The pendulum rod and bob are stamped with 
“ 83”. The paint on the moon dial is starting to lift. The tubes are 
stamped “ WALTER DURFEE & CO. PROV. RI” with several patent 
dates.

$2000-$3000
Circa 1900
95.5in x 27in x 17in

193

194
Hall Clock, 8 day, time, strike and chime on five tubular bells, 
three weight driven movement by Elite (German made) in a ma-
hogany case with three finials surmounting broken arch top with 
dentil molding, full fluted columns flanking hood and fretwork 
sides over a shaped trunk door inset with beveled glass flanked 
by two three-quarter fluted columns over chamfered base rest-
ing on ball and claw feet. The brass dial has silvered chapter 
ring, engraved corner spandrels, applied brass numerals, strike / 
silent selector and moon phase.

Condition: the case retains its original finish. The tubes are 
marked Elite with patent date. The winding crank, finials, 
weights, tubes and pendulum are original. The silvered dial has 
minor oxidation. There is no door key. This is an attractive clock 
in good condition.

$1500-$2000
Circa 1900
93in x 23.5in x 17in

194

191
Gazo Family Clock Factory Co., National City, California, “Rancho 
Santa Fe” tall clock, 8 day, time, strike and chime, playing three 
tunes on gongs, the weight driven movement in a carved oak 
case with embossed brass dial, matching weights and pendulum 
bob, dial with roman numeral white enamel cartouches.

Condition: the case retains its original finish with splits in dial 
surround at 12 and 6. The trim ornamentation on the right side 
needs to be reattached with two dowels, but is present. The dial, 
movement, weights and pendulum are all original and in good 
condition. The Gazo family ran a successful clock manufacturing 
operation in the San Diego area during the late 1970’s through 
the 1980’s, contracting with German firms to provide the high 
quality movements.

$2500-$3500
Circa 1977
92in x 31in x 17in

191

192
Tall clock, 8 day weight driven movement, time, strike and chime 
on gongs, in an elaborately carved mahogany case with broken 
arch top surmounted by three carved finials including center 
flaming urn, twist columns flanking hood and trunk doors, both 
of which have beveled glasses, fretwork sides on hood, over a 
base with carved Northwind center panel and resting on paw 
feet. The brass dial has silvered chapter ring, applied brass 
numerals, moon phase, seconds bit, and strike / silent and tune 
selection discs.

Condition: the case retains its original finish with the inside bot-
tom panel broken out from weights falling through. There are 
scratches below the door on hood. One of the side finials is a re-
placement. The beveled glasses are in excellent condition. There 
are some dents in molding on right side, below trunk door and 
above the right feet. The dial has some tarnishing and the moon 
phase has some minor flaking. The tubes and rack to suspend 
them are absent.

$2000-$3000
Circa 1890
102in x 24in x 15.75in

192
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197
Connecticut, Chippendale cherry slant front desk with integral 
clock, the desk with ogee bracket feet, four graduated thumb 
molded drawers, bat wing brasses, the interior with pigeon 
holes above shaped, block front drawers flanking a removable, 
fan carved central panel, deeply molded document drawers, the 
desk case top dovetailed, and with applied ogee molding sur-
rounding the base of the clock case. The clock case with remov-
able, sunburst carved center panel, bonnet with fluted columns, 
molded broken arch pediment with carved rosettes and three 
turned wooden finials. Fitted with an unsigned, 8-day time & 
strike weight driven tall clock movement, possibly American, 
with roman numeral painted dial, fruit and floral spandrels and a 
colorful bird perched in floral background, with later steel hands. 
English dial false plate signed “WALKER”

Condition: the desk has been refinished. There are splits on each 
side of desk. There are losses and repairs to thumb molding.The 
lower edge of the fall front is rounded, and with replaced hinges, 
repairs and splits. The feet and brasses are replaced. The interior 
has stains, dings and wear consistent with age. The bonnet has 
splits in the broken arch, and caps on chimneys replaced. The 
oval cutouts on side of bonnet may be later, and one side glass is 
cracked. The dial has significant loss to numerals and decoration. 
The hands are replaced. Both trains in movement are complete 
and functional but need cleaning. The seatboard is replaced.

$1000-$1500   Circa 1800   90.5in x 38.5in x 20in

197

198
England, miniature tall clock, 8 day, time and strike on bell, 
weight driven movement in a carved Chinese Chippendale style 
mahogany case with broken arch top, carved rosettes, center 
finial, and plinth and foliate carving below molding on the 
cornice on hood, the dial flanked by two full stop fluted columns 
with carved capitals above trunk with shaped door and inlaid 
escutcheon flanked by stop fluted quarter columns with carved 
capitals resting on a molded base with carved and chamfered 
corners on ogee style feet. The brass dial has silvered chapter 
ring, painted moon disc and cast spandrels, signed in center 
“William Wilks, London”

Condition: the case and dial are made in the 18th century style 
and artificially aged, movement and pendulum appear to be 
19th century. There are no weights.

$1000-$1500
Circa 1900
57in x 13.5in x 8.5in

198

195
Bailey, Banks, & Biddle, Philadelphia, Penn., an early 20th cen-
tury Chippendale style tall clock, the dark stained oak case with 
molded base on ogee bracket feet, the trunk with fluted quarter 
columns flanking a mahogany paneled rectangular door with 
shell carving, the bonnet with full reeded columns, brass capitals 
and bases, and molded break arch top with three polished brass 
ball-and-spire finials, brass composite dial with cast acanthus 
and palmette spandrels, arabic numeral silvered chapter ring 
and engraved silvered center, the arch displaying phases of the 
moon, pierced blued steel hands, substantial eight-pillar three-
train brass movement, sounding Westminster quarters on four 
gongs and counting the hour on a fifth larger gong, wooden 
pendulum rod with brass clad bob.

Condition: case in an old dark finish with a few minor marks and 
dings, base panel loose and with semi-opaque smudges, the 
panel corners with cracks, door panel with splits in upper left, 
the keystone at the center of the bonnet arch is loose, finials 
replaced, dial restored, moon phase dial with crazing and loss, 
weights with tarnish and verdigris, chime weight appears to have 
been augmented, pendulum rod with poor quality repair. A very 
unusual movement, being a convention two-train time and strike 
clock with very well made auxiliary chiming attachment signed 
“H. Rauschning / Phila”.

$1200-$1500   Circa 1910   96in x 21in x 13in

195

196
Tall clock, probably English, 8 day, time, strike weight driven 
movement with Westminster chime on auxiliary movement, in 
an inlaid mahogany case with broken arch top, three wooden 
finials, full fluted columns flanking hood over tombstone trunk 
door with string and shell inlay, flanked by fluted quarter 
columns resting on a base with string and shell inlay and flared 
French feet. The unsigned painted metal dial has moon phase, 
date calendar and painted rose spandrels.

Condition: the clock is in very good condition and the move-
ment appears clean and recently serviced. It has a smaller 
auxiliary movement mounted on the seat board to operate the 
rod chimes. The main movement, dial and case and may be early 
19th century with the chime added about 1920. The English con-
verted a number of older clocks to chime once chimes became 
popular. The seconds hand will need to be repaired at the post. 
This handsome tall clock will fit in most homes as it is less than 7 
1/2 feet tall.

$1500-$2000
Circa 1910
88in x 20in x 10.5in

196
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201
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., unusual “Postal” wall clock, 
signed 8 day, time only, weight driven movement in a carved 
oak case with painted metal dial with crescent shaped aperture 
above 12:00 for a Lund Synchronizer, the lower door with plaque 
reading, “PRESENTED TO MR. P. H. GRAY BY THE STAFF OF E. 
MARLBROUGH & CO. with all best wishes upon his retirement 
AFTER LONG AND RESPECTED SERVICES.”

Condition: case in an old finish, with minor abrasion, a bit of 
paint residue, glue joint above dial with minor separation, bezel 
joints with very minor gaps, carved element at bottom with 
two minor losses to right scroll, dial with abrasion and minor 
scratches, minor paint losses at screw holes, winding hole, and 
2:00, hands with numerous minor bends, oxidation and losses 
to blue, movement clean, will tick, pendulum good, weight with 
minor oxidation. For more on the Lund Synchronizer and other 
forcible means of correcting the minute hand, see “Electrical 
Timekeeping” by Frank Hope Jones, page 23 - 24.

$10000-$15000   Circa 1890   43.25in x 21.25in x 5in

201

202
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., “Gale Drop Calendar 
Model No. 2”, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven brass move-
ment calendar wall clock, often called the “Gale Astro”

Condition: Refinished rosewood veneered case in nice condition. 
The rosewood graining on the dial bezel was removed during the 
refinishing phase. Original paper dial has age darkened with a 
couple small stains and some soiling around the winding arbors. 
Original hands and tablet. Most of the interior label is missing.

$3500-$45 00
Circa 1875
30.25in x 16.75in x 4.5in

202

199
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Office Calendar No. 
8” wall clock, 8 day, weight driven timepiece movement with 
R. T. Andrews patent perpetual calendar, in an oak case with 
canopy top, glazed pendulum aperture, painted metal dials, and 
damascened pendulum bob

Condition: the case retains an old finish, the lower left return 
molding has been reattached and two pieces of molding sur-
rounding pendulum aperture have been reglued. The inner 
door and inside of case have been sanded. The dials have been 
repainted. The calendar mechanism appears to retain its original 
rolls. Label with oiling instructions and the weight stamped “No. 
8” & “Office Cal” are original.

$10000-$15000
Circa 1890
62in x 24.5in x 9in

199

200
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “Regulator No. 42”, 8 day, 
weight driven, brass movement wall timepiece.

Condition: Nicely refinished walnut case has a small shrinkage 
crack in the middle just below the bezel. Original painted dial 
looks to have the area outside the chapter ring overpainted to 
help fill in some missing paint. The signature also looks to have 
been strengthened or restored. Original hands and tablet. A new 
weight baffle.

$5000-$7000
Circa 1874
44in x 14.5in x 5.75in

200
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205
Forestville Mfg. Co., (J.C. Brown), Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven brass fusee movement Acorn shelf clock

Condition: Laminated veneer case on a rosewood veneered base 
is in nice condition, and in a new, soft finish. Both tablets are by 
Moberg. Original painted dial is soiled with inpainted areas.The 
hour hand looks original, while the minute hand is from a later 
Forestville clock. Original green paper inside and label.

$3000-$4500
Circa 1847
24.5in x 14.75in x 5.25in

205

206
L. E. Whiting, Saratoga Springs, NY, “Timby Solar Time Piece”. 8 
day, spring driven, brass lever movement shelf clock. The clock 
designed and patented by Theodore R. Timby. These scarce 
clocks’s movements made by Noah Pomery, Bristol, Conn.

Condition: Walnut case in an old finish has some small damage 
on the edge of the right top curved molding and a small chip to 
the molding where the top meets the base. There is very small 
area of surface abrasion close to the north pole on the globe 
which is in otherwise nice condition. The number ring has age 
darkened a little with some staining on the edge. The dial that 
appears in the lower door is replaced which is often the case 
with these clocks. The top finial has some age, is the correct 
style, but may be a replacement. The bottom access door has a 
crack down the center.

$3500-$4500
Circa 1864
25in x 14in x 5.25in

206

203
Forestville Mfg. Co., (J.C. Brown), Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven, brass fusee movement, Acorn clock varia-
tion with round gothic top.

Condition: Laminated veneers case on a rosewood veneered 
base in nice condition in an old finish. Original top glass has 
slight loss. The bottom tablet looks to be original. Original signed 
painted dial has small loss on the bottom edge. Original hands. 
The metal cross strip on the fusee has been replaced. Original 
green paper on the backboard. Examples with the round gothic 
top are rarer than those with the OG gothic top.

$5000-$7000
Circa 1847
24.5in x 14.75in x 4.75in

203

204
Aaron Willard Jr., Boston, a good Massachusetts shelf clock, pine 
and mahogany case with figured mahogany veneers, the convex 
molded base with cast paw front feet, with reverse painted tab-
let featuring a landscape with young girl and her lamb beneath 
a large tree, the door with bullnose molded frame, and reverse 
painted glass, the lower portion with a gilt bordered oval reserve 
in red, and “Aaron Willard Boston” in gold script below the 
dial surround, bullnose molded top with broken arch crest and 
central plinth with eagle finial, roman numeral, white painted 
concave dial with red painted wooden mask, barbed hands, and 
8 day timepiece movement with four wheel train, recoil escape-
ment. 

Condition: case in an old finish, veneers with checking, bull-
nose moldings with splits and lifting, right side of crest with old 
repair, lower tablet original, with minor flaking, upper glass with 
minor flaking and inpainted losses, finial with a few dents, dial 
mask with splits, dial with flaking and minor losses, numerals 
strengthened, and with coat of lacquer, minute hand with minor 
bends, movement dirty, complete, and functional, weight and 
pendulum replaced. This clock is from the collection of Richard 
Thomson, author of “Antique American Clocks & Watches”, and 
is pictured on page 91.

$3000-$5000   Circa 1820   35in x 13in x 7in

204
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207
Aaron Willard, Boston, Mass., Massachusetts shelf clock with 8 
day, weight driven brass time and alarm movement.

Condition: Refinished mahogany & mahogany veneered case 
has age cracks to the molding on the bottom panel and the base 
molding. There is a repair to the top molded piece on the hood. 
The top crest is replaced in property style. Original painted dial 
has a couple small areas of paint loss. The tablet has some loss 
and is heavily restored. There are some repairs to the dial mask. 
The wood panel behind the bottom front panel is replaced. The 
weight of the proper type, but is not period. Alarm examples are 
quite rare.

$2500-$3500
Circa 1820
34.5in x 13.5in x 5.75in

207

208
Curtis & Clark, Plymouth, Conn., 8 day, time and strike, spring 
driven brass movement, in a miniature, carved column, Platt-
style case.

Condition: America’s first coiled spring-driven production shelf 
clock. Mahogany and mahogany veneered case in an old finish 
has small veneer repairs and couple small chips on the door. 
There is an old veneer repair on the base. The small square just 
above the right column has a damaged edge. The back feet are 
replaced. The tablet by Moberg has been replaced. There is 
some question about the carved paw feet as the side of each 
foot is flat and not carved. Normally this type of foot is usually 
carved on both sides. Original painted dial and hands. Second 
hand is a replacement. The door knob will need attention to 
add a new key escutcheon to the replace what is there. Origi-
nal iron dial has small square cut out a the bottom left corner. 
There is scattered loss on the right side and three smal spots in 
the center area. Slightly dark stained label inside. Although the 
contract was for 200, It is believed only 100 of these clocks were 
ever produced and far fewer have survived. These clocks used 
imported springs and were a decade earlier than E.C. Brewster’s 
spring clocks.

$2500-$3500    Circa 1825   22.5in x 12.75in x 5.5in

208



209
Joseph Knibb, London, a late 17th century ebonized bracket clock, the oak case with cast bun feet below a molded base, square, 
molded glazed door with flanking scroll and mask mounts, the sides and rear door also glazed, molded cornice below four urn finials, 
and cushion top with foliate ornamented handle, 8 inch composite dial with matted center, silvered roman numeral chapter ring, 
winged cherub spandrels, date aperture above 6:00, and signed “Joseph Knibb Londini Fecit”, fancy pierced and shaped blued steel 
hands, brass 8 day, two train fusee movement with six latched, ringed and knopped pillars, tulip engraved backplate, and signed 
“Joseph Knibb Londini Fecit” above a winged hourglass, verge escapement with knife edge and bob pendulum, counting the hours on 
a bell

Condition: some restoration to the case, veneers, and surface, ebonizing with some crazing, brass furniture lacking gilding, dome 
with filled brad holes, front door lock missing, rear door lock replaced and with filled keyhole, dial dirty, bottom edge with minor 
bend, chapter ring with minor tarnish, spandrel screws replaced, hands with specks of oxide, hour hand with brazing residue at tip, 
movement very dirty, with dried lubricant and green residue, plates with minor staining, steel components with some rust, plates 
with some unused holes, pendulum hook missing, back cock repaired, strike lifting piece replaced, seat board cleats shortened to ac-
commodate an added wooden strip at case front, one movement mounting strap repaired

$30000-$50000   Circa 1690   17in x 11.25in x 7in
93



211
Boyer, a Paris, an unusual, gilt bronze architectural clock with annular dial, the Neo Renaissance style case with buttressed square 
base, inset panels with foliate mounts, the front with central niche occupied by a female figure, flanking ornaments concealing the 
winding arbors, and the ends with foliate scrolls, surmounted by five graduated circular arcades, the lowest with eight columns sur-
rounding four niches and supporting the enclosure for the silvered roman numeral dial, the next with eight pilasters and four buttress 
arches, and the last each with four pilasters, domed turrets and turned finial, two train pendule de Paris movement signed “Boyer a 
Paris”, with offset suspension, unusual regulator, and counting the hours on a blued steel gong, concealed in the stepped, ebonized 
wooden base with brass stringing, and with protective oval dome

Condition: base with tight splits and minor losses to surface, one piece of brass inlay loose at right side of base, gilding very good, 
with minor dirt and spotting, dial resilvered, movement dirty, oily, ticks and strikes, would benefit from service, gong with minor 
oxidation, dome good

$5000-$7000   Circa 1860   21.5in x 14.75in x 9.25in
95

210
James Condliff, Liverpool, for Jacobs & Lucas, Hull, a Victorian quarter striking skeleton clock, finely fretted and finished brass frames 
with seven turned pillars, mounted to a rectangular brass plinth with ball feet and retailer’s engraved plaque, silvered roman numeral 
chapter ring with blued steel hands, the wheelwork with four, five, and six spoke crossings and skeletonized barrels, two train fusee 
movement with recoil escapement and brass pendulum with heavy bob, striking ting tang quarters on two coil gongs concealed in 
the oblong mahogany base, on brass ball feet and with brass acorn and oak leaf molding, with conforming glass dome

Condition: very good overall, all components polished and lacquered, without rounding of edges or crossings, lower left pillar with 
dings, dial and hands good, movement runs and strikes correctly, ornament at top of back plate has been bent and straightened with 
resulting fracture, suspension spring replaced, wooden base with minor marks and imperfections, dome good

$12000-$18000   Circa 1855   19.5in x 12.25in x 6.5in

94
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Andre Romain Guilmet, Paris, a rare 
and unusual industrial torsion pen-
dulum lighthouse clock, the tapering, 
architectural case with gilt and silvered 
faux ashlar exterior, the base and 
column with simulated windows, the 
base also having a central door with 
roman numeral dial, signed “A. Hernan-
dez Madrid”, the column surmounted 
by a projecting gallery with balustrade, 
and glazed, cylindrical, domed lantern 
room, containing the top of the tor-
sion pendulum, and set with prisms of 
transparent, ruby, and emerald glass, 
oscillating with the brass clad cylindri-
cal bob below, signed, 8 day timepiece 
movement with Guilmet’s modifica-
tions, all resting on a black slate base 
with three rectangular gilt feet

Condition: slate base with a few flakes, 
case with tarnish and remnants of 
original gilt and silvered surfaces, dome 
finial missing one screw, appears to 
originally had a flag or weather vane at 
top, dial good, minute hand missing, 
lantern room glass good, pendulum 
good, prisms good, movement ticks, 
needs service, clock runs briefly. A very 
good example of a rarely seen model.

$4000-$6000
Circa 1890
22.5in x 8.5in

97

212
Andre Romain Guilmet, Paris, an unusual crystal regulator with mercury torsion pendulum and helical spring, typical four glass 
polished brass case with rounded corners, cavetto molded base and cornice, and beveled glasses, roman numeral white enamel dial 
with outer arabic five minute markers and fancy gilt hands, two train pendule de Paris movement with Guilmet’s mark, his crank 
and stirrup escapement, and counting the hours on a bell, pendulum with cylindrical cage containing three mercury vials, and three 
polished steel columns with turned brass ornaments, finials and drops, arranged symmetrically around a polished helical spring, 
suspended from a bimetallic rod concealing a torsion suspension spring, providing a stable connection and support between the rod 
and bob

Condition: case top tarnished, the balance with minor, localized tarnish, glasses good, dial with minor scratches and a few faint 
hairlines at 6:00, minor flake at center, hands good, movement with tarnish and staining, very dirty and with degraded lubricant, 
functional, but in need of service, pendulum a bit dirty, but with much of original gilding intact. An unusual application of this escape-
ment, which is more commonly seen in some of his figural clocks

$3000-$5000   Circa 1890   14.25in x 8.5in x 6.5in

96



214

214
Andre Romain Guilmet, an unusual, figural torsion pendulum 
mystery clock, the tombstone shaped cast spelter base with flut-
ed cavetto molding above a Vitruvian scroll band, with foliate or-
namented paw feet and central cartouche with scrolls and laurel 
fronds, supporting a deeply molded, black slate plinth surmount-
ed by a patinated female figure in flowing dress and sandals, her 
arms outstretched and holding the molded, round brass case, 
roman numeral white enamel dial with arabic outer five minute 
markers, blued steel hands, the bi-metallic pendulum tube hung 
below 6:00, and with multi part torsion bob having gadrooned 
finials, stylized, monopod gryphons with “ C” scroll bodies, and 
central drop, 8 day, time and strike pendule de Paris movement 
with Guilmet’s crank and stirrup escapement, striking on a bell, 
the back plate with Guilmet’s mark, and numbered 4661

Condition: the base and figure dirty and with significant losses 
to finish, right front paw foot broken, clock case polished, dial 
with numerous hairlines, hands with oxidation, movement oily, 
escapement and striking functional, pendulum tube components 
glued together, shield at bottom painted gold, pendulum bob 
made up of mostly new components, and all parts secured with 
epoxy and new screws, rating adjustment not functional

$3000-$4000
Circa 1890
28 x 8in x 8.5in

215
France, an unusual, figural torsion pendulum mystery clock, 
the round, polished, black stone plinth below a gilt spelter, fish 
scale ornamented, molded base with reeded, reel form pedes-
tal, the transition with three equidistant volutes, the reel with 
medial guilloche band, and top with floral ring, surmounted by 
a female figure in flowing dress and sandals, a bird and nest in 
her left hand, her right arm held aloft and suspending a rod with 
adjustable, ornamental, governor form frame terminating in two 
patinated ball form weights, above the spherical clock case, with 
patinated surface, applied roman numerals, shuttered winding 
arbors, and brass hands, 8 day, time and strike, pendule de Paris 
movement with modifications for a torsion controlled escape-
ment, and striking on a bell

Condition: figure and base good with minor dirt and losses 
to gilding, pendulum rod with minor scratches, patination on 
sphere good, may have been gilded originally, numerals glued to 
surface, hands are poor quality replacements, escapement func-
tions when sphere rotates, striking functional, will need adjust-
ment and may need service. The sphere containing the move-
ment has indistinct engraving above the chapter ring regarding 
the maker and the patent.

$4000-$6000
Circa 1890
27.25in x 8.75in

215

216

217

216
Andre Romain Guilmet, Paris, a small industrial “Beam Engine” 
desk timepiece, 8 day, time only movement with Guilmet’s mod-
ifications, on a black slate base with gilt feet supporting a cast, 
crosshatched floor, the engine cylinders and pistons flanking the 
beam support with roman numeral white enamel dial, the beam 
rocking as if powered by the pistons, all surfaces finished with a 
combination of gilding and white or patinated silver, with blued 
steel Breguet style hands.

Condition: dirty, original silvered and gilt surfaces are intact 
and with wear, base with minor flakes and chips, dial and hands 
good, movement clean and running.

$2500-$3500
Circa 1880
7in x 8in x 2in

217
Fred H. Whitlock, England, for Dent, London, England, uncom-
mon modern “Concorde Model” skeleton clock, movement with 
seconds-beating compound pendulum and grasshopper escape-
ment, all on a mahogany base with a mahogany and glass cover.

Condition: this clock is like new with only very minor abrasions 
to case. Brass cartouche signed “Dent, London”. This is a large 
clock featuring Harrison’s famous escapement. The grasshopper 
escapement was invented by John Harrison in the early 1700s, 
first used in his precision longcase clocks, it was later employed 
in his marine timekeepers H1-H3. This clock serves to demon-
strate the escapement action and rementoire design employed 
in Harrison’s marine timekeeper H2. Cord and voltage selector 
for either 110 or 240 volts mounted to the rear base.We were 
unable to keep the clock running reliably. This clock is serial 
number 5.

$3000-$5000
Circa 1975
30 in x 14in x 11in
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218
André Romain Guilmet, Paris, France, balancier circulaire or 
conical pendulum timepiece, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
movement mounted within a polished brass sphere held by 
three cast gilt legs, applied roman numerals and brass hands, 
the pendulum held aloft at the top where the three legs meet, 
all under a glass dome on a turned wood base.

Condition: gilded parts are good, hand are good, movement 
is signed with Guilmet’s “GLT” trademark and serial number 
“7670”, movement is oily and running, dome is a bit tall for the 
clock so they may not have started life together. Dimensions are 
for the clock itself.

$1200-$1500
Circa 1890
15in x 4.5in x 4.5in

218

219
Andre Romain Guilmet, a large bronze and black slate mystery 
clock, the case with stepped molded base and central, gilt 
honeysuckle and anthemion ornament, the sides with decora-
tive handles, and paw feet with scroll and honeysuckle returns, 
the top with projecting cornice and surmounted by a beautifully 
modelled, patinated bronze female figure signed “D. Marie”, her 
right hand held aloft, and suspending the pendulum with thick, 
brass rimmed glass bob, impulsed through the nearly impercep-
tible movement of the bronze base on which the she stands, gilt 
roman numeral black slate dial, gilt spade hands, 8 day, two train 
time and strike movement with crank and stirrup escapement, 
back plate with Guilmets mark and numbered 1838

Condition: case with chips and minor losses, upper left corner 
with glued break and minor losses, gilt mounts dirty, and with 
wear, figure a bit dirty, otherwise good, pendulum polished, 
glass bob insert replaced, bezel glass with chips at 9:00, dial 
good, hands with minor losses to gilding, movement with minor 
staining, bell replaced and with oxidation, column connecting 
motion of figure to movement with oxidation, rotating the base 
advances the minute hand, striking functional

$3000-$4000
Circa 1880
29.5in x 16in x 8in

219

100



101

220
Henri-Eugène-Adrien Farcot, Paris, a fig-
ural mantel clock with conical pendulum, 
the black slate case with heavy molded 
base and gilt paw feet with honeysuckle 
returns, gilt, incised line ornament, and 
molded, projecting cornice surmounted 
by a gilt, female figure, her right arm held 
aloft and supporting the gilt brass and 
steel pendulum rod with spherical, blue, 
star mounted bob, gilt bezel with bev-
eled glass, roman numeral black slate dial 
with gilt spade hands, and 8 day, time and 
strike pendule de Paris movement with 
Farcot’s modifications, striking on a bell, 
and with Farcot’s anchor trademark

$1600-$2000
Circa 1875
24.5in x 13.75in x 7.5in

220

221
Louis Achille Brocot, Paris, for J. Silvani, 
13 & 14 Kings Road, Brighton, a large, 
year going table or mantel clock, the case 
with molded, white marble base and top 
containing gilt, ovolo molded frames set 
with four beveled glasses, signed roman 
numeral white enamel dial with sunk cen-
ter and visible Brocot escapement, blued 
steel Breguet style hands, brass move-
ment with round plates and five barrels, 
marked “A.B.” within a star on the back 
plate, and with compensated, Ellicott 
variant bimetallic pendulum of Brocot’s 
design, serial #4313

$2800-$3500
Circa 1855
17.75in x 11in x 8.25in

221

222
France, a year going table or mantel clock 
with equipoise pendulum, molded black 
slate base and top containing a gilt brass 
frame set with four beveled glass panels, 
roman numeral white enamel dial with 
sunk center, seconds bit and wind indica-
tor concentric with the blued steel hour 
and minute hands, round brass move-
ment mounted to a decorative gilt, ga-
drooned and molded support, deadbeat 
escapement and gilt pendulum with roof 
truss form beam supporting a heavy gilt 
sphere at either end, the whole rocking 
above the movement

$900-$1200
Circa 1890
13.75in x 9.5in x 6.75in

222
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223
Attributed to Aaron Dodd Crane, an 
unusual, long duration, torsion pendu-
lum shelf clock, the later, purpose made, 
walnut and walnut veneer case with 
heavy molded base, the top with molded 
cornice, domed top and turned finials, 
glazed front and sides, decorative gold 
painted mounts, and mirror mounted 
in the lower portion of the case back, 
wbrass fusee movement with four wheel 
train, and Crane’s walking pawl escape-
ment, the three plates stamped “7”, and 
two ball torsion pendulum
$1800-$2500
30in x 14.75in x 10in

223

224
Year Clock Co., New York, NY, “Model D1”, 
Crane’s Patent year-running, spring driven 
brass fusee movement 6-ball torsion or 
rotary pendulum shelf clock.
$1800-$2200
Circa 1847
21.25in x 12in x 7.5in

224

225
Heman Clark, Plymouth, Conn., 8 day, 
time and strike, weight driven brass 
movement 4-column shelf clock.
$1500-$2000
Circa 1825
26.25in x 17.5in x 5in

225

226
S. C. Spring Co., Bristol, Conn., “No. 19 
Regulator” variant shelf clock with a 
weight driven, 8 day time and strike brass 
strap movement in a rosewood veneered 
case.
$1500-$2000
Circa 1868
42.5in x 19in x 7.25in

226

227
J. R. Mills & Co., New York, 30 day, time 
and strike, weight driven brass movement 
torsion shelf clock with Aaron D. Crane’s 
patent three-ball pendulum.
$1400-$1800
Circa 1845
22in x 13in x 6.25in

227

228
Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike wagon spring driven brass 
movement steeple on frame with candle 
finials.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1845
25.75in x 13.75in x 4in

228

227

229
J. R. Mills & Co., New York, 30 day shelf 
clock, time and strike, weight driven brass 
movement with Crane’s patent three-ball 
rotary or torsion pendulum.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1845
22in x 13in x 7in

229

230
Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike wagon spring driven brass 
movement steeple on frame or double 
steeple with candle finials.
$900-$1200
Circa 1845
26in x 13.75in x 4in

230

231
Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn., Steeple shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
strike fusee movement in a mahogany 
veneered case.
$900-$1200
Circa 1846
25in x 13in x 4.5in

231

232
The Year Clock Co., New York, 8 day, time 
and strike weight driven brass movement 
shelf clock with Aaron D. Crane’s patent 
torsion three ball pendulum
$900-$1200
Circa 1847
20.75in x 12in x 5.5in

232

233
Noah Pomeroy, Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, 
spring driven brass lever movement, gold 
decorated and MOP mini cast iron case 
shelf clock.
$800-$1000
Circa 1860
8.75in x 7.5in x 2.5in

233

234
Thomas Weaver, Center County, Penn., 8 
day, time and strike weight driven brass 
movement Pennsylvania triple decker 
shelf clock
$800-$1200
Circa 1835
37.5in x 16.75in x 6.5in

234
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235
E.C. Brewster, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike spring driven brass detached 
fusee movement round gothic or beehive 
shelf clock.
$700-$900
Circa 1838
18.75in x 10.75in x 4.5in

235

236
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Plymouth Hollow, 
Conn., 30 hour, time and alarm spring 
driven brass movement cottage clock 
incorporating Proctor’s Aug. 7, 1860 
Patent Burglar and Fire Detective feature 
on top of the case. When the alarm is 
set and goes off a match placed into a 
holder strikes the rough curved surface 
and lights a lamp on top that enables the 
person to awaken in a lighted room.
$700-$900
Circa 1860
12in x 6.5in x 3.5in

236

237
Spencer, Wooster & Co., Salem Bridge, 
Conn., 8 day, time and strike, weight 
driven brass movement column & cornice 
shelf clock.
$700-$900
Circa 1842
33.5in x 21.25in x 7.75in

238
E.C. Brewster, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and rack strike, spring driven, brass fusee 
movement round gothic or beehive shelf 
clock.
$600-$900
Circa 1838
19in x 10.5in x 4.25in

238

239
Spencer, Hotchkiss & Co., Salem Bridge, 
Conn., 8 day, time and strike weight 
driven brass movement flat pilaster and 
carved crest shelf clock.
$500-$700
Circa 1830
32in x 18.5in x 6.5in

239

240
Jerome Manufacturing Co., New Haven, 
Conn., shelf timepiece, 30 hour, spring 
driven Botsford’s improved patent lever 
movement mounted behind a black 
paper-mâché shield with gold stenciling 
and Mother of Pearl inlay, roman numeral 
white enamel dial, and black steel spade 
hands, all on a black wooden base cov-
ered by an oval dome or “ shade”.  
$400-$600
Circa 1855
11.5in x 8in x 5.25in

240

237

241
Seth Thomas, Plymouth, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike, weight driven wood 
movement off-center pendulum pillar & 
scroll shelf clock.
$900-$1200
Circa 1822
28in x 17.25in x 4.25in

241

242
Seth Thomas, Plymouth, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike, weight driven, wood 
movement off-center pillar & scroll shelf 
clock.
$900-$1200
Circa 1820
28.5in x 17.25in x 4.25in

242

243
Eli Terry, Plymouth, Conn., 30 hour, time 
and strike weight driven wood movement 
outside escapement pillar & scroll shelf 
clock.
$750-$1000
Circa 1820
27.5in x 17.5in x 5in

243

244
Seth Thomas, Plymouth, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike weight driven, wood 
movement, off center pillar & scroll shelf 
clock.
$700-$900
Circa 1825
28.5in x 17.25in x 4.25in

244

245
Ethel North, Torrington, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike, weight driven wood 
movement pillar and scroll shelf clock. 
Ethel was the brother of Norris North.
$500-$750
Circa 1825
27.25in x 13.5in x 4in

245

246
Ethel North, Torrington, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike, weight driven wood 
movement slender pillar & scroll shelf 
clock.
$500-$800
Circa 1830
27.25in x 14.5in x 4.25in

246
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247
Salem Bridge, Conn., 8 day, time and 
strike weight driven brass movement pil-
lar and scroll shelf clock now with label of 
Richard Ward.
$500-$700
Circa 1832
29in x 17.5in x 4.5in

247

248
Pond & Barnes, Boston, Mass., 8 day, 
time and strike, fusee spring driven brass 
movement, 4-column ripple molded 
round gothic or onion top shelf clock. 
Clock was made by Forestville Mfg. Co. 
and retailed by Pond & Barnes.
$600-$800
Circa 1850
18.75in x 11.5in x 3.75in

248

249
Smith & Taylor, New York, 8 day, time 
and strike spring driven brass movement 
ripple molding round gothic or beehive 
shelf clock. The clock was made by the 
Forestville Mfg. Co. and retailed by Smith 
& Taylor.
$600-$800
Circa 1840
18.75in x 11.5in x 4.25in

249

250
J.C. Brown, Forestville Mfg. Co., Bristol, 
Conn., 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement ripple front OG gothic or 
onion top shelf clock.
$500-$700
Circa 1850
19.75in x 12in x 4in

250

251
J.C. Brown, Forestville Mfg. Co., Bristol, 
Conn., 8 day, time, strike & alarm spring 
driven brass fusee movement ripple front 
sharp gothic or steeple clock.
$500-$700
Circa 1850
20in x 10in x 3.75in

251

252
Joseph Ives, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike, weight driven brass and iron 
plate movement wall clock. This is an un-
usual example as these clocks were made 
and sold as a looking glass clock, but this 
one has a crotch mahogany panel instead.
$2000-$3000
46.75in x 22.75in x 5.5in

252

253
Atkins, Whiting & Co., Bristol, Conn., 30 
day, brass, wagon spring, type III time-
piece movement, in a drop octagon, 
ripple molded hanging case.
$1500-$2000
Circa 1853
25in x 17in x 4in

253

254
Unknown maker, New Hampshire or pos-
sibly Maine, 8 day, time and strike weight 
driven brass movement mirror clock. This 
clock may have been made by William G. 
Emerson of Newport, Maine as he used a 
spiral spring to control the bell hammer..
$900-$1200
Circa 1830
28.25in x 15.75in x 3.75in

254

255
Abiel Chandler, Boscawen, New Hamp-
shire, 8 day, weight driven brass move-
ment New Hampshire time only mirror 
clock.
$600-$800
Circa 1830
29.75in x 14.25in x 4in

255

256
Munger & Benedict, Auburn, New York, 8 
day, time and strike weight driven brass 
movement “ ironing board” top shelf 
clock.
$500-$700
Circa 1833
38.75in x 21.5in x 7.75in

256

257
Munger & Benedict, Auburn, New York, 8 
day, time and strike weight driven brass 
movement ironing board top shelf clock.
$500-$700
Circa 1832
39in x 22.5in x 8in

257
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258
France, “Volubilis” swinging mystery 
clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
movement contained within the upper 
green patinated sphere of the compound 
pendulum, applied roman numerals, cast 
metal ornament and fancy pierced brass 
hands, all held aloft by the patinated cast 
figure of a woman on a turned wood 
base titled as above and attributed to the 
sculptor J. Caussé.
$1200-$1500
Circa 1900
30in x 8in x 10in

258

259
Mobile Watch Co., Switzerland, “Oscilla-
tor” swinging mystery clock, 8 day, time 
only, spring driven pendulum movement 
in a swinging compound pendulum, 
arabic numeral white enamel dial with 
blued steel hands, all held aloft by a cast 
patinated figure of a young man playing a 
long trumpet-like instrument, and stand-
ing atop a turned wood base.
$900-$1200
Circa 1910
17in x 5in x 6in

259

260
France, probably Eugène Farcot, Paris, 
swinging doll clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven movement, chaff-cutter 
escapement with two escape wheels in 
an alabaster case with cast metal orna-
ment and urn finial, roman numeral white 
enamel chapter ring with blued steel 
Breguet style hands, and cast putto figure 
pendulum swinging front-to-back, all 
under a large glass dome
$800-$1000
Circa 1880
22in x 17in x 9in

261
André Romain Guilmet, Paris, France, 
swinging mystery clock, 8 day, time only, 
spring driven movement with small pen-
dulum powering the swing of the larger 
compound pendulum, the movement in 
a nickel plated canister style head, the 
roman numeral white enamel dial with 
blued steel distaff hands, all held aloft by 
a patinated cast falconer figure standing 
on a molded metal base.
$700-$900
Circa 1880
22.5in x 7in x 8in

263
Gebrüder Junghans, Schramberg, Ger-
many, kangaroo swinging mystery clock, 
8 day, time only, spring driven movement 
contained in a compound pendulum held 
aloft in the mouth of a cast kangaroo 
figure, arabic numeral white enamel dial, 
and blued steel hands.
$600-$800
Circa 1910
12.25in x 13in x 4in

262
Rev. Benjamin C. Phelps, Wethersfield, 
Ct., an unusual signed and dated two 
train skeleton clock, the thick brass 
frames supported by a pair of conical 
pillars with knurled caps and bases, wheel 
work with four and five spoke crossings, 
cut steel pinions, the barrels decorated 
with engraved, overlapping circles, recoil 
escapement with carnelian Brocot pallets, 
count wheel outside the front plate and 
to the left of the roman numeral white 
enamel dial, count wheel detent lever 
above the dial and marked “B.C. Phelps 
1884”, pendulum with square steel rod 
and brass clad bob, all beneath an oval 

glass dome with conforming, ebonized 
wooden base
$1500-$2500
Circa 1884
15.25in x 10.5in x 6in

260

261

263

262
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265
Austria, a good hanging Dachlur 
timepiece, the rectilinear, six 
light case with incurved bottom 
bracket and pedimented top, 
and mahogany veneers with 
contrasting stringing, roman 
numeral white enamel dial with 
cast bezel and fine steel hands, 
8 day, weight driven movement 
with trapezoidal plates, dead-
beat escapement, and maintain-
ing power, pendulum with steel 
rod and backless brass bob, and 
brass clad weight
$2500-$3500
Circa 1835
37in x 11.25in x 5in

265

266
Anton Liszt in Wien, a small 
Biedermeier hanging timepiece 
with alarm, the rectilinear, three 
light case with figured mahogany 
veneers and contrasting string-
ing, incurved bottom bracket, 
and projecting ogee cornice 
below the incurved, cock beaded 
top, signed, roman numeral 
white enamel one piece dial with 
finely cast gilt bezel, blued steel 
hands and polished steel alarm 
indicator, weight driven brass, 8 
day movement with dead beat 
escapement, maintaining power, 
and spring powered alarm 
train, wound by pulling a cord 
at the left side of the bottom 
bracket, and sounding on a small 
bell, polished steel pendulum 
rod with brass bob, brass clad 
weight, and silvered, bottom 
mounted beat scale
$2000-$3000
Circa 1840
26.5in x 9.5in x 4.25in

266

267
Germany or Austria, Vienna 
Regulator in Alt Deutsch style, 
30 day, grand sonnerie striking 
weight driven movement, with 
enameled rate adjustment 
indicator in center of pendu-
lum, in a mahogany and burl 
mahogany case with carved 
capitals and bases and fluted 
half columns with a white 
enamel two part dial
$2000-$3000
Circa 1875
70in x 19in x 9.25in

268
Lenzkirch AG, Lenzkirch, 
Germany, open-well wall clock, 
8 day, time and strike, spring 
driven brass movement in a 
walnut case with a profusion 
of cast brass trim, the fancy 
cast dial plate with individual 
enamel cartouche numerals, 
pierced black hands, and cast 
pendulum with sun motif.
$2000-$3000
Circa 1895
40in x 13in x 5.5in

269
Austria, Vienna regulator wall 
clock, 8 day, time and quarter 
strike, three train weight driv-
en movement in a hardwood 
and veneered walnut case with 
turned and carved elements, 
two-piece roman numeral 
white enamel dial with pierced 
black steel hands.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1875
58.5in x 19in x 9in

264
France, gravity clock, 8 day, time 
only, weight driven rack-and-
pinion movement with lever 
platform escapement in a oak 
case with four turned post and 
broken arch top, roman numeral 
white enamel dial with arabic 
red numerals at the quarters, 
blued steel spade hands
$700-$900
Circa 1900
14.5in x 7.5in x 5.5in

267 268269

264
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270
Gustav Becker, Frieberg, Germany, 
Vienna-style regulator wall clock, 8 
day, time and quarter strike, three 
train weight driven movement in a 
mahogany veneer case with carved 
half-columns, two piece roman nu-
meral white enamel dial with black 
steel hands
$800-$1000
Circa 1878
48in x 16.5in x 7in

270

271
Austria, a miniature, spring driven 
hanging timepiece, ebonized case 
with faceted drop and scalloped 
ornaments, and terminating in a 
large, turned drop, the door with 
spool turned columns having vasi-
form bases and faceted tops, and 
surmounted by a molded pediment 
with scrolled crest, roman numeral 
white enamel dial, blued steel 
hands, one or two day timepiece 
movement with recoil escapement 
and silk thread suspension, and 
pendulum with steel rod and brass 
bob
$700-$1000
Circa 1860
23in x 8.25in x 3.25in

271

272
Austria, Vienna regulator, 30 day, 
time only, weight driven brass 
movement in an ebonized Bieder-
meier style case, two-piece roman 
number white enamel dial with pie 
crust bezel, and pierced blued steel 
hands.
$700-$900
Circa 1845
47in x 12.5in x 5.75in

273
Austria, Vienna regulator wall 
clock, 8 day, time and grand son-
nerie strike, three train weight 
driven movement in walnut Second 
Baroque style case with carved 
crest and inset backboard panel, 
roman numeral white enamel 
chapter with engraved dial center, 
three subsidiary dials for seconds 
and two additional time zones, fan-
cy pierced steel hands, engraved 
dial, weights and pendulum.
$500-$700
Circa 1890
48in x 14in x 6.5in

274
J. Paul Hellmuth, Nuremberg, Ger-
many, Vienna-style regulator wall 
clock, 8 day, time only, weight driven 
movement with center seconds and 
seconds-beating compound pendu-
lum in a hardwood case with walnut 
veneer, two piece white enamel dial 
with roman numerals and black steel 
hands.
$500-$700
Circa 1890
42in x 13.5in x 6in

275
England, 8 day, time and strike, fusee 
spring driven brass movement gothic 
style wall clock. Dial signed “Alf. d 
Goad, Islington”.
$800-$1000
Circa 1880
39in x 18in x 7.25in

272 273

274

275
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276
England, a large, late 18th century tavern clock, the 
ebonized softwood case with chisel bottom decorated 
with a gilt Ho Ho bird, the mid section with gilt lat-
ticework surrounding the long door, decorated with 
an Oriental fantasy, including pagodas, a couple with 
a child strolling in a landscape, a ship, mountains, and 
the sky with Ho Ho bird and butterfly, turned 24” dial 
with roman numerals and ogee molded edge, pierced 
spade hands, 8 day brass timepiece movement with 
recoil escapement, pendulum with wire rod and brass 
clad bob, and cylindrical lead weight with integral 
pulley

Condition: case with repairs, ornament with flaking, 
losses and inpainting, bottom with split, left side door 
with break at edge, dial repainted, hands with pitting, 
movement dirty and with poorly repaired crutch, 
escapement functional

$2000-$3000   Circa 1790   57.5in x 17.75in x 6.5in

276

277
Ellicott, London, a mid 18th century ebonized bracket 
clock, the veneered oak case resting on cast brass 
bracket feet, the base with cavetto and bead mold-
ing, the door with brass bead trim and ovolo molding, 
the sides with brass trimmed, glazed apertures for 
viewing the movement, the top with double cavetto 
and bead molding, below a cushion dome and fold-
ing brass handle, composite dial with matted center, 
gilt spandrels, and roman numeral silvered chapter 
ring, pierced blued steel hands, brass, two train fusee 
movement with anchor escapement, rack striking 
and back plate with symmetrical, C scroll and foliate 
engraving, signed “Ellicott London”, and heavy, brass 
clad pendulum

Condition: case with restorations, minor marks and 
scratches, some veneer on inside of front door lifting, 
veneers with minor splits, brass trim on door loose, 
cushion dome with slight separation at corners, dial 
mask with splits, old repairs and loss at bottom, brass 
furniture with tarnish and spotting, chapter ring with 
tarnish, spandrels, dial plate, and engraved plaque 
later, hour hand with minor abrasion, movement 
appears to have originally had a crown wheel escape-
ment, movement mounting straps replaced, left strap 
with incorrect screw, does not engage hole in plate, 
bell stand screw replaced, hook for securing original 
pendulum absent, bottom of seat board inscribed 
“Restored by Wood Mortlake 1885”, pendulum with 
minor tarnish. This clock is from the collection of 
Richard Thomson, author of “Antique American Clocks 
and Watches”

$1800-$2500   Circa 1750   17.5in x 11.25in x 7in

277
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278
Austria or Southern Germany, 18th cen-
tury bracket clock, 8 day, time only with on 
demand pull-repeat, spring driven move-
ment with verge escapement and cow’s tail 
pendulum in a gilt wood case with central 
swags and urn finial, roman numeral convex-
concave white enamel dial, and pierced brass 
hands.
$600-$900   Circa 1780
21in x 9in x 5in

278

279
P. Rau, Vienna, an amusing, figural, moving 
eye mantel clock, the case on four turned 
bone feet, supporting a narrow ebonized 
plinth with gilt, leaf and dart carved ogee 
molding, the hardwood veneered rectangular 
base surmounted by a carved, gilt, rockwork 
pinnacle with gilt putti astride a patinated, 
leaping lion, the beast’s eyes moving back 
and forth with the oscillating pendulum, 
arabic numeral white enamel dial with en-
gine turned center, blued steel Breguet style 
hands, two day, spring driven brass move-
ment with pull repeat, striking the hours on a 
gong and with a single blow at the half hour, 
all beneath an oval dome with conforming 
rosewood and marquetry base
$900-$1200   Circa 1830  
23.5in x 16.25in x 8in

279
280
Robert Best, Londin, a mahogany and 
mahogany veneer lyre form bracket 
clock, the rectangular base on cast brass 
bracket feet, supporting the lyre form 
case with brass wire strings, the lyre arms 
terminating in plain, turned roundels 
at bottom, and carved volutes at top, 
framing a glazed aperture allowing a view 
of the pendulum, and surmounted by 
a large drumhead top with brass carry-
ing handles, molded brass bezel, convex 
glass, and signed, roman numeral white 
enamel dial, pierced, blued steel hands, 
and signed, five pillar, two train fusee 
movement with round plates, recoil 
escapement, and counting the hours on 
a bell, with two part brass pendulum rod, 
the rating nut located at the center, and 
heavy brass clad bob
$1600-$2200   Circa 1810
17in x 9in x 6in

280
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284

285
Edward Tiddeman, Canterbury, England, 
Georgian bracket clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven fusee movement with 
verge escapement and integrated bob 
pendulum in a mahogany veneered case, 
with elegant bell top and brass bracket 
feet, engraved brass dial, mock pendulum 
aperture, strike / select subsidiary dial in 
the arch, and pierced steel hands.
$1200-$1800   Circa 1780
23in x 13in x 8.5in

285

286
Reid & Auld, Edinburgh, Scotland, mantel 
clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
fusee movement with deadbeat escape-
ment in a figured oak case with cast base 
molding, carved scrolls above, and carved 
family crest applied below the dial, signed 
roman numeral silvered dial, with black-
ened steel moon hands.
$1000-$1500   Circa 1820
22in x 13in x 8in

286

283

284
Joseph Penlington, Liverpool, England, 
chiming bracket clock, 8 day, time and strike 
with chiming on eight bells, triple fusee 
movement in a provincial style walnut case, 
rectangular silvered dial with incised red ara-
bic numerals, subsidiary dials for slow / fast, 
chime / silent, and chime selection, blued 
steel hands.
$1400-$1800   Circa 1890
27in x 13in x 8in

281
Desbois & Wheeler, London, a good 
Regency mahogany pad top bracket clock, 
the molded break arch case on gilt ball 
feet, the door corners with inset, brass 
ovolo moldings, pierced, fish scale fret 
spandrels below the dial, brass bezel 
with convex glass, case sides with arched 
fishscale frets, and top with central, 
brass trimmed pad and folding handle, 
white painted, convex, roman numeral 
dial signed “Desbois & Wheeler London”, 
blued steel spade hands, and two train 
fusee movement with shouldered plates, 
engraved border, knopped pillars, and 
pull repeat, with heavy, engraved brass 
pendulum, and counting the hours on a 
bell
$1500-$2000   18in x 12in x 7.25in

281

282
England, for John Henry Potter, Scarbor-
ough, a large quarter chiming bracket 
clock, walnut and walnut veneer case on 
cock beaded feet, the base with bev-
eled edge, case with canted corners, 
and caddy top with handle, the sides 
with gilt, cast baroque sound frets, gilt 
leaf and dart molded arched door with 
bevelled glass and conforming, silvered 
bezel, composite dial with matted center 
and engraved plaque below 12:00, “J.H. 
Potter 32 Cliff Scarboro”, silvered roman 
numeral chapter ring, gilt spandrels, and 
three subsidiary dials in the arch for con-
trol of the chiming functions and regula-
tion, blued steel fleur de lis hands, large 
fusee movement with rise and fall regula-
tion, recoil escapement, and chiming the 
quarters on eight bells or four gongs, and 
counting the hours on a fifth, larger gong, 
and heavy brass clad pendulum
$1200-$1500   Circa 1890
25in x 15.5in x 9.5in

282

283
England, large bracket clock, 8 day, time and 
strike with chime on 8 bells, triple-fusee 
spring driven movement in a Gothic form 
oak case on a stepped and molded base with 
quatrefoils and full columns on the front 
corners, fretwork sides, applied wood orna-
ments on the front, and topped by three 
palmette-wrapped finials, silvered roman 
numeral dial with subsidiary dials for rate 
adjustment, chime / silent, and chime selec-
tion, blued steel fleur-de-lis hands.
$2000-$2500   Circa 1890
29in x 18in x 9.5in
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287
Thomas Middlemass, Edinburgh, Scotland, bracket 
clock, 8 day, time and strike with Westminster chime, 
substantial three train fusee movement in a large 
round top case with mahogany veneer and inlaid shell 
motif, pierced side frets, gilt matte dial center, silvered 
chapter ring with roman numerals, and black steel 
elongated fleur-de-lis hands.
$900-$1400   Circa 1910
21in x 14in x 10.25in

287

288
S. Smith & Son, Ltd., London, an early 20th century, 
quarter striking lantern clock, the brass case with 
turned finials, columns and feet, signed, roman 
numeral engraved brass dial with pierced, blued steel 
hands, case top with pierced frets, the front fret with 
engraving, cast brass strap suspending two large bells, 
the two train fusee movement with recoil escape-
ment, striking ting tang quarters on two bells, and the 
hours on the larger bell, with key
$800-$1000   Circa 1915 
15.25in x 5.75in x 5.5in

289
English, 8 day, time and strike fusee spring driven 
brass movement bracket clock, dial signed “Turner, 
Fenchurch Street”
$400-$600   Circa 1880
17.25in x 12.5in x 6.5in

289288
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290
Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, 
Mo., “Fashion No. 3” shelf clock with a 
Seth Thomas spring driven, 8 day, time 
and strike movement and R. T. Andrews 
perpetual calendar mechanism, in a 
walnut case.
$1000-$1200
Circa 1884
32.5in x 16in x 5.5in

290

291
Prentiss Improvement Clock Co., 49 Dey 
St., New York, NY, “Empire with Calendar” 
wall clock with a spring driven 60 or 90 
day movement with a Henry S. Prentiss 
patented perpetual calendar mechanism 
in an oak case.
$900-$1100
Circa 1897
37in x 14in x 7in

291

292
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Office Calendar No. 1” wall clock 
with a weight driven 8 day timepiece 
movement and a Mix Brothers patented 
perpetual calendar mechanism in a rose-
wood veneered case.
$900-$1200
Circa 1868
41in x 19.5in x 6.5in

292

293
L. F. & W. W. Carter, Bristol, Conn., wall 
hanging clock with a weight driven 8 day 
double wind timepiece movement and a 
B. B. Lewis patented perpetual calendar 
mechanism in a rosewood veneered case 
with grained wooden bezels.
$800-$900
Circa 1866
43in x 18in x 5in

293

294
Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn., 8 day, 
double wind spring powered brass lever 
movement made by LaPorte Hubbell, 
Bristol, Conn., with calendar mechanism 
patented by Alonzo Boardman in 1865. 
These clocks had movements that ran 8, 
15 or 30 days. Without testing, we believe 
this one to be 8 days, but possibly longer 
duration. This is a rare calendar clock.
$700-$1000
Circa 1868
25in x 18in x 5in

294

295
Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, 
Mo., “Fashion No. 4” shelf clock with a 
Seth Thomas spring driven, 8 day, time 
and strike movement and R. T. Andrews 
perpetual calendar mechanism in a wal-
nut case.
$700-$900
Circa 1885
30.75in x 16.25in x 5.5in

295
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302

303

304

305

306

307

298

299

300

301

302
Aaron Willard, Jr., 8 day, weight driven 
brass movement presentation patent or 
banjo timepiece.
$800-$1200  Circa 1825
40.5in x 10.5in x 4in

303
New Hampshire, 8 day, weight driven 
brass movement box lyre banjo wall time-
piece. This example has carving similar to 
a L. W. Noyes, Nashua, New Hampshire 
timepiece pictured in “Willard’s Patent 
Time Pieces” by Paul J. Foley, page 136.
$800-$1000  Circa 1835
39.5in x 11.75in x 4in

304
Unsigned, probably Massachusetts, box 
lyre wall clock, 8 day, weight driven brass 
movement
$800-$1200  Circa 1930
40in x 12.25in x 4.25in

305
“Warranted by L. Curtis”, Concord, Mass., 
8 day, weight driven brass movement pat-
ent or banjo timepiece with signed dial.
$700-$900  Circa 1815
29.75in x 10in

306
Massachusetts, an unusual hanging 
timepiece, possibly Attleboro school, the 
mahogany case with bowling pin shape 
and molded bottom bracket, the door 
with black and gold reverse painted glass, 
with three lobed aperture for viewing the 
pendulum, 8 day timepiece movement 
with trapezoidal plates and dead beat 
escapement
$700-$1000  Circa 1860
35.75in x 12.5in x 4in

307
Possibly Jonathan Billings, Acton, Mass., a 
striking patent timepiece or banjo clock, 
mahogany and mahogany veneered 
case of standard banjo design, gilt, rope 
molded frames with reverse painted tab-
lets, cast brass side arms, cast brass bezel 
with convex glass, and eagle finial above 
the deep brass bell, roman numeral white 
painted dial, now with spurious signature 
of Aaron Willard, 8 day, two train move-
ment with recoil escapement and rack 
striking, pendulum with wire rod and 
brass clad bob, and two rectangular lead 
weights
$500-$700  Circa 1830
37in x 11.25in x 4.5in

296
Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, 
Mo., “Fashion No. 4” shelf clock with a 
Seth Thomas spring driven, 8 day, time 
and strike movement and R.T. Andrews 
perpetual calendar mechanism in a wal-
nut case.
$700-$900  Circa 1885
32.5in x 16in x 5.5in

296

297
Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, 
Mo., “Fashion No. 6” shelf clock with a 
spring driven, 8 day Seth Thomas time 
and strike movement and an 1879 R. T 
Andrews patented perpetual calendar 
mechanism in a walnut case with black 
paper dials.
$700-$900  Circa 1885
32.0in x 16.5in x 6.5in

297

298
Unsigned Boston, Mass. large banjo 
regulator, possibly attibuted to Willard, 8 
day, weight driven brass movement with 
maintaining power
$2000-$3000  Circa 1825
50in x 18.75in x 6.25in

299
Unsigned, probably Willard family, 
Boston, Mass. 8 day, weight driven brass 
movement patent or banjo timepiece. 
From the early characteristics of the case 
and movement this timepiece was likely 
made by Simon or Aaron Willard.
$1200-$1500  Circa 1806
32in x 9.75in x 3.25in

300
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., 8 day, 
weight driven brass movement reissue 
presentation patent or banjo timepiece.
$1000-$1200  Circa 1990
37.5in x 10.75in x 4in

301
Samuel Abbott, Boston, Mass. and Mont-
pelier, Vermont, 8 day, time and alarm 
weight driven brass movement patent or 
banjo timepiece.
$900-$1200  Circa 1830
40.5in x 10.25in x 3.75in
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308
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Juno” 
figural swinging clock, 8 day, time only, 
spring driven movement mounted inside 
a blue painted sphere with applied cast 
ribbon ornament, applied arabic numer-
als and Louis XV style hands, all support-
ed by patinated spelter figure of a Roman 
goddess standing atop a pedestal.
$700-$900
Circa 1900
24in x 6in x 8in

308

309
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Santa 
Fe”, wall clock, 8 day brass, time only, 
double weight driven movement in a wal-
nut case with a papered metal dial
$800-$1200
Circa 1885
49in x 16.5in x 8.5in

309

310
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Regulator No. 62” wall clock, 8 
day, time only, weight driven movement 
in a mahogany case with meter long pen-
dulum, maintaining power and silvered 
dial
$1000-$1500
Circa 1902   60in x 17in x 7in

310

311
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “No. 21”, 
8 day weight driven brass movement with 
maintaining power marble front gallery 
timepiece.
$800-$1000
Circa 1900
24in x 24in x 5.5in

311

312
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., “No. 21”, 
8 day, weight driven brass movement 
with maintaining power gallery timepiece.
$550-$750
Circa 1923
23in x 23in x 4in

312
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313*
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Howard & Davis, Bos-
ton, Mass., “Watch Clock”, softwood case 
with simple molded base, inset panels in 
base and trunk door and molded cornice, 
brass 8 day timepiece movement with 
trapezoidal plates and turned pillars, 
ebonized wooden pendulum rod, dama-
scened, brass clad, cast iron pendulum 
bob, and brass clad weight, c1860; (2) E. 
Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., hanging 
watch clock similar to the No. 26, recti-
linear walnut case with molded cornice 
and applied crest, the door with molded 
glazed aperture for viewing the time 
recorder mechanism, damascened 8 day 
timepiece movement, wooden pendulum 
rod with damascened brass clad pendu-
lum bob, and cast iron weight, c1875.
$600-$800
73in x 20in x 12in

313

314*
Clocks- 2 (Two) master: (1) Standard Elec-
tric Time Co., Springfield, Mass., master 
clock, time only, electrically driven brass 
movement in an oak case with a heavy 
nickel plated pendulum bob and silvered 
metal dial with subsidiary seconds and 

314

315*
Clocks- 2 (Two) Master: (1) Stromberg 
Time Corporation, New York, NY, master 
clock, time only, electrically driven pendu-
lum movement with deadbeat escape-
ment in an oak case with silvered dial 
with aperture and subsidiary seconds, 
c1940; (2) Unknown, Germany, master 
clock, electrically wound brass weight 
driven movement in an oak case with 
painted metal dial, subsidiary seconds, 
c1950.
$400-$600
60in x 18in x 7.5in

315

316*
Clocks- 3 (Three): International Business 
Machines Corp., Endicott, NY, office regu-
lator wall clocks, time only, weight driven 
electrically wound movements in Art 
Deco hardwood cases, painted aluminum 
dials with arabic numerals, subsidiary 
seconds and black metal hands, c1930.
$600-$900
63in x 19in x 8in

316

317*
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) National Time 
Recorder Co., London, England, master 
clock, brass movement with electrically 
impulsed pendulum in a mahogany case 
with painted metal dial, c1940; (2) Dif-
ferential Power Clock Co., Chicago, “One 
Year Differential Power Clock” wall clock, 
year running, time only, double spring 
driven brass movement in a robust oak 
case and with signed metal dial, c1910; 
(3) McClintock-Loomis Company, Min-
neapolis, Minn., master clock, 8 day, time 
and program mechanism, spring driven 
brass clock movement and second spring 
driven program movement in a wood 
case with painted copper dial, c1930.
$350-$500
51in x 15in x 7in

318
Clocks- 3 (Three) master: (1) Carl Boh-
meier, Germany, master clock, time and 
impulse for secondary clock, weight 
driven brass movement with deadbeat 
escapement and electrically powered 
auto-winder in an oak case with silvered 
dial, black steel hands, and basic compen-
sating pendulum, c1940; (2) Unknown, 
master clock, time only, electrically 
impulsed pendulum in an oak case with 
engraved copper dial, c1930; (3) Miller 
Program Clock Co., Minneapolis, Minn., 
“Type Three Miller Program Clock”, pro-
gram clock, time and signal, electrically 
powered movement in an oak case with 
painted metal dial, c1940.
$300-$500
31in x 14in x 6in

317

movement viewing aperture, c1920 (2) 
Standard Electric Time Co., Springfield, 
Mass., master clock, time only, electrically 
driven brass movement in an oak case 
with painted metal dial with subsidiary 
seconds and movement viewing aperture, 
c1930.
$500-$700
62in x 23in x 8.5in
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324 325 326 327 328

323
A standing walnut, six light jeweler’s 
pinwheel regulator in a rectilinear case 
with glazed front and sides with project-
ing cornice and turned finials, roman 
numeral white enamel dial with blued 
steel Breguet style hands and concentric 
indicator showing dead seconds, 8 day 
timepiece movement, heavy bimetallic 
gridiron pendulum, and brass clad weight 
with nickel pulley.
$900-$1200
83in x 25in x 14in
324
England, unsigned tall clock, 8 day, time 
and strike on bell, weight driven move-
ment in a mahogany case with broken 
arch top, terminating in carved pinwheel 
roundels and flanking a flame finial, 
delicate fluted full columns flanking hood, 
fluted quarter columns flanking crotch 
mahogany trunk door and crotch ma-
hogany panel on base, the painted metal 
dial has moon phase, date calendar and 
subsidiary seconds
$900-$1200
Circa 1815
93in x 18.5in x 9.5in

325
England, a good early 20th century inlaid 
mahogany tall clock, 8 day, three train 
brass movement with Graham deadbeat 
escapement and maintaining power, 
sounding Westminster quarters on gongs 
and striking the hour on a larger fifth 
gong, pendulum with heavy brass clad 
bob
$800-$1200
Circa 1910
89in x 20in x 14in

326
Charles Blanchard, London, England, 
tall clock, 8 day, time and strike, weight 
driven movement in a mahogany case on 
a base with inlaid front panel, the trunk 
with fluted, canted corners, the hood 
with broken arch, brass dial with silvered 
roman numeral chapter ring and applied 
brass spandrels, matte dial center with 
engraved plaque with the maker’s name, 
square date aperture, subsidiary seconds, 
and pierced steel hands.
$700-$900
Circa 1765
80in x 20in x 10in

327
Herschede Clock Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, 
early 20th century tall clock with mahog-
any, stained dome top case with cavetto 
molded cornice on compressed ball feet 
and break arch door with beveled glasses, 
arabic numeral composite dial with sil-
vered chapter ring, pierced and engraved 
gilt spandrels and dial center, moon 
phase display in the arch, and fancy blued 
steel hands, 8 day, three train movement 
chiming on tubes, and sounding West-
minster, Whittington, or Canterbury quar-
ters,  faux three jar mercury pendulum, 
and three polished brass weights.
$700-$1000
81in x 24in x 16.5in
328
Abraham Edwards, Ashby, Mass., tall 
clock, 30 hour, time, strike and calendar, 
weight driven wooden movement in a 
cherry case with arched top, two brass 
finials and full columns flanking hood, 
tombstone trunk door all resting on a 
molded base with painted wooden dial
$600-$800
Circa 1810

319

320

321 322 323

319
Gents, Leicester, a GPO #36 MK6 master 
clock, rectilinear hardwood case with 
rounded corners and glazed door, move-
ment with heavy cast iron back plate, 
fitted with two count wheels, and con-
tacts at the top of the pendulum send-
ing pulses at one, six, and thirty second 
intervals, pendulum with heavy cylindrical 
bob and Hipp toggle, and weight for fine 
timing, the inner left side of case with 
two brackets for retaining the pendulum 
rod while in transit
$400-$600
Circa 1960
50.5in x 11.5in x 6.75in

320
Stromberg Electric Co., Chicago, Illinois, 
electromechanical master wall clock in 
mahogany case with painted metal dial
$100-$200
Circa 1920
30.5in x 20.5in x 6.75in

321
Herschede Hall Clock Co., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, hall clock, 8 day, time, strike and 
chime on five tubular bells, three brass 
weight driven movement in a mahogany 
case with arched top with central carved 
cartouche and applied carvings, full 
columns with carved capitals flanking 
hood door over trunk door with beveled 
glass and carved fan top flanked by full 
columns with carved capitals on base 
with large applied carving resting on paw 
feet. The brass dial has silvered chapter 
ring, subsidiary seconds, strike / silent 
and chime / silent discs, engraved brass 
spandrels and dial center, applied brass 
numerals and moon phase indicator.
$1200-$1500
Circa 1900
95in x 26In x 16in

322
Jewelers standing regulator retailed by 
M.L. Sheehan, New York, New York, 8 
day, time only, weight driven movement 
with Swiss pinwheel escapement, center 
seconds and gridiron lyre pendulum bear-
ing a plaque marked M.L. Sheehan, New 
York , all in a carved walnut case with burl 
walnut highlights and white enamel dial.
$1000-$2000
Circa 1880
99.5in x 31.75in x 9in
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334 335 336 337

333
John Nevil, Norwich, England, longcase 
clock, 8 day, time and strike with date, 
weight driven brass movement in an oak 
case with flat-top hood with dentil mold-
ing, engraved brass dial with matte center 
and applied spandrels, subsidiary dials 
for seconds and strike/silent, blued steel 
hands.
$500-$650
Circa 1790
84in x 22in x 12in

334
Colonial Clock Company, Zeeland, Mich., 
chiming hall clock, 8 day, time and strike 
with Westminster chime playing on tubes, 
weight driven brass Herschede movement 
in a walnut case with brass dial, silvered 
chapter ring with applied brass numerals, 
and black steel hands
$400-$600
Circa 1920
84in x 19in x 14in

335
England, tall clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
weight driven brass movement in an asso-
ciated walnut case with mahogany veneer 
accents and French feet, reeded corner 
columns flanking the door, broken arch 
and brass finial surmounting the hood, 
painted iron dial depicting the Royal 
Highland Regiment known as “The Black 
Watch”, subsidiary date and seconds di-
als, blackened brass hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1820
88in x 19in x 11in

336
Friedrich Mauthe, Schwenningen, Ger-
many, tall clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
weight driven brass movement in a dark 
oak case with frame and panel doors, 
stepped molded cornice, embossed brass 
dial with black steel hands.
$300-$500
Circa 1925
86in x 23in x 12in

337
Herschede Hall Clock Co., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, “Model 10” floor standing clock, 
8 day, time and strike with Westminster 
and Canterbury chime, spring driven 
brass movement in a mahogany case with 
silvered dial, c1930.
$300-$500
Circa 1935
72in x 14in x 9in

338
J. Whitaker, Guisborough, North York-
shire, England, long case wall clock, 8 day, 
time only, weight driven brass movement 
in an oak case with signed painted metal 
dial and black steel hands.
$300-$500
Circa 1840
57in x 19in x 10in

331 332 333

329

330

331
19th Century English tall clock movement 
and dial in a 20th century purpose-made 
case, bonnet with pierced fret and brass 
finials, molded arch, and reeded columns, 
trunk with reeded quarter columns hav-
ing brass capitals and bases, egg and dart 
molded glazed door with beveled glass, 
and egg and dart molded base, roman 
numeral white painted dial with phases of 
the moon, gilt spandrels with red painted 
centers, pierced blued steel hands, 8 day, 
weight driven time and strike movement
$500-$700
90in x 20in x 12in
332
Alexander Moffat, Musselburgh, Scotland, 
early 19th century mahogany tall clock, 
a polychrome painted bird and foliage in 
the arch with false plate signed “Talloway 
& Son / Edinr”, typical pierced and chased 
Scottish brass hands, 8 day, weight driven 
time and strike movement, with typical 
gilt and polychrome ornamented cast iron 
pendulum bob
$500-$750
Circa 1815
90in x 20in x 10.5in

329
J.E. Caldwell & Co., Philadelphia, Penn., 
tall clock, 8 day, time and strike, weight 
driven movement in a mahogany case 
with glazed trunk door, broken arch top 
and single finial, the painted metal dial 
with subsidiary seconds, moon phase and 
equestrian themed spandrels
$600-$800
Circa 1920
92in x 22.5in x 13in

330
Unknown, England, hall clock, 8 day, time 
and strike with Westminster chimes, 
three train weight driven brass movement 
with deadbeat escapement in a walnut 
case with molded base, glazed door, and 
hood with broken arch, arched dial with 
silvered chapter ring with applied brass 
numerals, pierced and engraved span-
drels and dial center, moon phase dial, 
chime / silent selector, and subsidiary 
seconds dial.
$600-$800
Circa 1920
89in x 22in x 14in

338
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338E
Clocks- 2 (Two) Tall: (1) J.B. & R. Twiss, 
Montreal, Canada, early 19th century 30 
hour wooden movement tall clock, base 
in the Hepplewhite style  (2) John Aitken, 
Dalry, Scotland, a second quarter 19th 
century mahogany and mahogany veneer 
tall clock, painted dial with polychrome 
spandrels depicting the constituents 
of the United Kingdom, the arch with 
hunting scene titled “Death of the Stag”, 
pierced and chased brass Scottish hands, 
8 day, weight driven time and strike 
movement.
$600-$800
84in x 21in x 10in

338E

338F
Parts- 2 (Two) tall clock cases: (1) Un-
known, England, tall clock case and dial, 
walnut veneer case with turned half 
columns flanking the door together with 
painted metal dial with moon phase and 
date; (2) English tall clock case in dark 
wood, stepped base and swan’s neck 
pediment.
$200-$400
91in x 24in x 10in

338F

338B
John Atkinson, Douglas, Isle of Man, 
England, tall clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
weight driven movement mounted in an 
oak case on a base with canted corners 
and inlaid front panel, the trunk with 
turned quarter-columns flanking the door, 
and hood with broken pediment, square 
brass dial with silvered roman numeral 
chapter ring and applied brass spandrels, 
the dial center engraved with the maker’s 

338B

338C
England, tall clock, 30 hour, time and 
strike, weight driven bell strike movement 
in an American-made walnut case with 
flat top, painted metal dial with floral ele-
ments, pierced brass hands.
$300-$500
88 x 20in x 12in

338C

338D
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., 
standing clock with bar, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven movement with 
deadbeat escapement in a dark oak Arts 
& Crafts style case with peaked roof, nar-
row counter top, and cabinet with shelves 
for spirits and drinking glasses, applied 
metal arabic numerals and pierced brass 
hands.
$250-$350
Circa 1915
80in x 18in x 14in

338D338A

338A
American circa 1825, a pine cased tall 
clock case with bracket feet supporting a 
molded base, the trunk with rectilinear 
door, and bonnet with turned columns, 
molded cornice, scrolled spat, and brass 
finials, arabic numeral painted wooden 
dial with gilt and polychrome spandrels, 
an urn with floral garland in the arch, and 
signed “S. Hoadley, Plymouth” around a 
country vignette above 6:00. Now fitted 
with an 8 day time and strike Hermle 
movement with quartz seconds. 
$250-$350
88in x 19in x 10in

name, curved date aperture, pierced and 
stamped brass hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1790
87in x 21.5in x 11.5in
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339
Hermle & Sohn, Germany for the Franklin 
Mint, “Royal Geographical Society Mil-
lennium Clock”, 8 day, time and rotating 
planets, spring driven movement with 
annular time display on a molded wood 
base with four black stone columns sup-
porting a polished brass frame, gilt blue 
glass earth sphere and white polished 
stone orbiting moon, all under a glass 
dome. 
$600-$800
Circa 1999
13in x 7in x 7in

339

340
Reproduction Congreve rolling ball time-
piece, spring driven fusee movement with 
separate white enamel dials for minutes, 
hours and seconds, the movement sup-
ported by four turned columns, a tray 
with zig-zag path for the steel ball oscil-
lator suspended below the movement, 
glazed rectangular cover, all resting on an 
inlaid wood base with integrated drawer.
$600-$800
Circa 2000
13.5in x 13in x 11in

340

341
Year Clock Co., New York, mantel clock, 
year running, time only, spring driven 
brass movement with a rear-wind lever 
escapement in a ceramic Art Nouveau 
case resembling bronze with patina de-
picting two female figures on either side 
of the dial, roman numeral white enamel 
dial, and blued steel spade hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1905
12.5in x 13in x 8in

341

342
N.L. Brewster, Bristol, Conn., a mahogany 
shelf clock with Joseph Ives patent tin 
plate movement, 8 day, spring driven 
time and strike movement having ribbed, 
brass bushed tin plates, roller pinions, 
and roller verge 
$600-$800
Circa 1864
17.5in x 10.75in x 4.25in

342

343
New Haven Clock Co., Jerome & Co., New 
Haven, Conn., original “Flying Pendulum 
No. 1” or “Ignatz”, 30 hour, spring driven 
brass movement novelty timepiece.
$500-$700
Circa 1885
10.75in x 7in x 2.75in

343

344
Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, 
Conn., “Novelty Calendar”, 8 day, spring 
driven brass movement calendar wall 
clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1875
24.5in x 18.25in x 4.5in

344
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351
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “La 
Lorne” mantel clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven brass movement in 
a deep blue Royal Bonn case with floral 
motif on the front, arabic numeral white 
enamel dial and blued steel hands.
$350-$450
Circa 1901
11.5in x 12in x 4.5in

351

352
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “La 
Salle” mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven brass movement in a Royal 
Bonn case with blue and white Delft-
inspired design, arabic numeral white 
enamel dial with black steel hands.
$150-$300
Circa 1900
11in x 7.5in x 5in

352

353
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Prism” 
crystal regulator, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven movement with visible es-
capement in a glazed brass case with bev-
eled glasses, two-piece arabic numeral 
white enamel dial, blue steel hands.
$300-$400
Circa 1915
11in x 6.25in x 5.25in

353

354
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Queen 
Jane” wall clock with a spring driven 8 day 
timepiece movement in an oak case.
$300-$400
Circa 1901
41in x 14in x 4.5in

354

355
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Re-
cord” mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven brass movement with 
visible escapement in a green porcelain 
case with floral designs, two piece roman 
numeral enamel dial, black steel hands.
$250-$350
Circa 1900
11in x 13in x 4.5in

355

356
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Sic-
ily” mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven brass movement in a black 
enameled iron case with cast feet, mold-
ings, and dragon side ornaments, arabic 
numeral metal dial, brass hands.
$150-$250
Circa 1894
11in x 17in x 7in

356

345
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Crystal 
Palace No. 1 Extra” 8 day,spring driven 
time and strike, (hour & half hour on bell) 
shelf clock on a walnut base with a dome
$200-$300
Circa 1880
18in x 14in x 7in

345

346
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Don 
Juan” figural mantel clock, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven movement with 
visible escapement, the black enamel 
base with incised decorations on the 
front ovolo molding, patinated cast figure 
of a sword wielding musketeer standing 
beside the ornate cast clock case with urn 
finial, two piece roman numeral white 
enamel dial and fancy brass hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1895
22in x 20in x 8.5in

346

347
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Ely-
sian”, 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement crystal regulator shelf 
clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1914
16.5in x 8.75in x 7.5in

347

348
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Fisher” 
figural mantel clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven movement with 
visible escapement in a cast metal case 
featuring a female figure in the act of fish-
ing with a trident, roman numeral enamel 
dial with Louis XV style gilt hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1895
21in x 15in x 6.5in

348

349
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Ha-
vana”, 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement shelf clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1901
19.5in x 13in x 6in

349

350
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Jumper 
No. 1”, 30 hour, spring driven brass move-
ment bobbing doll novelty shelf time-
piece.
$300-$400
Circa 1894
15.25in x 5.5in x 5.5in

350
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363
Austria, Vienna regulator wall clock, 8 
day, time only, weight driven brass move-
ment in a wood case with ebonized mold-
ings and turned finials, two piece roman 
numeral white enamel dial, pierced steel 
hands.
$250-$350
Circa 1870
45in x 14in x 7in

363

364
Barnes, Bartholomew, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, time and strike weight driven brass 
movement carved column and splat triple 
decker shelf clock
$300-$500
Circa 1835
37in x 17.25in x 6.25in

364

365
Benjamin Franklin & Francis E. Morse, 
Chicago, Illinois, 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement parlor 
clock with Morse’s patent perpetual cal-
endar. Clock manufactured by E.N. Welch 
Mfg. Co. for this firm.
$250-$350
Circa 1889
22.5in x 16in x 5in

365

366
Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn., steeple-on-
frame shelf clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven brass movement with 
detached wood fusees in a rosewood 
veneer case with candle finials, painted 
metal dial with black steel hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1845
25in x 13.5in x 4in

366

367
Birge, Mallory, & Co., Bristol, Conn., col-
umn and carved splat shelf clock with a 
weight driven 8 day strap brass time and 
strike movement in a mahogany case.
$300-$400
Circa 1840
36.5in x 17.5in x 5.5in

367

368
Bishop & Bradley, Watertown, Conn., 30 
hour, time and strike weight wood move-
ment carved column and splat shelf clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1830
29.5in x 17in x 5.25in

368

357
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Tri-
anon” mantel clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven brass movement in 
a gilt bronze rococo style case, painted 
ceramic panel with floral design, arabic 
numeral white enamel dial and blued 
steel hands.
$150-$250
Circa 1915
15in x 8in x 5.5in

357

358
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, “Wan-
da” crystal regulator, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven brass movement with 
Brocot escapement and vial pendulum in 
a glazed brass case with molded base and 
cornice, two-piece arabic numeral white 
enamel dial with black steel hands.
$250-$350
Circa 1915
11.25in x 6.5in x 5.5in

358

359
Ansonia Clock Co., New York, unlisted 
“Alhambra”, 8 day, time and strike, spring 
driven brass movement mantel clock. La-
bel states this model was awarded a prize 
at the Paris Exposition, 1878.
$200-$300
Circa 1880
18.25in x 18.25in x 5in

359

360
Asia, reproduction small bracket clock, 8 
day, time and strike, spring driven fusee 
movement crown wheel escapement and 
center seconds in a rosewood case with 
fretwork, cast brass dial mask, roman 
numeral white enamel dial, pierced steel 
hands, all on a matching rosewood base 
with small drawer for the key.
$300-$400
Circa 1990
12in x 6.5in x 4in

360

361
Atkins Clock Co., Bristol, Conn., 8 day, 
time and strike spring driven brass move-
ment drop octagon wall clock with ripple 
molding.
$200-$300
Circa 1863
24.5in x 17in x 3.25in

361

362
Attributed to Gebrüder Junghans, Germa-
ny, small swinging mystery clock, 8 day, 
time only, spring driven brass movement 
in a compound pendulum, held aloft by a 
cast spelter figure of a young woman with 
a basket of fruit standing atop a turned 
wood base, arabic numeral white enamel 
dial, with blued steel hands.
$300-$500
Circa 1925
17in x 5in x 7in

362
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375
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, time and strike spring driven brass 
movement 4-column OG gothic or onion 
top shelf clock
$200-$300
Circa 1850
20in x 11.75in x 3.75in

375

376
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, time and strike spring driven brass 
movement 4-column sharp gothic or 
steeple clock.
$300-$400
Circa 1850
19.25in x 11.25in x 4in

376

377
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, time, strike and alarm spring driven 
brass movement 4- column OG gothic or 
onion top shelf clock.
$250-$350
Circa 1850
20in x 11.75in x 4in

377

378
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn., 
for Daniel Pratt, Reading, Mass., 30 hour, 
time and strike spring driven brass move-
ment sharp gothic or steeple shelf clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1850
20in x 8.75in x 3.25in

378

379
Brisson-Villard, Angoulême, France, man-
tel clock, 8 day, time and strike, round 
spring driven movement with thread sus-
pension, black slate base on turned brass 
feet with two white alabaster columns 
supporting a slate pediment with ap-
plied gilt floral ornaments, signed roman 
numeral white enamel dial surrounded 
by gilt bezel with pierced swag below, gilt 
hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1835
15in x 9.5in x 3.5

379

380
C. & L. C. Ives, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike weight driven brass movement 
carved half-column and splat shelf clock.
$250-$350
Circa 1830
38.5in x 16.25in x 5.5in

380

369
Bishop & Bradley, Watertown, Conn., 30 
hour, time and strike weight wood move-
ment pillar and scroll shelf clock
$250-$350
Circa 1830
29in x 17.5in x 4.75in

369

370
Black Forest, Germany, cuckoo clock, 30 
hour, time and strike, weight driven brass 
movement in a deeply carved wood case 
feature leaves, berries, and a two-birds 
crest, the articulated cuckoo bird emerg-
ing from a split door to call the hours, 
wood dial with applied roman numerals, 
matching carved wood pendulum, and 
cast iron pine cone weights.
$300-$500
Circa 1890
22in x 13in x 9in

370

371
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, spring driven brass movement gallery 
timepiece.
$150-$250
Circa 1850
19in x 19in x 3.5in

371

372
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, spring driven brass movement gallery 
wall timepiece. This clock is from the Tony 
Sposato collection.
$200-$300
Circa 1850
14in x 14in x 3.25in

372

373
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, time and strike spring driven brass 
iron backplate movement sharp gothic or 
steeple clock.
$250-$350
Circa 1843
20in x 9.75in x 4.25in

373

374
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, time and strike spring driven brass 
iron backplate movement sharp gothic or 
steeple clock.
$300-$400
Circa 1850
20in x 10in x 4.25in

374
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387
China, bracket clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven fusee movement 
with verge escapement and center sec-
onds in a rosewood case with fretwork 
and inlaid mother of pearl, cast brass dial 
mask, roman numeral white enamel dial 
and black steel hands, all on a matching 
carved rosewood base.
$400-$600
Circa 1990
14.5in x 9.5in x 8.5in

387

388
Ducasse Claveau & Co., Paris, France, for 
John Bennett, London, mantel clock, 8 
day, time and strike, spring driven move-
ment with visible Brocot escapement in 
black slate case with variegated green 
marble accents, two piece enamel dial 
with roman numerals, blued steel Breguet 
style hands. 
$300-$400
Circa 1900
13in x 20in x 6in

388

389
E. & G. W. Bartholomew, Bristol, Conn., 
30 hour, time and strike weight wood 
movement half column & splat shelf 
clock.
$300-$400
Circa 1830
27.25in x 14.25in x 5.75in

389

390
E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn., “Dom-
ino” mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven brass movement in a black 
enameled wood case, papered dial, black 
steel hands
$100-$150
Circa 1885
15.75in x 12in x 7in

390

391
E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn., “Ionic 
Calendar” wall clock, 8 day, time and 
strike with B. B. Lewis perpetual calendar 
mechanism in a veneered and grain-
painted case with two papered metal 
dials and black Maltese style hands. 
$400-$600
Circa 1890
29in x 16in x 5in

391

392
E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn., “Nyan-
za” banjo clock, 8 day, time only, spring 
driven movement in a mahogany case, 
painted metal dial with arabic numerals 
reading “Union Petroleum Co. / Philadel-
phia / Penna.”, black spade hands.
$150-$250
Circa 1914
36in x 10in x 4in

392

381
C. & N. Jerome, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike weight driven brass movement 
double decker shelf clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1835
37in x 18in x 6in

381

382
Chauncey Jerome, Bristol, Conn., 30 
hour, time and strike weight driven brass 
movement hollow column & cornice shelf 
clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1840
28.25in x 16.75in x .5.25in

382

383
Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn., 8 
day, time and strike spring driven brass 
fusee movement oversize sharp gothic or 
steeple clock.
$300-$400
Circa 1850
22.5in x 11in x 4in

383

384
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., 3/4 
size, 8 day, time and strike brass lever 
movement patent or banjo timepiece re-
tailed by Abercrombie & Fitch, New York. 
Serial No.167067
$350-$450
Circa 1925
31.5in x 8.25in x 3.75in

384

385
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., ship’s 
clock with 6 inch silvered dial, 8 day, time 
and ship’s strike, spring driven jeweled 
balance wheel movement in a brass case 
with screw on bezel.
$250-$350
Circa 1919
7.5in x 7.5in x 3.75in

385

386
China, bracket clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven fusee movement with 
verge escapement and center seconds in 
a pierced rosewood case, cast brass dial 
mask, roman numeral white enamel dial 
with pierced steel hands, all on a two 
piece swiveling fancy wood base.
$400-$600
Circa 2000
21in x 12in x 9.25in

386
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399
Eli Terry Jr., Terryville, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike weight driven brass movement 
half column & splat double decker shelf 
clock.
$350-$450
Circa 1835
36.5in x 19in x 5.75in

399

400
England, a miniature, 18th century lan-
tern clock, the corners with continuous 
castings consisting of the turned feet, col-
umns, and finials, the case top with strap 
mounted bell, and pierced, engraved fret 
above the 5” roman numeral brass dial 
with single brass hand, weight driven, 
brass, 30 hour movement with verge 
escapement and count wheel striking 
and passing strike at the half hour, back 
cock with thread suspension, resting on a 
purpose made oak wall bracket
$300-$400
8.5in x 5in x 3.75in

400

401
Ephraim Downs, Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike weight wood movement 
carved column and splat shelf clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1830
29.5in x 17.5in x 6.25in

401

402
F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York, NY, “Cabi-
net No. 56”, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement shelf clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1884
20.25in x 9.75in x 5in

402

403

404
F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York, NY, “Po-
laris” 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement walnut shelf clock with a 
nicely made shelf.
$100-$200
Circa 1884
19.75in x 9.25in x 5.25in

404

403
F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York, NY, “In-
dian Hunter V.P.” mantel clock, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven brass movement 
in a metal front case depicting a hunter 
with a bow and arrow standing next to his 
alert canine companion, papered metal 
dial, and black steel Maltese style hands.
$300-$500
Circa 1878
22in x 15in x 4.5in

393

394

395

396

397

398

394
E. Terry & Sons, Plymouth, Conn., 30 
hour, time and strike weight wood move-
ment pillar & scroll shelf clock.
$300-$400
Circa 1830
28.5in x 17.25in x 4.5in

396
E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Briggs Rotary” novelty timepiece with a 
30 hour, spring driven brass movement 
with conical pendulum, 2 inch papered 
dial with roman numerals, black steel 
spade hands, all on a black painted wood 
base with cast metal paw feet and under 
a small glass dome. These were manufac-
tured under John C. Brigg’s 1855 & 1856 
patents first by the George W. Brown 
& Co. (toy manufacturer) in the 1860s 
and in the 1870s by E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., 
Forestville, Conn.
$250-$350
Circa 1875
8in x 5.25in x 5.25in

398
E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., 8 
day, time and strike spring driven brass 
movement ripple-front round gothic or “ 
beehive” shelf clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1850
18.75inj x 10.50in x 3.75in

393
E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn., “Orien-
tal” shelf clock with a spring driven 8 day 
time and strike movement in a rosewood 
veneered case.
$300-$400
Circa 1878
18in x 11.25in x 5in

395
E.C. Brewster, Bristol, Conn., “Kirk’s Pat-
ent”, 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement with a cast iron back-
plate round gothic or beehive shelf clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1842
19in x 10.75in x 4.25in

397
E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Star Pointer” wall clock with a spring 
driven time and simple calendar move-
ment in an oak case.
$200-$300
Circa 1900
32.5in x 18in x 4in
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411
France, empire portico clock, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven brass pendule 
de Paris movement in a patinated brass 
case on cast brass feet, the base and top 
with applied gilt floral ornaments, four 
Corinthian columns with gilt bases and 
capitals, the gilt bezel with repeating 
rose-and-leaf design, roman numerals, 
cast dial center, pendulum with knife-
edge suspension, blued steel Breguet 
hands, all on a painted wood base under 
a glass dome.
$400-$600
Circa 1840
17in x 8in x 4.5in

411

412
France, mantel timepiece, 8 day, time 
only, spring driven brass movement with 
thread suspension in a stepped, molded 
brass base upon which stands the cast gilt 
figure of the goddess Athena holding a 
spear in one hand, the other hand hold-
ing a shield within which is set a silvered 
chapter ring with roman numerals, blued 
steel Breguet style hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1840
10in x 6in x 3in

412

413
France, portico clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, round spring driven movement in a 
figured hardwood veneer case with satin-
wood inlay on the front, cast leaf mold-
ings on the base, columns, pendulum, 
and bezel, roman numeral silvered dial 
with guilloché center, blued steel Breguet 
style hands
$400-$600
Circa 1870
25in x 11.5in x 6.5in

413

414
France, portico clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven movement with 
countwheel strike in an ebonized case 
with curved silhouette and stepped and 
molded base, the case front with abun-
dant flower and scroll inlay of brass, tor-
toise shell, colored enamels and mother 
of pearl, heavy cast brass bezel surround-
ing a roman numeral white enamel dial, 
fancy pierced brass hands, and matching 
cast brass pendulum with faux gridiron.
$400-$500
Circa 1850
21.25in x 11.5in x 5.75in

414

415
Fritz Marti & Fils, Paris, France, “Es-
mérelda” figural mantel clock, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven pendule de Paris 
movement, the case on cast feet support-
ing a polished white marble base, a goat 
figure on one side and a dancing woman 
with tambourine on the other, the clock 
with applied metal ornaments, arabic nu-
meral white enamel dial with polychrome 
garlands in the center, blued steel hands.
$300-$400
Circa 1910
20in x 12in x 5.5in

415

416
Gebrüder Junghans, Schramberg, Ger-
many, “Elegant” swinging mystery clock, 
8 day, time only, spring driven movement 
contained in a compound pendulum held 
aloft by a female figure in flowing dress, 
arabic numeral white enamel dial, and 
blued steel hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1920
14in x 5in x 6in

416

405
Forestville Manufacturing Co., (J.C. 
Brown), Forestville, Conn., sharp gothic or 
steeple clock, 8 day, time and strike with 
alarm, spring driven brass fusee move-
ment in a rosewood veneered case with 
rippled molding.
$300-$400
Circa 1850
20in x 10.25in x 4in

405

406
Forestville Manufacturing Co., Forest-
ville, Conn., 8 day, time and strike weight 
driven brass movement double OG shelf 
clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1845
30.75in x 17in x 4in

406

407
Forestville Manufacturing Co., J.C. Brown, 
Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement ripple 
front mini sharp gothic or steeple clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1850
16in x 8.75in x 3.75in

407

408
France for Bawo & Dotter, Importer, New 
York, USA, New York, NY, three piece 
mantel garniture set, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven pendule de Paris 
movement in a ceramic case with blue 
glaze and applied gilt ornaments, the 
front with neoclassical romantic scene 
signed “Petit”, the dial flanked by two full 
ceramic columns with gilt bases and capi-
tals, arabic numeral white enamel dial 
with polychrome garlands, pierced brass 
hands, and matching set of candelabra 
both with blue glaze and painted scenes.
$400-$600
Circa 1900
10.5in x 9in x 4in

408

409
France for the English market, mantel 
clock, 8 day, time and strike with per-
petual calendar showing the days, date, 
and months in English, spring driven 
movement with Brocot escapement in a 
black slate case with variegated marble 
columns and insets, enameled dial with 
subsidiary for the calendar functions.
$300-$500
Circa 1880
11in x 17in x 7.5in

409

410
France, Egyptian Revival three piece 
garniture, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
brass movement with cylinder escape-
ment in a brass drum supported by a cast 
winged sphinx figure seated on a varie-
gated marble base with cast moldings, 
silvered roman numeral dial, and Breguet 
style blued steel hands
$400-$600
Circa 1870
6.5in x 3in x 3in

410
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423

423
J.C. Brown, Bristol, Conn., iron front shelf 
clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
brass movement in an iron front case 
with mother of pearl inlay within floral 
painting, stenciled gold painted borders, 
painted metal dial and steel club hands.
$300-$400
Circa 1850
22.5in x 17in x 4in

424
J.C. Brown, Forestville Mfg. Co., Bristol, 
Conn., 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass fusee movement ripple front round 
gothic steeple shelf clock
$400-$600
Circa 1850
18.5in x 10.25in x 4in

424

425

425
J.C. Brown, Forestville Mfg. Co., Bristol, 
Conn., 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement 4-column round gothic 
or onion top ripple molding shelf clock.
$300-$400
Circa 1848
20in x 12in x 3.75in

426
Jahresuhrenfabrik, Triberg, Germany, 400-
day or “Anniversary Clock”, year-running, 
spring driven movement with torsion 
pendulum and deadbeat escapement 
on brass base and posts, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial, black steel spade 
hands, and disc pendulum, all under a 
glass dome.
$250-$350
Circa 1910
12in x 7.5in x 7.5in

426

427

427
Japy Frères & Cie, Paris, France, mantel 
timepiece, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
movement in a polychrome ceramic case, 
the base on three cast metal feet, three 
columns supporting the clock decorated 
with mythical scenes and topped by a 
cast urn crest piece, arabic numeral white 
enamel dial and black steel hands.
$250-$350
Circa 1905
17.5in x 8.5in x 4.5in

428
Japy Frères & Cie., Paris, France, for 
Spaulding & Co., Chicago, crystal regula-
tor, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
pendule de Paris movement with com-
pensating pendulum in a glazed polished 
brass case, cast bezel, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial, and blued steel hands.
$200-$300
Circa 1900
11in x 7in x 5.5in

428

417
Gebrüder Junghans, Schramberg, Germa-
ny, dolphin swinging mystery clock, 8 day, 
time only spring driven brass movement 
with compound pendulum, gilt cast case, 
arabic numeral white enamel dial, and 
blued steel hands, all held aloft by the tail 
of a gilt cast spelter dolphin statuette on 
a turned ebonized wood stand.
$400-$600
Circa 1915
10.5in x 3.5in x 5in

417

418
George D. Hatch, North Attleboro, Mass., 
8 day, weight driven brass movement pat-
ent or banjo timepiece.
$250-$350
Circa 1870
29in x 11in x 3.75in

418

419
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY “No. 
11 Octagon” double dial calendar shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
strike movement (E.N. Welch) and a H. 
B. Horton patented perpetual calendar 
mechanism in a walnut case.
$300-$400
Circa 1880
21in x 12in x 5in

419

420
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, “No. 
4 Hanging Office” wall clock with a spring 
driven 30 day timepiece movement (E.N. 
Welch) with a H. B. Horton patented per-
petual calendar mechanism in a walnut 
case.
$400-$500
Circa 1880
28.75in x 15.5in x 4.5in

420

421
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, 
“No. 8 Shelf Library” clock with a spring 
driven 8 day time and strike movement 
(E.N. Welch, Forestville, Conn) and a H. 
B. Horton patented perpetual calendar 
mechanism in a walnut case.
$250-$350
Circa 1874
25in x 11.75in x 4.5in

421

422
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, “No. 
8 Shelf Library”, 8 day, time and strike 
double dial calendar shelf clock.
$250-$350
Circa 1880
25in x 11.5in x 4.5in

422
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435

435
Manufacture des Ateliers Brillié Frerès, 
Paris, France, for J. Auricoste, Paris, “Elec-
trique Brillié” wall clock, battery powered 
movement with center seconds, the 
heavy ball pendulum swinging through 
the center of the stationary electromag-
net, glazed case mounted to a white 
marble backboard, roman / arabic white 
enamel dial with blackened steel Breguet 
hands.
$300-$500
Circa 1910
17in x 10in x 5.25in

436
Massachusetts, 8 day, weight driven brass 
movement gilt presentation patent or 
banjo timepiece, c1835.
$300-$500
Circa 1830
38in x 10.5in x 4in

436

437

437
New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., 
“Occidental” shelf clock with a spring 
driven 8 day time, strike and alarm move-
ment in a walnut case
$200-$300
Circa 1895
24in x 16.5in x 5.25in

438
New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., 
“Thopas” crystal regulator, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven movement in 
glazed case with green onyx base, cor-
nice, and pediment, arabic numeral white 
enamel dial with polychrome garlands, 
black steel hands.
$300-$400
Circa 1910
13.25in x 7.5in x 5.5in

438

439

439
New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., 
Unidentified model, 30 day, spring driven 
brass double wind movement double dial 
wall calendar clock. We did not find this 
model in the catalog as it may have been 
a special order as New Haven did produce 
clocks for other firms such as the Ameri-
can Ringer Co., New York.
$300-$500
Circa 1900
49.25in x 18.5in x 5.5in

440
Norris North, Torrington, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike weight wood movement 
pillar & scroll shelf clock.
$400-$600
Circa 1825
27.25in x 15.75in x 4.5in

440

429

429
Jerome, Darrow & Co., Bristol, Conn., 
Reeded Pilaster and Scroll shelf clock with 
a weight driven 30 hour time and strike 
movement (groaner) in a mahogany case.
$400-$500
Circa 1827
38in x 16.5in x 5.5in

430
Jeromes & Darrow, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, 
time and strike weight wood movement 
column & cornice shelf clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1832
41.75in x 21.25in x 8in

430

431

431
John Birge, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike weight driven brass movement 
fully carved column, splat and paw feet 
double decker shelf clock with Ives’ strap 
movement.
$300-$500
Circa 1831
37in x 17in x 6in

432
Joseph Ives, Bristol, Conn., empty case for 
an 8 day, time and strike weight iron plate 
movement mirror or looking glass clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1820
54.5in x 20in x 5.75in

432

433

433
Joseph Ives, Brooklyn, New York, empty 
case to an early “Brooklyn” model clock 
utilizing a wagon spring.
$250-$350
Circa 1825
28in x 14.25in x 4.25in

434
Label says New Haven Clock Co., but likely 
back and label from a later New Haven 
beehive clock. 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement. Ripple 
front round gothic or beehive case. Ripple 
clocks were almost entirely made by the 
Forestville Mfg Co., J.C. Brown and E.N. 
Welch Mfg. Co.
$300-$400
Circa 1855
19in x 10.5in x 4in

434
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447
Riley Whiting, Winchester, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike weight wood movement 
carved carved half column & splat shelf 
clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1830
34in x 18in x 6.5in

447

448
Rodney Brace, North Bridgewater, Mass., 
30 hour, time and strike weight wood 
movement carved column & splat shelf 
clock.
$250-$350
Circa 1830
34in x 17in x 5.5in

448

449
S. B. Terry. Plymouth, Conn., 30 hour, 
spring driven brass movement cottage or 
cigar box shelf clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1852
10.25in x 6.5in x 3in

449

450
S. Marti, Paris, France, crystal regula-
tor, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
pendule de Paris movement in a brass 
case with glazed canted corners, molded 
base and cornice, door and bezels 
outlined with brilliants, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial with polychrome floral 
garlands inside the numbers, blued steel 
hands and two-vial compensating pendu-
lum.
$400-$600
Circa 1900
11.25in x 8in x 6in

450

451
Samuel Abbott, Boston, Mass.8 day, 
weight driven brass movement patent or 
banjo timepiece.
$400-$600
Circa 1828
30in x 10in x 3.25in

451

452
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Beloit” shelf clock with a spring 
driven, 8 day, time, strike and alarm 
movement in a walnut case with burl 
accents.
$400-$600
Circa 1886
22.75in x 14.75in x 5in

452

441
Orrin Hart, Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, time 
and strike weight “ groaner” wood move-
ment reeded pilaster and scroll top shelf 
clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1830
35in x 16.25in x 5.25in

441

442
Parts- Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, 
“Senator” cabinet clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven brass movement in 
an oak case with antiqued brass trim-
mings and silvered dial, everything taken 
completely apart and in need of reas-
sembly.
$300-$400
Circa 1904
20.5in x 19.5in x 9in

442

443
Reproduction J.C. Brown, Forestville, 
Conn., 8 day, time and strike detached 
fusee spring acorn shelf clock.
$600-$800
Circa 2000
25.25in x 14.25in x 4.25in

443

444
Reproduction miniature tall clock, 8 day, 
time and strike, weight driven movement 
in a figured walnut veneer case, roman 
numeral painted white metal dial and 
black steel hands
$400-$600
Circa 1990
42in x 11in x 6.5in

444

445
Reproduction of the Ithaca Calendar 
Clock Co. “No. 3 1/2 Parlor” shelf clock
$700-$900
Circa 2000
20.75 x 10.75in x 5.75in

445

446
Reproduction skeleton clock, 8 day, time 
only, spring driven movement with silk 
thread suspension mounted on two sides 
of an arched glass plate with etched 
floral border, brass feet, roman numeral 
silvered chapter ring with blued steel 
hands.
$400-$500
Circa 1970
10.5in x 7in x 3.25in

446
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459
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Parlor Calendar No. 5” shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement and a R. T. Andrews patented 
perpetual calendar mechanism in a wal-
nut case.
$350-$450
Circa 1886
20in x 12.25in x 5.75in

459

460
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Queen Anne” wall clock with a 
spring driven 8 day time and strike move-
ment in a walnut case.
$350-$450
Circa 1884
36.25in x 13in x 5in

460

461
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Utica” city series shelf clock with 
a spring driven, 8 day, time and strike (ca-
thedral gong) movement in a walnut case.
$400-$600
Circa 1885
22.5in x 12.5in x 5.25in

461

462
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “World” long drop octagon wall 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
strike movement in a mahogany case.
$250-$350
Circa 1900
32.5in x 17in x 5in

462

463
Seth Thomas’ Sons & Co., New York, NY, 
“No. 8051”, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement figural shelf clock. 
The cast metal cases were most likely 
made by Mitchell Vance & Co., New York 
and supplied to Seth Thomas. Their cata-
log offered clocks made by Seth Thomas 
with cases made by them.
$300-$400
Circa 1872
19in x 12.5in x 4.5in

463

464
Silas Hoadley, Plymouth, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike weight wood movement 
pillar & scroll shelf clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1830
29in x 16in x 4.5in

464

453
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Chime Clock No. 1” with a spring 
driven 8 day time and strike movement 
(89M) and a 4 bell Sonora striking move-
ment (90) in a mahogany Adamantine 
case.
$250-$350
Circa 1910
13.5in x 15in x 7in

453

454
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Chime Clock No. 11”, 8 day, time 
and strike spring driven brass movement 
5-bell Sonora Chime shelf clock.
$250-$350
Circa 1911
13.25in x 10in x 7.5in

454

455
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Empire No. 14” crystal regulator, 
8 day, time and strike, spring driven brass 
movement in a gilt case with cast hunting 
scene at top, beveled glasses on all four 
sides, arabic numeral white enamel dial, 
blued steel hands, with simulated mer-
cury pendulum.
$300-$500
Circa 1909
16in x 7.5in x 6in

455

456
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Empire No. 201” crystal regula-
tor, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
movement in a glass and polished brass 
case, 4 inch silvered dial with arabic nu-
merals and blued steel hands.
$200-$300
Circa 1928
9.5in x 7in x 5.5in

456

457
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Hecla” shelf clock with a spring 
driven time and quarter strike movement 
in a walnut case.
$300-$450
Circa 1884
22.5in x 12.5in x 5.25in

457

458
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Parlor Calendar No. 4” with a 
spring driven 8 day time and strike move-
ment with a R. T. Andrews patented per-
petual calendar mechanism in a walnut 
case.
$500-$700
Circa 1881
24.25in x 15.25in x 5.25in

458
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471
Unknown, Connecticut, 30 hour, time and 
strike weight driven brass movement hol-
low column shelf clock.
$300-$500
Circa 1840
28.25in x 19in x 5.75in

471

472
Unknown, Massachusetts, 8 day weight 
driven brass movement gilt patent or 
banjo timepiece.
$350-$450
Circa 1830
39.5in x 10.5in x 4in

472

473
Unsigned Boston, Massachusetts, 8 day, 
weight driven brass movement patent or 
banjo timepiece
$300-$500
Circa 1825
38in x 10.25in x 3.75in

473

474
Unsigned, probably Boston, Mass. area, 8 
day, weight driven brass movement sten-
ciled case patent or banjo timepiece.
$500-$700
Circa 1825
32in x 10in x 4.25in

474

475
Vincenti & Cie, Paris, France, for Prosper 
Roussel, Paris, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven pendule de Paris movement 
in a gilt brass rococo style case topped by 
a reclining child figure, white enamel dial 
signed “PROSPER ROUSSEL / A PARIS”, 
Louis XV style gilt hands.
$300-$500
Circa 1865
18in x 12in x 7in

475

476
Vincenti & Cie., Paris, France, for Bailey, 
Banks & Biddle, Philadelphia, crystal regu-
lator, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
brass movement in a brass case with gilt 
molding, curved glass sides, and signed 
painted ceramic front panel, concave 
dial with pierced center, and blued steel 
hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1875
12in x 9in x 5in

476

465
Silas Hoadley, Plymouth, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike weight wood movement 
transitional half column and splat shelf 
clock with pillar & scroll style feet.
$300-$500
Circa 1830
29in x 17.5in x 4.5in

465

466
Smith & Goodrich, Bristol, Conn., box 
shelf clock, 30 hour, time and strike, 
spring driven brass movement with 
wooden fusees in a mahogany veneered 
case with painted metal dial and blued 
steel club hands.
$350-$550
Circa 1850
15.5in x 9in x 3.5in

466

467
Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, 
Mo., “Fashion No. 1” shelf clock with a 
Seth Thomas spring driven, 8 day, time 
and strike movement and a R. T. Andrews 
patented perpetual calendar mechanism, 
in a rosewood veneered case.
$400-$600
Circa 1885
28.5in x 15in x 5in

467

468
Terry Clock Co., Pittsfield, Mass., uniden-
tified model shelf clock with a spring 
driven time, strike and alarm movement 
in a walnut case.
$200-$300
Circa 1880
21.75in x 15in x 5,5in

468

469
Terryville Manufacturing Company, Ter-
ryville, Conn., candle stand clock, 30 hour, 
time only, spring driven brass movement 
with four-arm balance wheel move-
ment, 2.75 inch paper on zinc dial signed 
“Terryville Mfg. Co. / Terryville / Conn.”, 
black steel hands, all on a white milk glass 
pedestal under small glass dome.
$400-$600
Circa 1855
10in x 4.75in x 4.75in

469

470
Unknown maker, modern copy of a Mas-
sachusetts shelf clock with a “Howard 
70”, 8 day, weight driven brass timepiece 
movement.
$400-$600
Circa 1970
32.5in x 12.75in x 5.75in

470
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483
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Lucca VP” shelf clock with a spring 
driven 8 day time and strike movement in 
a rosewood veneered case.
$300-$400
Circa 1880
23.5in x 13.5in x 6in

483

484
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Patti No. 1, V.P.”, 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement shelf clock.
$400-$600
Circa 1880
19in x 12.5in x 6.25in

484

485
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Round Head Regulator No. 4” wall clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement and a B. B. Lewis patented 

485

486
Welch, Spring &Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Parepa” shelf clock with a spring driven 
8 day time, strike and alarm movement in 
a rosewood case.
$200-$300
Circa 1880
22in x 15.25in x 5in

486

487
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., 
“Columbia”, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement calendar wall 
clock.
$200-$300
Circa 1901
37.5in x 14.75in x 5in

487

488
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., 
“No. 3739” mantel clock, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven movement in a 
“Japanese Red” porcelain case with gold 
trimmings, arabic numeral white enamel 
dial with cast dial center and black steel 
hands.
$250-$350
Circa 1900
12in x 13in x 5in

488

489
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted., Conn., 
“Octagon Drop Calendar” wall clock, 8 
day, spring driven brass movement with 
Galusha Maranville’s patent calendar in 
a mahogany veneer case with painted 
metal dial and black steel Maltese style 
hands.
$300-$500
Circa 1870
24in x 17in x 4in

489

perpetual calendar mechanism in a rose-
wood veneered case.
$400-$600
Circa 1878
32in x 16in x 5in

477
Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass., “No. 
1550”, 8 day, spring driven brass lever 
movement miniature patent or banjo 
timepiece.
$200-$300
Circa 1928
21in x 5.25in x 2in

477

478
Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass., 8 
day, spring driven brass lever movement 
miniature patent or banjo timepiece.
$200-$300
Circa 1930
21in x 5.25in x 2in

478

479
Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, Mass., 8 
day, weight driven brass movement pat-
ent or banjo timepiece. Case is stamped 
“1826”
$300-$500
Circa 1930
42in x 10.5in x 4in

479

480
Waterbury Clock Co., “Sambo” blinking 
eye novelty clock, 30 hour, spring driven 
balance wheel movement with linkage 
to animate eyes in a painted cast iron 
case depicting a man with a banjo, roman 
numeral paper dial with blackened steel 
spade hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1860
16in x 10in x 4.5in

480

481
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., 
“Calendar No. 40” shelf clock with a 
spring driven 8 day time and strike move-
ment and an Albert F. Wells patented 
perpetual calendar mechanism in a 
walnut case.
$300-$400
Circa 1891
24in x 14.5in x 6in

481

482
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., 
“Ship’s Bell No. 16” clock, barometer, and 
thermometer desk set, 8 day, time and 
ship’s strike, spring driven balance wheel 
movement in a bronze finish case taking 
the form of two yacht wheels.
$200-$300
Circa 1929
8in x 13in x 3.75in

482



490*
Watchmaker’s Bench- (2) Two: one in oak 
with 19 drawers and one in maple with 
20 drawers
$300-$500

491*
Elma Schmidbauer GmbH, Germany, 
KWM Universal Bushing System, clock 
bushing machine with lever operated 
quill, brass bevel gears, floating jaws, 
reamer / anvil / pusher set, and boxed 
sets of KWM brass bushings, all on wood 
base with dedicated spots for holding 
tools and supplies.
$400-$600   
Circa 1985   8.5in x 15in x 10.25in

491

492
Tools- 5 (Five) Ultrasonic cleaning ma-
chines: L&R Manufacturing Co., Kearny, 
New Jersey, three Model T-28 ultrasonic 
cleaning machines, 10 quart stainless 
steel tanks with lids and wire baskets and 
one L&R master unit which powers two 
smaller cleaning tanks.
$300-$400   
11in x 12in x 10in

493
Parts: 3 (Three) swinging clocks: lot in-
cludes three compound pendulums with 
spring driven movements for small swing-
ing mystery clocks. Two are by Gebüder 
Junghans for models such as “Elephant”, 
“Elegance”(often called “Diana), “Bat 
Boy” and others. The other is of German 
or French manufacture, cylindrical head, 
and is about one inch longer than than 
the Junghans models.
$600-$800   
Circa 1920   11in x 2.5in x 1.25in

494
Parts- Reverse painted glasses for clocks 
including three lower tablets for banjo 
clocks, four throat glasses for banjo clocks 
(non-matching), three doors with glass for 
shelf clocks, and a wood bezel with clear 
round glass.
$200-$300

495
Clock Parts- Large lot of parts for Crane 
torsion pendulum clocks by the Year 
Clock Co. of New York. The lot includes 
one year-running movement, several 
pairs of fusees, mainsprings, two cases, 
stopworks, hands, dials and surrounds, 
applied cast ornaments, glasses, paper 
for behind the glass dials, a mold for mak-
ing the pendulum spheres, movement 
seatboards and fusee frames, pendulum 
parts, a bench-made mainspring winder 
designed for working on the Crane, and 
more. 
$600-$800

496*
Clock parts, including an Electrique Brillie 
hanging clock with molded wooden case 
and marble backboard, the white enamel 
dial signed “L. Leroy & Co., a Paris”, a 
“Wizard” coin operated trade stimulator 
in a black mantel case, and a crystal regu-
lator style case for an unknown electric 
movement
$300-$400

497
Parts- 2 (Two) Boxes of Small Clock Parts: 
wide assortment of old and new parts 
including cast brass finials, spandrels, 
steel mainsprings, various pendulum 
bobs, pulleys, knobs, feet, hands, door 
keys, dial screws, small machine screws, 
brass wheels & pinions, escape wheels, 
and much more.
$300-$500

498
Parts- 6 (Six) boxes of clock parts includ-
ing many mainsprings, dozens of keys, 
verges, cables & cord, fasteners, clock 
oil, wall hooks, gongs, many antique cast 
metal case parts, and more, together with 
a group of American and Swiss watch 
movements, crowns, and wrist watches.
$300-$400

499
Parts- 6 (Six) English clock parts: (1) 
English, time only, brass fusee movement 
with thick plates and an exceptionally 
long hand shaft; (2) English, time only, 
brass weight driven movement with thick 
plates; (3) English, 8 day, time and strike, 
weight driven brass tall clock movement; 
(4) English, 8 day, time and strike, weight 
driven brass tall clock movement with 
repainted iron dial with bamboo motif; 
(5) English, 30 hour, time and strike, 
weight driven brass tall clock movement 
with painted iron dial signed “G. Hannay / 
Workington.”
$600-$800

500*
Clock parts- 8 (Eight) clock case, most for 
Ansonia figurals including a “Don Cae-
sar and Don Juan” with movement, cast 
spelter figures, and two other clock cases 
with movements.
$300-$500

501
Clock parts- 8 (Eight) clock case, most 
for Ansonia figurals including a “Tasso” 
with movement, cast spelter figures for 
“Arion”, “Newton” and “No. 1012 Norman 
Horse”, and two other clock bases with 
installed movements.
$300-$500

502
Parts- Small clocks and movements: 
one box including five French time and 
strike movements, six car clocks, a small 
Chelsea clock with no bezel, two small 
novelty clocks, two spring driven German 
movements, a carriage clock movement, 
a small spring-driven Morbier style move-
ment, and more.
$300-$500

503
Possibly New York Standard Watch Com-
pany, Jersey City, N.J., wall clock move-
ment, electromagnetic battery-powered 
movement with Hipp toggle triggering a 
pair of electromagnets to impulse a long 
two vial compensating mercury pendu-
lum.
$300-$500   
Circa 1900   63in x 8in x 9in
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490

496

500

504
Clock parts- 34 (Thirty-four) brass clock 
movements including a wide assortment 
movements, most American, weight and 
spring driven, 30 hour and 8 day, time 
only and time / strike by makers such 
as Chelsea, Seth Thomas, E.N. Welch, 
Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Water-
bury, and Ansonia. Lot also includes an 
unusual unsigned American fusee move-
ment and a couple of French movements.
$300-$400

505
Parts- 40 (Forty) clock movements: 
American, 30 hour and 8 day, mostly time 
and strike, spring driven brass move-
ments by makers including Seth Thomas, 
Waterbury, N. Pomeroy, E.N. Welch, Ses-
sions, Gilbert, and E. Ingraham. Lot also 
includes a couple of more recent German 
movements
$300-$400

506
Parts- 40 (Forty) clock movements: 
American, 8 day, mostly time and strike 
with some time only, spring driven brass 
movements by makers including Seth 
Thomas, Waterbury, E. Ingraham, Ses-
sions, Ansonia, and others.
$300-$400

507
Parts- 40 (Forty) clock movements: Amer-
ican, most 30 hour, most time and strike, 
spring and weight driven brass move-
ments by makers including E.N. Welch, 
Seth Thomas, A.S. Platt & Co., Forestville 
Manufacturing Co., Chauncey Jerome and 
others.
$250-$350
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508
Advertising Signs- (2) Two Plastic Elec-
tric Backlit: (1) Coca-Cola with clock and 
aluminum frame; (2) American Racing 
Equipment “PRODUCTS SOLD HERE” store 
display
$200-$300   
Circa 1980 x 40in x 5in

509
Blinking Eye Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Water-
bury Clock Co., Waterbury, CT “Continen-
tal” blinking eye or winker clock, 30 hour, 
spring driven balance wheel movement 
in a cast iron case featuring a continen-
tal soldier in a red coat with bicorn hat, 
c1856; (2) “Continental” blinking eye or 
winker case only in cast iron featuring a 
continental soldier with blue coat and 
tricorn hat, c1856. 
$500-$700   
17in x 10in x 7.5in

510*
Parts Clocks- 2 (Two), Bulle Clock Co., 
France, a hanging electromagnetic wall 
clock with glazed front and sides, molded 
marble top and bottom, and small brass 
movement with two wheel train im-
pulsed by an electromagnetic pendulum, 
together with a Self Winding Clock Co. 
striking rotary motor movement
$300-$400

510

511
Clocks- 2 (Two) (1) C. & L.C. Ives, Bris-
tol, Conn., 8 day, time and strike weight 
driven brass movement triple decker shelf 
clock. (2) C. & L.C. Ives, Bristol, Conn., 8 
day, time and strike weight driven brass 
movement triple decker shelf clock. Both 
with Ives’ rolling pinion strap movements.
$300-$450   
Circa 1830   37.5in x 17.25in x 5.25in

512*
Clocks- 2 (Two) Bulle (1) Bulle Clock Co., 
France, Model 100 “Bulle Dome” mantel 
clock, time only, battery-powered electro-
mechanical movement, arabic numeral 
painted metal dial and black steel spade 
hands, all under a round glass dome rest-
ing on a a turned wood base, c1925; (2) 
Bulle-Clock, France, mantel clock, time 
only, battery-powered electro-mechanical 
movement, arabic numeral painted metal 
dial and black steel spade hands, all 
under a glazed case with mahogany base 
and top, c1930.
$600-$800   
15in x 8.5in x 6.5in

512

513
Clocks- 2 (Two) Chelsea Deck Clocks: 
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, for U. S. Navy, 
“Mark I-Deck Clock”, 8 day, time only, 
spring-driven balance wheel movements 
in black phenolic cases with black dials, 
white hands and numbers, subsidiary 
seconds, both with rear mounting plates, 
dated 1942.
$500-$700   
Circa 1942   8.5in x 8.5in x 4.5in

514
Clocks- 2 (Two) Chelsea Marine Corps: 
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., for U.S. 
Marine Corps, marine clock, 8 day, time 
only, spring-driven balance wheel move-
ment in brass cases with hinged bezels, 
6 inch silvered dials with subsidiary 
seconds.
$500-$800   
7.5in x 7.5in x 2.75in

515
Clocks- 2 (Two) Electromechanical shelf 
clocks (1) England, mantel clock, battery 
powered movement electromagnet pen-
dulum encircling a segment of permanent 
magnet, skeletonized brass movement 
on two posts mounted to a molded wood 
base, arabic numeral silvered dial, black 
steel hands, all under an clear acrylic box 
with arched top, c1935; (2) Barr Mfg. 
Corp., Weedsport, NY, mantel clock, elec-
tric battery movement in a brass frame, 
silvered dial with subsidiary seconds, 
black steel hands, all under a glass dome 
resting on a turned wood base, c1938.
$300-$500   
11.5in x 8in x 8in

516*
Clocks- 2 (Two) electromechanical wall 
clocks: (1) Bulle Clock Co., France, wall 
clock, battery powered movement with 
electromagnetic pendulum in a ma-
hogany case with cast bronze trim to the 
door and crest, arabic numeral painted 
metal dial, and blued steel hands; (2) ATO 
Etablissements SA, Leon Hatot, France 
for retailer A. Guerry, Polliat, France, wall 
clock, time and strike, battery powered 
movement with iron core pendulum 
swinging through electromagnets on 
either side in an oak case with gilt metal 
dial with arabic numerals and black steel 
hands.
$600-$800   
Circa 1920   25in x 10in x 6in

516

156

517
Clocks- 2 (Two) Electromechanical: (1) 
Leon Hatot, Paris, “ATO Electrique” wall 
clock, electromechanical battery-powered 
movement in a brass case with 4.5 inch 
arabic numeral signed silvered dial that 
also reads “Comptoir Général ‘ 9 Bould 
Poissonniere / Paris”, c1930; (2) Gillette 
Electric Clock Co., Chicago, Illinois, wall 
clock, battery powered electromechanical 
movement in a brass case with short vis-
ible pendulum, white painted metal dial 
with roman numerals, pierced black steel 
hands, c1910.  
$300-$500   
13in x 8in x 4in

518
Clocks- 2 (Two) Electromechanical: (1) 
Mountain State Electrical Co., Wheel-
ing, W.V., “No-Key” mantel timepiece, 
weight driven clock with battery-powered 
electromagnet for periodic rewinding, 
molded brass base, celluloid dial, and 
blued steel hands, all under a glass dome, 
c1910; (2) Eureka Clock Co. Ltd., London, 
England, electromechanical timepiece, 
long-running battery powered movement 
with large exposed balance oscillating 
below the arabic numeral white enamel 
dial with blued steel hands, all resting on 
a hollow brass base, and covered with a 
glass dome, c1906.
$700-$1000   
8in x 8in x 14in

519*
Clocks- 2 (Two) French: (1) France, for 
Brunott Juwelier, Rotterdam, Nether-
lands, three piece mantel garniture, 
8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
pendule de Paris movement in an Art 
Deco case made of white onyx and gray 
marble, topped with the patinated figure 
of a woman with outstretched arms 
flanked by seated musicians on either 
side, gold painted metal dial, stylized 
arabic numerals and black steel hands, 
with two matching side pieces, c1920;  (2) 
France, figural mantel clock, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven pendule de Paris 
movement in an Art Deco case made of 
white onyx, black slate, and variegated 
roseate marble, topped with two large 
cast German Shepard dog figures, silver 
colored metal dial with stylized arabic 
numerals and black steel hands, c1925.
$400-$600   21.5in x 27in x 7in

519

520
Clocks- 2 (Two) mantel: (1) Pearce & Sons 
Ltd., Leeds, England, mantel clock, 8 day, 
time and strike spring driven movement 
in a small bracket clock case with figured 
mahogany and inlaid flower design, 
roman numeral two-piece silvered dial, 
black steel hands, c1910; (2) Waltham 
Clock Co., Waltham, Mass., for Bigelow, 
Kennard & Co., Boston, mantel clock, 8 
day, time and strike, spring driven balance 
wheel movement in a mahogany case 
with broken arch top and butterfly inlay, 
arabic numeral silvered dial, blued steel 
hands, c1920.
$400-$600   
14in x 9.5in x 5.5in
521
Clocks- 2 (Two) marine: (1) Chelsea 
Clock Co., Boston, Mass., ships clock, 8 
day, time and ship’s strike, spring driven 
movement with lever escapement in 
a brass case with hinged bezel, 4 inch 
silvered dial with arabic numerals, c1975; 
(2) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Wardroom” marine clock, 30 
hour, time and strike spring driven move-
ment with balance wheel escapement in 
a turned wood case with hinged bezel, 
roman numeral white enamel dial with 
subsidiary seconds, c1904.
$300-$500   
8.5in x 8.5in x 4.5

522
Clocks- 2 (Two) miniature wall: (1) A.D. 
Mougin, Paris, France, and Edouard Serin, 
France for Berton, Paris, cartel clock, 8 
day, time only, spring driven movement 
in a cast brass case with urn finial, roman 
numeral white enamel dial with pierced 
gilt hands, c1880; (2) Probably Austrian, 
miniature wall clock, 2 day, time only, 
spring driven movement with silk thread 
suspension in a drop dial case with “H. 
Norton / London” painted on the lower 
portion, roman numeral white enamel 
dial and brass hands.
$350-$450   
16in x 8in x 4in

523
Clocks- 2 (Two) Mountain State Electri-
cal Co., Wheeling, W. Virginia, “No-Key” 
clocks, weight driven brass movements 
with battery powered automatic wind-
ing, brass bases, arabic numeral white 
celluloid dials with blackened brass hands 
under glass domes.
$400-$600   
Circa 1912   10.5in x 7in x 7in

524*
Clocks- 2 (Two) Swiss Desk: (1) Switzer-
land, for Tiffany & Co., New York, NY, 
weather station, battery powered time-
piece with calendar, barometer, hygrome-
ter, thermometer, all with silvered dials in 
a brass case with swivel base, c1970; (2) 
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Switzerland, desk clock, 
8 day, time only, spring driven balance 
wheel movement in a round clear acrylic 
and lacquered brass case, c1985.
$200-$300   
7.75in x 7.25in x 1.5in

524

525
Clocks- 2 (Two) Wall Clocks: (1) Seth 
Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., 
“Office No. 11” hanging clock with a 
spring driven double wind 30 day time-
piece movement (86T) in an oak case; 
(2) Sessions Clock Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Sentinal” wall clock with a spring driven 
8 day timepiece movement in a mahoga-
ny finished softwood case.
$150-$250   
Circa 1915

524
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526*
Clocks- 2 (Two), both electromechanical, 
the first signed “Electric- Silentia Besan-
con”, polished brass crystal regulator style 
case with mirrored back, round, jeweled 
watch movement with large balance 
with horseshoe magnet and rotor below, 
rewinding the small mainspring barrel 
every 45 minutes, serial #64, the other 
by the “Prentiss Clock Improvement Co.”, 
brass pin lever movement mounted to a 
strip brass frame, flanked by two electro-
magnetic coils, periodically energized and 
resetting a pivoted horizontal bar with 
coil spring, it’s arbor having a pin engag-
ing a click attached to the center wheel, 
the tensioned spring providing power to 
the movement, all mounted to a turned 
hardwood base with battery compart-
ment, and covered by a glass dome, serial 
#518. Silentia dimensions listed.
$300-$500   Circa 1910 

526

527
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) A. S. Platt & Co., 
Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, time and strike 
spring driven brass fusee movement 
sharp gothic or steeple clock (2) Smith & 
Goodrich, Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, time 
and strike spring driven brass fusee move-
ment sharp gothic or steeple clock
$200-$300   Circa 1850

528
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Ansonia Clock Co., 
New York, unidentified shelf clock with 
a spring driven 8 day time and half hour 
strike movement in a walnut case. c.1890. 
(2) E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, 
Conn., “Assortment F- No.32” shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement in a walnut case, c1901.
$150-$250   
23.75in x 15.5in x 5in

529
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Charles A. Feisht-
inger’s Patent, 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement double dial 
calendar shelf clock in a “Hadley”, case 
made by the Waterbury Clock Co., c1895 
(2) Charles A. Feishtinger’s Patent, 8 day, 
time, strike and alarm spring driven brass 
movement double dial calendar shelf 
clock in a “Hargrave”, case made by the 
Waterbury Clock Co., c1895
$500-$700   
22in x 13.25in x 4in

530*
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Chelsea Clock Co., 
Boston, Mass., “Yacht Wheel” wall clock, 
8 day, time and ship’s strike, spring driven 
brass movement with jeweled lever 
escapement in a polished brass case with 
3.5 inch silvered dial and blued steel 
spade hands, c1977; (2) Waterbury Clock 
Co., Waterbury, Conn., “Brest” crystal 
regulator, 8 day, time and strike, spring 
driven brass movement with visible es-
capement in glazed brass case with putto 
figure, two-piece enamel dial, maltese 
style hands, c1902. 
$200-$300   
16.5in x 6in x 5.5in

530

531
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) E. Ingraham & Co., 
Bristol, Conn., “Gila”, 8 day, time and 
strike spring driven brass movement 
calendar shelf clock, c1907. (2) Ithaca 
Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, NY, “No. 
11 Octagon”, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement double dial calen-
dar shelf clock, c1880.
$200-$300   
22.5in x 14.75in x 5in

532
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) E. Ingraham & Co., 
Bristol, Conn., “Mosaic front Doric”, 8 day, 
time and strike spring driven brass move-
ment candy stripe veneer shelf clock, 
c1870 (2) Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., 
Ithaca, NY, NY, “No. 11 Octagon “Poni””, 
8 day, time and strike spring driven brass 
movement double dial calendar shelf 
clock, c1885
$200-$300   
18in x 10.75in x 4.75in

533
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) E.N. Welch Manufac-
turing Co., Forestville, Conn., “Eclipse” 
shelf clock with a spring driven 8 day 
time, strike and alarm movement in a 
walnut case, c1885. (2) William L. Gilbert, 
Winsted, Conn., “Occidental” shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement in a walnut case with burl ac-
cents and mirror sides, c1891.
$250-$350   
24in x 15.5in x 5in

534
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) E.N. Welch Manufac-
turing Co., Forestville, Conn., “Eclipse” 
wall clock, 8 day, time only with simple 
calendar, spring driven brass movement 
in a walnut case with papered metal 
dial, c1889; (2) Lenzkirch AG, Lenzkirch, 
Germany, wall clock or “RA” clock, 8 day, 
time only, spring driven movement in a 
mahogany veneer case, two-piece roman 
numeral white enamel dial with black 
steel hands, c1882.
$400-$600   
38in x 15in x 5.5in
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535
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) E.N. Welch Mfg. Co., 
Forestville, Conn., 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement sharp 
gothic or steeple clock, c1870 (2) Smith 
& Goodrich, Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, time 
and strike spring driven brass fusee move-
ment sharp gothic or steeple clock, c1850
$150-$200   
20in x 10in x 3.75in

536
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Gebrüder Junghans 
AG, Schramberg, Germany, Vienna style 
wall clock, time and strike, spring driven 
brass movement in a walnut case with 
keyhole-form window, white enamel dial, 
blackened steel hands, c1880; (2) Eastern 
Europe, reproduction lantern clock, 30 
hour, time and strike, weight driven brass 
movement with recoil escapement in a 
posted brass frame with pierced crest, 
turned finials, and brass dial, single black-
ened brass hand, all on a figured walnut 
bracket, c1970.
$400-$600   
40in x 16in x 7in

537*
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Gilbert Clock Co., 
Winsted, Conn., “Occidental” shelf clock 
case now with Ansonia a spring driven 8 
day time, strike and alarm movement and 
dial in a walnut case, c1900. (2) Modern 
mirror side clock in the form of a Gilbert 
“Occidental” shelf clock with an original 
Gilbert spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement.
$200-$300   
23.5in x 16.75in x 5in

537

538
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Ithaca Calendar Clock 
Co., Ithaca, NY, “Shelf Library No. 8”, 8 
day, time and strike with H.B. Horton’s 
Patented perpetual calendar in a walnut 
case with two papered metal dials, black 
steel hands, c1875; (2) E. W. Adams, 
Seneca Falls, NY, column and cornice 
shelf clock, 8 day, time and strike, weight 
driven brass strap movement in a ma-
hogany veneer case, painted wood dial, 
steel spade hands, c1835.
$400-$600   
Circa 1875   25in x 12in x 4.5in

539*
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Massachusetts, 8 day, 
weight driven brass movement patent 
or banjo timepiece, c1880 (2) Massachu-
setts, 8 day, weight driven brass move-
ment patent or banjo timepiece, c1870
$300-$400   
29.75in x 10in x 3.5in

539

540
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) New Haven Clock Co., 
New Haven, Conn., “Maas” shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time, strike and 
alarm movement in a walnut case, c1883. 
(2) An unidentified German Tambour 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
strike movement in a darkly finished case, 
c1910.
$100-$150   
23in x 15in x 5in

541
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) New Haven Clock Co., 
New Haven, Conn., “Occidental” shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
half hour srike movement in a walnut 
case with mirror sides. (2) Atkins Clock 
Co., Bristol, Conn., “London” shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement in a rosewood veneered case.
$200-$300   
24in x 16.5in x 5in

542
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Sessions Clock Co., 
Forestville, Conn., “Ramona”, 8 day, time 
and strike spring driven brass move-
ment Mission style wall clock, c1908 (2) 
Germany, Gustav Becker, 8 day, time and 
strike weight driven brass movement Art 
Deco style Vienna regulator, c1910
$250-$350   
33.5in x 12in x 4.5in

543
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Concord” shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
strike (cathedral gong) movement in a 
walnut case, c1885. (2) F. Kroeber, New 
York, NY, “Occidental” shelf clock with 
a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
(cathedral gong) movement in a walnut 
case, c1880.
$200-$300   
24in x 16.75in x 4.5in

539
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544
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Hanging Eclipse”, 
8 day, time, strike and alarm spring driven 
brass movement hanging gingerbread 
wall clock, c1894 (2) Waterbury Clock Co., 
Waterbury, Conn., 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement unidenti-
fied model hanging gingerbread wall 
clock, c1901
$150-$200   
29in x 13.5in x 3.5in

545*
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Omaha” shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
strike (cathedral gong) lyre movement in 
a walnut case with gilt banding, c1888. 
(2) E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn., 
“Venetian No. 2, Extra” shelf clock with a 
spring driven 8 day time, strike and alarm 
movement in a rosewood veneered case 
with gilt columns and a cut glass mirror in 
the door, c1881.
$300-$350   
19in x 11in x 4.5in

546*
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Parlor Calen-
dar No. 3”, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement double dial calen-
dar shelf clock, c1910 (2) Atkins Clock Co., 
Bristol, Conn., 30 day, spring driven brass 
fusee double wind movement gallery 
timepiece, c1860
$700-$900   
26in x 26in x 4.5in

546

547
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Seth Thomas, Thom-
aston, Conn., 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement small column & 
cornice shelf clock, c1870 (2) E.N. Welch 
Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., 30 hour, 
time, strike and alarm spring driven brass 
movement mini OOG shelf clock, c1870
$100-$200   
18.5in x 11.5in x 4in

548
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Waterbury Clock Co., 
Waterbury, Conn., unidentified model 
shelf clock with a spring driven 8 day time 
and hour strike movement in a walnut 
case, c1890. (2) Ansonia Clock Co., New 
York, NY, “Hudson” shelf clock with a 
spring driven 8 day time and half hour 
strike movement in an oak case, c1894.
$150-$200   
22.5in x 15in x 5in

549
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) William L. Gilbert 
Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., “Calla” shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time, 
strike and alarm movement in a walnut 
case, c1891. (2) Ansonia Clock Co., New 
York, NY, “Gilmore” shelf clock with a 
spring driven 8 day time, half hour strike 
and alarm movement in an oak case, 
c1901.
$150-$200   
23.5in x 15.5in x 5in
550
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) William L. Gilbert 
Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., “Octagon Drop 
“, 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement drop octagon wall clock, 
c1901 (2) E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, 
Conn., “Ionic”, 8 day, spring driven brass 
movement figure eight wall timepiece.
$100-$200   
22.5in x 15.5in x 4.5in

551
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Wm. L. Gilbert Clock 
Co., Winsted, Conn., “Lake No. 1” shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
half hour strike movement in an oak case, 
c1895. (2) E. Ingraham Co., Bristol. Conn., 
“Vesta” shelf clock with a spring driven 8 
day time and strike clock in an oak case, 
c1901.
$150-$200   
23in x 14.25in x 4.75in

552
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Wm. L. Gilbert Clock 
Co., Winsted, Conn., “Laurel No. 3” shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time, 
half hour strike and alarm movement in a 
pressed oak case. c.1895. (2) New Haven 
Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., unidenti-
fied shelf clock with a spring driven 8 
day time, half hour strike and alarm in a 
pressed oak case, c1900.
$150-$250   
24in x 15in x 4.75in

553
Clocks- 2 (Two): (1) Wm. L. Gilbert Clock 
Co., Winsted, Conn., “Medea” shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time, strike and 
alarm movement in a walnut case, c1891. 
(2) E.N.Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., 
“Sylva” shelf clock with a spring driven 8 
day time and half hour strike movement 
in a black walnut case, c1889.
$150-$250   
21.25in x 13.5in x 4.75in

554*
Clocks- 3 (Three) (1) Seymour, Williams, 
& Porter, Farmington, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike weight wood movement 
short case quarter column and splat shelf 
clock with carved paw feet, c1832 (2) 
Olcott Cheney, Middletown, Conn., 30 
hour, time and strike weight wood move-
ment pillar & scroll shelf clock, c1830 (3) 
Chauncey Ives, Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, 
time and strike weight wood movement 
pillar and scroll shelf clock, c1830
$350-$450   
28.5in x 16.5in x 4.75in

555
Clocks- 3 (Three) black mantel: (1) 
Fexacta, Neuchâtel, Switzerland, Art 
Deco figural mantel clock, 8 day, time 
and strike, spring driven brass pendule 
de Paris movement with in a polished 
marble case with cast polar bear figure 
on top and matching sidepieces, c1925; 
(2) France, Art Deco mantel clock, 8 day, 
time and strike, spring driven pendule 
de Paris movement in a white and black 
polished marble case flanked by two cast 
dog figures, silvered dial with black steel 
hands, c1930; (3) F. Marti, Paris, France 
for Charpentier Fecamp, Art Deco figural 
clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
pendule de Paris movement in a polished 
red marble case on with a boy figure 
interacting with two geese, gilt stylized 
arabic numerals and blackened brass 
hands, c1925.
$600-$900   
13in x 11.5in x 4in
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545

554

556
Clocks- 3 (Three) black mantel: (1) S. 
Marti, Paris, France, black mantel clock, 
8 day, time and strike, spring driven brass 
pendule de Paris movement with Brocot 
escapement in a polished black slate tam-
bour style case with malachite inserts, 
two-piece enamel dial, and blued steel 
hands, c1890; (2) Bozzo & Governore, 
Angers, France, black mantel clock, 8 day, 
time and strike, spring driven pendule 
de Paris movement in a polished black 
slate case the gold and silvered colored 
cast ornaments, concave black slate dial 
with incised roman numerals, gilt spade 
hands, c1885; (3) France, black mantel 
clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
pendule de Paris movement in a polished 
black slate case on cast paw feet, gilt 
stylized animal masks on the sides and 
front, black slate dial with incised roman 
numerals and gilt hands, c1880.
$600-$800   
14.5in x 11in x 8in

557*
Clocks- 3 (Three) Carriage: (1) Duverdrey 
& Bloquel, France, carriage clock, 8 day, 
time only, spring driven movement with 
jeweled lever escapement in a Corniche 
case with beveled glasses, white enamel 
front with arabic numerals, blued steel 
hands, and leather carrying case, c1900; 
(2) France, carriage clock, 8 day, time 
only, spring driven movement with cylin-
der escapement in a Corniche case with 
beveled glasses, white enamel front with 
roman numerals, and blued steel hands, 
c1910; (3) France, carriage clock, 8 day, 
time and strike with repeat and alarm, 
spring driven movement with lever es-
capement in an engraved Corniche case, 
polished brass dial mask, roman numeral 
white enamel dial, arabic subsidiary dial 
for the alarm, and blued steel hands, 
c1900.  
$300-$400   
5in x 4in x 3.5in

557

558
Clocks- 3 (Three) Electromechanical wall: 
(1) New York Standard Watch Co., Jersey 
City, N.J., wall regulator, electromagneti-
cally impulsed pendulum triggered by a 
Hipp toggle mechanism in a wood case 
with painted metal dial and black steel 
spade hands, c1900; (2) New York Stan-
dard Watch Co., Jersey City, N.J., “No. 10 
Wall Regulator”, electromagnetic move-
ment with center seconds, Hipp toggle 
mechanism triggering electromagnets to 
impulse the pendulum in a quarter sawn 
oak case with black steel spade hands, 
c1900; (3) Germany, wall clock, weight 
driven wall clock rewound intermittently 
by an electromagnet in an oak case, black 
steel hands, c1910. Lot also includes a 
New York Standard Watch Co. chrono-
graph.
$600-$800   
48in x 20in x 6.5in

559
Clocks- 3 (Three) European wall: (1) Ham-
burg-Amerikanische Uhrenfabrik, Sch-
ramberg, Germany, Freischwinger or free 
swinger wall clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven movement in a walnut 
case with turned and carved ornaments, 
arabic numeral cream enamel dial with 
steel hands, c1890; (2) France, Comtoise 
or Morbier wall clock, 8 day, time and 
strike with alarm, weight driven move-
ment with crown wheel escapement, 
short front mounted string suspension, 
posted iron frame movement with one 
piece brass dial surround, roman numeral 
white enamel dial and cut brass hands 
with star motif, c1850; (3) Germany, wag-
on-the-wall or shield clock, 30 hour, time 
and strike, weight driven movement with 
wood plates, painted wooden dial, c1860.
$350-$550
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562
Clocks- 3 (Three) wall clocks and a case 
only: (1) Sangamo electric in a chinoi-
serie case; (2) American mission oak 
with applied brass numerals; (3) Ger-
man Westminster chiming box clock in 
Art Deco style case made for the French 
market; (4) Bangor Electric Clock Co. case 
only in oak
$250-$350   
Circa 1900-1930   
44in x 17in x 8in

563
Clocks- 3 (Three) Wall: three spring driven 
wall clocks, the first probably by E.N. 
Welch Mfg. Co. and retailed by Daniel 
Pratt is a round-drop timepiece, c1870 
and the remaining two are inlaid time 
and strike Anglo-American mirror-back 
clocks, c1890.
$200-$300   
36 in x 14in x 7in

564
Clocks- 3 (Three) Waltham library: (1) 
Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass., 
timepiece, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
balance wheel movement in a heavy 
bronze case with oval dial adorsed by two 
grotesque dolphins, c1930; (2) Waltham 
Clock Co., Waltham, Mass., library 
timepiece, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
balance wheel movement in wood art 
nouveau case with silvered dial, c1930; 
(3) Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass., 
library timepiece, 8 day, time only, spring 
driven balance wheel movement in gilt 
wood picture frame with floral orna-
ments, c1920.
$300-$400   
12in x 11.5in x 3.5in

565*
Clocks- 3 (Three), the first by the Eureka 
Clock Co., Ltd., “ tall” movement with 
with brass plates and large, bimetal-
lic balance, the pivots running on three 
ball bearings, with arabic numeral white 
enamel dial, and mounted to a round 
wooden base, the next a German Eureka 
copy, “ tall” movement with brass plates 
and large balance, the pivots running on 
two ball bearings, with roman numeral 
metal dial, mounted to a rectangular 
wooden base, and the last a “Rebesi”, 
the clock movement and arabic numeral 
metal dial mounted to a brass column 
supported by a molded oak base con-
taining the batteries, which energize an 
electromagnet through a toggle contact 
mounted to the front of the pendulum, 
with glass dome, serial #100, Eureka 
dimensions listed
$400-$600   
Circa 1910   11.5in x 9.5in

565

566
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Ansonia Clock Co., 
New York, NY, “Regulator A” wall clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement in a walnut case, c1880. (2) E. 
Ingraham Clock Co., Bristol, Conn., “Bris-
tol” wall clock with a spring driven 8 day 
time and simple calendar movement in 
a grain painted case. c 1891. (3) Ansonia 
Clock Co.., New York, NY., “Regulator A” 
wall clock with a spring driven 8 day time-
piece movement in a walnut case, c1880. 
$350-$450   
32in x 17in x 5in

575

560*
Clocks- 3 (Three) French: (1) France, 
mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven movement in a semi-
circular brown variegated marble case 
with black slate accents, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial with blued steel hands, 
c1925; (2) Société Clusienne (S.C.A.P.H.), 
Cluses, France, for E. Isnard, Marseille, 
France, mantel clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, spring driven pendule de Paris 
movement in a geometric case made of 
white and gray marble, gold-painted met-
al dial with arabic numerals, c1920; (3) C. 
Fexacta, Neuchâtel, Switzerland, mantel 
clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
movemen in a stepped white and gray 
marble case with cast brass pheasant, 
gold-painted metal dial with arabic nu-
merals and black steel hands, c1930.
$400-$600   
10.5in x 20in x 4.25in

561
Clocks- 3 (Three) marine: (1) Seth Thomas 
Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., “ Mer-
rimack” or similar marine clock, 8 day, 
time only, twin-spring driven marine 
movement in a red brass case with 
hinged bezel, roman numeral silvered 
dial with subsidiary seconds, black steel 
hands, c1935; (2) Seth Thomas Clock Co., 
Thomaston, Conn., “Colossal” mantel 
clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
jeweled movement in a copper and brass 
tambour case, arabic numeral silvered 
dial and black steel hands, c1913. (3) 
Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., “Quartz 
Chronometer”, battery powered clock in a 
mahogany box, c1990.
$300-$500   
10.75in x 14.5in x 6.25in

560
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567
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Atkins Clock Co., 
Bristol,. Conn., “Round Top” wall clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement in rosewood veneered case, 
c1861 (2) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thom-
aston, Conn., “12 Inch Drop Octagon” 
wall clock with a spring driven 8 day 
timepiece movement in a walnut case, 
c1900. (3) Sessions Clock Co., Forestville, 
Conn., “Home No. 3” shelf clock with a 
spring driven 8 day time and half hour 
strike movement in a mahogany finished 
case, c1919.
$250-$350   
23in x 16in x 4in

568
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Boardman & Wells, 
Bristol, Conn., 30 hour, time and strike 
weight wood movement half column & 
splat shelf clock, c1835 (2) Mitchell & 
Atkins, Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time and 
strike weight driven brass movement 
triple decker shelf clock, c1835 (3) Birge, 
Mallory & Co., Bristol, Conn., 8 day, time 
and strike weight driven brass movement 
triple decker shelf clock, c1840
$250-$350   
37.75in x 17.25in x 5.25in

569
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) E. Ingraham & Co., 
Bristol, Conn., “Bristol” shelf clock with a 
spring driven 8 day time and strike move-
ment in an ebony finished case, c1881. 
(2) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Cincinnati” shelf clock with a 
spring driven 8 day time and strike move-
ment in a mahogany veneered case, 
c1879. (3) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Plym-
outh Hollow, Conn., “Column” shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time, strike and 
alarm movement (Lyre) in a rosewood 
veneered case, c1862.
$250-$300   
17in x 13in x 4in

570
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) E.N. Welch Mfg. 
Co., Forestville, Conn., “Nevada”, 8 day, 
time, strike and alarm spring driven brass 
movement gingerbread shelf clock, c1884 
(2) William L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, 
Conn., “Nereid”, 8 day, time, strike and 
alarm spring driven brass movement wal-
nut shelf clock, c1881 (3) Seth Thomas, 
Thomaston, Conn., “Eclipse”, 8 day, time, 
strike and alarm, spring driven brass 
movement gingerbread shelf clock, c1885
$250-$350   
24in x 15.25in x 4.75in

571
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) E.N. Welch, Forest-
ville, Conn., OG shelf clock with a weight 
driven 8 day time and strike movement 
in a rosewood veneered case, c1875. (2) 
William S. Johnson, NY, New York style 4 
column shelf clock with a weight driven 
30 hour time and strike movement in 
a rosewood veneered case. c.1848. (3) 
New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., 
“Parisian” shelf clock with a spring driven 
8 day time, strike and alarm movement in 
a black walnut case, c1890.
$300-$400   
29in x 16.5in x 4in

572
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) F. Kroeber Clock Co., 
New York, 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement shelf clock, c1890 
(2) Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, 
Conn., “Kinble”, 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement ginger-
bread shelf clock c1890 (3) Waterbury 
Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., “Eldred”, 8 
day, time, strike and alarm, spring driven 
brass movement gingerbread shelf clock, 
c1891
$150-$250   
22.5in x 15in x 4.5in

573
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) French, 8 day, time 
and strike spring driven brass lever move-
ment large carriage clock style mantel 
clock, c1900 (2) French, “Japy Freres”, 8 
day, time and strike spring driven brass 
movement crystal regulator shelf clock, 
c1900 (3) French, 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement black and 
colored marble mini mantel clock, c1900
$200-$300   
11.5in x 7in x 5.5in

574
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Jerome & Co., New 
Haven, Conn., 8 day, time, strike and 
alarm spring driven brass movement shelf 
clock, c1875 (2) Seth Thomas, Thomas-
ton, Conn., 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement “Kitchen” shelf 
clock, c1870 (3) Seth Thomas, Thom-
aston, Conn., 30 hour, time, strike and 
alarm spring driven brass movement 
“Kitchen” shelf clock, c1870
$100-$200   
16in x 10in x 3.5in

575*
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Possibly Waterbury 
Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., crystal regu-
lator, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 
movement with visible escapement in 
a gilt brass case cast with flower motif, 
two-piece enamel dial, black steel hands, 
c1905; (2) Ansonia Clock Co., Brooklyn, 
NY, “Lisle”, 8 day, time and strike, spring 
driven brass movement with visible 
escapement in a cast iron case with 
textured green finish, two part enamel 
dial, black steel hands, c1904 (3) S. Marti 
& Cie., Paris, France, for A. Lemaire, Paris, 
mantel clock, 8 day, time and strike, 
spring driven brass movement with Bro-
cot escapement in a white porcelain case 
with green accents, two-piece enamel 
dial, compensating pendulum, c1870.
$300-$500   
17.5in x 8in x 7in

576
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Cornice & 
Column” shelf clock with a weight driven 
8 day time, strike and alarm movement 
in a rosewood veneered case with shell 
columns and gilt caps, c1868. (2) Seth 
Thomas, Plymouth, Conn., shelf clock 
with a weight driven time and strike 
wooden works movement in a mahogany 
veneered case with a carved eagle splat, 
c1830. (3) Forestville Mfg. Co., Bristol, 
Conn., Cornice and Column shelf clock 
with a weight driven 8 day time and strike 
brass movement in a mahogany case, 
c1840.
$500-$700   
36.5in x 20in x 6.5in

577
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Globe” hanging 
clock with a spring driven 8 day timepiece 
movement in an oak case, c1913. (2) Seth 
Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., 
“World” hanging clock with a spring 
driven 15 day double wind timepiece 
movement in a rosewood veneered case, 
c1909. (3) Sessions Clock Co., Forest-
ville, Conn., “Crescent No. 15” hanging 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
simple calendar movement in an oak 
case, c1915.
$250-$350   
38in x 17.5in x 5in
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580
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., outdoor gal-
lery clock, 8 day, time only, twin spring 
movement with simple balance wheel in 
a bench-made sheet copper case, 11 inch 
painted metal dial with arabic numerals, 
black spade hands, c1920; (2) Seth Thom-
as Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Drop 
Octagon 12 Inch”, 8 day, time only, spring 
movement in a rosewood veneer case, 
12 inch paper dial with arabic numerals, 
black spade hands, c1880.

581
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., Round Top shelf 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time 
and strike lyre movement in a rosewood 
veneered case, c1870. (2) Seth Thomas 
Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., “New Or-
leans V. P.” shelf clock with a spring driven 
8 day time and strike movement in a 
rosewood veneered case., c1884. (3) Seth 
Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., 
“Column” shelf clock with a spring driven 
8 day time and strike movement in a light 
walnut veneered case, c1870.
$250-$350   
16in x 11in x 5in
582
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Seth Thomas, Thom-
aston, Conn., “Anchor”, 8 day, time, strike 
and alarm spring driven brass movement 
cottage clock, c1870 (2) E. Ingraham Clock 
Co., “Mosaic front Doric”, 8 day, time 
and strike spring driven brass movement 
candy stripe veneer shelf clock, c1875 (3) 
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn., 8 day, 
time and strike spring driven brass move-
ment cottage clock, c1890.
$100-$200   
Circa 10085   15.25in x 8.75in x 3.75im

583
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Seth Thomas, Thom-
aston, Conn., 8 day, time and strike spring 
driven brass movement mini OG column 
shelf clock, c1870 (2) Seth Thomas, 
Thomaston, Conn., 8 day, time and strike 
spring driven brass movement mini OG 
column shelf clock, c1870 (3) Atkins Clock 
Co., Bristol, Conn., “London Model”, 8 
day, time, strike and alarm spring driven 
brass movement column and cornice 
shelf clock, c1860.
$150-$250   
16.5in x 12.25in x 5in
584
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Waterbury Clock 
Co., Waterbury, Conn., “Hadley”, 8 day, 
time, strike and alarm spring driven brass 
movement gingerbread shelf clock, c1893 
(2) Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, 
Conn., 8 day, time, strike and alarm spring 
driven brass movement gingerbread shelf 
clock, c1895 (3) Seth Thomas, Thomas-
ton, Conn., “Eclipse”, 8 day, time, strike 
and alarm spring driven brass movement 
gingerbread shelf clock, c1885
$200-$350   
24.5in x 15.5in x 4.75in

585*
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) William L. Gilbert 
Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., “No. 411” 
shelf clock with a spring driven 8 day time 
and strike movement in a porcelain case, 
c1898. (2) Ansonia Clock Co., New York, 
NY, “La Manche” shelf clock with a spring 
driven 8 day time and strike movement 
(visible escapement) in a Royal Bonn case, 
c1901. (3) Ansonia Clock Co., New York, 
NY, “La Lorne” shelf clock with a spring 
driven 8 day time and strike movement 
(visible escapement) in a Royal Bonn case, 
c1901.
$600-$750   
13.75 x 14 x 5

585

594

578
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Newark” mantel 
clock with a spring driven 8 day time and 
strike lyre movement in a walnut case, 
c1888. (2) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thom-
aston, Conn., “Sharp Gothic” mantel clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time, strike and 
alarm movement in a rosewood veneered 
case, c1890. (3) New Haven Clock Co., 
New Haven, Conn., “Avon” mantel clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement in a walnut case, c1881.
$400-$500   
22in x 14in x 5in

579
Clocks- 3 (Three): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., 8 day, time, strike 
and alarm spring driven brass move-
ment sharp gothic or steeple clock with 
“Winward’s Patent Alarm”, c1880. This is 
an English patented alarm fitted to the 
movement. (2) Ansonia Brass and Copper 
Co., 30 hour, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement Mini OOG shelf clock, 
c1870 (3) Seth Thomas, Thomaston, 
Conn., 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement column shelf clock, 
c1870
$150-$200   
18.5in x 11.75in x 4in

(3) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, 
Conn., “Office No. 11”, 30 day, time only, 
twin spring movement in an oak case, 
12 inch painted metal dial with arabic 
numerals, black spade hands, c1921.
$400-$600   
24in x 16in x 4.5in
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586*
Clocks- 4 (Four): (1) Gebrüder Junghans 
AG, Schramberg, Germany, “Onion Boy” 
swinging mystery clock, 8 day, time only, 
spring driven movement in a compound 
pendulum case with white enamel dial, 
held aloft by the cast figure of a boy sell-
ing onions, c1920; (2) Kundo / Kieninger 
& Obergfell, St. Georgen, Germany, 400-
day style clock, battery powered move-
ment in a glazed brass case, c1975; (3) 
Unknown, patinated cast brass reproduc-
tion of “ bronco Buster” by Frederick 
Remington on a green variegated marble 
base with small quartz watch movement 
inset in the front, c1990; (4) Jaeger-
LeCoultre, Switzerland, desk clock, 8 day, 
time only, spring driven balance wheel 
movement in a glass case with convex 
front and glass back, c1960.
$300-$500   
11in x 7in x 3.5in

586

587
Clocks- 4 (Four) desk: (1) Swiss, Art Deco 
desk clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
movement in square gilt frame with blue 
enamel center, c1920; (2) Swiss, Art Deco 
easel clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
movement in a brass frame with marble 
and gilt metal chapter, c1930; (3) Swiss, 
Art Deco easel clock, 8 day, time only, 
spring driven movement in a nickel plated 
frame with gold center and numerals, 
c1925; (4) Asian, “Solders Watch” pa-
perweight clock, 8 day, time only, spring 
driven movement in a large glass sphere 
with central brass ring, c1990.
$400-$500   
8in x 8in x 4in

588
Clocks- 4 (Four): (1) Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Plymouth”, 8 
day, time and strike spring driven brass 
movement pillar & scroll shelf clock, 
c1921 (2) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thom-
aston, Conn., “Plymouth”, 8 day, time and 
strike spring driven brass movement pillar 
& scroll shelf clock, c1921 (3) Unknown, 
8 day, time and strike spring driven brass 
movement mini pillar & scroll shelf clock, 
c1970 (4) Herschede Clock Co., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 8 day, time and strike spring driven 
brass movement mantel clock, c1910
$200-$300   
21in x 12.25in x 4.75in

589
Clocks- 4 (Four): (1) Waterbury Clock 
Co., Waterbury, Conn., shelf clock with 
a spring driven 8 day time and strike 
movement in a walnut case, c1890. (2) E. 
Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn., shelf clock 
with a spring driven 8 day time, strike and 
alarm movement in a walnut case, c1890. 
(3) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Plymouth Hol-
low,. Conn., OG shelf clock with a weight 
driven 30 hour time, strike and alarm 
movement in a mahogany veneered 
case, c1860. (4) Seth Thomas Clock Co., 
Thomaston, Conn., “Column” shelf clock 
with a weight driven 30 hour time and 
strike movement in mahogany veneered 
case, c1875.
$200-$300   26in x 15.5in x 4in
590
Clocks- 6 (Six) punch clocks: (1) Simplex 
Time Recorder Co., Gardner, Mass., time 
recorder, time and punch card mecha-
nism in an oak case, c1930; (2) Simplex 
Time Recorder Co., Gardner, Mass., time 
recorder, time and punch card mecha-
nism in an oak case, c1930; (3) Time 
Recorder Supply & Maintenance Co., Lon-
don, time recorder, twin spring balance 
wheel movement, c1945; (4) Stromberg 
Time Corporation, New York, NY, “Strom-
berg Auto-Speed”, electrically operated 
time recorder, c1950; (5) International 
Time Recording Co., Endicott, NY, time 
clock, 8 day, in an oak case, c1925; (6) 
Wall regulator with wood case and 12 
inch painted dial, converted to battery 
powered movement. 
$400-$600   
41in x 19in x 7.5in

591
Clocks- 8 (Eight) School House: Lot in-
cludes short drop clocks by E. Ingraham, 
Waterbury, Ansonia, and several by Seth 
Thomas
$400-$600
592
Clocks- 8 (Eight) wall: (1) Wm. L. Gilbert 
Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., “University” 
hanging clock, 8 day, time only, c1929; (2) 
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., 
“University” hanging clock with Coca-Cola 
dial, 8 day, time only, c1913; (3) Wm. L. 
Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., shop 
regulator, 8 day, time only, c1920; (4) 
Centurion, Korea, “35 Day” wall clock, 30 
day, time and strike with simple calen-
dar, c1980; (5) Seth Thomas Clock Co., 
Thomaston, Conn., “Assembly” wall clock, 
8 day, time only, in a mahogany veneer 
case, c1935; (6) Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., 
Winsted, Conn., wall clock, 8 day, time 
only, c1925; (7) E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, 
Conn., “Ionic” wall clock, 8 day, time and 
strike, c1895; (8) E. Ingraham & Co., Bris-
tol, “Natal” small banjo clock, c1934. 
$400-$600   
35in x 18in x 5.5in
593
Clocks- 10 (Ten) short drop wall clocks: 
school house and short drop wall clocks 
by Seth Thomas, New Haven, Waterbury, 
Ingraham, and Ansonia. Also included is 
an Anglo-American short drop.
$400-$600   
24in x 16in x 5in
594*
Clocks- 10 (Ten): assorted spring and elec-
tric clocks including electric advertising 
clocks for Eveready, Schoenling Beer, Ko-
dak film, Coca-Cola, and Gruen watches; 
three plug-in electric desk clocks and one 
wind up; a Lux “Quail Pendulette” with 
birdhouse planter, along with assorted 
clock dials. One standout item is a wall 
hanging Bulle-Clock with 12 inch painted 
metal dial in a polished brass case.
$300-$500   
16in x 16in x 4in
595
Clocks- 15 (Fifteen): diverse lot of spring 
driven, electric, and electromechanical 
clocks by makers such as Standard Elec-
tric, Telechron, Self-winding Clock Co., In-
ternational Business Machines, Forestville 
Clock Co., New Haven, and others. Also 
included is a deck and engine room clock 
in a black phenolic case by Chelsea
$300-$500   
14in x 14in x 4in
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605
Books- 18 (Eighteen): books on clocks 
including “Carriage Clocks” by Allix & 
Bonnert, two hardbound volumes of “The 
Clockmaker”, “The Principles & Practice 
of Ornamental or Complex Turning” by 
Holtzapffel, “Clock Design and Construc-
tion” and more. Other authors include 
Thomas, Ly, Fleet, Chamberlain, Good, 
Nutting, Coleman, Wenham, Baille and 
others.
$200-$300

596*
Hans Staeger, “100 Years of Precision 
Timekeepers from John Arnold to Arnold 
& Frodsham, 1763-1862”, hardcover book 
printed in 1997, number 86 of a limited 
edition of 1000.
$300-$500

596

597*
Martin Matthews, “Engine Turning 1680-
1980: The Tools & Techniques”, hardcover 
book printed in 1982, signed and dated 
by the author in 1984.
$300-$400

597

598*
Samuel Elliot Atkins and William Henry 
Overall, editors, “Some Account of the 
Worshipful Company of Clockmakers 
of the City of London”, hardcover book 
printed in 1881, handwritten on the first 
page “F. Hope-Jones / Jan. 10 1921”.
$200-$300

598

599*
Theodore R. Crom, “Horological and 
Other Shop Tools: 1700-1900”, hardcover 
book printed in 1987 dedicated and 
signed by the author on the title page.
$250-$350

599

600*
Vaudrey Mercer, “John Arnold & Son, 
Chronometer Makers, 1762-1843”, hard-
cover book printed in 1972 the Antiquar-
ian Horological Society, London.
$200-$300

601*
Books- 3 (Three): (1) “Longitude: an Ap-
peal to the Public” by Thomas Earnshaw, 
hardcover printed in 1986, number 229 
of a limited edition of 350; (2) “Prin-
ciples and Explanations of Timekeep-
ers by Harrison, Arnold and Earnshaw”, 
hardcover book printed in 1984 by the 
British Horological Institute; (3) “Ency-
clopedie, ou Dictionaire Raisonne des 
Sciences, des Arts et des Metiers, Paris 
1751-1780”, hardcover book by Diderot 
and D’Alembert, number 147 of a limited 
edition of 150.
$350-$450
602*
Books- 4 (Four): the four books in this lot 
are “Horlogerie Électrique” by Guye & 
Bossart, “L’Électricité et ses Applications a 
la Chronométrie” by Favarger, “Electrify-
ing Time” by Aked, and “La Bulle-Clock” 
by Belmont.
$250-$350

603*
Books- 4 (Four): the four in this lot 
books include “Living on Air: History of 
the Atmos Clock” by Lebet, “My Own 
Right Time: an Exploration of Clockwork 
Design” by Woodward, “Riefler-Präzision-
spendeluhren: 1890-1965” by Callwey, 
and “Conservation of Clocks and Watch-
es” by Wills.
$300-$400

604
Books- 15 (Fifteen): books on clocks 
including “The Art of Breguet” by Daniels, 
“Carriage Clocks” by Allix & Bonnert, 
“Electric Clocks and Watches” by Isaacs, 
“Viennese Timepieces” by Kaltenbock and 
more. Other authors include Royer-Col-
lard, Tyler, Shenton, Lloyd, Muir & Kraus, 
Penman and others. Lot also includes 
many Derek Roberts auction catalogs.
$200-$300

606
Books- 18 (Eighteen): one full box of 
books on clocks including paperback 
editions of Tardy’s “La Pendule Français” 
volumes 1-3, “Technique and History of 
the Swiss Watch” by Jaquet & Chapuis, “ 
british Skeleton Clocks” by Roberts and 
more. Other authors include Ly, Lloyd, 
Britten, Loomes, Edwardes, Baille, and 
others.
$200-$300

607
Books- 22 (Twenty-two): one full box of 
books on clocks including a paperback 
edition of Tardy’s “Dictionnaire des 
Horlogers Français”, “Treatise on Modern 
Horology” by Saunier, “ british Skeleton 
Clocks” by Roberts, and more. Other 
authors include Terwilliger, Andrewes, 
Fanelli, Palmer, Bailey, Jendritzki, Monk, 
Wilding,
$200-$300

608
Books- 24 (Twenty-four): one full box 
of books on clocks including paperback 
editions of Tardy’s “La Pendule Français” 
volumes 1-3, “Watchmaking” by Daniels, 
“My Own Right Time” by Woodward, 
and many others. Other authors include 
Ball, Terwilliger, Shenton, Lloyd, Ly, Mody, 
Woodward, Smith, Hering, Penman, Allix 
& Bonnert, and many others.
$200-$300

600

601

602

603

609
Books- 30 (Thirty): thirty books on Ameri-
can clocks including such titles as “New 
Hampshire Clocks & Clockmakers” by Par-
sons, “Military Timepieces” by Whitney, 
“Willard’s Patent Time Pieces” by Foley, 
and “Eli Terry and the Connecticut Shelf 
Clock” by Roberts & Taylor. Other authors 
include: Spittlers & Bailey, Oechsle 
& Boyce, Ball, Dworetky & Dickstein, 
Hodges, Dreppard, Hoopes, Maltz, Tyler, 
Ly, Palmer, Zea & Cheney, and others. Lot 
also includes some paperback, magazine, 
and NAWCC Supplements.
$150-$250

610
Books- 2 (Two) boxes of books including 
“The Clockmaker’s Library” by Brom-
ley, “Clock and Watch Escapements” by 
Gazeley, “The Watchmaker’s Lathe” by 
de Carle, and many others. Other authors 
include Hering, Edey, Fried, Goodrich, 
Milham, Smith, Garrard, Penman, Moore, 
Britten, Baille, Bruton, and more.
$200-$300

611
Books- 2 (Two) boxes: books, pamphlets, 
and photocopies on electrical horology 
including “Electric Clocks and Watches: 
1840-1960” by Isaacs, several copies of 
“Electrical Timekeeping” by Hope-Jones, 
“Modern Electric Clocks” by Philpott, 
and more. Other subjects include Eureka 
clocks, Standard Electric Time Company, 
Bulle clocks, Self-Winding Clock Co. and 
more.
$300-$400
612
Books- 2 (Two) boxes: two boxes of books 
and clocks and clock repair including 
“Echappements” by Gros, “The Clock 
Repairer’s Handbook” by Penman, “The 
Science of Clocks & Watches” by Rawl-
ings, “Know the Escapement” by Barkus 
and many more. Other authors include 
Daniels, Darwin, Ullyett, Landes, Basser-
mann-Jordan, Milham, de Carle, Palmer, 
Harris, Cutmore, Fried, Gazeley, Samelius 
and others.
$200-$300



613*
Forrest & Son, Glasgow, Scotland, 
“Patented Combined Barometer and 
Showcard”, reverse painted and gilt glass 
reading “Taddy & Co.’s ‘Orbit’ Brand 
Tobacco” in a molded frame with nar-
row shelf along bottom edge and shaped 
pediment with trademark monogram, 
the integrated aneroid barometer with 
enamel dial reading the same as the 
glass with horizontally mounted mercury 
thermometer showing the temperature in 
Fahrenheit
$1000-$1500
Circa 1900
39in x 13in x 3.5in

613

614*
J. Somalvico & Son, London, a rosewood 
stick barometer, the base with turned, 
hemispherical cistern cover, the column 
with mounted thermometer showing 
fahrenheit and centigrade scales, and the 
domed, bullnose molded top with signed 
ivory barometric scale and set indicator, 
the case back also with Somalvico watch 
paper style label
$700-$900
Circa 1830
36.25in x 4in x 3.25in

614

615*
England, a mid 19th century stick ba-
rometer, the mahogany and mahogany 
veneer case, square, chamfered base con-
taining the cistern with applied, carved 
ears and bottom, and with carved, four 
petal cistern cover and turned roundel 
cap, the tume rising through a mahogany 
veneered mid section with flanking, 
molded oval mirrors, the arched, molded 
top with carved and punch decorated 
crest, beveled glass, ivory barometer 
scales and set indicators, adjusted by two 
setting squares below the display
$600-$800
Circa 1860
47.5in x 11.5in x 3.75in

615

168

616*
Joseph Davis & Co., London, a Royal 
Polytechnic Barometer, oak case with 
rectilinear base and round top with 
simple carving surrounding a brass bezel, 
and applied, carved ornament at top, 
the lower case containing fahrenheit and 
centigrade thermometers mounted to 
boxwood scales, below “Admiral Fitzroy’s 
Special; remarks” printed on glossy yellow 
card stock, and exposed mercury filled J 
tube extending into the upper case, with 
round, printed card dial having barometer 
scales, set indicators and pivoted hands 
controlled by two turned knobs below the 
barometer dial, the hands registering on 
peripheral sector scales, which indicate 
expected conditions based on the posi-
tion of the set indicators
$400-$600
Circa 1885
41in x 12.5in x 2.75in

616

617*
England, and Admiral Fitzroy barometer, 
rectilinear oak case with glazed front and 
paper scale, exposed J tube, thermom-
eter and storm glass, the scales printed 
within lancet arches with Gothic foils, and 
instructions for interpreting the readings
$200-$300
Circa 1900
37in x 8.25in x 2.5in

617

618*
Barometers- 3 (Three) for restoration 
including a large German wheel barom-
eter in ornately carved walnut case with 
silvered dial and thermometer scales, 
an English stick barometer by Newton & 
Co., Fleet St., London in an oak case with 
thermometer and an Admiral Fitzroy in 
oak, incomplete
$200-$400

618

619
Barometers- 5 (Five): (1) Stanley, London, 
Surveying Aneroid, compensated pocket 
barometer in a brass case with silvered 
dial and integrated magnifying glass; (2) 
Taylor Instrument Companies, Roches-
ter, NY, pocket barometer compensated 
for temperature with a silvered dial; (3) 
Pertuis Hulot Bourgeois Naudet (PHBN), 
France, holosteric barometer for the 
English market with integrated mercury 
thermometer with Fahrenheit scale, 4.5 
inch silvered dial; (4) Unknown, aneroid 
barometer with 7 inch silvered dial in 
English, two horizontally opposed Fahren-
heit thermometers, one mercury and one 
alcohol; (5) Negretti & Zambra, Croydon, 
England, “Precision Aneroid Barometer 
MK.2”, 900-1050mb range, type No. 
M2236, accepting “D” cell battery with 
sticker from the Royal Observatory in 
Hong Kong, in a fitted wood box.
$400-$600
9in x 7in x 6in

169
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620
Popular Games Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., “Hoot-Mon” golf nickel 
arcade / skill game, made in three cabinet versions, A, B, C, golf-
ing action figure wearing red sweater playing three holes of a 
par five course with painted scenery, two levers to control angle 
and swing and slot to accept nickel, all contained in a walnut and 
glass case
Condition: this very rare game, according to a listing an ebay 
item #323059966780 in which the seller states that only fifteen 
are known to exist, is in need of some restoration. The crest with 
the reverse painted Hoot-Mon and pricing sign inset is absent as 
well as the back panel with painted scene and coin box. Oth-
erwise, it appears complete and in original condition including 
sweater on action figure.
$2500-$3500   Circa 1927   58in x 50.25in x 19.75in

620

621
J.P. Seeburg & Company, Chicago, Illinois, model “201 SH” 
jukebox, playing from a selection of 200 (Two-Hundred) 45rpm 
records in a chrome and glass case with 1950’s style car fins and 
grill below back lit green and red selection buttons and cards list-
ing songs, includes nearly full catalog of 100 plus 45rpm records, 
serial #11796
Condition: the machine in very good condition and the electrical 
components will light and the record selecting carriage is free 
and will travel the length of the trolley, but will not grab records. 
Needs adjustment. The glass door covering the records is hinged 
and the lock is in open position, but may be locked (no key avail-
able) The key for coin door is present.
$2500-$3500   Circa 1956   55.5in x 35in x 27.5in

621

622
Bally Manufacturing Company, Chicago, Illinois, “Twilight Zone” 
widebody pinball machine designed by Pat Lawlor based on the 
classic television show from the late 1950’s and early 1960’s, 
with soundtrack and volume adjustment, including two com-
plete instruction manuals, operator’s handbook, two keys, other 
schematics and spare parts
Condition: the game is in good original stock condition with 
functioning electronics and plays well. The plunger needs to be 
adjusted and does not strike squarely. The following excerpt was 
taken from the website www.thepinballcompany.com. This game 
is part of WMS’ SuperPin line of widebody games alongside Star 
Trek: The Next Generation and Indiana Jones: The Pinball Adven-
ture. Following the huge success of The Addams Family pinball 

171

622

623
Tokheim Manufacturing Co., Fort Wayne, Indiana, “Polly” gas 
pump / fuel dispenser in green and black painted cast iron frame 
with chrome highlights, clock dial gauges on front and back with 
chrome nozzle and backlit globe top with Polly emblems on 
globe, reverse painted glasses under globe and under clock dials
Condition: the pump is in nicely restored condition with some 
rust on one side of lower portion of base. The globe, dials and 
the reverse painted glasses are reproductions. The original se-
rial number plaque is affixed to side. Stand over 7 feet tall. Will 
require special handling.
$1500-$2500   Circa 1930 - 1950   91in x 21.5in x 18.5in

623

game, Midway gave Lawlor, its designer, full creative control 
over the design of his next game, and the result is an unusually 
complex machine. Among its noted features include a working 
gumball machine (which deposits balls), a working analog clock 
(used as a timer for various modes), the Powerfield (a small 
separate play field where the ball is propelled by magnets rather 
than flippers), and the “Powerball”, a white ceramic ball which is 
lighter than a regular steel ball and is non-magnetic. In addition 
to adapting the theme music from the original TV show, the 
game’s main background music is an interpretation of the 1982 
hit “Twilight Zone”, by Golden Earring. This game was originally 
supposed to be the first game to use Williams / Midway’s DCS 
Sound System, but because the DCS board was still in develop-
ment when the game was released, it instead used the Yamaha 
YM2151 / Harris CVSD sound board.
$3000-$4000   Circa 1993   74in x 28.5in x 56in
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624
Artifex IllumiLite, Disney’s “Main Street Electrical Parade” 
oversize illuminated display with soundtrack, made in a limited 
edition of 75, model MTK4332, serial #016, based on Disney’s 
famous live parade held at their various theme parks from 1972 
to 2017, artwork by Melanie Taylor Kent, a renowned artist
Condition: the display is in very good condition and lights and 
plays soundtrack properly. The color wheel and the hundreds of 
fiber optic cables connecting to the artwork are in good condi-
tion. This limited edition run of 75 was reportedly not finished, 
so this example may be one of 50 or less in existence. A later 
smaller model was outsourced to China and mass produced.The 
live event, which this display is based on, has been resurrected 
several time because of popular demand. It is a nighttime parade 
run at several different Disney theme parks and was created by 
Robert Jani and project director Ron Miziker. It features floats 
and live performers covered in over 600,000 electronically 
controlled LED lights and a synchronized soundtrack triggered by 
radio control along key areas of the parade route.
$3000-$4000   Circa 1992   36.5in x 43.75in x 9in

624

625
Jennings & Co., Chicago, Illinois, “Little Duke” Penny Slot Ma-
chine with classic Art Deco styling, three window jack pot display 
with fruit on rotating wheel, nickel plated case with polychrome 
painted highlights and quarter sawn oak rear, sides and bottom 
including a rare side gum vendor
Condition: the machine functions when a penny is placed in the 
slot. The machine is in original untouched condition with minor 
loss to painted areas and nicks, scuffs and scratches on oak case. 
Little Dukes, first released in 1932, were not made in large num-
bers and are scarce machines. The desirable gum dispenser was 
available as an option and were frequently used as a disguise 
for an illegitimate gambling operation. Key to open machine is 
included.
$2000-$3000   Circa 1932   26in x 18in x 9in

625



626
Mills Novelty Company, Chicago, Illinois, 
“Owl”/ “1776” model, quarter playing, 
one armed, three wheel slot machine in 
a oak, nickel, and brass case with painted 
highlights
$400-$600
Circa 1925
24.5in x 16in x 15in

626

627
International Game Technology, Las 
Vegas, Nevada, “Draw Poker” video poker 
machine, 25 cent machine, paying out 
even on Jack’s or better, cathode ray 
video screen, coin counter and jackpot 
alert mounted on top
$800-$1200
Circa 1980
33.25in x 16.5in x 20in

627

628
A-Type, “Aladdin II” Japanese pachislo 
/ slot machine, three bar machine with 
three buttons to halt reels and back lit 
display
$600-$800
Circa late 20th century
32in x 19in x 13in

628

629
Arcade games- 2 (Two): an early me-
chanical (no electronics) “Big Broadcast” 
pinball machine playing seven balls for a 
penny, theme of great American cities, 
dated 1924, and a Japanese Pachinko 
gaming machine in custom case
$400-$600

629

630
Games- 4 (Four): coin operated games 
including (1) Groetchen Tool & Mfg. Co., 
“21 Vender” counter top blackjack trade 
stimulator, c1935; (2) Peo Manufacturing 
Co., “Bat-A-Ball”, one cent trade stimula-
tor, c1931; (3) National Coin Machine Co., 
“Target Practice” countertop trade stimu-
lator game accepting one cent pieces, 
c1926; (4) Holly Manufacturing Co., “Test 
your Grip!” one cent countertop trade 
simulator, c1940.
$250-$350
17in x 13in x 7in

630

631
A.C. Gilbert Co., New Haven, Conn., 
“Model No. 12 1/2” erector set, builds 
walking robot, etc., including clock 
works, electric motor and instructions, 
all contained in red painted box and an 
illuminated Autonomic Nervous System 
teaching aid with buttons that when de-
pressed darken the organ related to the 
nerve channel
$300-$500
Circa 1954

631
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638

639

638
Gas station double sided enamel sign 
reading “We Honor Credit Cards for Re-
pairs- Service” in blue letters on a white 
background, the bold orange circle with 
“76” in blue letters
$500-$700
Circa 1960
24in x 36in

639
Brilliant Sign Co. Ltd., London, England, 
advertising mirror in an oak frame, 
incised gilt lettering reading “Simonds / 
Reading / Pale Ales and Stout / Home & 
Export”, and central hop leaf trademark in 
red enamel
$300-$400
Circa Early 20th century
18in x 30in x .75
640
Burdick Enamel Sign Co., Chicago, Ill., 
“Hargrave Secret Service” enamel sign, 
yellow background with red and black 
letters reading “Warning / Protected by / 
Hargrave Secret Service / Representatives 

640

641
Beach Enameling Co., Coshocton, Ohio, 
“Red Seal Dry Battery” enamel advertis-
ing sign with thermometer, the battery 
image also displaying the words “Guar-
anteed for All Open Circuit Work” and “ 
a Battery Suitable for Every Use”, Fahren-
heit thermometer with the words below 
reading “The Guarantee Protects You”, 
1915 patent date. 
$200-$300
Circa 1920
27in x 7in x .75in

641

642
Trade signs- 2 (Two), the first a litho-
graphed sheet metal sign advertising 
South Bend pocket watches, the predomi-
nant colors blue and yellow, with image of 
a South Bend watch in a block of ice, and 
announcing “South Bend Watches Sold 
By W. F. Sellers & Co., Altoona, Pa., the 
other a blue and white, two sided enamel 
sign, “Agents For Ingersoll Watches And 
Clocks”, enamel sign dimensions listed
$300-$400
Circa Early 20th century
11.75in x 28in

642

643
Signs- 2 (Two): (1) Painted metal sign for 
“Traveler’s Court and Annex / 1100 Fre-
mont / Las Vegas, Nevada” with 12 inch 
alcohol thermometer and miniature map 
showing the location of the auto court on 
Hoover Dam Highway, c1955; (2) Enamel 
sign for “Ex-Lax” with 11 inch alcohol 
thermometer and the tag line “Keep 
‘regular’ with EX-LAX”, c
$200-$300
Circa 1955
36in x 8in x 1.25in

643

in All Principal Cities of the World / Crime 
Does Not Pay / Rewards Paid for Informa-
tion Leading to the Arrest and Conviction 
of Persons Committing Thefts from this 
Concern or Burglary on these Premises, 
featuring the eagle and globe logo in the 
center with letters reading “General De-
tective Business Transacted Everywhere”.
$250-$350
Circa 1945
5.5in x 8in

632
West Germany, clockwork advertis-
ing nodder figure, spring driven motor 
powering an up-and-down head motion, 
the paper-mâché fisherman figure with 
painted cast plaster of Paris head and 
hands, pivoted glass eyes, tailored shirt, 
leather belt with buckle, and felt cap, 
holding a fishing net in one hand and a 
wooden fishing rod in the other. 
$300-$500
Circa 1955
16.5in x 9in x 7in

632

633
Robert H. Ingersoll & Bros., New York, NY, 
a painted, embossed sheet metal, pocket 
watch form trade sign, the two sided, 
faux timepiece modeled on traditional 
watchmakers trade signs, arabic numeral, 
white painted dials embossed “The In-
gersoll Dollar Watch”, silver painted case 
with crown, and bow for hanging
$400-$600
Circa 1915
34in x 24.5in x 1.75in

633

634

634
Embossed sheet metal trade sign for 
Omega watches, a narrow white border 
enclosing a red field with pocket watch 
at left, “Omega” in large black, white and 
green letters to the upper right, and “The 
Watch Of Matchless Merits” at lower 
right, and signed in lower right corner 
“Metalgraf Milan”
$300-$400
Circa 1900
9.5in x 13.5in

635
Watchmakers two sided enamelled trade 
sign, the sheet iron ground enamelled in 
orange and black, and depicting a pocket 
watch with roman numerals, spade 
hands, and dial marked “Watch Repair-
ing”, the top of the sign with two holes 
for hanging flanking the bow and crown, 
and the word “Jewelry” in an arc between 
crown and case
$250-$350
Circa 1900
15in x 11.25in

635

636

636
Longines, Switzerland, an interesting 
pocket watch form trade sign, brass case 
with steel back, arabic numeral, white 
painted glass dial with movement printed 
on reverse, and showing through the dial 
when the lamp is on
$150-$250
13in x 10in x 3in
637
Lot of pocket watch advertising, from 
Ingersoll, Waterbury, and Westclox, 
including seven framed ads, a reprint of 
an Ingersoll catalog, and a large Westclox 
“Pocket Ben” counter display, together 
with a reverse painted Waltham sign, a 
framed printing block with 400 day clock, 
and a Soviet Era split seconds timer
$200-$300
Circa 20th century

637
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650*
Currier & Ives, 115 Nassau St., New York, 
a pair of “Darktown” series prints, the 
first entitled “A Corinthian Race A High 
Toned Start”, the other “A Corinthian 
Race A Low Toned Finish”, each depicting 
stereotyped black figures astride rather 
sorry equine mounts, with disastrous 
results, each in an ebonized softwood 
frame
$100-$200
Circa 1885
14in x 17.75in x .75in

650

651*
Tools- 4 (Four): lot includes a Stanley No. 
71 router in its original box, circular plane 
No. 13, circular plane No. 113, and a Stan-
ley jointer gauge No. 386.
$300-$500

651

652

652*
Tools- 13 (Thirteen) planes: lot includes a 
Stanley No. 48 tongue and groove plane, 
small bullnose plane, duplex rabbet 
plane, Fulton double end block plane, 3 
Stanley block planes, 2 No. 5 planes by 
Power-Kraft and Stanley, Stanley No. 95 
edge trimmer, spoke shave, and scraper 
plane.
$300-$500
653
Tools- 15 (Fifteen): Stanley combination 
plane with cutters, Stanley No. 20 Circular 
plane, No. 112 cabinet scraper, No. 94 
rabbet plane, duplex rabbet plane, two 
No. 4 jack planes, small bull nose plane, 
five block planes, and two shaves.
$300-$500

654
Tools- 35 (Thirty-five) pieces: lot includes 
a No. 35 Level, No. 9 level, Stanley 9 
inch level, Stanley tack hammer, Stanley 
cast iron 4 inch level, Starret combina-
tion hand vise No. 86a in box, two butt 
gauges, Stanley No. 59 doweling jig in 
box, wood rules, four wood hand planes, 
and much more.
$200-$300

655*
2 (Two) Stuart Turner Ltd., England model 
steam engines, models S50, a single 
lung horizontal in green paint, and D10, 
a double lung vertical in green and red 
paint. The equivalent models on Stuart’s 
website sell for about $2500 plus shipping 
today.
$400-$600
Circa late 20th century

655649*
Signs- 8 (Eight) advertising: (1) Large 
painted metal sign for 7up, 41” x 40”; (2) 
Embossed painted metal sign for “K’s”, 
30” x 18”; (3) Painted metal sign for “Bi-
reley’s”, 19” x 27”; (4) Embossed painted 
metal sign for 7up, 12” x 31”; (5) Painted 
metal sign with thermometer for Dr. Pep-
per, 16” x 6.5”; (6) Round thermometer 
with 7up logo, 12” diameter; (7) Glass 
clock dial advertising “St. Joseph Aspirin”, 
14.5” diameter; (8) American Time clock 
dial, 14.5” diameter. 
$150-$250

655

644*
Coca-Cola Advertising- 2 (Two) large litho-
graphed Coca-Cola advertisements on 
cardboard, featuring young women, one 
model reclining on the beach, captioned 
“What I want is a Coke” and another on 
a bicycle, claiming “Refreshment you go 
for”
$150-$250
Circa 1955
27.5in x 56.5in

644

645*
Trade signs- 3 (Three), the first a cobalt 
blue cased glass sign, the blue etched to 
clear and leaving “Waterbury Watches 
and a narrow blue border, with two holes 
for hanging, with chain, the next an easel 
back frame containing a reverse painted 
glass with black ground, gilt border, and 
“Watch Repairing in gilt letters, and a 
polychrome painted sheet metal sign 

645

646*
Coca-Cola Advertising- 4 (Four) items: (1) 
American Art Works Inc, Coshocton, Ohio, 
painted metal sign measuring 27” x 19” 
with raised letters reading “Gas Today / 
Drink Coca-Cola / While You Wait” with 
black triangle where the price of gas 
could be written in chalk; (2) The Elwood 
Myers Co., Springfield, Ohio, early “Drink 
Coca-Cola in Bottles” painted metal sign 

646

647*
Posters- 4 (Four): Wings Cigarettes adver-
tising posters, one framed. Two feature 
the company’s promotion in which they 
gave away a Piper Cub airplane every 
week. The others feature a pinup girl and 
a baseball player.
$200-$300
Circa 1950s
30in x 20in

648*
Metal Signs- 7 (Seven): (1) Embossed 
painted metal sign for “El Monitor” cane 
processing machine, 14.5” x 15.5”; (2) 
Painted metal sign for “Wisconsin Li-
censed Game Farm”, 12” x 18”; (3) Paint-
ed metal sign reading “ cAUTION / ROOF 
SHEDS SNOW”, 12” x 18”; (4) Painted 
metal sign for Future Farmers of America 
reading “A Future Farmer Lives Here”, 
9.5”13.5”; (5) Painted embossed metal 
sign for “Wallaces’s Farmer and Iowa 
Homestead Service Bureau”, 7” x 9.75”; 
(6) Small enamel sign for “L.A. Co.-City 
Boundary Line”, 6’ x 9”; (7) Small painted 
metal sign with reflective letters that read 
“KEEP OFF THE GRASS”, 3.5” x 9”.
$250-$350

648 649

from the Waterbury Brewing Company, 
the sign marked “Clock Stock Ale Best At 
Any Time”, the “O” in clock with clock dial 
marked “Waterbury Brewing Company”, 
Waterbury Watches sign dimensions 
listed
$300-$400
Circa 20th century
5.5in x 14.75in

measuring 6” x 23”; (3) Printed Coca-
Cola advertising page featuring a young 
woman at the beach reading “Completely 
Refreshing” and “The Taste That Charms 
and Never Cloys”, 10.5” x 14”; (4) Framed 
Coca-Cola advertisement featuring a 
portrait of a young woman
$200-$300

647
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656*
Lot of twelve Minox C cameras, three 
flash units, manuals and packaging
$300-$400

657
Wilhelm Lambrecht, Gottingen, Ger-
many, recording weather station, three 
independent spring driven movement 
powering papered drums to record 
humidity,temperature and barometric 
pressure, in a locking metal case with 
glazed front door and keyholes in the rear 
for wall mounting.
$150-$250
Circa 1947
23.5in x 14in x 8.5in

658
Instruments- 4 (Four):  (1) Radio Corpo-
ration of America, New York, NY, “West-
inghouse Aeriola Sr. Receiver”, type RF, 
style 319564, tube-based radio receiver 
requiring battery power in a fitted wood 
box, c1923;  (2) Jewell Electrical Instru-
ment Co., Chicago, Ill., “Jewell Standard 
Milli-Ammeter”, analog current meter in a 
brass case with steel backplate, paper dial 
with scale from 0-100, c1910;  (3) Hoyt 

659*
Instruments- 6 (Six) Gauges: lot includes 
gauges of various sizes and types by 
American Steam Gauge & Valve Co., The 
Ashton Valve Co., Ashcroft American, and 
Crosby. The standout item is the piece 
by American Steam Gauge with a 10 inch 
silvered dial and club hand in a heavy 
brass case.
$300-$400
12in x 12in x 3.25in

659

660*
Instruments- 16 (Sixteen) Gauges: lot 
includes gauges of various sizes and 
types by The Ashton Valve Co., Ashcroft 
American, U.S. Gauge Co., and others. 
Standout items include two gauges with 
8 inch dials, and a gauge by Ashton Valve 
Co. that features a silvered dial reading 
“Fitzhenry-Guptill Co. / East Cambridge, 
Mass.”.  
$300-$500
 x 10in x 2.5in

660

Electrical Instrument Works, Pennacook, 
N.H., analog volt meter in a brass case, 
papered dial, and heavy beveled glass 
front, measuring from 1-15 volts, c1915;  
(4) Central Scientific Company, Chicago, 
Ill., “Volt-Ammeter” combination analog 
meter in a copper plated brass case, pa-
pered dial, all mounted to a molded wood 
backboard. 
$100-$200
7in x 8.5in x 7in

Additional information and photos available at schmitt-horan.com178
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661
Polyphon Musicwerk, Leipzig, Germany, “Model 104” floor-
standing, coin-operated disc music box, playing 19-5/8 inch 
discs, robust dual comb movement starting upon insertion of a 
U. S. quarter or Deutschmark piece, the case of mixed walnut 
and mahogany veneers and solids, all resting on a base cabi-
net with hinged, locking door. Approximately 2 dozen discs are 
included.

Condition: all three pieces, base, box and removable top trim 
are dusty and in need of polish. There are nicks and scratches 
commensurate with the age of the piece. The two music combs 
are excellent, with little damper noise and no broken nor missing 
teeth. The drive motor is running and the discs do play, however 
a cleaning is in order. Governor needs adjustment as it snaps to 
full open easily and does not return to closed at the end of the 
tune. Coin-op feature is functional, and coin tip-out works as 
well. Includes seven English pence to play machine.

$2000-$2500   Circa 1895   86in x 31in x 19in

661

662
The Gramophone & Typewriter Ltd., 21 City Rd, Finsbury Square, 
London, England, the English subsidiary of Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co., “Type D” oak cased phonograph with original 21” 
diameter oak horn, 21” resting on an oak and quarter sawn oak 
record cabinet with single drawer over a single cabinet flanked 
by full turned columns flanking panels with carved musical tro-
phies. Includes three albums of records.

Condition: the oak case and cabinet retain their original finish in 
good condition. There is a split in the cabinet across the top with 
some separation at glue joints and trim loose. The click spring 
is broken and the barrel turns freely when the phonograph is 
wound. The oak horn has a good decal.

$1000-$1500
69in x 28in x 21in

662
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663
Karl Griesbaum, Triberg, Germany, carved “Hobo” or “Drunkard” 
whistling figure, spring driven brass movement driving a bellows, 
cam-controlled slide whistle, and head turn motion enclosed in 
a hand carved wood figure depicting an inebriated man in a top 
hat who leans on a lamp post, the top of which contains a bat-
tery powered bulb behind red glass.

Condition: The figure is in very nice condition with just a few 
scratches to the finish. The figure’s walking stick may be a 
replacement, but it is hard to tell. The piece is stamped with 
Griesbaum bird logo and “Ken-D” trademark. The movement 
is stamped “MADE IN GERMANY”.The bellows will need to be 
restored. The movement runs when wound and is a little loose 
within its compartment. The battery compartment in the base 
has some light corrosion.

$400-$600
Circa 1930
19.5in x 5in x 3.5in

663

664
Karl Griesbaum, Triberg, Germany, “Newsboy” whistling figure, 
spring driven brass movement driving a bellows, cam-controlled 
slide whistle, and head motion, enclosed in a hand carved wood 
figure depicting a boy in a flat cap and nickers with a newspaper 
under one arm and a bag full of papers hanging at his side.

Condition: the nicely carved figure is in good condition. The 
paint is a little dirty, but this is only apparent on the very light 
colors. The finish is worn off of some of the outside corners and 
the top of the rear door. The movement runs, pumping the bel-
lows and turning the head. The whistle is not loud and clear, so 
the bellows will need to be restored. The movement is stamped 
“GERMANY”. A less common model with a lot of character. The 
last newsboy model we had was in 2012 and sold for $1200.

$500-$700
Circa 1925
13.5in x 5.75in x 3in

664
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665
Switzerland, music box, spring driven 
movement driving a 10.5 inch cylinder 
playing several tunes on a comb with 76 
teeth, figured veneer box with banding 
and inlay on the top
$150-$250
Circa 1890
6.5in x 20in x 10.5in
666*
West Germany, singing bird cage with 
two birds, spring driven movement in a 
patinated brass case with raised floral 
design, red fabric covering the base, red 
and yellow birds, both of which move and 
sing.
$150-$250
Circa 1985
12.5in x 6.25in x 6.25in

666

667*
Clocks- 3 (Three) Lux novelty: lot includes 
novelty wall timepieces by Lux Clock Mfg. 
Co. of Waterbury, Conn., including un-
common “Boy Scout” model pendulette 
with an associate Boy Scout Oath plaque, 
“Playful Scotty No. 355” pendulette with 
central moving Scotty dog, and “Sunflow-
er in Pot No. 329” pendulette.
$200-$300
6.5in x 3.75in x 1.5in

673

668*
Clocks- 4 (Four) Lux novelty: lot includes 
novelty wall timepieces by Lux Clock Mfg. 
Co. of Waterbury, Conn., including two 
“Scotty Dog” (aka “Hungry Dog”) models 
with wagging tongues, a “Cat Pendulette 
No. 325” with moving eyes, and “Bulldog 
Pendulette” with stationary eyes.
$400-$500
8in x 4.25in x 1.5in

668

669*
Clocks- 4 (Four) Novelty wall: Three 
colorful “Calico Horse” or “Pony” model 
novelty wall clocks by Westclox and one 
30 hour, weight driven, time and strike, 
“Town Hall” model wall clock by Lux.
$250-$350
12.5in x 8.25in x 5.5in

669

670*
Clocks- 4 (Four) Novelty: lot includes Lux 
“Nigara” banjo-form pendulette with as-
sociated stand, Westclox “Woody Wood-
pecker No. 535” novelty clock, “Uncle 
Sam’s Little Wonder” pendulette, and a 
larger Lux “Juvenile Wall Rabbit Clock”.
$250-$350
9in x 9in x 3in

670

671*
Clocks- 5 (Five) Lux novelty: small wall 
clocks by Lux Clock Mfg. Co. of Waterbury, 
Conn., including “Beer Barrel Drinkers” 
(also known as “Happy Days”) pendulette, 
two “Cocker Spaniel” model pendulettes, 
“Dixie Boy” or “No. 304” pendulette, and 
“Quail” model pendulette.
$250-$350
8in x 5.5in x 2in

671

672*
Clocks- 5 (Five) Lux novelty: small wall 
clocks by Lux Clock Mfg. Co. of Water-
bury, Conn., including three “Cat No. 
325” model pendulettes, one “Scotty 
Dog” (also known as “Hungry Dog”) 
model pendulette, and one “Sunflower” 
pendulette.
$250-$350
8in x 4.25in x 1.25in

672

673*
Clocks- 6 (Six) Novelty wall timepieces: lot 
includes clocks by Lux Clock Mfg. Co. of 
Waterbury, Conn., including two “Hunny 
Bunny” or “Rabbit” pendulettes, three 
“Shmoo” pendulettes, and one “Fire Chief 
Petunia” pendulette.
$150-$250
Circa 1950
8in x 3.5in x 1.5in

667
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674
Clocks- 6 (Six) Novelty wall: lot includes 
six house-shaped clocks including two 8 
day “Dutch Cottage No. 495” pendulettes 
with bobbing bird by Lux, three 30-hour 
“Dutch Cottage No. 380” pendulettes also 
by Lux, and one pressed wood school-
house shaped clock, probably of German 
manufacture
$200-$300
10.5in x 7in x 3in

675
Clocks- 7 (Seven) novelty clocks: assorted 
clocks by Lux Clock Mfg. Co. including 
“Christmas Wreath” pendulette, “Lib-
erty Bell No. 385” pendulette, “Sunburst 
Flower” pendulette, “Sunflower” pen-
dulette, “Capitol with Roosevelt Profile” 
pendulette, and miniature portico clock. 
Lot also includes a version of the “Beer 
Drinkers” strut clock along with two bar 
top ornaments incorporating the same 
theme.
$200-$300
5.5in x 5in x 1.25in

676*
Clocks- 7 (Seven) Novelty: Clocks signed 
by Keebler and Lux including two “Little 
House with Jagged Edges” with one in 
carved wooden stand, a “Full Size Bob-
bing Bird” 8 day cuckoo style clock, and 
four octagonal dial clocks with checkered 
borders.
$150-$250
9.5in x 6.5in x 3in

676

677
Clocks- 7 (Seven) Pendulette novelty 
clocks: lot includes three “Sailor” or 
“Ship’s Wheel” clocks by Westclox, Lux 
“ABC Kiddie Clock”, Lux “Mary Had a Little 
Lamb” pendulette, Lux “Nigara” or “Horse 
Coach” banjo-form pendulette, and a Lux 
advertising pendulette for “ cutting Engi-
neering Works” of Los Angeles, California.
$250-$350
6.5in x 6.5in x 1.5in

678*
Clocks- 8 (Eight) Lux cuckoo: a variety of 
cuckoo style clocks by the Lux Clock Mfg. 
Co. of Waterbury, Conn., including “Tree 

679
Clocks- 8 (Eight) Novelty timepieces: 
clocks by the Lux Clock Mfg. Co. of Water-
bury, Conn., including two “Bulldog with 
Kittens” pendulettes, “Dog House No. 
333” pendulette, two “Little House with 
Jagged Edges” pendulettes, “Sunflower” 
pendulette, “Rudolph the Red Nose Rein-
deer” pendulette, and “Hunting Scene” 
pendulette.
$200-$300
8in x 5.5in x 2.5in

680
Clocks- 12 (Twelve) Novelty: lot includes 
clocks mostly from Lux Clock Mfg. Co. 
including two “Bobbing Bird Cuckoo 
Style” pendulettes, “Enchanted Forest” 
model, “Love Bird No. 250”, two “Quail” 
model pendulettes with the later plastic 
cases, two “Bird Nest” pendulettes, two 
“Old Cuckoo Style No. 311” pendulettes, 
and two square nickel plated desk clocks, 
one with a bridge scene and the other of 
a tavern interior.
$300-$400
3.75in x 3.75in x 1.5in

681
Clocks- 13 (Thirteen) Novelty timepieces: 
lot includes small timepieces by Lux Clock 
Mfg. Co. of Waterbury, Conn., including 
“Clown Clock with Seals” or “No. 303”, 
several different “Bluebird” models, sev-
eral “Bobbing Bird” cuckoo-style models, 
“Dove with Wings Spread Wide” or “Bird 
Nest” model, “Rudolph the Red Nose 
Reindeer” pendulette, and others.
$350-$450
8in x 5.5in x 1.5in
682*
Clocks- 13 (Thirteen) Novelty: assortment 
of clocks from the Lux Clock Mfg. Co. of 
Waterbury, Conn., including “Country 
Scene” pendulette, “Dutch Mill” pendu-
lette, “Dutch Mill with Man” pendulette, 
“Golfer” pendulette, six desktop pendu-
lettes in a variety of colors and styles, an 
8 day wall clock with checkered metal 
dial, and 8 day weight-driven time and 
alarm “Chateau” model wall clock with 
carved wood front.
$250-$350
12in x 8.5in x 3.5in

682

House” pendulette, “Full Size Stationary 
Bird Coo Coo”, “Full Size Coo Coo”, “Full 
Size Quail Coo Coo”, and many others in-
cluding 30 hour, 8 day, spring driven, and 
weight driven models.
$300-$400
16in x 10in x 7in

678
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683
Austria, an unusual, large grand sonnerie 
striking coach watch with alarm, the 
ebonized hardwood case with chamfered 
edges, concave recess surrounding the 
dial, and with neo-classical, foliate orna-
ment rendered in dark green with gilt 
accents, the top with gilt pendant, and 
foliate ornamented, gilt bow terminating 
in swan’s heads, gilt roman numeral dial 
with sunk, engine turned center, blued 
steel hands, polished steel alarm hand, 
round, 30 hour, four train movement with 
verge escapement, sounding Viennese 
quarters on a pair of blued steel gongs, 
and repeating the last hour and quarter 
on demand
$1200-$1500
Circa 1820
6in x 6in x 1.75in

683

684
Rene Lalique Paris, for ATO, Paris, a 
“Moineaux” shelf or table clock, the 
domed, frosted, transparent glass case 
with pairs of bas- relief sparrows flank-
ing the dial, and with foliate background, 
brass bezel with convex glass, arabic 
numeral white painted dial with pierced 
spade hands, brass battery powered ATO 
movement with quarter seconds pendu-
lum, with newer battery holder, and ac 
cord wired to two small interior lamps, 
illuminating the clock
$1200-$1500
Circa 1925
6.125in x 8.5in x 3in

684

685
France, a gilt bronze and cut glass desk 
timepiece, egg and dart molded plinth 
with rectangular, diamond pattern, cut, 
colorless glass pedestal, supporting a gilt, 
acanthus ornamented cradle, holding the 
round, diamond cut timepiece case, gilt 
bezel, roman numeral gilt dial with blued 
steel Breguet style hands, and 30 hour, 
full plate verge fusee watch movement 
signed Thomas Langlois, a Paris
$600-$800

685

686
Henry Marc, Paris, France, four dial desk 
clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven oval 
movement with lever escapement and 
Blumberg’s Patent in a miniature, street 
clock form case, the four roman numeral 
white enamel dials signed “H’ry Marc” 
with blued steel Breguet hands.
$600-$800
Circa 1890
18 in x 7in x 7in

686

687
P.M. Favre / Bulle Clock Co., France, “The 
Cube” electromagnetic shelf clock, the 
stepped, ebonized wooden base sup-
porting a colorless glass cube signed 
“P.M. Favre France”, five of the surfaces 
with alternating transparent and frosted, 
concentric squares, and the front with 
transparent arabic numerals on a frosted 
ground, surrounding concentric squares 
as on the other surfaces, black painted 
hands, and nickel plated, battery powered 
Bulle movement
$600-$900
Circa 1930
6.5in x 6in x 5.25in

687

688 
Adamastor, Switzerland, paperweight 
desk clock, 8 day, time only, pin set move-
ment with visible lever escapement in a 
2.5 inch spherical glass case, fancy poly-
chrome enamel dial with arabic numerals 
on green circles and red numerals for 24 
hour time, blued steel hands.
$400-$500
Circa 1915
3.5in x 2.5in x 2.5in

688
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689
Farcot et Cie., Paris, France, pendule veil-
leuse or night-light clock, 30 hour, time 
only, spring driven pendulum movement 
with single fixed steel hand and rotating 
dial made of clear frosted glass with red 
roman numerals, polished gray marble 
base with turned brass supports.
$400-$500
Circa 1870
9.5in x 5in x 4in

689

690
France, for Charles Frodsham, London, a 
gilt bronze break arch mantel clock, the 
stepped, molded base on compressed 
ball feet, the sides with beveled glasses, 
bezel with laurel ornament and top 
with foliate ornamented handle, roman 
numeral white enamel dial, fancy pierced 
and engraved gilt hands, 8 day, two train 
movement counting the hours on a gong, 
and with the mark of Ad. Mougin
$400-$600
Circa 1910
11.5in x 8in x 5.75in

690

691
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Switzerland, skeleton 
desk clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven 
16 jewel ladder-style movement in a cast 
clear acrylic case on a stepped lacquered 
brass base, clean dial with gilt hour mark-
ers, gilt hands with white tips.
$300-$400
Circa 1953
8in x 7.25in x 2in

691

692
Various makers, for Howell, James & 
Co., London, a signed Wedgwood blue 
jasper ware desk clock with original case, 
the scent bottle form, easel backed, gilt 
mounted ceramic case with applied guil-
loche, Vitruvian wave, and half round 
bead sprigs, spherical neck with floral 
sprigs, and gilt “ stopper”, roman nu-
meral, engraved dead silvered dial, blued 
steel fleur de lis hands, 15 jewel, 30 hour 
Swiss key wind and set lever watch move-
ment engraved “Wm. Batty, 90 Regent 
Street, London”, contained in a fitted, 
silk and velvet lined, gilt stamped, blue 
morocco case, also with easel back
$300-$400
Circa 1880
6.5in x 5.5in x 1.75in

692

693 
American Waltham Watch Co.,Waltham, 
Mass., night clock with travel case, watch 
movement with lever escapement, signed 
arabic numeral milk glass dial with gold 
painted steel hands, gilt bezel and gas jet 
mounting bracket for night illumination, 
with leather clad, velvet lined wooden 
case
$200-$300
Circa 1890
6in x 6in x 2in

693

694
Jules Dejardin, Paris, France, carriage 
clock, 8 day, time and petite sonnerie 
strike with repeat and alarm, spring 
driven jeweled lever escapement in a 
glazed gilt and silvered brass Anglaise 
Riche cased with stepped, molded base, 
the corners with Corinthian columns, 
supporting a stepped cornice and hinged 
handle, matte silver dial mask, roman 
numeral white enamel dial with small 
subsidiary dial for the alarm, blued steel 
hands.
$2500-$3000
Circa 1890
8in x 4in x 3.5in

694



695
England, a very decorative hour repeating carriage clock with unusual balance, the gilt case with tapered, knurled feet, rectangular 
base with foliate engraved reserves and plain borders, the front and top also with engraving matching the base, straight line engine 
turned sides,and back with shuttered winding and setting apertures, case top with engraved cornice, fixed carrying handle, repeat 
button, and round viewing aperture displaying the three arm, rimless balance, each arm with a polished steel disc at the end, roman 
numeral gilt dial with engraved center, blued steel hands, one day brass movement striking the hours on a gong, passing strike on the 
half hour on a second gong, and repeating the last hour on demand

Condition: case good, and with minimal wear to gilding, dial with minor losses to numerals, minute hand replaced, movement ticks, 
strikes, and repeats, strike train does not lock reliably, service recommended

$1800-$2500   Circa 1840   5.25in x 3.375in x 2.5in

185
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696
Charles Hour, Paris, France, for Tiffany & Co., New York, NY, car-
riage clock, 8 day, time and grand sonnerie strike with alarm and 
repeat, spring driven jeweled lever escapement in a Corniche 
case with beveled glasses, arabic numeral white enamel dial, 
and blued steel hands.
$1800-$2200
Circa 1895
6in x 3in x 3in

696

697
Drocourt, for Henry Capt, Geneva, a decorative, hour repeat-
ing carriage clock with alarm and travel case, the gilt, engraved 
gorge case with three beveled glasses, the sides with panels 
decorated with full length portraits of young women, each with 
a narrow blue, gilt accented border, the signed, roman nu-
meral dial with blue sky, clouds, and border matching the sides, 
the lower corners with flowers and foliage flanking the alarm 
chapter, blued steel spade and whip hands, 8 day, three train 
movement with lever platform, striking the hour and half hour 
on a gong, the back plate with Drocourt’s mark, in an associated, 
velvet lined, leather covered travel case, with key, serial #22247
$1800-$2500

697

698
Possibly by Couaillet family, Saint-Nicolas-d’Aliermont, carriage 
clock, 8 day, time and grande sonnerie strike with repeat and 
alarm, spring driven movement with jeweled lever escapement 
in a glazed Cannelee case, gilt matte dial mask, gilt dial with ro-
man numerals and cast dial center with small subsidiary dial for 
the alarm, blued steel hands.
$2500-$3000
Circa 1885
7.25 in x 3.75in x 3.25in

698

699
Frederic L’Epée & Cie., France, carriage clock, 8 day, time and 
strike with repeat, alarm, moon phase, and calendar functions, 
spring driven jeweled lever escapement in a glazed Anglaise rich 
style case with stepped base, Corinthian columns on the corners 
supporting a molded cornice, engraved gold dial surround, ro-
man numeral white enamel dial with three smaller subsidiary 
dials, blued steel Breguet hands.
$1100-$1600
Circa 1980
8in x 4in x 3.75in

699 700
France, for J. E. Caldwell & Co., Philadelphia, Penn., carriage 
clock, 8 day, time and strike with repeat, spring driven move-
ment with lever escapement in an oval variant case with curved 
side glasses, molded base, beaded molding on the corners, ara-
bic numeral white enamel dial with blued steel distaff hands.
$600-$900
Circa 1890
7.25in x 4.5in x 3.5in

700

701
Matthew Norman, London, modern carriage clock, 8 day, time 
and strike with repeat, spring driven movement with jeweled 
lever escapement in a glazed, Anglaise riche variant case with 
stepped base below a fluted band, the corners with fluted col-
umns supporting an entablature echoing the base with a simple 
molded cornice, the top with folding Anglaise variant handle, ro-
man numeral white enamel dial with blued steel Breguet hands.
$300-$500
Circa 1975
7.5 in x 4in x 3.5in

701

702
France, hour repeating carriage clock with alarm, Anglaise 
variant case with molded top and base, each with a narrow 
fluted band, and with folding carrying handle, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial with blued steel hands, matte gilt fretted and 
engraved mask, featuring foliage and birds, and backed with a 
polished gilt plate, the sides also with fretted, gilt panels match-
ing the mask, 8 day, three train movement with lever platform, 
striking the hours in passing, and repeating the last hour on 
demand, the strike and alarm sounding on separate gongs
$400-$600

702

703
France, for Edward & Sons, Glasgow, hour repeating carriage 
clock with leather travel case, gilt, Anglaise case with five bev-
eled glasses, signed, roman numeral white enamel dial, blued 
steel Breguet style hands, two train movement with lever plat-
form, sounding the hours and half hour on a gong, and repeating 
the last hour on demand, contained in a velvet lined, leather 
covered travel case, with key
$350-$500
6.25in x 4.5in x 4.25in

703

704
F. Erlenwein, Vienna, Austria, diminutive carriage clock, 30 hour, 
time only with repeat, spring driven watch movement with 
simple balance in a gilt case with molded base and cornice, ro-
man numeral white enamel dial, and pierced brass hands.
$250-$350
Circa 1800
5in x 3in x 1.75

704
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705
France, an hour repeating carriage clock with champleve enamel 
case, the polychrome foliate ornament executed on a turquoise 
ground, top and base with simple moldings, top with ornate car-
rying handle, roman numeral white enamel dial, 8 day, two train 
movement with lever platform, striking and repeating on a gong
$300-$500
6.25in x 3.25in x 2.75in

705

706
France, carriage clock, 8 day, time and quarter strike with repeat 
and alarm, spring driven movement with lever escapement in 
an brass Anglaise case with stepped and molded base, glazed on 
five sides with beveled glass, arabic numeral white enamel dial, 
blued steel hands.
$300-$400
Circa 1900
7.25in x 3.75in x 3.25in

706

707
France, carriage clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven movement 
with lever platform escapement in an pillared case with pierced 
base and cornice molding, the corners with fluted columns with 
turned capitals and bases, and the top with carrying handle, 
arabic numeral white enamel chapter surrounded by pierced gilt 
floral mask, blued steel spade hands, all in a velvet lined leather 
case
$300-$400
Circa 1900
6.75in x 3.25in x 2.75in

707

708
Holingue Freres, St. Nicolas d’Aliermont, for Moser, a Paris, an 
early repeating carriage clock, the gilt, one piece case with five 
beveled glasses and top with decorative, folding handle, roman 
numeral white enamel dial with subsidiary arabic alarm chap-
ter, blued steel trefoil hands, three train brass movement with 
cylinder platform, striking on a bell, repeating the last hour on 
demand, and signed “Moser a Paris”, the front plate with the 
initials “H.L.” and the number 4999, back plate numbered 5214
$300-$500
Circa 1850
6.25in x 3.25in x 3in

708

709
Clocks- 3 (Three), all carriage clocks, the first a miniature time-
piece, brass case with polychrome porcelain panels at front 
and sides depicting figures in landscapes, roman numeral white 
enamel dial with blued steel hands, the next a small oval time-
piece with alarm, brass case with beveled glass panels, arabic 
numeral white enamel dial with blued steel hands, two train 
movement with cylinder platform, and the last with brass case, 
bevelled glasses, roman numeral white enamel dial, blued steel 
hands, and single train movement with lever platform, with its 
leather covered travel case and key
$300-$400

709
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710
Jean Leon Reutter, Jaeger LeCoultre, a rare Art Deco style hanging Atmos clock, the case with ebonized, stepped, molded base, sup-
porting a nickel plated frame containing three beveled glasses, simple, flat, nickel plated top and ebonized back board, matte silver 
dial with applied, polished arabic numerals, and signed “ Atmos Pendule Perpetuelle” below 12:00, and “E. B. Meyrowitz, Paris” 
above 6:00, heavy Breguet style hands, 16 jewel, rhodium plated LeCoultre 30A movement with lever escapement, pivoted drum 
containing a mercury and ammonia filled U tube, oscillating with fluctuations in temperature and thereby winding the mainspring, 
and nickel plated torsion pendulum, movement serial #2002, frame serial #3786

Condition: case bottom with minor loss to ebonizing, exterior nickel components with degradation to plating, nickel on the interior 
good, with minor dirt, spotting and discoloration, glasses good, dial with light abrasion and tarnish, hands replaced, movement 
complete and will function with pressure on second wheel, will not function under power of the mainspring, needs service, condition 
of mercury tube motor unknown, no evidence of leaks. As this lot contains a glass, mercury filled tube, the buyer will need to make 
arrangements for delivery, as standard shipping is not an option.

$6000-$9000   Circa 1935   15.25 in x 8.5in x 6.25in

190

711
Jean Leon Reutter/ Jaeger LeCoultre, a rare, early “Atmos” model PO1 Art Deco shelf or mantel clock, the nickel plated base with 
down curved ends forming feet, below an oblong, polished black marble slab on which the clock is mounted, arabic numeral matte 
silver dial with open center, signed “Atmos Pendule Perpetuelle Valy Fateh Mohammed & Co., Bombay” white painted leaf hands 
with black painted tips, 16 jewel, nickel plated LeCoultre cal. 30A movement with lever escapement, the front plate with cotes de 
Geneve decoration, and spotted back plate, pivoted, nickel plated “ bellows” containing a mercury and ammonia filled glass U tube, 
rocking with changes in temperature, thereby rewinding the mainspring, and large, chrome plated torsion pendulum, all beneath a 
signed, conforming glass dome, movement serial #4668, case serial #5562

Condition: in very good condition overall, the original plating with minor, localized discoloration from age and handling, marble 
with spotting, dial with minor, localized discoloration, original painted hands with crazing and minor losses, escapement functional, 
bellows at rest against stop, probably not functioning, but there is no evidence of mercury leakage, dome very good, service recom-
mended. As this lot contains a glass, mercury filled tube, the buyer will need to make arrangements for delivery, as standard shipping 
is not an option. See Christies, Geneva, sale 14212, May 15, 2017, Lot 1, for an identical clock.

$12000-$16000   Circa 1935   11in x 13in x 6.25in

See 
Detail Photo

Page 189
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712
Jean Leon Reutter / Jaeger LeCoultre, an early model K2 shelf or mantel clock, the gilt brass case with molded base on turned feet, 
and ovolo molded frame set with five bevelled glasses, roman numeral white enamel dial signed “Atmos Pendule Perpetuelle” below 
12:00, and “ Brevets J. L. Reutter Made in France” below 6:00, blued steel Breguet style hands, 16 jewel, nickel plated LeCoultre 
cal. 30A movement with lever escapement, gilt, pivoted drum containing a mercury and ammonia filled glass U tube, rocking with 
changes in temperature and thereby rewinding the mainspring, and large, gilt, torsion pendulum with temperature compensation 
attachment, movement serial #1176, frame serial #1467

Condition: case with significant losses to gilding, tarnish and polish residue, front glass with small chip at lower right, left side glass 
with minor loss at upper right, dial very good, minute hand repaired, escapement functional, condition of mercury tube motor 
unknown, no evidence of leaks, service recommended. As this lot contains a glass, mercury filled tube, the buyer will need to make 
arrangements for delivery, as standard shipping is not an option. The pendulum on this clock has a compensation device attached to 
the inside of the rim. The pendulum has six screws, and curved strips of metal are attached by single screws on opposite sides of the 
ring. The other screws pass through large holes in the ring, and are fastened to the extreme ends of the strip, allowing for movement 
in the event of a change in temperature.

$2000-$4000   Circa 1930   9.25in x 6.75in x 6.25in
192

713
Jaeger LeCoultre, for Gubelin, 
Switzerland, an unusual hanging 
Atmos timepiece, the gilt case with 
four engraved scroll ornaments at 
base and top, each joining a gilt 
ring at the center, and the top ring 
with stylized crown, canted corners 
with engraved, pierced blind fret 
revealing a blue painted ground, 
canted, engraved base and cornice, 
the front and sides with thick 
beveled glasses, roman numeral 
gilt dial with blue, shield shaped 
cartouches at 3, 6, 9, and 12:00, 
and slightly sunk blue center, gilt 
hands and typical mid 20th century 
jeweled Atmos movement with 
lever escapement, and with gilt, T 
shaped mounting bracket

Condition: case with minor dirt 
and minor losses to gilding, blue 
painted ground behind corner frets 
with minor losses, cartouches and 
dial center with minor crazing, 
escapement functional, mounting 
bracket with scratches and dings

$3000-$5000
Circa 1970
20in x 9.25in x 7in
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714

715

714
Jaeger-LeCoutre, Switzerland, “Atmos 
150th Anniversary” mantel clock, 14 
jewel, caliber 540 movement with tor-
sion pendulum in a gilt case and base 
with glass dome, roman numeral white 
painted dial, and black painted hands.
$2000-$3000
14in x 8.5in x 8.5in

715
C. Grivolas & Cie., Paris, France, “Pen-
dule 400 Jours” or 400-day clock, year 
running, spring driven movement with 
torsion pendulum in a fancy Louis XVI 
gilt bronze case with four fluted columns 
before three curved beveled glasses, 
roman numeral polychrome enamel dial 
with pierced brass hands, spherical gilt 
pendulum with extension rod.
$1500-$2000
Circa 1910
21in x 10.5in x 6in
716
R. Schnekenburger, Germany, to the 
design of Wilhelm Kohler, a rare hanging, 
striking 400 day clock with torsion pendu-
lum and pivoted detent escapement, the 
walnut veneered Alt Deutsch style case 
with incurved bottom bracket and turned 
drops, the glazed door with reeded 
columns having vasiform tops and bases, 
and top with projecting cornice molding, 
two piece, roman numeral white enamel 
dial, and fancy pierced steel hands, two 
train brass movement with pivoted 
detent escapement and count wheel 
striking, and heavy spherical pendulum, 
the backboard with white enamel, beat 
scale shaped plaque marked “Jahresuhr 

716717

718

718
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Switzerland, “Atmos 
Neuchateloise” clock, caliber 528 jew-
eled movement, gilt torsion pendulum in 
a Neuchateloise green painted case with 
painted floral designs, brass dial with 
applied roman cartouche numerals, and 
black metal hands.
$1000-$1500
Circa 1962
18.5in x 10in x 5in

719
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Switzerland, “Atmos 
Neuchateloise” clock, caliber 528 jew-
eled movement, gilt torsion pendulum in 
a Neuchateloise green painted case with 
painted floral designs, brass dial with 
applied roman cartouche numerals, and 
black metal hands.
$900-$1200
Circa 1959
18.5in x 10in x 5in

719

717
Tiffany Electric Mfg. Co., New York, NY, 
“Tiffany Electric” large mantel clock, 
battery-powered movement with torsion 
pendulum in a glazed crystal regulator 
style case with leaf-and-dart molded 
base and top, four fluted columns at the 
corners, surmounted by the cast figure of 
a cowboy crouched behind his horse with 
his rifle, arabic numeral white enamel 
dial, black steel spade hands, and two-
ball polished brass pendulum.
$1100-$1500
Circa 1915
18in x 10in x 8in

Patent Kohler aus der Uhrenfabrik von R. 
Schneckenburger Muhlheim a/D”, serial 
#1084
$1500-$2000
Circa 1895
28.5in x 14.75in x 8in

720
C. Grivolas and Cie, Paris, France, “Pen-
dule 400 Jours” 400-day clock, year run-
ning, time only, spring driven movement 
with torsion pendulum in brass and glass 
crystal regulator case, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial, gilt hands.
$800-$1000
Circa 1910
11in x 6.5in x 5.25in

720

721
C. Grivolas and Cie, Paris, France, “Pen-
dule 400 Jours” hanging 400-day clock, 
year running, time only, spring driven 
movement with torsion pendulum in 
carved walnut rococo style case with bev-
eled glasses on the front and sides, arabic 
numeral white enamel dial with retailer 
“Au Roy D’Yvetot / Rouen”, and gilt hands
$800-$1200
Circa 1910
18.5in x 10in x 6in

721
722
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Switzerland, Atmos 
“Marina” model, 526-5 caliber jeweled 
movement with torsion pendulum, in a 
gilt case with frosted acrylic panels having 
gold Asian motifs, signed round white 
dial, gilt arabic numerals, and gold hands 
over a rectangular pendulum aperture.
$800-$1000
Circa 1963
9.25in x 7in x 5.25

722

723
Jahresuhrenfabrik, Triberg, Germany, 
400-day clock, year running, time only, 
spring driven movement with torsion 
pendulum disc on a polished stone base 
with four columns supporting a curved 
brass roof, the central portion containing 
the clock is glazed on four sides, arabic 
numeral white enamel dial, black steel 
spade hands.
$800-$1200
Circa 1912
12in x 8.5in x 6in

723

724
Gustav Becker, Germany, skeleton form 
400 day clock, year running, spring driven 
brass movement with torsion pendulum 
and deadbeat escapement, pierced brass 
plates, silvered arabic numeral dial and 
blued steel spade hands, brass disc pen-
dulum, all mounted to an oval wooden 
base
$700-$900
Circa 1910
11in x 9in x 7in

724

725
Kienzle GmbH, Schwenningen, Germany, 
Louvre style 400-day clock, year running, 
time only, spring driven movement with 
torsion pendulum and gimbaled sus-
pension mount in a polished brass case 
with five columns, arabic numeral white 
enamel dial, all under a glass dome fitted 
inside of the columns and capped with a 
pierced dome.
$700-$900
Circa 1909
15in x 9in x 9in

725
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726
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Switzerland, “Atmos” 
perpetual clock, caliber 526-5, jeweled 
movement with torsion pendulum, round 
white painted dial with four applied gilt 
arabic numerals and arrow markers, gilt 
hands, all contained in a glazed rectangu-
lar case decorated on the inside with gilt 
maps showing antiquated representations 
of the constellations.
$600-$800
Circa 1970
8.75in x 7in x 5.25in

726

727
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Switzerland, Atmos 
perpetual clock, 528 caliber, jeweled 
movement with torsion pendulum in a 
polished brass case with curved acrylic 
panels, round maroon enamel dial with 
incised roman numerals, and polished 
brass hands.
$600-$800
Circa 1978
9in x 7in x 6in

727

728
Jahresuhrenfabrik, Triberg Germany, 
Anton Harder patent 400 day clock, year 
running, spring driven movement with 
torsion pendulum and deadbeat escape-
ment and flat disc pendulum, roman 
numeral white enamel dial with patent 
numbers, all under glass dome.
$600-$800
Circa 1885
10.5in x 7in x 7in

728

729
Attributed to Andreas Huber, Munich 
Germany or Jahresuhrenfabrik, Triberg, 
Germany, 400 day clock, year running, 
time only, spring driven movement with 
torsion pendulum on a brass base with 
gilt cast caryatid figures supporting the 
movement, arabic numeral cream enamel 
dial with black spade hands, all under a 
glass dome.
$500-$700
Circa 1902
12.5in x 7in x 7in

729

730
Gustav Becker, Freiburg, Germany, 400-
day clock, year running, time only, spring 
driven movement in a four-column Em-
pire style mahogany case with hinged top 
and central glass cylinder, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial, blued steel poker 
hands, and disc pendulum topped with 
brass sphere. 
$500-$700
Circa 1908
15.5in x 10in x 8in

730

731
Johann-Christian Bauer and/or Carl Bauer, 
Fürth, Germany, 400-day clock, year 
running, spring driven brass movement 
with torsion pendulum and pinwheel es-
capement, brass base and posts holding 
movement and topped by a balustered 
gallery that sits on the movement plates, 
arabic numeral white enamel dial reading 
“Sylvester / anniversary clock”, black steel 
spade hands, and heavy two-ball pendu-
lum, all under a glass dome. 
$500-$700
Circa 1902
12in x 8in x 8in

731

732
Kienzle GmbH, Schwenningen, Germany, 
400-day clock for the French market, year 
running, time and calendar, spring driven 
brass movement with torsion pendulum, 
arched enamel dial with arabic numerals 
and subsidiary dials for day of the month 
and day of the week, black steel spade 
hands, all under a glass dome.
$500-$700
Circa 1910
12.5in x 7in x 7in

732

733
Urania / Kienzle GmbH, Schwenningen, 
Gemany, 400-day clock, year running, 
time only, spring driven brass move-
ment with rare compensating torsion 
pendulum, brass base and frame, arabic 
numeral white enamel dial, black spade 
steel hands, all under a glass dome. 
$500-$700
Circa 1910
12.5in x 7in x 7in

733

734
W. Petersen Uhrenfabrik, Schwenningen, 
Germany, 400-day clock, year running, 
time and calendar showing day of the 
week, day of the month, and month, 
spring driven two-train movement with 
torsion pendulum on a brass base, arabic 
numeral painted metal dial, black steel 
hands.
$500-$700
Circa 1954
11.5in x 9.5in x 9.5in

734

735
Attributed to Andreas Huber, Munich, 
Germany, “Yearlong” 400-day or anniver-
sary clock, year running, time only, spring 
driven brass movement with temperature 
compensating Huber twin-loop bimetallic 
torsion pendulum, silver colored dial with 
black arabic numerals, and black steel 
hands, all under a glass dome. 
$400-$600
Circa 1902
12in x 8in x 8in

735

736
Forestville Clock Co., Germany, 400-day 
clock, year running, spring driven brass 
movement with torsion pendulum, brass 
base and posts holding movement, arabic 
numeral arcaded white enamel dial, black 
steel spade hands, and pendulum with 
ceramic dancing figures, all under a glass 
dome. 
$400-$600
Circa 1949
13in x 7in x 7in

736

737
Gebrüder Junghans AG, Schramberg, Ger-
many, 400 day clock, year running, time 
only, spring driven brass movement with 
torsion pendulum and deadbeat escape-
ment with Vulliamy pallets, brass base 
and pillars supporting the movement and 
convex silvered dial with embossed brass 
mask, ornate Louis XV style hands, all 
under a glass dome.
$400-$600
Circa 1910

737
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738
Gustav Becker, Freiburg, Germany for B.H. 
Abrahams, London, 400-day clock, year 
running, time only, spring driven brass 
movement with torsion pendulum in a 
glazed hardwood case with arch top, ara-
bic numeral silvered dial, and black steel 
spade hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1907
12.5in x 6.5in x 5.5in

738

739
J. Kaiser GmbH, Villingen, Germany, “Uni-
verse” 400-day clock, year running, spring 
driven brass movement with metallic ro-
tating globe torsion pendulum and moon 
phase dial, monochrome zodiac dial, 
white chapter with polished brass numer-
als, brass hands, all under a glass dome.
$400-$600
Circa 1955
10.5in x 6in x 6in

739

740
J. Kaiser GmbH, Villingen, Germany, 
“Universe” 400-day clock, year running, 
time and moon phase, spring driven brass 
movement with metallic globe torsion 
pendulum, monochrome zodiac dial, sil-
ver chapter with polished brass numerals, 
brass hands, all under a glass dome.
$400-$600
Circa 1954
10.5in x 6in x 6in

740

741
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Switzerland, “Atmos” 
clock, caliber 528, 15 jewel movement, 
gilt torsion pendulum, square white dial 
with applied gilt arabic numerals and 
arrow markers, gilt hands, all within a 
glazed rectangular case with removable 
front panel, serial number 434180.
$400-$600
Circa 1975
9.25in x 8.25in x 6.25in

741

742
Jahresuhren-Fabrik G.m.b.H, Triberg, 
Germany, miniature 400-day clock, year 
running, time only, spring driven brass 
movement with torsion pendulum in an 
Art Nouveau style brass case with em-
bossed floral ornament, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial, black steel spade 
hands and miniature disc pendulum.
$400-$600
Circa 1908
8.25in x 5.5in x 3in

742

743
Jahresuhrenfabrik, Triberg, Germany, 
“Model No. 235”400-day clock, year 
running, time only, spring driven brass 
movement with torsion pendulum in an 
Art Nouveau style brass case with glazed 
front, sides, and back, brass dial with styl-
ized arabic numerals, black steel hands, 
and disc pendulum.
$400-$600
Circa 1905
12.5in x 8.5in x 7.25

743

744
Jahresuhrenfabrik, Triberg, Germany, 
Anton Harder patent 400 day clock, year 
running, spring driven movement with 
torsion pendulum and deadbeat escape-
ment and flat disc pendulum, in a walnut 
case with glazed pendulum viewing area, 
roman numeral white enamel dial with 
patent numbers, blued steel Breguet style 
hands. 
$400-$600
Circa 1890
13 in x 6.25in x 6.25in

744

745
Kienzle GmbH, Schwenningen, Germany, 
Louvre style 400-day clock, year running, 
time only, spring driven torsion pendu-
lum movement in a polished brass case 
with six fluted columns, arabic numeral 
arcaded enamel dial, all under a glass 
dome.
$400-$700
Circa 1915
17in x 9in x 9in

745

746
Tiffany Electric Mfg. Co., New York, NY, 
“Tiffany Electric” larger battery-powered 
clock with torsion pendulum on a pol-
ished brass base, arabic numeral white 
enamel dial, black steel spade style 
hands, all under a glass dome.
$400-$600
Circa 1910
14in x 7.5in x 7.5in

747
Urania / Jahresuhrenfabrik, Triberg, 
Germany, 400-day clock, year running, 
time only, spring driven movement with 
torsion disc pendulum on brass posts 
mounted to a black turned wood base, 
arabic numeral white enamel dial with 
back steel spade hands, all under a glass 
dome.
$400-$500
Circa 1908
12.5in x 7in x 7in

747

748
Urania / Kienzle GmbH, Schwenningen, 
Germany, hanging 400-day banjo clock, 
year running, front-wound spring driven 
movement with torsion pendulum in 
polished brass case with beveled glasses, 
arabic numeral silvered metal dial, and 
black steel hands.
$400-$600
Circa 1910
20in x 6.25in x 4.25

748746
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750 751

752
752
National Magnetic Clock Co. (Tiffany), 
Buffalo, NY, “Model 2001” electro-me-
chanical shelf clock, battery-powered, 
time only movement in a gothic form oak 
case with a pair of trefoil squint window 
apertures to view the pendulum, ham-
mered brass dial with applied metal 
numerals, and two-ball torsion pendulum, 
serial number 5001.
$300-$500
Circa 1920
12in x 7.5in x 5.25in

753
Clocks- 2 (Two) miniature 400-day (1) 
Phillip Hauck, Munich, Germany, “Se-
mester Uhr” or half-year clock, 200-day, 
time only, spring driven movement with 
torsion disc pendulum on a brass base, 
arabic numeral white enamel dial, under 
small glass dome, c1906; (2) Kienzle 
GmbH, Schwenningen, Germany, minia-
ture torsion pendulum clock, 30 day, time 
only, spring driven movement pin-pallet 
escapement and semi-spherical torsion 
pendulum on a polished stone base and 
under a glass dome, c1910.
$600-$800
8.5in x 6in x 6in

753

750
Gustav Becker, Freiburg, Germany, 400-
day clock, year running, time only, spring 
driven brass movement with torsion 
pendulum and deadbeat escapement 
with Vulliamy pallets, brass posts holding 
an arabic numeral cream colored enamel 
dial, blued steel poker hands, all on a 
turned wood base under a glass dome.
$300-$400
Circa 1926
12.5in x 8in x 8in

751
Kienzle GmbH, Schwenningen, Germany, 
400-day clock, year running, time only, 
spring driven brass movement with tor-
sion pendulum and rare Phillip Hauck 
style pendulum, wood pillars and base, 
roman numeral white enamel dial with 
black steel spade hands, all under a glass 
dome.
$300-$400
Circa 1910
12.5in x 7in x in

749
W. Würth & Co., Schwenningen, Ger-
many, 400-day clock, year running, time 
only, spring driven brass movement with 
torsion pendulum, brass base and posts, 
arabic numeral silvered dial with black 
steel spade hands, rare two-dial Würth 
pendulum.
$400-$600
Circa 1905
12in x 7in x 7in

749
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755
Large lot of pocket and wrist watch main-
springs, hands and dials
$300-$400
756
50 drawer steel cabinet filled with Waltham 
pocket watch parts, 18- 6/0 size, including 
a model 1908 “Vanguard” with wind indica-
tor, 14 size chronograph movements, hands, 
wheels, plates, dials, and more
$300-$400
15in x 13in x 6.25in
757
Forty nine drawer cabinet containing a large 
quantity of American parts movements, mak-
ers including Ball, Hampden, Hamilton, Illinois, 
Elgin, Columbus, South Bend, and others, 
includes a few movements by Longines and a 
few watch cases
$300-$400
15in x 13in x 6.25in
758
Four drawer Waltham material cabinet with 
Waltham and other material, including hands, 
screws, rollers, cannon pinions, wheels, regu-
lators, barrel arbors, crown wheels, shippers, 
springs, staffs, jewels, and more, the bottom 
drawer with a number of pocket watch move-
ments, and a large quantity of roller jewels, 
and timing screws
$250-$350
8.75in x 14.25in x 12in
759
Lot of parts watches, for 8 day and 30 hour 
pocket watches, travel clocks, and oversize 
pocket watches, together with a small box of 
reproduction and novelty watch dials
$200-$300
760
Six boxes containing thousands of pocket 
watch crystals, including a small number of 
high dome crystals without bullseyes for use 
on early verge watches, dimensions of largest 
box listed
$300-$400
4.5in x 12.75in x 7.75in
761
Three multi drawer cabinets filled with pocket 
watch parts and material, including jewels, 
hairsprings, screws, wheels, balances, case 
springs, cases, fusee chains, staffs, bridges, 
springs, pallets, winding parts, regulators, and 
more, dimensions of largest cabinet listed
$300-$400
13.5in x 12.5in x 6.5in

762
Twenty seven drawer cabinet containing a 
large quantity of verge and lever fusee mate-
rial including wheels, pallets, screws, springs, 
regulators, clicks, ratchets, hands, barrels, 
fusees, verge staffs, balances, balance cocks, 
plates, cases, and more, including three partial 
Swiss repeating movements
$300-$400
13.5in x 12.5in x 6.5in
763
Two large boxes and one small box of wrist 
and pocket watch material, American and 
Swiss, including balances, wheels, screws, 
staff assortments, stems, pallet arbors, timing 
and dial washers, pocket watch bows, crowns, 
spring bars, fusee chains, pallet stones, hole 
jewels, hands, and more, dimensions of large 
box listed
$300-$400
13in x 18in x 13in
764*
H. Snowden, United States, cast iron treadle-
powered buffer standing on three legs, a 
single foot pedal on one side turning a 14 inch 
combination flywheel and pulley for a belt to 
drive a two-ended spindle at the top of the 
adjustable column.
$400-$600
Circa 1860
44in x 17in x 17in

764

765
Atco Precision Tool Inc., Troy, Michigan, “MO-
TO-CENTER” cylindrical grinding fixture, 115v 
motor, used for grinding between centers 
with high accuracy, housed in finger-jointed 
mahogany box.
$1000-$1200
7in x 14.5in x 10.5in
766*
G. Boley, Germany, WW style watchmaker’s 
lathe, 50mm center height, accepting standard 
8mm, WW style collets, headstock with metal 
pulley, flip-up tool rest, tailstock, jeweling 
tailstock, cross slide, milling attachment with 
index plate and separate spindle, faceplate, 
and box with approximately 60 collets.
$800-$1000
7in x 12.5in x 4in

766

767
G. Boley, Germany, Geneva pattern 8mm 
watchmaker’s lathe with accessories in origi-
nal box, including headstock with indexing 
holes, lever-feed collet-holding tailstock, cross 
slide, tool rest, filing rest, 3-jaw chuck, split 
collet set, inside and outside step chucks, sup-
ports for pivoting and repivoting, and more, 
all contained in the original wood storage box. 
Lot also includes a motor, motor controller, 
and metal lathe base.
$650-$850
Circa 1980
6in x 17in x 12in

768
Emco Machine, Austria for American Edelstaal 
Inc., New York, NY, “Unimat model DB200” 
miniature lathe with power feed and many 
official Unimat accessories including 3-jaw 
chuck, 4-Jaw chuck, Jacob’s chucks, faceplate, 
tool rest, steady rest, indexing / dividing 
attachment, machine vise, cutting tools and 
more.
$400-$600
Circa 1975
5in x 17in x 10in

754
Lot of three Seitz jewel cabinets, including a 
good selection of balance, plate, center, cap, 
pallet, and roller jewels, large assortment 
dimensions listed
$400-$600
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783
Large Seitz friction jeweling tool with wooden 
storage case, together with a K & D 600 series 
staking set, dimensions of Seitz box listed
$300-$400
3in x 14.5in x 6.75in

784
Lot of watchmakers bench tools, including a 
Seitz jeweling tool, balance truing calipers, 
oilers and oil cups, crown chucks, Hardinge 
escapement matching tool, mainspring wind-
ers, tweezer sharpener, movement holders, 
depthing tools, poising tools, and more
$300-$400

785
Lot of watchmakers tools, including a Steiner 
Jacot tool, Vigor and Levin poising tools, a set 
of countersinks, two depthing tools, a bow 
mill, turns, an unidentified, a rounding up tool 
with lever feed, a purpose-made mill, and 
more
$400-$600

786
Parts and Tools- 2 (Two) boxes of clock parts 
and tools: lot includes clock parts such as pen-
dulums, keys, case parts, finials, suspensions 
springs, and hands. Tools include a movement 
test stand, metal punch, small mainspring 
winder, letdown keys, staking sets, broaches, 
gravers, burnishers, needle files and more.
$200-$300

787
Tools- 2 (Two) boxes of clock and watch relat-
ed tools including hole cutting set, ring man-
drels, cutting broaches, lathe cutting tools, pin 
vises, let-down keys, dentil tools, staking tool 
punches, glass cutters, paper cutters, abrasive 
wheels, small bench anvil, turning gravers, 
many taps & dies, and a Marv-L mainspring 
winder with retaining sleeves.
$200-$300

788
Tools- 3 (Three) (1) Kendrick & Davis, Leba-
non, N.H., “ series 600” staking set with 70 
punches, 20 stumps and anvil with rotating 
table all in a finger jointed wood box; (2) Crys-
tal installation set with pliers, dies, and plugs 
all in a finger jointed wood case; (3) G.P. Keller, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, analytical balance in a 
glazed mahogany case with two drawers and 
counter-weighted sliding front door.
$200-$300
16in x 16in x 10in
789*
Tools- 4 (Four) boxes of machinist’s tools 
including small taps and dies, slips and stones, 
a magnetic chuck, hand files, counterbore cut-
ters, V-blocks, machinist vises, a hinged tool 
plate, a 3-3/8 inch 4-jaw chuck by Bison, many 
assorted hand tools, miscellaneous tooling, 
and much more.
$300-$500

789

790
Tools- Machinist: lot includes a box of tools 
and guages including many boxed tools such 
as a Brown & Sharpe No. 495 bevel protractor, 
Mitutoyo digital and analog calipers, Lufkin 
radius guage set, Fowler digital micrometer, 
Barcor small hole guage, Peak glass scale, 
Federal test indicator, Tamaya angle guage, a 
Brown & Sharpe No. 58 3 Hite-set guage, and 
more
$300-$400
8in x 15in x 8.5in
791
Tools- Starrett Machinist: lot includes tools 
and gauges by L.S. Starrett of Athol, Mass., 
including many dial indicators in various condi-
tion, calipers in branded wood boxes, depth 
micrometer set in wood box, guage blocks, 
hole guages, telescoping guages, steel rules, 
machinist squares, a steel hammer with lens, 
drill & wire guages, screw pitch guage, taper 
guage, drill point guage, radius guage, pocket 
level, thickness guage, 18 inch machinists 
level, and more. Also included are two bench 
micrometers by Brown & Sharpe and E.J. Cady 
& Co.
$300-$500
792
Four drawer cabinet filled with pocket watch 
cases, silveroid, base metal, coin and sterling 
silver, many English, silver weight approxi-
mately 37 Troy oz
$400-$600
14.75in x 23.5in x 11.5in
793
Lot of gold filled pocket watch cases, hunting 
and open face, 760g TW
$400-$600
794*
Lot of gold filled pocket watch cases, hunting 
and open face, the majority 20- 25 year, 560g 
TW
$400-$600

794

795
Lot of gold filled pocket watch cases, hunting 
and open face, the majority 20- 25 year, 584g 
TW
$400-$600
796
Lot of pocket watch cases, backs and bezels, 
American and Swiss, 18- 10/0 size, hunting 
and open face, nickel, silver, gold filled and 
gun metal
$300-$400
797*
Lot of English sterling silver pocket watch 
cases, single and pair type, including one 18th 
century example in gilt brass with leather cov-
ering, and a small group of sterling and silver 
plate flatware, silver weight approximately 28 
Troy oz.
$250-$350

797

770
American Watch Tool Co., Waltham, Mass., 
“Webster-Whitcomb” 8mm watchmaker’s 
lathe, including many accessories such as a 
tailstock, flip-up tool rest, Rivett face plate, 
Rivett cross slide, jeweling tailstock, motor 
with foot pedal, and more than 75 split collets.
$400-$600
771
Lathes- 2 (Two): (1) American Watch Tool Co., 
Waltham, Mass., Webster-Whitcomb watch-
maker’s lathe, 50mm center height, accepting 
8mm collets, hard cone bearings, tailstock, 
tip-over tool rest, pivot polishing attachment, 
countershaft, motor, Bodine motor control-
ler, and 45 collets; (2) American Watch Tool. 
Co., Waltham, Mass., Webster-Whitcomb 
watchmaker’s lathe, 50mm center height, 
accepting 8mm collets, hard cone bearings, 
jeweling tailstock, tool rest, 3 axis cross-slide, 
bench made countershaft, motor, foot switch, 
and 20 collets.
$500-$700
8in x 12in x 4in
772
C. & E. Marshall Co., Chicago, Ill., compound 
cross slide for 8mm watchmaker’s lathe, three 
graduated wheels for manipulating the tool 
post, protractor arc from-50 to +50 degrees, 
dull nickel plated finish.
$200-$400
Circa 1940
2in x 6in x 7in
773*
E. Luthy- Hirt, Bienne, Switzerland, a nickel 
plated hairspring vibrating tool, with 18000 
beat reference balance
$250-$350

773

774
Five watchmakers tools, by Bergeon and 
Rolex, Bergeon tools include a boxed poising 
tool, a #30071 roller remover, a #30007 set of 
counter bores, and a #30414, set of six double 
ended cutters, together with a Rolex propeller 
wrench for opening Oyster cases with backs 
measuring 28.3mm and 29.5mm
$300-$400
775
H. Gerstner & Sons, Dayton, Ohio, 26 inch 
machinist’s chest in oak with hinged lid, fold 
down front panel covering 10 drawers, all 
lined with green felt, a Pratt & Whitney Hoke 
guage blocks set in the top compartment.
$300-$500
776
H. Gerstner & Sons, Dayton, Ohio, 31 inch 
machinist’s chest in oak with hinged lid, fold-
down front panel covering 5 drawers, all lined 
with green felt. The drawers contain assorted 
tools and guages including a combination 
square, guage pins, calipers, steel rules, a large 
selection of taps, and more.
$250-$350
14in x 31in x 8.25in
777
H. Gerstner & Sons, Dayton, Ohio, machin-
ist’s chest in oak with hinged lid, fold down 
front panel exposing 11 drawers, all lined 
with green felt. The chest contains many 
machinist’s tools including punches, reamers, 
counterbore cutters, keyway broaches, taps, 
center drills, countersinks, a Chesterman No. 
369 height guage, and a copy of “Machinery’s 
Handbook” from 1946.
$300-$500
16in x 20in x 9in
778
Tools- 2 (Two) machinist’s chests: (1) H. Ger-
stner & Sons, Dayton, Ohio, machinist’s chest 
in oak with hinged lid, fold down front panel 
exposing 11 drawers, all lined with green felt. 

779
Large lot of watchmakers tools, including hand 
and cannon pinion pullers, sleeve wrenches, 
roller removers, hairspring tools, tweezers, 
taps, dies, and screw plates, crystal removers, 
crown chucks, Waller gravers, LG case opener, 
balance screwdrivers, jewel pushers, scale 
magnifier, and more
$300-$400
780
Large lot of watchmakers tools, including Seitz 
jeweling tools, mainspring winders, staking 
tool and extra punches, spring bar maker, 
pliers, sleeve wrenches, case / crystal press, 
Bergeon four cup oil reservoir, Accutron test 
meter, diamond grinding wheels, vibrograf 
B200 timing machine, demagnetizers, and 
more
$300-$400
781*
Large lot of watchmakers, jewelers, and 
other tools, including Bergeon hairspring and 
balance calipers, screwdrivers, pliers, screw 
plates, ring stick, sizer and stretcher, RPM 
gauge, brass and steel lathe stock, gravers, 
empty aluminum storage boxes, blowers, files, 
hammers, balance chuck, slip stones, and 
more
$300-$400

781

782
Large Marshall staking / jeweling / drilling tool 
with box, triangular anvil with a substantial ar-
ray of punches and stumps, reamers and drills, 
with removable auxiliary piece having pulleys 
and handle, for driving drills when used for 
uprighting and other operations
$300-$400

769
F.W. Derbyshire, Waltham, Mass., 8mm watch-
maker’s lathe black crinkle finish, including 
many accessories such as a tailstock, flip-up 
tool rest, face plate, Rivett cross slide, counter 
shaft, Jacobs chuck, motor with foot pedal, 
and more than 110 split collets.
$400-$600

(2) H. Gerstner & Sons, Dayton, Ohio, machin-
ist’s chest in oak with hinged lid, fold down 
front panel exposing 7 drawers, all lined with 
green felt.
$200-$400
16in x 20in x 9in



798
Sumner Smith, Hartford, Ct., a mid 19th century, American made chronometer movement with spring detent escapement, brass, 
undersprung balance with three steel screws, the balance spring with three turns, the staff with steel impulse and unlocking pallets, 
blued and polished steel regulator, Earnshaw’s escapement, the detent mounted to a brass block and with slotted foot to permit 
adjustment, D shaped locking stone projecting downward, and passing spring riveted in place, five wheel train with going barrel, gilt 
plates with turned baluster pillars, and barrel bridge engraved “Sumner Smith Hartford”, and mainspring signed “Quelet”, roman 
numeral white enamel dial, with gold spade and poker hands, contained in a protective, cylindrical brass bowl with hinged, gilt bezel 
and hinged, glazed bottom, and purpose made, contemporary round cardboard box with marbleized paper covering, a paper which 
was found inside the box from one of Smith’s neighbors with partial name and address, and two broken detents, one with D spade 
steel locking piece, a brass detent mounting block, and three small screws, and a small archive of recent research into the maker and 
timepiece.

Condition: movement complete, gilding in good condition, good staff, steel impulse pallet with minor bend, bowl good, bezel glass 
missing, bezel with a few casting flaws, two screws which attach the bezel and movement to the cylinder broken, dial with two small 
edge chips and missing one foot, hands good, cardboard box with wear, paper found inside box with losses. Sumner Smith (Nov. 1, 
1811- Dec. 29, 1847) was born in Brighton, Mass. to Benjamin Smith and Mary Graves. He had arrived in Hartford by 1830, and is 
listed in directories as a jeweler, watchmaker, and finally horologist. In 1841 he married Mary Goodwin, and his working address, 166 
Main St., Hartford, is that of his father in law Horace Goodwin, who kept, “ constantly on hand for sale at reasonable prices, Watches, 
Jewelry, Fancy Goods, Musical Instruments, Music and Music Books, Looking Glasses, Housekeeping Hardware, and any quantity of 
Military Goods”. An article published in the NAWCC Bulletin, Vol. 57, No. 417, p.404- 407, details recent research into Smith and this 
timepiece, and includes a newspaper ad, placed by Smith in the July 20, 1842 edition of the Connecticut Courant, which states that 
“As a specimen of his work, a Ship Chronometer, made by the subscriber, can be seen at the store of H. Goodwin, 2d., No. 166 Main 
St, Hartford”. It also details a spat between Sumner Smith and Lorenzo Church, who had worked for Bliss and Creighton in New York, 
which played out in the pages of the same newspaper during the month of October, 1842, regarding the timepiece in Smith’s July 
20th ad. The mainspring, signed “Quelet”, and dated 1840, is probably the work of George L. Quelet, a mainspring manufacturer 
located at 33 Roosevelt Street, NY. Springs signed by Quelet have been found in at least one clock by Aaron Dodd Crane, and also a 
chronometer by Eggert & Son of New York. The chronometer is very unlike imported products of the period, and it seems a reason-
able conclusion that the timepiece (with the exception of the dial) is of Smith’s manufacture, and the one that he advertised in the 
Courant. As such, it is an important document of early American clock and watch making. For more information on George Quelet, 
see “Marine Chronometers At Greenwich” by Jonathan Betts, page 378, paragraph 3.

$1800-$2500   Circa 1842

204

Hartford Courant, October 5, 1842

Quelet’s Advertisement
Trow’s New York City Directory

1855 - 56

205



799
Reid & Sons, Newcastle On Tyne, a boxed, 
eight day marine chronometer, 14 jewel 
brass movement with spotted plates, 
Earnshaw’s escapement, cut bimetallic 
balance with Pooles auxiliary compensa-
tion, cylindrical weights, and blued helical 
balance spring, signed, roman numeral 
silvered dial with subsidiary dials for 
seconds and state of winding, gold spade 
and poker hands, in a brass, gimballed 
bowl, and housed in a Macassar ebony, 
three tier box with brass corners, han-
dles, and line inlay, the top with inlaid 
brass shield, and front with signed, inset 
mother of pearl plaque, with winding key, 
serial #4847
$2000-$3000
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800
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Penn., 
model 21 marine chronometer with glass 
bowl and wooden stand, 14 jewel, key 
wind and set, grained nickel plate move-
ment with spring detent escapement and 
chronometer balance with helical spring, 
arabic numeral silvered metal dial with 
wind indicator, black painted steel spade 
and poker hands, the timepiece con-
tained in a purpose made glass bowl with 
mahogany display stand, serial #2E12586, 
with key
$600-$800

801
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Penn., a 
model 21 marine chronometer with inner 
and outer boxes, for restoration
$500-$750
Circa 1940
9.25in x 10in x 10in

801

802
Longines, Switzerland, mounted lever 
escapement chronometer, brass bound, 
gimbaled, three tier hardwood box, the 
lid with plaque marked “Longines Watch 
Co. No. 2977195”, arabic numeral silvered 
dial with wind indicator, blued steel spade 
and poker hands, 15 jewel, adjusted, cali-
ber 21. 29 movement with lever escape-
ment, micrometric regulator, and cut, 
Guillaume style bimetallic balance, serial 
#2975975, c1910
$500-$700
4.5in x 4.5in x 4.5in

802

803
American Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, 
Mass., an 8 day, mounted deck watch 
with wind indicator, 37 size, 15 jewels, 
stem wind and set, adjusted, damascened 
nickel plate movement, roman numeral 
silvered dial with blued steel hands, 
contained in a gimballed brass bowl with 
knurled silver bezel, with brass bound, 
three tier mahogany box, and cherry 
outer box with leather strap and buckle, 
a Waltham rate card, and two “Standard 
Time” cards, serial #19042507
$450-$650
Circa 1915
7.25in x 10in x 7.25in

803

804
American Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, 
Mass., an 8 day, mounted deck watch 
with wind indicator, 37 size, 15 jewels, 
stem wind and set, adjusted, damascened 
nickel plate movement, arabic numeral 
silvered dial with blued steel hands, 
contained in a gimballed brass bowl with 
brass bezel, within a brass bound, three 
tier mahogany box, and cherry outer box 
with leather strap and buckle, and digital 
copies of a Waltham rate card, and two 
“Standard Time” cards, serial #16629534
$400-$500
Circa 1910
7.25in x 10in x 7.25in

804

805
Richard Hornby, Liverpool, a small two 
day marine chronometer and bowl only, 
11 jewel fusee movement with Hornby’s 
adjustable Earnshaw style detent, cut 
bimetallic balance, trapezoidal compen-
sation weights, and blued steel helical 
balance spring, signed, roman numeral 
silvered dial with wind indicator below 
12:00, gold spade and poker hands, and 
contained in a lacquered brass bowl with 
screw bezel, serial #347, c1830, together 
with a pocket watch movement only, also 
by Hornby, having an 11 jewel gilt move-
ment with Massey II type roller, serial 
#19921, c1820
$400-$600

805

800

806
Elgin Watch Co., Elgin, Illinois, a gimballed 
deck watch with boxes, 18 size, 15 jewels, 
stem wind and set, damascened nickel 
plate movement, roman numeral silvered 
dial with subsidiary seconds and blued 
steel hands, contained in a gimballed 
brass bowl, and within a brass bound ma-
hogany box, and with outer, lined cherry 
box with leather strap, serial #20297002
$300-$400   Circa 1920
7.25in x 10in x 7.25in

806

807
Zenith, Switzerland, a two day, boxed, rim 
wind and set, lever chronometer, the gilt, 
19 jewel, 3/4 plate movement with fish 
scale damascening, large, monometallic 
balance, Breguet overcoil balance spring, 
plain regulator and micrometric adjust-
ment for regulator pin spacing, arabic 
numeral silvered dial marked “Chronome-
tre Zenith”, with subsidiary seconds and 
wind indicator, blued steel hands, and 
contained in a brass bowl with gimbals, 
all mounted in a locking mahogany box 
with plaque marked “Chronometer Zenith 
Grand Prix Paris 1901, serial #30021
$300-$400   Circa 1910
4in x 6in x 5.75in

808
Lot of three Elgin 600 chronometer 
movements, for parts or restoration, with 
bowls and gimbals
$300-$50

808

809
Philadelphia College of Horology, an 
unusual student piece with electri-
cally impulsed lever escapement, the 
timepiece with large balance, fancy gilt 
balance cock with Church style regulator, 
counterpoised lever, and arabic numeral 
skeletonized dial exposing the gilt move-
ment, brass hands with the initials “E. G.”, 
all mounted to an oblong, German silver 
plate engraved “Philadelphia College of 
Horology”, and contained in a heavily 
molded, conforming hardwood case
$800-$1200

809

810
Robert H. Ingersoll & Bros., New York, NY, 
an Ingersoll counter top display case with 
twelve pocket watches, the glazed case 
with canted front, nickel plated frame, 
and decorative, embossed corners, the 
front glass with gilt lettering, “Ingersoll 
Dollar Watch All Guaranteed Ingersoll 
Watches”, the side glasses marked “The 
Ingersoll Watches”, the back with hinged 
door, and the interior lined with blue 
velvet, and with space for 12 watches, 
the watches included manufactured by 
Ingersoll, Smiths, Ansonia, and others
$300-$400   Circa 1900
9in x 8.5in x 9.25in

810

799
807
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812*
Robert H. Ingersoll & Bros., New York, 
NY, an Ingersoll countertop display case 
with twelve pocket watches, the glazed 
case with canted front, oak, and top with 
slot for Ingersoll sign, the front glass with 
etched, gilt lettering, “Ingersoll Watches”, 
and a strip along the base marked “See 
Name Ingersoll On Dial”, the back with 
hinged door, the interior lined with green 
velvet, and with space for 12 watches, the 
watches included manufactured by Inger-
soll, Ingraham, Ansonia, and others
$300-$400   Circa 1910
9in x 9in x 9in

812

813*
Watch hutches- 2 (Two), the first a mid 
18th century, carved wooden hutch in the 
rococo style, ornamented with “c” scrolls 

813

814

814*
Large lot of watch holders and hutches, 
19th and 20th century, including one with 
inkstand, a silver mounted rosewood 
example, on e in gilt bronze in the rococo 
style, a carriage clock form hutch with 
thick beveled glasses, and more, together 
with 9 stands, and other cast figures 
and stands which are either incomplete, 
or were not intended for the display of 
watches
$300-$400

815*
14 karat yellow gold double Albert watch 
chain, double curb link with with T bar 
and initial fob, 19in, 39g TW
$700-$900

815

816*
Watch chain, single Albert style,14 karat 
yellow gold with oblong links and chain 
link T bar, with 19th century gold watch 
key, and carved coral, 18 karat gold 
mounted Buddha, 13”, 32.4g TW
$500-$600

816

817
Pocket watch chains- 12 (Twelve), all gold 
filled, single Albert type with various link 
styles, all with fobs, 12- 20in
$300-$400

818*
An open face watch case in 14 karat yel-
low gold, a 14 karat yellow gold ring with 
marquis and rectangular diamonds, 14 
karat gold bridge work, three 14 karat 
gold clasp parts, and a watch bezel and 
scrap of wire in 8- 9 karat gold, 14 k, 
37.3g TW, 8- 9k 1g TW, together with 
six small diamonds and a small group of 
other gem simulants
$600-$700

818

811*
Robert H. Ingersoll & Bros., New York, 
NY, an Ingersoll countertop display case 
with eight pocket and two wrist watches, 
the glazed, sheet metal case with canted 
front, faux wood graining and line inlay, 
and upper rail with “ ingersoll Watches” 
in script, wood base with chamfered 
edges, the back with hinged door, and 
the interior lined with brown velvet, each 
watch with price card below, and with 
space for 10 watches, the watches all of 
Ingersoll manufacture, many matching 
the descriptions on their respective cards
$300-$400   Circa 1920
10in x 12.75in x 5.5in

811

and surmounted by a carved figure, the 
other in the form of a tall clock with 
bombe base, the mahogany case with 
contrasting wood inlays, and carved feet
$300-$500
19.25in x 7.5in x 4in



209

819
Parmigiani Fleurier, Switzerland, “Toric Minute Repeater”, ref. #CO3521, 33 jewels caliber 250 manual wind, adjusted to 5 positions, 
cotes de Geneve decorated movement with lever escapement and whiplash micrometric regulator, in a platinum case with glazed 
back, engine turned black metal dial with arabic numerals and dot markers, and seconds at 9:00, white gold javelin hands, original 
black strap with 18k white gold Parmigiani deployant clasp, with fitted wooden case and outer box, serial #2276, 40mm, 116. 2g TW, 
c2000

Condition: CASE: Dings, lower right lug; Minor scratches on outer surface of case; Scratches between lugs at 12:00; Precious metal 
content marked. DIAL: Very good. HANDS: Very good. MOVEMENT PLATES: Very good. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order 
(winds, sets and ticks) COMPLICATION FUNCTION: Functions properly. Clasp: Minor scratches. Box good. Michel Parmigiani trained at 
the Val de Travers school of Watchmaking, and then at the Chaux de Fonds Technicum, and upon graduation established a workshop 
specializing in the restoration of historically important timepieces. In 1996, the Parmigiani Fleurier brand was launched, and it has 
embraced and remained true to the technical and aesthetic mastery seen in the timepieces that had initially sustained and inspired 
it’s founder.

$30000-$40000

209
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821
A. Lange & Söhne, Glashutte, a rose gold ref. 109.032 “Lange 1 Moonphase” wrist watch with three day power reserve, cal. L901.5, 
54 jewels, manual winding, adjusted to five positions, cotes de Geneve decorated maillechort plate movement with lever escape-
ment, two spring barrels, gold jewel settings and whiplash micrometric regulator in an 18 karat rose gold case, silver dial with roman 
numeral and lozenge marker chapter ring at left, the right side of the dial with large date at 1:00, power reserve indicator at 3:00 and 
constant seconds with phases of the moon at 5:00, gold luminous alpha hands, serial #151883 (case), 42628 (movement), 38mm, 
114.8g TW, original date of sale 7/1/04, with Lange alligator strap and gold deployant clasp, boxes, guarantee and paperwork.

Condition: CASE: Very fine scratches on outer surface of case; A few tiny dings; Strap with wear; Clasp with fine scratches; Precious 
metal content marked. DIAL: Very good. HANDS: Very good. MOVEMENT PLATES: Very good. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order 
(winds, sets and ticks) COMPLICATION FUNCTION: Functions properly; Correctors functional. Boxes and paperwork very good.

$10000-$15000

211

820
A. Lange & Söhne, Glashutte, a rose gold, ref. 403.031 “Datograph” wrist chronograph, cal. L951.1, 40 jewels, manual winding, 
adjusted to 5 positions, spotted and cotes de Geneve decorated maillechort plate movement with lever escapement, gold jewel set-
tings and whiplash micrometric regulator in an 18 karat rose gold case with glazed back, roman numeral and baton marker black dial 
with large date at 12:00, 30 minute register at 4:00 and constant seconds at 8:00, luminous gold alpha hands, serial #152090 (case), 
38105 (movement), 38mm, 120.3g TW, original date of sale 8/2/04, with Lange alligator strap and gold buckle, boxes, guarantee and 
paperwork.

Condition: CASE: Very fine scratches on outer surface of case; Precious metal content marked. DIAL: Very good. HANDS: Very good. 
MOVEMENT PLATES: Very good. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, sets and ticks) COMPLICATION FUNCTION: Functions 
properly; Date corrector functional. Strap with wear; Buckle with very fine scratches. Boxes and paperwork good.

$25000-$35000



823
International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, ref. 5001.06 “Portugieser Automatic” with seven day power reserve, cal. 51010, 44 jewels, 
automatic winding, adjusted to 5 positions, damascened nickel plate movement with lever escapement and free sprung balance in an 
18 karat white gold case with glazed back and arabic numeral, brushed gray dial with power reserve indicator at 3:00, date aperture 
at 6:00 and constant seconds at 9:00, polished leaf hands, serial #3153834 (case), 2963595 (movement), 42mm, 130.6g TW, original 
date of sale 10/10/04, with IWC alligator strap and white gold deployant clasp, box, and paperwork.

Condition: CASE: A few tiny dings; Very fine scratches on outer surface of case; Lug at 1:00 with scratch; Precious metal content 
marked. DIAL: Very good. HANDS: Very good. MOVEMENT PLATES: Very good. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, sets 
and ticks) Strap with wear; Clasp with fine scuffs and scratches; Box and papers good.

$7000-$8000

213212 Additional information and photos available at schmitt-horan.com

822
Breitling Watch Co., Switzer-
land, a rare pre 806 “Navi-
timer” wrist chronograph, 
17 jewels, manual winding, 
gilt plate Valjoux 72 move-
ment with lever escapement 
in a stainless steel case 
with beaded, rotating bezel 
and leather strap, lumi-
nous arabic numeral black 
dial with AOPA logo, hour 
and minute registers and 
constant seconds, luminous 
hour and minute hands, se-
rial #839210, 40mm, c1955, 
with associated Breitling 
box.

Condition: CASE: Minor, fine pitting; Some polishing and regraining; Back regrained and with wear; Underside of two lugs with burrs; 
Back with a few marks from case knife; Plastic crystal with minor scratches; Strap with residue from inside of box. DIAL: A few minor 
marks and scratches, tiny spot of corrosion at 9:00, otherwise very good. HANDS: White paint refreshed; Chronograph hand replaced. 
MOVEMENT PLATES: Minor marks and scratches on plate; Some steel components with a few specks of oxide; Some screw heads 
with minor marring. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, sets and ticks) COMPLICATION FUNCTION: Functions properly. 
Box with scuffs and losses.
$8000-$10000



825
Patek, Philippe & Co., Geneva, a gold Calatrava ref. 2484 wrist watch, 18 jewels, cal. 10- 200, manual winding, adjusted to 5 positions, 
temperature and isochronism, cotes de Geneve decorated nickel plate movement with lever escapement, monometallic balance and 
whiplash micrometric regulator in an 18 karat yellow gold case with engraved presentation on back, and black lizard grain strap, ba-
ton marker silver dial, gold baton hands, serial #741075 (movement), #682663 (case), 32mm, 36g TW, c1955, with associated Patek 
Philippe box.

Condition: CASE: Small dings and pin pricks; Fine scratches on outer surface of case; Plastic crystal; Underside of two lugs with local-
ized wear; One lug with number scratched into underside; Precious metal content marked. DIAL: A few fine scratches; minor spot-
ting. HANDS: Good. MOVEMENT PLATES: Minor scratches on plate; Bright work with fine scratches. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running 
order (winds, sets and ticks) Box very good.

$3000-$5000   4.75in x 9.75in x 6.5in

215214 Additional information and photos available at schmitt-horan.com

824
Rolex Watch Co., Switzerland, ref. 16600 “Sea Dweller”, cal. 3135, 31 jewels, automatic winding, adjusted to 5 positions and tempera-
ture nickel plate movement with lever escapement and free sprung, micro stella balance in a stainless steel case with triplock crown, 
gas escape valve, unidirectional rotating bezel and ref. 93160A bracelet, luminous black dial with date aperture at 3:00, luminous, 
polished steel hands, serial #P496478, 39mm, c2000, with associated box and papers.

Condition: CASE: Minor dings; Very fine scratches on outer surface of case; Crystal with minor scratches; Bracelet with minor scuffs 
and scratches. DIAL: Very good. HANDS: Very good. MOVEMENT PLATES: Very good. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, 
sets and ticks), would benefit from service. Outer box good, with minor lifting of covering, inner box very good.

$5000-$7000
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826
Zenith, Switzerland, a man’s ref. 30.0240.410, El Primero Chronomaster wrist watch with box and timing certificate, cal 410, 31 
jewels, automatic winding, stem setting, nickel plate movement with lever escapement, chonograph, triple calendar and phases of 
the moon, in a 18 karat yellow gold case with glazed back, roman numeral and pyramid marker white dial with constant seconds, 30 
minute and 12 hour registers, moon phase display at 6:00 and calendar apertures at 10:00, 2:00. and 4: 30, gold dauphine hands, 
serial #171851, 40mm, 91.5g TW, c2000, with original Zenith alligator strap and gold buckle, COSC certificate dated 9/19/2001, and 
original, gilt stamped red morocco box.

Condition: CASE: Fine marks and scratches, very good overall; Precious metal content marked. DIAL: Very good. HANDS: Very good. 
MOVEMENT PLATES: Very good. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, sets and ticks) COMPLICATION FUNCTION: Functions 
properly. Box with a few minor marks and scuffs, certificate good, with folds.

$4000-$6000
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827
Patek, Philippe & Co., Geneva, a man’s 
rectangular gold wrist watch, 18 jewels, 
cal. 9- 90, manual winding, adjusted, 
cotes de Geneve decorated nickel plate 
movement with lever escapement, cut 
bimetallic balance, gold timing screws 
and micrometric regulator in an 18 karat 
yellow gold case with burgundy ostrich 
strap, and arabic numeral silver dial with 
gold baton hands, serial #836972 (move-
ment), #635988 (case), 22mm x 39mm, 
33g TW, c1945, with associated Patek 
Philippe box.
$2500-$3500   4in x 10.5in x 7.5in

827

828
Vacheron & Constantin, Geneva, a man’s 
gold ref. 6913 wrist watch, 18 jewels, 
manual winding cal. K1001, adjusted to 5 
positions, temperature and isochronism, 
cotes de Geneve decorated nickel bar 
movement with lever escapement in an 
18 karat, yellow gold, square case, square 
dot and baton marker silver dial, gold 
baton hands, serial #573363 (movement), 
404698 (case), 25mm x 32mm, 27g TW, 

828

829
Movado, Switzerland, ref. 44.55.877, 
“Museum” 50 year anniversary wrist 
watch with presentation box, cal.21, 18 
jewels, manual winding, 5 adjustments, 
cotes de Geneve decorated nickel plate 
movement with lever escapement in an 
18 karat yellow gold case with square 
lugs, black dial with gilt, convex round 
marker at 12:00, gold dauphine hands, 
serial #1/100, 30mm, 32.5g TW, c2000, 
with black crocodile strap and gilt buckle, 
black lacquered presentation box and 
warranty.
$800-$1200

829

830
Wempe, Glashutte, Germany, Ref. WM54-
0002, Zeitmeister chronograph, chro-
nograph, 27 jewels, automatic winding, 
spotted, nickel plate movement with lever 
escapement in a stainless steel case and 
black painted dial with baton markers and 
subsidiary dials for chronograph registers 
and constant seconds, 

830

831
Tag Heuer, Switzerland, ref. CAU1116 
“Formula 1” quartz wrist chronograph, 13 
jewel Ronda cal. 5040.D movement in a 
stainless steel case with black tachymeter 
bezel and stainless bracelet, baton marker 
black metal dial with 30 minute regis-
ter, tenth seconds register and constant 
seconds, luminous polished steel baton 
hands, 41mm, c2016.
$500-$700

831

832
Wittnauer Watch Co., Switzerland, a ref. 
245T/ 7006 wrist chronograph, with GMT 
hand, 17 jewel Valjoux 729 movement, 
black three register dial, Mercedes hands, 
and stainless steel case, 40mm x 42mm, 
c1970
$500-$700

832

polished steel alpha style hands, case 
serial #550245, movement serial #908, 
42mm, with Wempe strap and deployant 
clasp, original inner and outer boxes, cer-
tificate, and related paperwork, originally 
sold 2007.
$800-$1200

c1960, with light brown lizard strap and 
gilt buckle.
$1000-$1500
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833*
Seiko Time Corp., Japan, a man’s ref. 
6139- 6005 “Pogue” automatic wrist 
chronograph, cal. 6139B, 17 jewels, 
automatic winding nickel plate movement 
with lever escapement, in a stainless steel 
case with luminous marker yellow metal 
dial with 30 minute register at 6:00 and 
day / date aperture at 3:00, yellow rotat-
ing bezel, and luminous baton hands, 
serial #550987, 38mm x 46mm, c1975.
$200-$300

833

834*
Wrist watches- 2 (Two), the first a Hamil-
ton “Pacer”, cal. 500 electric movement, 
arabic numeral and arrow marker black 
dial, white and yellow gold filled asym-
metric case, serial #67877L, the other 
a Tudor “Prince Oysterdate”, 25 jewel, 
cal.2484 automatic movement, baton 
marker metal dial, and gold filled case
$400-$600

834

835*
Wrist watches- 2 (Two), the first by Marc 
& Sons, 24 jewel automatic movement, 
arabic numeral and baton marker dial 
with date at 3:00, stainless case and 
bracelet, 44mm, with box and extra 
bracelet, the other a Seiko ref. “7S26-
0020 Diver’s 200m”, 21 jewel automatic 
movement, black dial with luminous 
markers and day/date at 3:00, stainless 

835

836
Wrist watches- 3 (Three), the first a Seiko 
5T52- 6A5A “World Timer”, stainless steel 
case and bracelet, dial with 12 and 24 
hour displays, constant seconds, alarm, 
and date aperture at 3:00, the next a 
Seiko 6M15-0010 “World Timer Chrono-
graph”, stainless steel case and bracelet 
with gilt bezel, 12 and 24 hour displays, 
date display at 3:00, and function selector 
at 6:00, and a Citizen “World Time Chro-
nograph”, stainless steel case and brace-
let, black dial with analog and selectable 
digital displays
$200-$300

837
Wrist watches- 4 (Four), the first a Seiko 
A239- 502A “World Time”, with LCD dis-
play, stainless case and bracelet, the next 
a Seiko 5M23- 6B10 “Kinetic Automatic”, 
stainless steel case and bracelet with gilt 
bezel, the next an Accurist “GMT004”, 
displaying four time zones, two with day 
/ night indicator, and retrograde date 
display at 6:00, stainless steel case with 
gilt bezel, an d brown leather strap with 
gilt buckle, and the last a Rene Barton, 
with stainless steel case, date at 12:00, 12 

838*
Wrist watches- 20 (Twenty), mechanical 
and electric, makers including Accutron, 
Wittnauer, Elgin, Hamilton, Bulova, 
Roamer, and others
$200-$300
839
Large lot of men’s and women’s wrist 
watches, quartz and mechanical, makers 
including Seiko, Pulsar, Time Shop, Timex, 
Bulova, Benrus, Casio, Citizen, Gruen, Cor-
tebert, Vulcain, and others
$200-$300

840
Lot of wrist watches, movements, cases 
and bands, mechanical and quartz, mak-
ers including Hamilton, Bulova, Citizen, 
Medana, Benrus, Gruen, Girard Per-
regaux, Wittnauer, Waltham, and others
$200-$300

838

841
Lot of Swiss wrist chronograph move-
ments and cases, makers including Venus, 
Landeron, Pierce, and others, together 
with a Universal triple calendar, calibre 
291
$300-$500

and 24 hour display, and day of the week, 
with brown leather strap
$200-$300

steel case with unidirectional rotating 
bezel, and stainles steel bracelet, 40mm
$250-$350

835
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842
Theodore Marie Leroy, Paris, an extremely rare and possibly unique precision pocket watch with experimental balance, 20 jewels, 
stem wind and pin set, gilt bar movement with counterpoised lever escapement, unusual, cut bimetallic balance with rim made up 
of alternating prismatic sections of brass and steel, gold timing screws and wolf’s tooth winding in a sterling silver, hinged back and 
bezel, engine turned, open face case with Jurgensen lips and cuvette marked “Th. Leroy Constructeur De Chronometres 88 Rue De 
Varenne Paris” and roman numeral, single sunk white enamel dial, plum colored steel spade and whip hands, 50mm, c1880.

Condition: CASE: Band with flat spot; Numerous dings and pin pricks; Scratches on outer surface of case; Fine scratches on inner 
surface of case; Engine turning with moderate wear; Bow with minor distortion; Polish residue; Precious metal content marked. DIAL: 
Hairlines in enamel, light, 12:00 to center; Tiny flake at edge above 12:00. HANDS: Minor oxide, minute. MOVEMENT PLATES: Minor 
dings, scuffs and scratches on plate; Small spot of corrosion; Bright work with minor patches of oxide; Concentric scratches on barrel 
and center wheel. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, sets and ticks), would benefit from service. Theodore Marie Leroy 
(1827- 1899) studied watchmaking under Simon Vissiere, and later worked for both Winnerl and Breguet. He was a very skilled watch 
and chronometer maker, and was appointed “Horloger de la Marine” in 1859, the same year in which his son, the celebrated Louis 
Leroy was born. It is interesting to note the similarity between the balance in this watch, and the patent balance of Charles Vander 
Woerd. While the Woerd balance patent specifies that the prismatic laminae are to be approximately one sixth of the circumference 
of the balance diameter, with the bimetallic portion located at the fixed ends of the rim, the Leroy balance uses the prismatic lami-
nae for the full length of the rim. The “Reports of the United States Commissioners to the Paris Universal Exposition 1878” discuss 
Woerds new balance on pages 412- 414, and may have ifluenced Leroy to experiment with the design.

$1800-$2500

Lot 842, Balance
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844
Joseph Antram, London, an early 18th century silver and leather covered pair cased pocket watch, key wind and set, gilt, full plate 
movement with Egyptian pillars, pierced and engraved silver balance cock incorporating the letters “GR” into the cock foot, Tompion 
regulator and decorative blued steelwork, the top plate signed “Jos. Antram Watchmaker to His Majesty GR London 661” with verge 
escapement and three arm brass balance in a silver pair case, the outer case covered with textured leather decorated with pique pins 
and lined with pink silk, roman numeral white enamel dial with arabic five minute markers, blued steel beetle and poker hands, serial 
#661, 51mm, c1715.

Condition: CASE: Outer case very good, missing two pins; Inner case with fine scratches and fine pin pricks; Crystal with scratches. 
DIAL: An early replacement; Very good. HANDS: Very good. MOVEMENT PLATES: A few minor marks and scratches; Movement catch 
and screw with a few spots of minor oxide. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, sets and ticks)

$1800-$2500

843
Antoine Thiout, a Paris, an early 18th century “Oignon” pocket watch, key wind and set, gilt full plate movement with verge escape-
ment, pierced and engraved balance bridge and Egyptian pillars, contained in a brass open face case, the white enamel dial with blue 
enamel roman numerals on faux raised cartouches, and peripheral arabic five minute markers, blued steel beetle and poker hands, 
57mm, c1725.

Condition: CASE: Minor dings and shallow dents; Very fine scratches on outer surface of case; Front and back with small holes at 
joint, likely for pins to secure an early outer leather covering; Pendant slightly loose; Bow replaced. DIAL: Filled loss around wind-
ing hole and at case catch; Hairline at winding hole, cluster of hairlines at catch; minor loss and a few short hairlines at edge, 10:00; 
Minor scratches. HANDS: Replaced. MOVEMENT PLATES: Dings and scratches on plate; Pillars, wheels, balance bridge and other 
components with fine abrasion; Some screws replaced; Coqueret with fine abrasion and minor pitting; Will run after applying pres-
sure to train, needs service. Antoine Thiout (1692- 1767) is probably best known as the author of “Traite de Horlogerie Mechanique 
et Pratique”, the two volume tome being an important reference on 18th century clock and watch making. A rare, early timepiece by 
this important maker.

$2000-$3000

220
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845
Patek, Philippe & Co., Geneva, for Jahnke Bros., Richmond, Virginia, a man’s gold pocket watch, 18 jewels, stem wind and set, 
adjusted to 6 positions, temperature and isochronism cotes de Geneve decorated nickel bar movement with counterpoised lever es-
capement, cut bimetallic balance, gold timing screws and Wilmot micrometric regulator in an 18 karat, yellow gold, hinged back and 
bezel open face case, the back with monogram and the cuvette engraved “Walter Buckner, Richmond Va.”, arabic numeral, outer red 
5-minute markers single sunk white enamel dial, gold Louis XV style hands, serial #163472, 46mm, 79.8g TW, c1915.

Condition: CASE: Small, shallow dents; Dings and pin pricks; Scratches on outer surface of case; Marring on inner surface of case 
back; Fine scratches on cuvette; Crystal with edge chips; Crown worn; Precious metal content marked. DIAL: Dial with multiple 
hairlines, more severe cracking at 5:00. HANDS: Good. MOVEMENT PLATES: Scratches and minor spotting on plate; Burrs on top of 
balance cock; Bright work with scattered specks of oxide; Small gouge at crown wheel bridge screw; Screw slots with marring. MOVE-
MENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, sets and ticks), low balance amplitude, needs service.

$2000-$2500
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846
Henri Louis Matile Fils, Locle, for E. S. 
Ettenheimer & Co., Rochester, NY, a man’s 
large gold pocket watch, 21 jewels, key 
wind and set, damascened nickel bar 
movement with lever escapement, cut 
bimetallic balance, gold jewel settings, 
gold timing screws and gold wheel train 
in a heavy, 18 karat, yellow gold, reeded 
edge, engine turned hunting case with 
retailer’s details engraved on gold cuvette 
and roman numeral, double sunk white 
enamel dial, plum colored steel Breguet 
style hands, serial #8197, 57mm, 163.1g 
TW, c1880.
$1500-$1800

847
William Kipling, London, an early 18th 
century silver pair cased pocket watch, 
key wind and set gilt full plate movement 
with pierced and engraved balance cock, 
Tompion regulator, decorative blued steel 
work, and verge escapement, in a silver 
pair case, the outer case back engraved 
“John Wilson Stainmoor” and silver, ro-
man numeral champleve dial with arabic 
five minute markers, blued steel beetle 
and poker hands, serial #1304, 55mm, 
c1730.
$1400-$1800

847

848
John Wood, Liverpool, an 18 karat gold 
fusee pocket watch with Massey III lever 
escapement, 15 jewels, key wind and 
set, gilt full plate movement, the balance 
cock with engraved basket of flowers and 
the word “Patent”, in an 18 karat, yellow 
gold, hinged back and bezel, reeded edge, 
engine turned open face case with Ches-
ter hallmark and date letter for the year 
1820, roman numeral white enamel dial, 
gold spade and poker hands, serial #3293, 
54mm, 147g TW.
$1200-$1400

849
Henry Beguelin, Locle, a mans gold 
pocket watch, 21 jewels, stem wind and 
lever set, cotes de Geneve decorated 
nickel bar movement with lever escape-
ment, cut bimetallic balance, gold jewel 
settings, gold timing screws and wolf’s 
tooth winding in an 18 karat, yellow gold, 
engine turned and engraved hunting case 
with Jurgensen lips and maker’s details 
engraved on gold cuvette, roman nu-
meral, single sunk white enamel dial, gold 
paste set hands, serial #11584, 50mm, 
109.5g TW, c1865.
$1000-$1200

849

850
Grand, London, an 18th century triple 
case verge fusee pocket watch, key wind 
and set, gilt full plate movement with 
pierced and engraved balance cock and 
regulator plate, contained in a sterling 
silver triple case, the outer with tortoise-
shell cover and pique pin decoration, 
and with early gouache on paper with 
the Beekman family crest and the name 
“P. D. Beekman”, the intermediate case 
with rococo style repousse ornament 
surrounding a scene with figures engaged 
in conversation, and smooth inner case 
with London hallmark and date letter for 
the year 1762, roman numeral, arcaded, 
silver champleve dial with pierced cen-
ter, signed “Grand London”, and fancy, 
pierced gold hands, serial #8723, 56mm.
$900-$1200

851
Joseph Johnson, Liverpool, a gold lever 
fusee pocket watch for the American mar-
ket, 17 jewels, key wind and set gilt full 
plate “Liverpool Runner” with aperture 
in balance cock, contained in a 14 karat 
yellow gold, engine turned and engraved 
hunting case, marked “H. & McL.”, pos-
sibly Harper & McLean of Philadelphia, 
roman numeral white enamel dial, gold 
fleur de lis hands, serial #19281, 52mm, 
134.1g TW, c1850.
$900-$1200

851

848 850846
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858
Switzerland, for K.W. Green, Roanoke, 
Va., a man’s 14 karat gold pocket watch 
with chain, 17 jewel, stem wind and set, 
spotted nickel plate movement with lever 
escapement, cut bimetallic balance, and 
whiplash micrometric regulator, in a 14 
karat, yellow gold, hinged back and bezel 
open face case, arabic numeral, outer red 
five minute markers, single sunk white 
enamel dial, plum colored whip and 
spade hands, serial #1738086, 45mm, 
61.5g TW, c1920, with gold filled chain.
$600-$800

858

859
William Read, Liverpool, a man’s gold 
pocket watch, 18-19 jewels, key wind and 
set, gilt full plate fusee movement with 
lever escapement, beautifully engraved 
dust cap, and balance cock with glazed 
circular aperture in a 10-12 karat, yellow 
gold, engraved hunting case, roman nu-
meral white enamel dial, blued steel fleur 
de lis hands, serial #14821, 52mm, 120.6g 
TW, c1850.
$600-$800

859

860
Switzerland, an unusual Civil War era 
silver pocket watch with decorative dial 
and case, 11 jewels, key wind and set gilt 
bar movement with lever escapement 

860

861
George Prior, London, a triple cased verge 
fusee pocket watch made for the Turk-
ish market for which Prior was a major 
supplier of pocket watches. Key wind and 
set, gilt full plate movement with pierced 
and engraved balance cock in a tortoise 
shell covered outer case with engraving 
and pique pin ornament, and containing 
sterling silver pair cases, the back of the 
intermediate case with engraved floral 
wreath encircling a musical trophy, the in-
ner cases with London hallmark and date 
letter for the year 1783, turkish numeral, 
outer black five minute marker white 
enamel dial, blued steel beetle and poker 
hands, serial #14626, 74mm.
$400-$600

861

862

863
Louis Audemars, Brassus & Geneve, a 
precision lever pocket watch with helical 
balance spring, 21 jewels, stem wind 
and lever set, cotes de Geneve deco-
rated nickel plate movement with lever 
escapement, cut bimetallic balance, gold 
jewel settings, gold timing screws and 
shepherds crook counterpoise, now in a 
sterling silver, screw back and bezel open 
face case, with roman numeral, single 
sunk white enamel dial and plum col-
ored steel spade and whip hands, serial 
#12636, 57mm, c1870.
$400-$600

863

in a silver hunting case, the front with 
engraved vignette depicting a soldier 
with rifle and bayonet at the top of a hill 
with six bayonets visible at his left and 
right, the case back with ironclad warship, 
roman numeral white enamel dial with 
unusual glass center having a colored 
print transferred to the back, showing 
two Union soldiers in a landscape, one 
with rifle, the other with flag, speaking 
with a seated woman, and with tents in 
the background, 56mm, c1863.
$500-$700`

862
Joseph Herring, London, a mid 18th cen-
tury silver pair cased verge pocket watch, 
key wind and set gilt full plate movement 
with pierced and engraved balance cock, 
square baluster pillars, Tompion regula-
tor and decorative steel work in a sterling 
silver pair case, the inner with London 
hallmark and date letter for the year 1753 
and signed, roman numeral silver champ-
leve dial with arabic five minute markers, 
blued steel beetle and poker hands, serial 
#1808, 49mm.
$400-$600

852
Pearce, Nottingham, a decorative, 18 
karat gold lever fusee pocket watch, 7 
jewels, key wind and set gilt full plate 
movement, in an 18 karat, yellow gold, 
hinged back and bezel, engine turned 
open face case with scalloped band, fancy 
bow, Chester hallmark and date letter 
for the year 1830, roman numeral gold 
dial decorated with with closely spaced 
concentric rings and multi color gold foli-
ate border, gold spade and whip hands, 
48mm, 101.6g TW.
$900-$1100

852

853
Switzerland, a man’s gold quarter repeat-
ing pocket watch, 32 jewels, stem wind 
and pin set, damascened nickel plate 
movement with counterpoised lever 
escapement, cut bimetallic balance and 
wolf’s tooth winding in an 18 karat, yel-
low gold, hinged back and bezel, engine 
turned and engraved open face case, the 
maker’s details engraved on gold cuvette 
and with monogram on rear cover, arabic 
numeral, outer red 5-minute markers, 
single sunk white enamel dial, gold Louis 
XV style hands, serial #17985, 50mm, 
98.1g TW, c1890.
$800-$1200

853

854
Adams & Co., Liverpool, a man’s gold 
pocket watch, 7 jewels, key wind and set 
gilt full plate fusee movement with lever 
escapement in a 14 karat, yellow gold, 
hinged back and bezel, engine turned and 
engraved open face case, roman numeral 
gold dial with engraved c scrolls enfram-
ing a shoreline scene, gold hands, serial 
#11697, 50mm, 105.2g TW, c1840.
$700-$900

854

855
Carbonnier a Lausanne, an early 18th 
century pair cased verge pocket watch, 
the gilt full plate movement with pierced 
and engraved balance cock and regulator 
plate, pierced Egyptian pillars, Tompion 
regulator, and decorative steel work, 
roman numeral silver champleve dial 
with arabic five minute markers, the 
center with foliate scrolls, cartouches 
and winged mask, blued steel beetle and 
poker hands, 58mm, c1710
$700-$1000

855

856
P. Leyland, Liverpool, a decorative gold 
fusee pocket watch with Massey II lever 
escapement, 7 jewels, key wind and set, 
gilt full plate movement with engraved 
balance cock, polished steel balance and 
diamond endstone in a 14 karat, yel-
low gold, hinged back and bezel, engine 

856

857
Anonymous, a mid 18th century con-
tinental verge pocket watch with date 
indication and repousse and enamel 
silver case, key wind and set gilt full plate 
movement with pierced and engraved 
balance bridge, Tompion regulator, 
square baluster pillars and decorative 
blued screws in a silver pair case, the 
outer ornamented with male and female 
busts separated by acanthus and other 
naturalistic ornament, the center of the 
back with polychrome enamel plaque fea-
turing a landscape occupied by a couple 
in period dress, enjoying a glass of wine, 
roman numeral silver arcaded champleve 
dial with arabic five minute markers, the 
pierced and engraved center with foliate 
ornament, two birds and date aperture 
above 6:00, gilt brass hands, 55mm, 
c1740.
$600-$900

857

turned open face case, the bezel and edge 
of the back with scalloped ornament, 
roman numeral gold dial with central 
engraved shoreline scene and foliate, 
multicolor gold border, blued steel spade 
and poker hands, serial #5836, 48mm, 
100.3g TW, c1820.
$700-$900
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870
X. Schwer, Salzburg, a large, early 19th 
century ornamental pair case verge fusee 
pocket watch, key wind and set, en-
graved, gilt full plate movement decorat-
ed with five faceted garnets and balance 
bridge with silver applique depicting 
Christ on the cross in a silver pair case, 
the outer with tortoise shell covering at-
tached with domed silver pins, the inner 
case with engraved bezel and signed “X. 
Schwer Salzburg”, roman numeral white 
enamel dial with unusual leaf decorated 
hands, 73mm.
$300-$400

871
Anonymous, Switzerland, an early 19th 
century center seconds verge fusee 
pocket watch with decorative dial, key 
wind and set, gilt full plate movement 
with pierced and engraved balance 
bridge, silver consular case with high 
dome bullseye crystal, the back engraved 
“Elihu Meigs”, white enamel dial with 
arabic chapter below the center, and gilt 

871

872
Gruen Watch Co., Switzerland, mans 
gold “Dietrich Gruen” pocket watch, 17 
ligne, 21 jewels, stem wind and set, fully 
adjusted nickel bar movement with lever 
escapement, cut bimetallic balance, gold 
jewel settings, gold timing screws and 
micrometric regulator in a pentagonal, 
14 karat, white gold, snap back and bezel 
open face case with black enamel orna-
ment, arabic numeral metal dial, blued 
steel hands, serial #148826, 54.5g TW, 
c1925.
$300-$400

872

873
Longines, Switzerland, a lady’s gold demi 
hunting cased pocket watch, cal 13.56, 
17 jewels, stem wind and set, adjusted, 

873

874
Switzerland, a large tortoise shell covered 
pair case pocket watch with date, key 
wind and set, gilt full plate movement 
with unusual pierced and engraved bal-
ance bridge, jeweled steel coqueret and 
engraved border on top plate, and with 
verge escapement, in a tortoise shell 
covered silver pair case, roman numeral 
white enamel dial with date indication 
inside the time display, fancy gilt hands, 
72mm, c1800.
$250-$350

874

damascened nickel plate movement with 
lever escapement, cut bimetallic balance, 
gold timing screws and whiplash micro-
metric regulator in a 14 karat, yellow gold, 
demi hunting case with blue enamel ro-
man numerals on front and blue enamel 
cipher on back cover, roman numeral 
white enamel dial with decorative center, 
plum colored steel spade and whip hands, 
serial #2184371, 34mm, 44.4g TW, c1910.
$250-$350

framed, pink monochrome landscape / 
shoreline scene above, the varied tones 
accomplished by altering the thickness of 
the enamel, gilt hands with blued steel 
seconds hand, 54mm, c1800
$250-$350

870

864
S. Trevillion, London, a mid 18th cen-
tury, shagreen covered pair cased verge 
pocket watch, gilt full plate movement 
with pierced and engraved balance cock, 
Tompion regulator, square baluster pillars, 
and decorative blued steel work, gilt case 
with shagreen cover decorated with brass 
pique pins, roman numeral white enamel 
dial with arabic five minute markers, gilt 
hands, serial #819, 50mm, c1760
$400-$600

864

865
A. Lavallee, Geneva, a lady’s gold pocket 
watch with black enamel decoration, 15 
jewels, stem wind and lever set, dama-
scened nickel bar movement with lever 
escapement and uncut bimetallic bal-
ance in a 9-10 karat, engraved, hunting 
case with black enamel accents, roman 
numeral, single sunk white enamel dial, 
blued steel Breguet style hands, 40mm, 
50. 5g TW.
$300-$400

865

866
H. Fely, Switzerland, an early 19th century 
silver pair cased verge fusee with decora-
tive dial, key wind and set, gilt full plate 

867
Josephson, London, a triple cased verge 
pocket watch, gilt full plate movement 
with pierced and engraved balance 
bridge, Tompion regulator, and square 
baluster pillars, the outer case with 
underpainted horn covering in imitation 
of tortoise shell decorated with pique 
pins, the middle case with repousse 
ornament featuring figures and a horse 
surrounded by C scrolls, the inner case 
with London hallmark and date letter for 
the year 1788, roman numeral arcaded 
white enamel dial with arabic five minute 
markers, fancy gilt hands, serial #2-2922, 
59mm
$300-$400

867

868
Samson, London, a mid 18th century 
silver repousse pair cased verge pocket 
watch, key wind and set, gilt full plate 
movement with pierced and engraved 
balance bridge, Tompion regulator, square 
baluster pillars and decorative steel work 
in a silver pair case, the outer with rococo 
style repousse ornament, the back with 
scene featuring Chronos and Hope, ro-
man numeral arcaded white enamel dial 
with arabic five minute markers, gold 
hands, serial #4152, 50mm, c1765.
$300-$500

869
Switzerland, for S. Smith & Son Ltd., Lon-
don, a silver split seconds chronograph, 
17+ jewels, stem wind and pin set, gilt 
plate movement with lever escapement, 
cut bimetallic balance in a sterling silver, 
hinged back and snap bezel open face 
case, the back engraved “Presented To 
The Tooting B.C. By Members & Old Mem-
bers 1949” and roman numeral, double 
sunk white enamel dial with thirty minute 
register, blued steel spade and whip 
hands, serial #24047, 49mm.
$300-$500

869

movement with pierced and engraved 
balance bridge and Tompion regulator, 
plain silver pair case, roman numeral ar-
caded dial with arabic five minute mark-
ers, the center with polychrome enamel 
scene featuring livestock near a river, with 
a bridge, buildings and two figures in the 
background, blued steel Breguet style 
hands, 53mm, c1820
$300-$400

866 868
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875
American Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, Mass., a rare crystal plate pocket watch, 4 size, 17 jewels, stem wind and set, gilt, dama-
scened bottom plate with transparent top plate and balance cock, lever escapement, freesprung, cut bimetallic balance, gold timing 
screws and gold wheel train in a 14 karat, hinged back and bezel open face case with glazed cuvette, arabic numeral, outer red 5-min-
ute markers, single sunk white enamel dial, blued steel Breguet style hands, serial #71, c1885, with silk and velvet lined box.

Condition: CASE: Fine scratches on outer surface of case; Bow replaced; Precious metal content marked. DIAL: Hairlines in enamel, 
light, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00- 5:00, 6: 30, 11: 30. HANDS: Replaced minute. MOVEMENT PLATES: Bottom plate with a few minor scratches; 
Balance cock with chips and loss at end of foot; Top plate with chips at set lever screw; Pillar and balance cock screws with a few 
specks of oxide. MOVEMENT FUNCTION: Running order (winds, sets and ticks), out of beat, would benefit from service. Box with 
wear and losses. This watch was last sold at Bonhams, New York, NY, “Masterpieces of American Watchmaking” sale, May 24, 2014, 
lot 1234.

$15000-$20000

See
Detail Photo
 Rear Cover

228
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876
American Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, 
Mass., a man’s gold model 1872 pocket 
watch, 16 size, 15 jewels, stem wind and 
lever set, damascened nickel plate move-
ment with lever escapement, cut bimetal-
lic balance, gold timing screws and Woerd 
micrometric regulator in an 18 karat, rose 
gold, hinged back and bezel, engraved, 
open face case with engine turned band 
and engraved cipher on rear cover, arabic 
numeral single sunk white enamel dial, 
blued steel spade hands, serial #1915834, 
122.5g TW, c1885.
$1400-$1600

876

877
American Waltham Watch Co.,, Waltham, 
Mass., a man’s gold pocket watch, with 
case and dial in an earlier style, 16 size, 
17 jewels, stem wind and set, dama-
scened nickel plate movement with lever 
escapement, cut bimetallic balance, gold 
jewel settings, gold timing screws and 
Church micrometric regulator in an 18 
karat, yellow gold, hinged back and bezel, 
engine turned open face case with scal-
loped band, roman numeral, faux engine 
turned gold dial with applied multicolor 
gold ornament, gilt spade and poker 

877

878
Elgin Watch Co., Elgin, Illinois, 14 karat 
gold pocket watch, 16 size, 15 jewels, 
stem wind and lever set, damascened 
nickel plate movement with lever es-
capement, cut bimetallic balance, gold 
timing screws and whiplash micrometric 
regulator in a 14 karat, rose gold, hinged 
back and bezel, box hinge open face case 
with monogram on rear cover, blued 
steel Breguet style hands, serial #603306, 
119.8g TW, c1880.
$800-$1000

878

879
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Penn., 
“950B”, 16 size, 23 jewels, stem wind and 
lever set, adjusted to 6 positions and tem-
perature damascened nickel plate move-
ment with lever escapement, double 
roller and whiplash micrometric regulator 
in a two tone, screw back and bezel, open 
face bar over crown case, black steel 
baton hands, serial #S8193, c1950, with 
white cigarette box.
$500-$700

879

880
American Waltham Watch Co., Waltham 
Mass., model 1908 “Vanguard” with wind 
indicator, 16 size, 23 jewels, adjusted, 
stem wind and lever set, damascened 
nickel plate movement with lever escape-
ment, cut bimetallic balance, gold jewel 
settings, gold timing screws and Ohlson 
micrometric regulator in a yellow gold 
filled, screw back and bezel open face 
case, Canadian arabic numeral, triple 
sunk white enamel dial, blued steel spade 
and poker hands, serial #20013356, 
c1915
$300-$400

880

881
American Waltham Watch Co.,, Waltham, 
Mass., Colonial 100 model pocket watch 
with “Modern Seconds Indication”, 12 
size, 17 jewels, stem wind and set, dama-
scened nickel plate movement with lever 
escapement and cut bimetallic balance in 
a 14 karat, white gold octagonal case with 
engraved band, bezel, and presentation 
on the back cover, arabic numeral metal 
dial with aperture below the center arbor 
for viewing the rotating seconds disc, 
blued steel pierced arrow hands, serial 
#27141559, 57.4g TW, c1930.
$300-$400

881

hands, serial #14161537, 101.7g TW, 
c1905.
$800-$1200
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882
American Waltham Watch Co.,, Waltham, 
Mass., model 1860, 15 jewels, key wind 
and set gilt plate movement with lever 
escapement and cut bimetallic balance 
with gold timing screws in a coin silver, 
reeded edge, engine turned and engraved 
hunting case, blued steel spade hands, 
serial #380021, c1867.
$300-$400

882

883
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Penn., 
“4992B”, 16 size, 22 jewels, stem wind 
and set, adjusted to 6 positions and tem-
perature, straight line damascened nickel 
plate movement, with hacking sweep 
seconds, lever escapement, monometallic 
balance, double roller, gold timing screws 
and whiplash micrometric regulator in a 
base metal, screw back and bezel open 
face case with ordnance department 
information engraved on the back, arabic 
numeral, black painted 24 hour “GCT” 
dial, serial #4C88749, with original box
$300-$400

883

884
Illinois Watch Co., Springfield, Illinois, 
“Bunn Special”, 18 size, 24 ruby jewels, 
stem wind, lever set, adjusted, spider web 
damascened nickel plate movement with 
lever escapement, cut bimetallic balance, 

884

885
American Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, 
Mass., “American Watch Co.” model 
1860, 16 size, 19 jewels, key wind and set 
gilt plate movement with lever escape-
ment, cut bimetallic balance, gold timing 
screws, maintaining power, Maltese cross 
stop work and Stratton’s safety barrel in a 
gold filled, hinged back and bezel, reeded 
edge, engine turned and engraved open 
face case, blued steel spade hands, serial 
#190310, c1867.
$250-$350

885

886
American Waltham Watch Co.,, Waltham, 
Mass., a man’s silver pocket watch with 
Muckle’s patent “Magic Watch Case”, 18 
size, 15 jewels, stem wind and lever set 
gilt plate movement with lever escape-
ment, cut bimetallic balance and Woerd 
patent micrometric regulator in a coin 
silver, hinged back and bezel convert-
ible case, the cuvette with engraved 

886

887
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Penn., 
“4992B”, 16 size, 22 jewels, stem wind 
and set, adjusted to 6 positions and tem-
perature, straight line damascened nickel 
plate movement, with hacking sweep 
seconds, lever escapement, monometallic 
balance, double roller, gold timing screws 
and whiplash micrometric regulator in a 
base metal, screw back and bezel open 
face case with ordnance department 
information engraved on back, arabic nu-
meral, black painted 24 hour “GCT” dial, 
serial #4c15029
$250-$350

887

888
Elgin Watch Co., Elgin, Illinois, “B.W. 
Raymond” with low serial number, 18 
size, 15 jewels, key wind and set gilt plate 
movement with lever escapement and 
cut bimetallic balance with gold timing 
screws, in a nickel, Fahy’s open face pair 
case, blued steel fleur de lis hands, serial 
#388, c1867.
$200-$300

888

gold jewel settings, gold timing screws, 
and micrometric regulator in a coin silver, 
screw back and bezel open face case, the 
back with applied gold locomotive, serial 
#1539218, c1900
$300-$400

bison, and on view when the watch case 
is in the hunting configuration, serial 
#2443068, c1885.
$250-$350
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889
Patek Philippe & Co., Geneva, for Bailey, 
Banks & Biddle, Philadelphia, a “Spe-
cial” grade split seconds chronograph 
movement, 25 jewel, stem wind and set, 
cotes de Geneve decorated nickel plate 
movement with cut bimetallic balance, 
gold timing screws and Reed’s micromet-
ric regulator, arabic numeral single sunk 
white enamel dial with outer red five 
minute markers and plum colored steel 
hands, serial #80196, 43mm, c1890

Condition: plate with minor marks and 
scratches, some screw heads with minor 
marring, dirty and oily, running, hour and 
minute hands not advancing, chrono-
graph functions but the split is very sticky, 
needs service, dial with flake at edge, 
2:00, short hairline, 7:00, and some fine 
scratches, hands with minor loss to color

$3000-$4000

890
Patek, Philippe & Co. for Duhme & Co., 
Cincinnati, a nickel 18 jewel pocket watch 
movement, cotes de Geneve decorated 
plates with cut bimetallic balance, gold 
timing screws, mustache counterpoised 
lever, Wilmot micrometric regulator, and 
wolfs tooth winding, single sunk, roman 
numeral white enamel dial, blued steel 
hands, serial #86789, 43mm

Condition: running, dirty, plates with 
minor marks and scratches, center 
bridge with spot of corrosion, some steel 
components with minor oxide, dial good, 
minute and seconds hands replaced

$1200-$1500

891
Patek, Philippe & Co. for Palmer, Bachel-
der & Co., Boston, a nickel 20 jewel pock-
et watch movement, cotes de Geneve 
decorated plates with cut bimetallic bal-
ance, gold timing screws, counterpoised 
lever, and wolfs tooth winding, single 
sunk, roman numeral white enamel dial, 
blued steel hands, serial #70582, 43.5mm

Condition: very dirty, oily, will run dial up, 
needs service, winding wheel over barrel 
with a few broken teeth, balance needs 
truing, balance spring needs centering, 
plates with minor spotting, dial with crack 
and minor chips at center of seconds bit, 
hands replaced

$900-$1400

891889 890
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892
Early 18th century French “ognion” move-
ment by Gaudron a Paris, the gilt, full 
plate verge fusee movement with pierced 
and engraved balance bridge, pierced 
Egyptian pillars, and decoratively turned 
blued steel screws, roman numeral white 
enamel dial with integral cartouches, cen-
tral winding arbor and single hand, 47mm 
(bottom plate)
$600-$900

892

893
Albert Potter, Geneva, a small pocket 
watch movement with stem wind, lever 
set, 20 jewel nickel bar movement, with 
lever escapement and shepherds crook 
counterpoise as seen in some of Aude-
mars work, wolfs tooth winding, and cut, 
bimetallic balance, signed roman numeral 
white enamel dial, and blued steel spade 
hands, serial #409, 30mm
$300-$400

893

894
Masson, London, a late 17th- early 18th 
century verge fusee movement, the key 
wound and set, gilt full plate movement 
with pierced and engraved balance bridge 
and regulator plate, Tompion regulator, 
pierced Egyptian pillars, and decorative 
blued steel work, roman numeral white 
enamel dial, now in a late 18th or early 

895
Lowndes in Pall Mall, London, an early 
18th century verge fusee pocket watch 
movement, gilt full plate movement 
with pierced and engraved balance cock, 
pierced Egyptian pillars, Tompion regula-
tor, and decorative, blued steel work, 
arcaded roman numeral white enamel 
dial, and fancy gilt hands, 42.5mm
$400-$600

895

896
Pocket watch movements- 2 (Two), both 
verge fusees, the first a late 17th century 
example by Samuel Drossade, London, 
gilt full plate movement with pierced 
and engraved balance cock, tulip pillars, 
Tompion regulator, and decorative blued 
steel work, gold fleur de lis hands, 39mm, 
the other an early 18th century example 
by D. Bonnefoy, London, gilt full plate 
movement with pierced and engraved 
balance cock, pierced Egyptian pillars, 
Tompion regulator, and decorative blued 
steel work, 42.5mm
$500-$700

896

897
Pocket watch movements- 2 (Two), both 
verge fusees, the first an early 18th 

897

898
Pocket watch movements- 3 (Three), all 
18th century English verge fusees, the 
first by John Bennett, London, gilt full 
plate movement with silver pierced and 
engraved balance cock and Tompion 
regulator, the pillars with silver busts sur-
mounted by gilt break arch caps, 43mm, 
the next by William Salisbury, London, 
gilt full plate movement with pierced and 
engraved silver balance cock and Tompion 
regulator, Egyptian pillars with gadrooned 
silver caps, 40.5mm, and the last by 
Archibald Coats, gilt full plate movement 
with silver pierced and engraved balance 
cock, the regulator and signature plates 
also in silver, Tompion regulator, turned 
baluster pillars, 37.5mm
$500-$700

898

century example by Le Maire, gilt full 
plate movement with pierced and 
engraved balance bridge and regula-
tor plate, pierced Egyptian pillars, and 
decorative blued steel work, 40mm, the 
other a late 17th century piece by John 
or Joseph Foster, London, gilt full plate 
movement with pierced and engraved 
balance cock, the cock with aperture 
revealing the blued balance with anchor 
form ornament, pierced Egyptian pillars, 
and decorative blued steel work, 40mm
$400-$600

19th century purpose made silver case, 
49mm,c1700
$300-$500

894



899
Pocket watch movements- 3 (Three), 
all Swiss, with complications, the first 
signed Emile Quartier Locle under the 
dial, highly jeweled nickel movement 
with tandem winding, center seconds and 
jumping quarter seconds, white enamel 
dial, 46mm, the next by Saltzman & Jacot, 
highly jeweled, two train, keywound 
nickel movement with Jacots patented 
stop watch mechanism showing center 
seconds and jumping quarters, signed ro-
man numeral white enamel dial, 47mm, 
and the last unsigned, highly jeweled two 
train nickel movement with independent 
dead seconds, 50mm
$300-$400
900
Pocket watch movements- 3 (Three), all 
Swiss, with complications, the first signed 
James Nardin, highly jeweled nickel two 
train movement with tandem winding 
and independent dead seconds, ro-
man numeral white enamel dial and gilt 
hands, 41mm, the next signed Leopold 
Huguenin, highly jeweled nickel two 
train movement with tandem winding, 
split seconds chronograph and jumping 
quarter seconds, roman numeral white 
enamel dial with blued steel hands, 
46mm, and the last unsigned, highly 
jeweled nickel two train movement with 
tandem winding and independent dead 
seconds, roman numeral white enamel 
dial and fancy gold hands, 44mm
$300-$500
901*
Pocket watch movements- 3 (Three), all 
Waltham, the first a split seconds chro-
nograph, 14 size, 16 jewel nickel plate 
movement with gilt balance cock, cut bi-
metallic balance with gold timing screws, 
gold jewel settings, gold chronograph and 
center wheels, serial #1833016, the next 
a split seconds chronograph with 15 min-
ute register, 14 size, 15 jewel nickel plate 
movement, cut bimetallic balance with 
gold timing screws, gold chronograph 
wheels, serial #3038086, and the last a 
double dial chronograph movement, 14 

901

902*
Pocket watch movements- 4 (Four), all 
early verge fusees with white enamel di-
als, each decorated with brightly colored 
polychrome enamel scenes
$300-$500

902

904
Pocket watch movements- 5 (Five), four 
by Patek Philippe, the other by Ed. Koehn, 
the first of the Patek’s a 10 jewel, 13 ligne 
with cylinder escapement and Adrien 
Philippe’s first stem winding mechanism, 
serial #17202, the next a 20 jewel, 18 
1/2 ligne with lever escapement, serial 
#76387, the third a 20 jewel, 20 1/2 ligne 
with lever escapement, and the last an 
18 jewel, 15 ligne with lever escapement, 
marked “Agaton”, the Ed. Koehn a 20 
jewel, 15 1/2 ligne with lever escapement 
and sweep seconds, serial #70194
$500-$800

905
Pocket watch movements- 5 (Five), four 
Vacheron & Constantin, the other signed 
Veuve C. Vacheron & Co., 18- 19 ligne, 16- 
20 jewel nickel movements, all with lever 
escapements, serial #307132, 266675, 
265164, 300821, and 138689
$300-$500
906
Pocket watch movements- 5 (Five), the 
first a pocket chronometer by James 
Hoddell with helical balance spring 
and Earnshaws escapement, the next a 
Swiss pocket chronometer with pivoted 
detent escapement, the third a keyless, 
freesprung lever with wind indicator and 
reverse fusee marked “Army and Navy Co-
operative Society”, the fourth a keyless, 
freesprung lever marked “Alfred J. Coe”, 
and the last a keyless, freesprung lever by 
Barraud & Lunds
$400-$600

907
Pocket watch movements- 6 (Six), includ-
ing two fusees with cylinder escape-
ments, one by Howse, another English 
cylinder with going barrel signed Bar-
rauds, Barrauds ticks briefly, the others 
with good staffs, for parts a Swiss bag-
nolet caliber, and two verge fusees with 
alarms, one signed LeRoi & Fils, all with 
enamel dials
$300-$400
908
Pocket Watch Movements- 7 (Seven) 
including 18th century verge fusee move-
ments including a quarter repeater by 
John Bushman, other makers include 
Maillard, Michael Haskel, Marcus Russel, 
Lescuyer, and others
$400-$600

909
Pocket watch movements- 7 (Seven), all 
English rack levers, makers including M.J. 
Tobias, Lancaster & Son, Alexander & Co., 
and others, one movement now with 
later lever and roller
$350-$550

903
Pocket watch movements- 5 (Five), all 
Waltham chronographs, 14 size model 
1874 and 1884, one open face, the oth-
ers configured for hunting cases, nickel 
and gilt movements, roman and arabic 
numeral white enamel dials, one with 
seconds bit at 9:00
$300-$400

size, 13 jewel nickel plate movement, 
cut bimetallic balance with gold timing 
screws, gold jewel settings, and Lugrin 
patent chronograph mechanism, serial 
#871912
$600-$800

233



910

912

926
Large lot of Swiss pocket watch move-
ments, together with a large quantity of 
Swiss and American movement plates 
and barrels
$300-$500

927
Large lot of English lever fusee watch 
movements, together with a few non 
fusee examples, some with center sec-
onds, two American market examples 
with Eagle ornament, makers including 
Thomas Savage, Haley, James Stoddart, 
James Brindle, Joseph Johnson, David 
Taylor, William Dixon, and others
$400-$600

928
Lot of pocket watch movements, mostly 
Swiss, including one with duplex es-
capement, together with a few pocket 
watches, two split seconds timers, a 
micro mosaic pin with low karat gold set-
ting, crystals and semi precious stones, a 
few wrist watch movements, and more, 
pin 20.6g TW
$300-$400

929
Large lot of American pocket watch 
movements, dials and parts, 18- 0 size, 
makers including Waltham, Hampden, 
Rockford, and others
$250-$350

930
Two multi drawer cabinets with a large 
quantity of English and Swiss pocket 
watch movements, makers including 
Stouton, Nicholls, Vaucher, Ellison, Tobias, 
International Watch Co., Omega, Agassiz, 
and many others
$300-$400
18.5in x 15in x 6.5in

931*
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both 16 size 
Ball, the first a Ball- Hamilton 999P, 21 
jewel nickel movement, serial #B654191, 
the other a Ball- Waltham “Official Stan-
dard”, 17 jewel nickel movement, nickel 
open face case, serial #B208907
$300-$400

931

932
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both 16 size 
Hamilton, the first a “950”, 23 jewel 
damascened nickel movement, serial 
#775981, the other a “974”, 17 jewel 
damascened nickel movement, serial 
#1705076
$300-$400
933*
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both 16 size 
Illinois “Bunn Special”, 21 jewel dama-
scened nickel movements, one with bold 
arabic numeral white enamel dial, the 
other with Montgomery arabic numeral 
white enamel dial, and both in gold 
filled open face cases, serial #4768191, 
3487622
$300-$400

933

924
A large lot of lever fusee pocket watch 
movements, dials, and parts, makers 
including McCabe, Fagard, Cartwright, 
Crisp, Tobias, Ellicott, Barraud, and oth-
ers, together with a number of later lever 
watches, cabinet dimensions listed
$300-$400
12in x 10in x 10in

925
Large lot of Swiss pocket watch move-
ments, makers including Perrenoud, 
Jacot, Ducommun, Huguenin, Hoffmann, 
Laval, Beguelin, Leonville, Breton, Per-
ret, Roulet, Omega, Bourquin, Humbert, 
Saltzmanand others
$300-$500

910*
Pocket watch movements- 7 (Seven), the 
first a gilt 3/4 plate lever by Nicole & Capt 
for Tiffany & Co., with Nicole patent wind-
ing, 44mm, a full plate, quarter repeating 
lever fusee signed Thomas Brown, 50mm, 
a gilt, quarter repeating Lepine caliber 
duplex movement signed G.F. Scherer 
London, 37mm, a Swiss quarter repeating 
chronograph, 49mm, two Pallweber pat-
ent with jumping hours and minutes, one 
signed International Watch Co. Schaffhau-
sen, 42.5mm, and a lever with day date 
function by Grandjean Locle, 43mm
$300-$400
911
Pocket watch movements- 8 (Eight), all 
English levers, makers including Dent, 
Arnold, and Frodsham, one with Nicole 
patent keyless work, and one with resil-
ient banking
$300-$400

912*
Pocket watch movements- 10 (Ten), all 
18th century verge fusees, makers includ-
ing Spencer & Perkins, D. Aubrey, Joun 
Austin, William Addis, Edward Hennen, 
Quillet, and others
$400-$600
913
Pocket watch movements- 12 (Twelve), all 
Swiss, including one signed Paul Jaccard, 
Geneva, 20 jewel nickel movement, wolf’s 
tooth winding and lever with shepherd’s 
crook counterpoise as seen in some of 
Audemars work, an unsigned, 20 jewel 
example with gold train and also with the 
shepherd’s crook counterpoise, a 16 jewel 
nickel movement signed Geo. Agassiz and 
Longines, four examples by IWC, a 20 jew-
el nickel movement signed Baume & Co., 
an 18 jewel example marked LeCoultre, a 
16 jewel signed Ernest Francillon, Geneva, 
and a Bourquin with nickel movement 
and unusual patented balance stud, 11 
with enamel dials
$300-$400

914
Pocket watch movements- 13 (Thirteen), 
all English lever fusees, with Massey 1, 
2 and 3 escapements, makers including 
Richard Doke, L.H. Samuels, G.W. Tobias, 
E. S. Yates & Co., John Harrison, James 
Brindle, and others, including four con-
tract watches for the American market
$300-$400

915
Pocket watch movements- 14 (Fourteen), 
all English duplex, makers including Viner 
& Co., Thomas Earnshaw, Parkinson & 
Frodsham, T.F. Cooper, John Ladd, Fivey, 
and others, the Viner with pull winding, 
and the Fivey with alarm
$500-$700

916
Pocket watch movements- 16 (Sixteen), 
including a split seconds chronograph 
by C.L. Guinand, chronographs by C.H. 
Meylan, Timing and Repeating Watch Co., 
Sewill, one utilizing the patent of William 
Henry Douglas #2605, the dial marked 
“Chrono Micrometer” and three others, 
two 2 train dual time zone watches with 
independent dead seconds, an “Indepen-
dent Dead Seconds” movement by Russel 
& Son, three center seconds examples, 
and two earlier, gilt, two train movements 
with independent dead seconds, one 
signed Girard Geneva, all with enamel 
dials
$400-$600

917
Pocket watch movements- 21 (Twenty 
one), all 18th- 19th century verge fusees, 
makers including Haley & Milner, John 
Wontner, Hancock, Quartier, Vale & Com-
pany, Marchand, Girardier, and others
$400-$600

918
Pocket watch movements- 25 (Twenty 
five), all Waltham, 18- 0 size, 7- 17 jewel 
nickel and gilt movements, including 
models 1857, 1860, 1872, 1874, 1884, 
1888, 1907, and others
$250-$350

919
Pocket watch movements- 39 (Thirty 
nine), all American, 18- 0 size, 7- 19 jewel 
nickel and gilt movements, makers includ-
ing Elgin, Rockford, Illinois, Hampden, 
Philadelphia, Aurora, and others
$300-$400

920
Pocket watch movements- 51 (Fifty 
one), mostly American, makers including 
Waltham, Elgin, South Bend, Rockford, 
Hamilton, Hampden, and others
$300-$400

921
Pocket watch movements- 51 (Fifty 
one), mostly American, makers including 
Waltham, Elgin, South Bend, Rockford, 
Hamilton, Hampden, and others, includ-
ing one Swiss 20 jewel example with well 
finished steel escape wheel and arrow 
counterpoise pallet, similar to the work of 
L. Audemars
$300-$400

922
Lot of complicated and high grade pocket 
watch movements, including three Swiss 
split seconds chronographs, an Omega 
chronograph, a Swiss two train with 
jumping fifths, a Lepine calibre quar-
ter repeating ruby cylinder, an English 
minute repeater, a quarter repeating 
chronograph signed “Dunand”, an English 
quarter repeater with duplex escapement 
signed “Hutchinson Clapham”, a Swiss 
musical quarter repeater, a Swiss pivoted 
detent chronometer, an English lever 
fusee by Arnold & Frodsham, cylinder and 
lever movements by Vacheron & Constan-
tin, a 10 1/2 ligne lever movement signed 
“Cartier Paris”, four movements by Mey-
lan, and an 18 1/2 ligne lever movement 
with Courvoisier patent keyless work
$400-$600

923
Lot of E. Howard pocket watch move-
ments and parts, including two N size 
series III, one N size series IV, an N size 
series V, two N size series VIII, one a 
nickel split plate, and an N size series IX, 
together with a small quantity of partial 
movements, including three Keystone
$300-$400
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945
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both Waltham, 
the first a model 1892 “Vanguard” with 
wind indicator, 18 size, 23 jewel dama-
scened nickel movement, coin silver open 
face case, serial #16158875, the other a 
model 1874 chronograph, 13 jewel gilt 
movement, gold filled hunting case, serial 
#2469256
$350-$500

946
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), the first a rack 
lever by Robert Roskell, gilt, full plate 
movement with three arm steel balance 
and diamond endstone, sterling silver 
pair case Chester hallmark and date let-
ter for the year 1815, 50mm, the other 
unsigned, gilt full plate movement with 
diamond endstone, three arm steel bal-
ance, and Massey type II lever escape-
ment, sterling silver open face case with 
Chester hallmark and date letter for the 
year 1828
$300-$400

947*
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), the first a Swiss 
split seconds chronograph with unusual 
dial, for J.W. Benson, 15 jewel rhodium 
plated movement with cut bimetallic bal-
ance, triple sunk white enamel dial with 
subsidiaries showing the time at 12:00, 
constant seconds at 4:00, and 30 minute 
register at 8:00, silver open face case, 
51mm, the other with dual time zone 
display and independent dead seconds, 
two train, 23 jewel, key wind and set gilt 
bar movement, and silver open face case, 
50mm
$300-$400

948*
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), the first an Elgin 
“Father Time” with wind indicator, 16 
size, 21 jewel nickel movement, serial# 
21924151, the other a Waltham “Van-
guard”, 16 size, 23 jewel nickel move-
ment, serial# 26615781
$300-$500

949
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), the first by Ap-
pleton, Tracy & Co., 18 size, 11- 15 jewel 
gilt, key wound and set movement with 
three arm steel balance, roman numeral 
white enamel dial signed “Appleton, 
Tracy & Co., Waltham”, coin silver open 
face case, serial #6413, c1857, the other 
a Waltham “P.S. Bartlett”, 18 size, 11- 15 
jewel gilt, key wound and set movement 
with three arm steel balance, and coin 
silver hunting case, serial #33692, c1860
$450-$650

950
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all 16 size 
Illinois, the first a “Sangamo Special”, 21 
jewel nickel movement, serial #2835793, 
the next a “Burlington Special”, 21 jewel 
nickel movement, nickel open face case, 
serial #2523537, and the last a “Burling-
ton Special”, 21 jewel nickel movement, 
serial #3013408
$300-$400

951*
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all 16 size 
Illinois, the first an “A. Lincoln”, 21 jewel 
nickel movement, Montgomery Gothic 
arabic numeral white enamel dial, nickel 
open face case, serial #2593049, the next 
a “Bunn”, 19 jewel nickel movement, se-
rial #3947413, and a “Bunn Special”, 21 
jewel nickel movement, serial #5224056
$300-$400

952
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all 21 jewel 
Waltham, the first an 18 size model 1892 
“Vanguard”, damascened nickel move-
ment, serial #10566128, the next an 18 
size model 1892 “Crescent St.”, dama-
scened nickel movement, nickel open face 
case, serial #14192249, and the last a 16 
size “645” damascened nickel movement, 
serial @19041673
$300-$400

951

942
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both Swiss verge 
fusees, the first signed “Moricand & Com-
pagnie”, key wind and set, gilt full plate 
movement with pierced and engraved 
balance bridge, gilt consular case with 
polychrome enamel scene featuring male 
and female figures in a landscape, flank-
ing a paillon ornamented monument, 
49mm, c1795, the other signed “Girardier 
L’aine” key wind and set, gilt full plate 
movement with pierced and engraved 
balance bridge, silver consular hunting 
case, polychrome enamel dial featuring 
a landscape with a seated woman and a 
child in her lap, a lute and music book to 
her right, and a river, boat, and building 
in the background, and with roman and 
arabic numeral dials indicating two time 
zones and date, 57mm, c1805
$300-$500

943*
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both verge 
fusees, the first signed “Edward Shepley 
Manchester”, gilt full plate movement 
with pierced and engraved balance cock 
and Tompion regulator, sterling silver pair 
case, roman numeral arcaded dial with 
arabic five minute markers, and central 
polychrome harbor scene, gilt hands, se-
rial #513, c1800, 53mm, the other signed 
“Soret a Geneve”, key wind and set, gilt 
full plate movement with pierced and en-
graved balance bridge, hinged bezel open 
face case, white enamel dial with central 
arabic numeral chapter ring, surrounded 
by polychrome enamel decoration includ-
ing a female figure at left, foreground, 
to the right a church in a landscape with 
stream, blued steel hands, 52mm, c1810
$400-$600
944
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both Waltham 
model 1892 “Vanguard”, 21 jewel 
damascened nickel movement with anti-
magnetic balance spring and marked “21 
Ruby Jewels”, heavy silver swingout open 
face case, serial # 10028615, the other 
with 23 jewel damascened nickel move-
ment, serial #10574672
$300-$400

934

940

943

947

948

934*
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both 16 size 
Illinois, the first a Bunn Special 161A, 21 
jewel nickel movement, serial #5592726, 
the other a grade 706, 19 jewel nickel 
movement, base metal open face case, 
serial #2527055
$300-$400

935
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both 16 size, 
model 1899 Waltham “Riverside Maxi-
mus”, the first with 23 jewel damascened 
nickel movement, balance and escape 
wheel with diamond endstones, non 
Maximus arabic numeral white enamel 
dial, serial #11029861, the other with 
23 jewel damascened nickel movement, 
balance with diamond endstone, correct 
Maximus arabic numeral white enamel 
dial, Waltham Watch Co. nickel display 
case, serial #16194173
$500-$700

936
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both anony-
mous Swiss verge fusees, the first a 
quarter repeater, key wound and set, gilt 
full plate movement with pierced and 
engraved balance bridge, silver open face 
case, roman numeral white enamel dial 
with central date ring, 55mm, c1800, 
the other with key wound and set, gilt 
full plate movement with pierced and 
engraved balance bridge, silver consular 
case, and arabic numeral white enamel 
dial with deep blue outer chapter having 
gilt border and numerals, and indicating 
date, 52mm, c1795
$300-$400

937
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both English, 
sterling silver pair cased verge fusees, the 
first by Moses Fontaine & Daniel Torin, 
London, gilt full plate movement with 
pierced and engraved balance cock, Tom-
pion regulator, and square baluster pil-
lars, blued steel beetle and poker hands, 
serial #1774, 50mm, date letter for 1744, 
the other signed James Ivory, Dundee, 
gilt full plate movement with pierced and 
engraved balance cock, Tompion regula-
tor, and square baluster pillars, blued 
steel spade and poker hands, serial #199, 
50mm, date letter for 1768
$500-$700

938
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both English, 
the first by William Webster, Exchange 
Alley, London, gilt full plate fusee move-
ment with cylinder escapement and dia-
mond endstone, unusual arabic numeral 
white enamel dial and gold hands, now 
in a sterling silver pair case with Birming-
ham hallmark and date letter for the year 
1848, serial #2462, 56mm, the other a 
doctors watch signed J. Levy, Liverpool, 
gilt full plate movement with verge es-
capement and diamond endstone, arabic 
numeral white enamel dial with large 
seconds bit, sterling silver pair case with 
Chester hallmark and date letter for the 
year 1801, serial #5626, 59mm
$300-$400

939
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both pair cased 
English verge fusees, the first signed 
“John Blundall, London”, gilt full plate 
movement with pierced and engraved 
balance cock, Egyptian pillars, and Tom-
pion regulator, serial # 52mm, c1730, the 
other signed “T. Madrid, London”, gilt 
full plate movement with pierced and 
engraved balance cock, square baluster 
pillars, and Tompion regulator, serial 
#4483, 55mm, date letter for 1761
$300-$400
940*
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both silver 
cased, anonymous Swiss verge fusees, the 
first a quarter repeater, key wind and set 
gilt full plate movement with pierced and 
engraved balance bridge, arabic numeral 
white enamel dial with skeletonized 
center, 53mm, c1800, the other with key 
wind and set, gilt full plate movement, 
polychrome enamel dial with Garden of 
Eden scene, arabic numeral chapter ring 
below center flanked by various animals 
in a landscape, all below a seconds bit 
and depiction of Adam and Eve, 55mm, 
c1810
$500-$700

941
Pocket watches- 2 (Two), both Swiss for 
the Chinese market, the first marked 
“Bovet Fleurier”, gilt, engraved Chinese 
calibre movement with duplex escape-
ment, gold Chinese style spade hands, 
silver open face case, serial #338, 52mm, 
the other with gilt, engraved Chinese 
calibre movement with lever escapement, 
blued steel hands, and silver open face 
case, 50mm, both 19th century
$400-$600
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959

964

966
Pocket watches- 4 (Four) All English pair 
cased verge fusees, makers including Wil-
liam Thompson, T. Portman, Bullingford, 
and Gibson, all with sterling silver cases 
and white enamel dials, 49- 56mm
$300-$400

967
Pocket watches- 4 (Four) Three English 
and one Continental pair cased verge 
fusees, makers including Samuel Hatton, 
D.D. Neveren, Bullingford, and Wood-
ward, all with sterling silver cases and 
white enamel dials, 48- 57mm
$300-$400

968*
Pocket watches- 4 (Four), all Continental 
verge fusees, makers including Esquivil-
lon & Dechoudens and Pierre Zurbrug, 
all key wound and set with gilt full plate 
movements and pierced and engraved 
balance bridges, three with silver cases, 
50- 57mm
$300-$400

968

969
Pocket watches- 4 (Four), all English silver 
pair cased verge fusees, makers including 
Charles Horsham, Charles Greenfield, and 
Thomas Martin, all with white enamel 
dials
$300-$400

970
Pocket watches- 4 (Four), all English silver 
pair cased verge fusees, makers including 
Smith & Mercer, P. James, George Innes, 
and Francis Walker, all with white enamel 
dials
$300-$400

971
Pocket watches- 4 (Four), all Waltham, 16 
and 18 size, 11- 21 jewel nickel and gilt 
movements, two with arabic numeral, 
O’Hara style multicolor enamel dials, the 
others with arabic and roman numeral 
white enamel dials, silver and gold filled 
hunting and open face cases
$300-$400

972
Pocket watches- 4 (Four), the first a 
Ditisheim/ Solvil, 16- 17 jewel nickel 
movement with Ditisheim affix balance, 
roman numeral white enamel dial marked 
“Chronometro Barros”, nickel open face 
case, serial #72826745mm, the next an 
unusual triple calendar, the nickel move-
ment with calendar module fixed to the 
back plate, and displaying day, date, and 
month through an aperture in the case 
back, gunmetal open face case, 48mm, 
and two oversize, nickel cased pocket 
watches, one with lever escapement, the 
other with Roskopf movement, both with 
enamel dials, 61- 62mm
$300-$400

973
Pocket watches- 4 (Four), three verge 
fusees and one cylinder, makers includ-
ing Edward Prior, Isaac Soret & Fils, and 
others, one half hunter for the Turkish 
market, brass and silver open face and 
hunting cases, all with enamel dials, 40- 
57mm
$300-$400

974
Pocket watches- 5 (Five), all 18 size 
Waltham, 11- 17 jewel gilt nickel move-
ments, including a two tone model 1892, 
roman and arabic numeral white enamel 
dials, silver and gold filled open face cases
$300-$400
975
Pocket watches- 5 (Five), all 18 size 
Waltham, key and stem wind, 7- 15 jewel 
gilt movements, roman numeral white 
enamel dials, nickel, sterling and coin sil-
ver hunting and open face cases, includ-
ing an A.W. Co. dust / waterproof case 
with box hinge style ornaments
$300-$400

976
Pocket watches- 5 (Five), all 18 size, mak-
ers including Hampden Watch Co., New 
York Watch Co., and United States Watch 
Co., 7- 11 jewel key wind and set gilt and 
nickel movements, roman numeral white 
enamel dials, nickel and silver hunting 
and open face cases, one with engraved 
American eagle
$300-$400

965
Pocket watches- 4 (Four) All English pair 
cased verge fusees, makers including Wil-
liam Hobart, Gill & Horton, and Charles 
Taylor, all with sterling silver cases and 
white enamel dials, 49- 55mm
$300-$400

957

955

959*
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all Swiss triple 
calendar with phases of the moon, two 
by J. H. Hasler, nickel movements with 
cylinder, pin pallet, and lever escape-
ments, two with enamel dials, the other 
with metal dial, cases in gunmetal, nickel, 
and silver, 45- 49mm, early 20th century
$300-$400

960
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), the first a 
Waltham 0 size, 9 jewel gilt movement, 
gold filled hunting case with multi color 
gold ornament and diamond set back, the 
next Swiss, 14 ligne, 8 jewel movement 
with cylinder escapement, 10- 12 karat 

961
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), the first an 18 
size “940”, 21 jewel damascened nickel 
movement, serial #565834, the next a 16 
size “972”, 17 jewel damascened nickel 
movement, serial #755562, and the last 
a “920”, 12 size, 23 jewel damascened 
nickel movement, serial #1769855
$300-$400

962
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), the first by 
C.H. Meylan, 21 jewel nickel movement 
with cut bimetallic balance, gold filled 
hunting case, serial #15361, 47mm, the 
next by Ls. Gallopin & Cie, Successors to 
Henry Capt, 19 jewel gilt movement with 
cut bimetallic balance and lever with 
shepherds crook counterpoise, silver 
demi hunting case, serial #22363, 40mm, 
and the last by Frederic Nicoud, 19 jewel, 
gilt, damascened movement with cut 
bimetallic balance and helical balance 
spring, silver gilt open face case, serial 
#42841, 47mm
$300-$400

963
Pocket watches- 4 (Four) All English pair 
cased verge fusees, makers including 
G.M. Metcalfe, Trieggs, William Medden, 
and G. Comyns, all with sterling silver 
cases and white enamel dials, 46- 56mm
$300-$400

964*
Pocket watches- 4 (Four) All English pair 
cased verge fusees, makers including 
George Uglow, F.& F. Silver, J. Anderton, 
and John Jenkinson, all with sterling silver 
cases and white enamel dials, 55- 59mm
$300-$400

953
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all English 
silver pair cased verge fusees, makers 
including Samson, Bullingford, and John 
Todd, all with white enamel dials, one 
with repousse outer case
$300-$450
954
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all English 
verge fusees in sterling silver cases, the 
first signed “William Bennett, Salisbury, 
key wind and set gilt plate movement 
with engraved balance cock and diamond 
endstone, hunting case with split pusher 
for opening the covers, gold hands, serial 
#1007, date letter for 1812, 50mm, the 
next signed the others by John McRae 
and Cox & Co., key wind and set gilt 
full plate movements with pierced and 
engraved balance cocks, roman numeral 
white enamel dials, both 56mm, c1830
$350-$450

955*
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all English with 
center seconds, makers including Lich-
tenstein, Cardwell, and Wise, jeweled, 
gilt movements with bimetallic balances, 
roman numeral white enamel dials, and 
sterling silver open face cases, 48- 55mm, 
19th century
$300-$400

956
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all pair cased 
verge fusees, the first signed “William 
Hasum, London”, key wind and set, gilt 
full plate movement with pierced and 
engraved balance cock, square baluster 
pillars and decorative steel work, gil 
repousse case, blued steel hands, serial 
#4038, c1780, 48mm, the next signed 
“Richard Thornton, London”, key wind 
and set, gilt full plate movement with 
pierced and engraved balance cock, gilt 
case, gold hands, serial #14583, c1800, 
52mm, and the last signed “Eardley 
Norton, London”, key wind and set, gilt 
full plate movement with pierced and 
engraved balance cock and diamond 
endstone, sterling silver case, roman 

957*
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all Swiss and 
with Chinese calibre movements, two 
with duplex escapements, the other with 
a lever escapement, two with roman nu-
meral white enamel dials, the other with 
decorative glossy paper dial, two with sil-
ver open face cases, the other with brass 
hunting case, the cuvette marked “Impe-
rial Duplex”, 50- 52mm, 19th century
$400-$600

958
Pocket watches- 3 (Three), all Swiss chro-
nographs, the first by the “Timing and 
Repeating Watch Co.”, gilt, jeweled bar 
movement, 48mm, the next with jeweled, 
nickel plate movement, cut bimetallic 
balance and Wilmot regulator, arabic nu-
meral white enamel dial with 30 minute 
register, and gold filled, open face case, 
47mm, and the last with gilt, jewelled 
movement, roman numeral white enamel 
dial with unusual, sector style 30 minute 
register, gunmetal open face case, 47mm
$300-$400

gold open face case, and the last with 11 
1/2 ligne, 8 jewel cylinder movement, 
10- 12 karat gold open face case with 
polychrome enamel ornament on back, 
gold watches 43.1g TW
$300-$400

numeral white enamel dial with arabic 
five minute markers and date indication, 
blued steel hands, serial #1144, c1800, 
60mm
$300-$450

957
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993

996
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all Waltham, 
16 and 18 size, 7- 23 jewel nickel move-
ments, roman and arabic numeral white 
enamel dials, gold filled hunting and 
open face cases
$300-$400

997
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all Waltham, 18 
and 16 size, 11- 21 jewel gilt and nickel 
movements, roman and arabic numeral 
white enamel dials, silver and gold filled 
open face cases
$300-$400

998
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), 18, 16 and 
12 size, 7- 19 jewel nickel movements, 
roman and arabic numeral enamel and 
metal dials, silver, nickel, and gold filled 
hunting and open face cases
$300-$400
999
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), 18- 12 size, 
makers including Illinois, Rockford, Ham-
ilton, Seth Thomas, and U.S. Watch Co., 
7- 19 jewel gilt and nickel movements, ro-
man and arabic numeral metal and white 
enamel dials, nickel and gold filled open 
face cases
$350-$450

1000
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), 6 American 18 
size, and one Swiss, makers including El-
gin and Illinois, key and stem wind, 6- 15 
jewel gilt and nickel movements, arabic 
and roman numeral white enamel dials, 
nickel, silver, and gold filled open face 
cases, five with chains
$300-$400
1001
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), all 18 size 
Hampden, 11- 21 jewel gilt and nickel 
movements, roman and arabic numeral 
white enamel dials, one with O’Hara style 
multicolor enamel dial, nickel, silver, and 
gold filled open face cases
$300-$400

1002
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), all 18 size 
Hampden, key and stem wound 11- 15 
jewel gilt and nickel movements, roman 
numeral white enamel dials, nickel, silver, 
and gold filled open face cases
$300-$400

1003
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), all 18 size 
Waltham, 7- 15 jewel, key wind and set 
gilt movements, roman numeral white 
enamel dials, coin silver and nickel hunt-
ing and open face cases, one gold plated
$300-$400

1004
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), all 18 size 
Waltham, 7- 15 jewel, key wind and set 
gilt movements, roman numeral white 
enamel dials, silver hunting and open face 
cases
$300-$400

1005*
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), all 18 size 
Waltham, 7- 17 jewel nickel and gilt 
movements, roman and arabic numeral 
enamel and metal dials, silver, nickel, and 
gold filled open face cases
$300-$400

1005

1006
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), all 18 size, key 
and stem wind by Waltham and Hamp-
den, 11 jewel gilt and nickel movements, 
roman numeral white enamel dials, nickel 
and coin silver open face cases, with 
chains
$300-$400

1007
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), all English 
levers, makers including Rogers & Son, 
Joseph Johnson, P.W. Simpson, T.J. 
Jenkins, and others, five with fusees, all 
with roman numeral white enamel dials 
and hallmarked sterling silver cases, 45- 
56mm, 19th and early 20th century
$300-$400

1008
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), all Waltham, 
18 and 12 size, 7- 17 jewel nickel and gilt 
movements, roman and arabic numeral 
white enamel and metal dials, nickel, coin 
and sterling silver, and gold filled hunting 
and open face cases
$300-$400

993*
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all English lever 
fusees in sterling silver cases, makers in-
cluding Trowson, Jenkins, Rowson & Son, 
Hutchison, and others, with enamel and 
metal dials, 47- 53mm
$300-$400

994
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all English, mak-
ers including Joseph Johnson, Robert 
Grace, Johnson, Walker & Tolhurst, 
Samuel Morris, and James Muirhead & 
Son, five with fusees, one with duplex es-
capement, one with center seconds, two 
with Liverpool windows, roman numeral 
white enamel dials, five with hallmarked 
sterling silver cases, 43- 51mm, 19th 
century
$300-$400

995
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all Waltham, 16 
and 18 size, 11- 21 jewel gilt and nickel 
movements, including a model 1892 
“Vanguard” and a gold flashed model 
1883, roman and arabic numeral white 
enamel dials, nickel, silver, and gold filled 
hunting and open face cases
$300-$400

981

992

978
Pocket watches- 5 (Five), all Hamilton, 
16 and 18 size, 17- 21 jewel damascened 
nickel movements, including a 956, 974, 
926, 925, and a 924, roman and arabic 
numeral white enamel dials, silver and 
gold filled hunting and open face cases
$300-$400

979
Pocket watches- 5 (Five), all pair cased 
verge fusees, four English and one Swiss, 
makers including Davidson, Buckley, 
James Butterfield, and Moore, all with 
white enamel dials
$350-$450

980
Pocket watches- 5 (Five), Hamilton and 
Illinois, all 16 size, 17- 21 jewel nickel 
movements, arabic numeral metal and 
white enamel dials, nickel and gold filled 
open face cases
$300-$400

981*
Pocket watches- 6 (Six) All verge fusees, 
one English by Byard, London, the oth-
ers Swiss and Continental, with silver 
and base metal cases, metal and white 
enamel dials, 40- 54mm
$300-$400

982
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all 18 size Hamp-
den, 11- 23 jewel gilt and nickel move-
ments, roman numeral white enamel 
dials, one with O’hara style enamel dial, 
nickel, silver, and gold filled hunting and 
open face cases
$300-$400

983
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all 18 size Hamp-
den, 11- 23 jewel gilt and nickel move-
ments, roman numeral white enamel 
dials, the 23 jewel Special Railway with 
an O’Hara style enamel dial, nickel, silver, 
and gold filled hunting and open face 
cases, the hunting case with box hinges
$300-$400
984
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all 18 size Illinois, 
key and stem wind, 11- 17 jewel gilt and 
nickel movements, roman and arabic 
numeral white enamel dials, nickel, silver, 
and gold filled open face cases, with 
chains, one with sterling silver cigar cutter
$300-$400

985
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all 18 size Rock-
ford and Hampden, 9- 17 jewel gilt and 
nickel movements, including a Rockford 
model 6 with exposed pallet and escape 
wheel, roman numeral white enamel di-
als, nickel and silver open face cases
$300-$400

986
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all 18 size 
Waltham key wind and set, 11- 17 jewel 
gilt movements, roman numeral white 
enamel dials, nickel, coin silver, and gold 
filled open face cases, with chains
$300-$400

987
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all 18 size 
Waltham, 11- 23 jewel gilt and nickel 
movements, roman and arabic numeral 
white enamel dials, silver, nickel, and gold 
filled hunting and open face cases
$300-$400

988
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all 18 size 
Waltham, 7- 11 jewel gilt and nickel key 
wind movements, roman numeral white 
enamel dials, in nickel and coin silver 
open face cases
$300-$400
989
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all Elgin, 18- 12 
size, 11- 21 jewel gilt and nickel move-
ments, roman and arabic numeral white 
enamel dials including one O’Hara style 
multicolor example, nickel, silver, and 
gold filled open face cases
$300-$400

990
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all Elgin, 18- 12 
size, 11- 23 jewel gilt and nickel move-
ments, roman and arabic numeral white 
enamel dials, silver and gold filled open 
face cases
$300-$400

991
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all Elgin, 18- 12 
size, 13- 19 jewel gilt and nickel move-
ments, roman and arabic numeral white 
enamel dials including one O’Hara style 
multicolor example, nickel, silver, and 
gold filled open face and hunting cases
$300-$400

992*
Pocket watches- 6 (Six), all English lever 
fusees in sterling silver cases, including 
an example by Churchill, London with 
Massey III escapement, other makers 
include Ball, Hyatt, Levin and Bromwick, 
with enamel and metal dials, 49- 55mm
$300-$400

977
Pocket watches- 5 (Five), all English lever 
fusees, makers including John Forrest, 
John Bain, and Thomas Taylor, gilt full 
plate movements, four with engraved 
silver dials, the other with white enamel 
dial, all with sterling silver open face 
cases, four with ornate engraving, 47- 
51mm, 19th century
$300-$400
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1034
Lot of pocket watches, wrist watches, and 
accessories, including an 18 size, 17 jewel 
Rockford with two-tone movement, two 
12 size Howard’s, two 12 size Hampden’s, 
a pen knife with 14 karat gold shell, a 
lady’s Gruen wrist watch with 14 karat 
gold case, a gold filled Victorian bracelet, 
a locket / fob, an Elk tooth fob, and more, 
22.2g TW (14K)
$300-$400

1028
Pocket watches- 12 (Twelve), makers in-
cluding Waltham, South Bend, Howard, Il-
linois, Hamilton, and U.S. Watch Co., 7- 17 
jewel gilt and nickel movements,roman 
and arabic white enamel and metal dials, 
nickel and gold filled hunting and open 
face cases
$300-$400

1029*
Pocket watches- 14 (Fourteen), American, 
makers including Elgin, Waltham, Hamil-
ton and Hampden, 18- 6 size, 7- 17 jewel 
nickel and gilt movements, roman and 
arabic numeral enamel and metal dials, 
nickel, silver, and gold filled hunting and 
open face cases
$250-$350

1030
Pocket watches- 16 (Sixteen), English and 
Swiss, makers including Samuel, Benson, 
Stewart Dawson & Co., J.R. Ryan & Co., 
Pringle, and others, with verge, lever and 
cylinder escapements, roman numeral 
white enamel dials, fifteen in silver cases
$300-$400

1031*
Pocket watches- 25 (Twenty five), Swiss 
and American, 20- 4/0 size, lever and 
cylinder escapements, roman and arabic 
numeral metal and enamel dials, silver, 
gold filled, brass and gun metal cases
$250-$350

1031

1032
Large lot of American and Swiss quartz 
and mechanical pocket and wrist watch-
es, makers including Westclox, Swiss 
Army, Unitas, Colibri, Endura, Omega, 
Hamilton, Citizen, Elgin, Buren, Lucerne, 
and others, together with a Van Nor-
man quartz clock and a group of modern 
chains
$300-$400
1033
Large lot of pocket and wrist watches, 
American and Swiss, makers including 
Waltham, Buren, Bautte, Trenton, Au-
burndale, Elgin, Alpina, Mido, and others
$200-$300

1023
Pocket watches- 11 (Eleven), including 
a quarter repeater, all Swiss, 6-19 jewel 
movements with lever and cylinder es-
capements, brass and silver hunting and 
open face cases, metal and enamel dials
$300-$400
1024
Pocket watches- 11 (Eleven), Swiss and 
English, including a “Center Second 
Chronograph” by Richardson, Coventry, 
sterling silver case, 60mm, other makers 
include New York Standard, Waterbury, 
Tissot, New Haven and others
$200-$300

1025
Pocket watches- 12 (Twelve), all Elgin, 18- 
0 size, 7- 21 jewel gilt and nickel move-
ments, roman and arabic numeral white 
enamel and metal dials, nickel and gold 
filled hunting and open face cases
$300-$400

1026*
Pocket watches- 12 (Twelve), makers 
including Elgin, Waltham, Lutz Brothers, 
and others, 0- 15 jewels, nickel and gilt 
movements, roman and arabic numeral 
white enamel and metal dials, silver, 
nickel, and gold filled hunting and open 
face cases, 10 with chains
$350-$450

1027
Pocket watches- 12 (Twelve), makers in-
cluding Seth Thomas, Waltham, Elgin, and 
Illinois, 6- 3/0 size, stem wind 7- 17 jewel 
gilt and nickel movements, roman and 
arabic numeral white enamel and metal 
dials, including two multi color O’Hara 
style, silver, gold filled and nickel hunting 
and open face cases
$300-$400

1026
1019

1029

1009
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), makers includ-
ing Columbus, Elgin, U.S. Watch Co., and 
Waterbury, 18- 6 size, roman and arabic 
numeral white enamel dials, including 
one a transfer of a cow advertising “St. 
Charles Cream”, silver and gold filled 
open face and hunting cases
$300-$400
1010
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), three E. 
Howard, three Howard Keystone, and one 
Swiss Howard look alike, including two 
N size series IV, an N size series VII, a 16 
size, 21 jewel “Railroad Chronometer”, 
and two 17 jewel 12 size, together with a 
Swiss series III style fake, silver, nickel and 
gold filled cases
$300-$400

1011
Pocket watches- 7 (Seven), Waltham and 
Hampden, all 18 size, 7- 11 jewel key 
wind and set gilt and nickel movements, 
roman numeral white enamel dials, nickel 
and silver open face cases
$300-$400

1012
Pocket watches- 8 (Eight), all 18 size Il-
linois, five stem wind and three key wind, 
11- 17 jewel gilt and nickel movements, 
roman and arabic numeral white enamel 
dials, nickel, silver, and gold filled hunting 
and open face cases
$350-$450

1013
Pocket watches- 8 (Eight), all Elgin key 
wind and set, 18 and 10 size, 7- 15 
jewel gilt movements, roman and arabic 
numeral white enamel dials, gold filled, 
silver, nickel, and brass open face and 
hunting cases
$350-$450

1014
Pocket watches- 8 (Eight), all Elgin, 18, 
16 and 12 size, key and stem wind 7- 11 
jewel gilt and nickel movements, roman 
and arabic numeral white enamel and 
metal dials, coin silver and nickel hunting 
and open face cases
$300-$400

1015
Pocket watches- 8 (Eight), all Elgin, 18, 
16 and 12 size, stem wind 7- 17 jewel gilt 
and nickel movements, roman and arabic 
numeral white enamel dials, coin silver 
and nickel hunting and open face cases
$300-$400

1016
Pocket watches- 8 (Eight), all Waltham, 
18- 0 size, 7- 21 jewel nickel and gilt 
movements, roman and arabic numeral 
white enamel dials, nickel, silver, and gold 
filled hunting and open face cases, includ-
ing one with multi color gold ornament
$300-$400

1017
Pocket watches- 8 (Eight), makers includ-
ing Elgin, Illinois, Hampden and Seth 
Thomas, 18, 16 and 12 size, key and stem 
wind 7- 17 jewel gilt and nickel move-

1018
Pocket watches- 9 (Nine), all Swiss, mak-
ers including Omega, Albert Lavallee, 
Montandon, Wyss Freres, and others, 
movements with lever and cylinder es-
capements, one with engraved skeleton-
ized movement and compass, metal and 
enamel dials, silver, gold filled, and gun 
metal cases, 26- 52mm, 19th and early 
20th century, together with two pocket 
watch chains
$250-$350

1019*
Pocket watches- 9 (Nine), three English 
and six Swiss, the English watches with 
gilt, lever fusee movements, the Swiss 
with cylinder escapements, all with ro-
man numeral white enamel dials, silver 
and gun metal cases, 40- 26mm, 19th and 
early 20th century
$200-$300

1020
Pocket watches- 10 (Ten), all Swiss, mak-
ers including Beguelin, Engstrom, John-
son, Beesley and others, key and stem 
wound 6- 20 jewel movements, lever and 
cylinder escapements, all with enamel 
dials, silver and gold filled open face and 
hunting cases
$300-$400

1021
Pocket watches- 10 (Ten), all Swiss, mak-
ers including Tobias, Cooper, Longines, 
Perret, and others, key and stem wound 
6- 15 jewel movements, lever and cylin-
der escapements, with metal and enamel 
dials, silver and brass open face and hunt-
ing cases
$300-$400

1022
Pocket watches- 11 (Eleven), American 
and Swiss, makers including South Bend, 
Hampden, Illinois, Waterbury, and others, 
0- 17 jewel gilt and nickel movements, 
one Waterbury rotary with six spoke 
movement, roman and arabic numeral 
enamel, paper, and celluloid dials, includ-
ing two O’Hara style, nickel, gold filled, 
and silver hunting and open face cases, 
including two with enamel, and one with 
multicolor gold ornament
$300-$400

ments, roman and arabic numeral white 
enamel dials, including one multi color 
O’Hara style, silver, gold filled and nickel 
hunting and open face cases
$300-$400

243242
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Chronograph   820, 822, 830, 831, 833
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Colonial Clock Co. 334
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Co.) 345
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Desk 197
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Downs, Ephraim 401
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Dunning, J. L. 32

Durfee, Walter 176, 188
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Electric & Battery 118-156, 164, 165, 168, 

   169, 173, 174, 181, 314-318, 435, 436, 684, 

    687, 717, 746, 752
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Elgin Watch Co. 806, 878, 888

Elite 194
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Elysian (Ansonia Clock Co.) 347

Emco Machine 768
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Empire No.  14  (Seth Thomas) 455
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Erector Set, Gilbert 631

Etablissements Bardon 127, 135, 136

Eureka (Ansonia Clock Co.) 14

Eureka Clock Co. 122, 123, 134

Every Ready Specialties Co. 120, 121

Farcot et Cie 689
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Fashion No. 4 (Southern Calendar) 295, 296

Fashion No. 6 (Southern Calendar) 297

Fely, H. 866
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Florida (Ansonia Clock Co.) 13

Flying Pendulum No. 1 (New Haven Clock 

    Co.) 343

Forestville ClockCo. 145, 736

Forrest & Son 631

Fortuna Ball Swing (Ansonia Clock Co.)  11
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Fusee Clock 203, 205, 227, 231, 234, 244, 

    247, 282-285, 287, 289, 360, 366, 383, 386, 

    387, 405, 424, 466

Gale Drop Calendar No. 2 (Welch, Spring & 

    Co.) 202

Gallery 18 Inch (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 80

Gallery Clock 54, 80, 86, 92, 311-12, 371, 372

Garfield (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 83

Gas pump, Polly 624

Gazo Family Clock & Factory Co. 191

Gerstner & Sons, H. 775-778

Gilbert Co., A.C. 631
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Gloria Ball Swing (Ansonia Clock Co.) 12

Gramophone Y& Typewriter Ltd., The 662

Grivolas & Cie, C. 715, 720, 721

Gruen Watch Co. 872

Guilmet, Andre Roman 213-216, 254, 256, 

    260

Hamilton Watch Co. 800, 801, 879

Hart, Orrin 441

Hatch, George D. 418

Havana (Ansonia Clock Co.) 349
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Hecla (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 84, 457
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Hermle & Sohn 339
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Herschede Electric Clock Co. 189

Herschede Hall Clock Co. 321, 327, 337

Hoadley, Silas 464, 465

Hobo( Karl Griesbaum) 665
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Hour, Charles 696

Howard & Co., E. 50-61, 200, 201, 300

Huntress (Ansonia Clock Co.) 17

Ignatz (New Haven Clock Co.) 343

Indian Hunter V.P, (F. Kroeber Clock Co.) 403

Industrial Series, French 215

Ingersoll & Bros, Robert H. 633, 810, 811, 

    812

Instruments 658, 659, 660

International Business Machines Corp. 316

International Game Technology 627

International Time Recording Co. 182

International Watch Co. 823

Ionic Calendar (E. Ingraham & Co.) 391

Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. 62, 63, 64, 419-20

Ives, C. & L.C. 380

Ives, Joseph 248, 342, 432, 433

Jahresuhrenfabrik 426, 723, 728, 729, 742, 

    743, 744, 747

Japy Feres 109, 114, 427, 428

Jerome & Co. 294, 343

Jerome Mfg. Co. 236

Jerome, C.N. 381

Jerome, Chauncey 382, 383

Jerome, Darrow & Co. 429

Jeromes & Darrow 430

Jewelers Regulator 322, 323

Johnson, Joseph 851

Jones, George A. 177

Jukebox 621

Jumper No. 1 (Ansonia Clock Co.) 350

Junghans 262, 362, 416

Juno (Ansonia Clock Co.) 18, 308

kaiser GmbH, J. 739, 740

Karl Griesbaum 98, 664, 665

Kerr, Henry 157

Keyless Clock Co., The 152

Khedive (E. N.  Welch Mfg. Co.) 97

Kienzle GmbH 725, 732, 733, 745, 748, 751

Kipling, William 847

Kirk’s Patent 395

Knibb, Joseph 209

Kroeber Clock Co., F .65-68, 402, 403, 404

Kusnick & Cie, L. 150

L.F. & W.W. Carter 293

La Balancelle 102

La Lorne (Ansonia Clock Co.) 351

La Salle (Ansonia Clock Co.) 352

Lange & SA, A. 820, 821

Lantern Clock 288, 400
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Lavallee, A. 865

LeCoultre, Jaeger 691, 710-714, 718, 719, 

    726, 727, 741

Lenzkirch AG 116, 268

Leroy, Theodore Marie 845

Leyland, P. 856

Liszt, Anton 266

Lobby 18 Inch (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 81

Longines 636, 802, 873

Low Tile (New Haven Clock Co.) 68

Lowne Electric Clock & Appliances Co. 183

lucca VP (Welch, Spring & Co.) 483

Lux Mfg. Co. 667-682

Machinists Chest 775-778

Maple & Co. Ltd. 190

Marcy (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 73

Marshall Co., C. & E. 772

Marti, S. 450

Matthaus-Hipp 118, 119

Matthews, Martin 597

Matthias & Nichols Sidle 185

Mauthe, Friedrich 336

Max Han 2

Mercer, Vaudrey 600

Middlemass, Thomas 286

Mills & Co., J.R. 223, 225

Mills Novelty Co. 626

Minute Repeater 819

Mobile Watch Co. 258

Model 1800 (E. Howard & Co.) 53

Model 1830 (E. Howard & Co.) 59

Morse, Francis E. 365

Movado 829

Muirhead & Son 175

Munger & Benedict 252, 253

Murday, Thomas John 128, 143

Music Box 661, 663, 666

Mystery Clock & Swingers 10-14, 16, 17, 18, 

    102, 137, 212, 254, 257-260, 262, 308, 362, 

     416, 417

Nacovsky, Johann 174

National Magnetic Clock Co. 752

National Time Recorder Co. 317

Neon Products Inc. 9

New England Electric Clock Co. 125

New York Standard Clock Co. 133

Newsboy (Karl Griesbaum) 664

No.  1 Regulator (E. Howard & Co.) 50

No.  2 Bank (E. Howard & Co.) 61

No.  3 Banjo (E. Howard & Co.) 52

No.  3 1/2 Parlor Calendar (Ithaca Calendar 

    Clock)   62, 445

No.  4 Hanging Office ( Ithaca Calendar 

    Clock Co.) 64, 420

No.  5 Emerald Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. 63

No.  8 Shelf Library (Ithaca Calendar Clock 

    Co.) 421, 422

No. 11 Octagon (Ithaca Calendar Clock ) 419

No. 11 Regulator (E. Howard & Co.)  51

No. 19 Regulator (S.C. Spring & Co.)   222

No. 20 (E. Howard & Co.) 54

No. 21 (E. Howard & Co.) 311, 312

No. 3739 (William L.Gilbert Clock Co.) 488

No. 8051 (Seth Thomas’ Sons & Co.) 463

Noiseless Rotary No. 1  (F. Kroeber) 65

Noiseless Rotary No. 3 (F. Kroeber) 67

Noiseless Rotary No. 5 (F. Kroeber) 66

North, Ethel 241, 242

North, Norris 440

Novelty Calendar(Ansonia Brass & Copper 

Co.) 344

Noyes, W. 303

Nyanza (E. Ingraham & Co.) 392

Occidental (New Haven Clock Co.) 437

Octagon Drop Calendar (Wm . L. Gilbert 

Clock Co.) 489

Office Calendar No.  1 (Seth Thomas) 292

Office Calendar No. 13 (Seth Thomas) 71

Office Calendar No.  8 (Seth Thomas) 199

O’Keenan, Charles Edouard 129

Omega 634

Organ Clock 185

Oriental  (E. Ingraham & Co.) 393

Overall, William Henry 598

Parepa (Welch, Spring & Co.) 486

Parlor Calendar (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 69

Parlor Calendar No.  4 (Seth Thomas) 458

Parlor Calendar No.  5 (Seth Thomas) 459

Parlor Calendar No.  9 (Seth Thomas) 70

Parlor Calendar No. 10 (Seth Thomas) 72

Parmigiani Fleurier 819

Patek, Philippe & Co. 825, 826, 842, 889, 

    890, 891

Patti No. 1 V.P. (Welch, Spring & Co.) 484

Pendulum No. 1 (Chelsa Clock Co.) 39

Penlington, Joseph 283

Pepsi Cola 5

Perret, David 153, 173

Petersen Uhrenfabrik, W. 734

Phelps, Benjamin C. 264

Philadelphia College of Horology 809

Pillar & Scroll 237-243, 369, 394, 440, 464

Pinball machine 622

Pluribus (Ansonia Clock Co.) 30

Polaris (F. Kroeber Clock Co.) 404

Polly Gas Pump 624

Polyphon Musicwerk 661

Pomeroy, Noah 229

Pond & Barnes 244

Popular Games Inc. 620

Portico Clock 103, 117, 411, 413, 414

Postal (E. Howard & Co. )201

Potter, Albert 893

Pratt, Daniel 378

Prentiss Improvement Clock Co. 291

Prince, E. 147

Prior,George 861

Prism (Ansonia Clock Co.) 353

Proctor’s Patent 232

Queen Anne (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 460

Queen Jane (Ansonia Clock Co.) 354

Raingo 107

Read, William 859

Reason Manufacturing Co., The 143

Record (Ansonia Clock Co.) 355

Reflector (E. Ingraham & Co.) 5

Regent (Ansonia Clock Co.) 24

Regulator H (Sessions Clock Co.) 8

Regulator No.  1 Extra (Seth Thomas) 77

Regulator No.  2 (E. N.  Welch Mfg. Co.) 93

Regulator No.  2 (Waterbury Clock Co.)89

Regulator No.  5 (E. Howard & Co.)58

Regulator No.  4 (E. Howard & Co.)60

Regulator No.  6 (Seth Thomas Clock Co.)75

Regulator No.  7 (Waterbury Clock Co.)178

Regulator No. 11 (E. N.  Welch Mfg. Co.) 96

Regulator No. 11 (Wm L. Gilbert)   48

Regulator No. 12  (E. N. Welch Mfg. Co.) 91

Regulator No. 14 (George A. Jones) 177

Regulator No. 18 (Seth Thomas)  74, 76

Regulator No. 20 (Seth Thomas)  78

Regulator No. 42 (E. Howard & Co.)  200

Regulator No. 60 (Waterbury Clock Co.)179

Regulator No. 62 (Seth Thomas)  310

Regulator No. 67 (Waterbury Clock Co.)90

Regulator No. 70 (E. Howard)  55, 56, 57

Reid & Auld 285

Reid & Sons 799

Rene Lalique 684

Reutter, Jean Leon 710, 711, 712, 714

Riefler, Clemens 168, 169

Riggs, W. H. C. 52

Rolex Watch Co. 824

Rolling Ball Clock 184

Round Head Regulator No. 4 (Welch) 485

Salem Bridge 233, 235, 243

Sambo (Waterbury Clock Co.) 480

Santa Fe (Ansonia Clock Co.) 25, 309

Sante Fe (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 82

Schnekenburger, R. 716

Schwer, X. 870

Seeburg & Co., J.P. 621

Seiko Time Corp. 833

Self-Winding Clock Co. 131, 181

Senator (Ansonia Clock Co.) 442

Ship’s Bell 40, 44, 45, 985, 482, 521, 530

Ship’s Bell No. 16 (Waterbury Clock Co.) 482

Sicily (Ansonia Clock Co.) 356

Sidle & Bartberger 185

Singing Bird 666

Skeleton Clock   156, 210, 263, 264, 446

Slot Machine 626, 627, 628

Smith & Goodrich 466

Smith & Son, Ltd, S. 288

Smith & Taylor 245

Smith, Sumner 798

Somalvico & Son, J. 614

Spencer, Hotchkiss & Co. 235

Spencer, Wooster & Co. 233

Staeger, Hans 596

Standard Electric Time Co. 314

Star Pointer (E. N. Welch Mfg. Co.) 397

Steam Engine 655

Stone & Marshall 1

Strasser & Rohde 171, 172

Stromberg Electric Co. 320

Stromberg Time Corp. 315

Summer & Winter (Ansonia Clock Co.) 21

Synchronome Co., Ltd., The 158-167

Tag-Heuer 

Tall Clock, Grandfather, Hall, Floor Regula-

tor 321-338, 338A, 338B, 338C, 338D, 338E, 

338F

Tasso (Ansonia Clock Co.) 20

Tavern Clock 281

Tenor (Ansonia Clock Co.) 27, 

Terry & Sons, E. 394

Terry Clock Co. 468

Terry, Eli 239

Terry, Jr., Eli 399

Terry, S.B. 449

Terryville Mfg. Co. 469

Thopas  (New Haven Clock Co.) 438

Tiddeman, Edward 284

Tiffany & Co. 193, 696

Tiffany Electric Mfg. Co. 717, 746, 752

Timby Solar Clock 206

Tin Plate 342

Titiens V. P. (Welch,Spring & Co.) 94

Tokheim Mfg.Co. 624

Tools 651-654, 773, 774, 779-791

Torsion Pendulum 212, 213, 214, 216, 219, 

   220, 223, 225, 228, 426, 715, 716, 717, 721, 

   722, 723, 724, 725, 728, 729, 731, 732, 734, 

   735, 737, 738, 739, 742-751

Tower Clock 1, 2, 3

Trade Sign 633-6, 638, 640, 642, 643, 648

Trevillion, S. 864

Trianon (Ansonia Clock Co.) 357

Udine & Gloria (Ansonia Clock Co.) 26

Umbria (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 88

Unimat Lathe 768

Utica (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 461

Vacheron & Constantin 828

Victor Talking Machine Co. 662

Vienna Regulator 153, 186, 267, 269, 271, 

     273, 275, 276, 363

Vincenti & Cie 475, 476

Viscount (Ansonia Clock Co.) 28

Wagon Spring  224, 226, 249

Waltham Clock Co. 477, 478

Waltham Electric Clock Co. 130

Waltham Watch Co. 479

Wanda (Ansonia Clock Co.) 358

Warren Clock Co. 137, 142

Watch Holder 813, 814

Watchmaker’s Lathe 766-771

Watchmakers Tools 779-788

Weaver, Thomas 230

Webster-Whitcomb 770

Welch Mfg. Co., E. N.   396, 397, 398

Wempe 830

Whistler 98, 664, 665

Whiting, L.E. 206

Whiting, Riley 447

‘Whitlock, Fred H. 263

Willard & Son, Simon 298

Willard, Aaron 36, 37, 207, 299

Willard, Jr., Aaron 204, 302

Winter, J. B. 184

Wood Movement 237-241, 328, 338E, 368, 

   369, 389, 394, 401, 429, 430, 440, 441, 447, 

   448, 464, 465

Wood, John 848

World (Seth Thomas Clock Co.) 462

Year Clock Co. 220, 228, 341

Zenith 807

Zenith Watch Co. 170, 827
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Schmitt Horan & Co.
SALES TAX and BUYER’s PREMIUM: There is NO sales tax in New Hampshire. 
The Buyer’s Premium is 18% of the hammer price, less a 3.0% for cash or check. 
 
LIVE BIDDING: Although there is NO substitute for attending the auction 
and bidding yourself,  we now offer our own customized live bidding software 
at bids.schmitthoran.com. Our 18% buyers premium rate will apply with no 
exceptions for cash or check.  You may also bid live at www.invaluable.com. 
High speed internet is necessary.  There is an extra 5% fee charged by Invaluable 
for internet bidding. The total Buyer’s Premium, which includes the 5% Invalu-
able fee, on all Invaluable purchases is 23% with no exceptions. On higher value 
items, you may also register to bid via telephone. It is necessary to contact us at 
least to 72 hours prior to the auction to arrange for phone bidding.. Pre-Regis-
tration is required for all live bidding formats. 

ABSENTEE or LEFT BIDS: We receive advance bids on many of our lots from 
distant customers. In all cases, a left or absentee bid will be executed for as low a 
price as possible. We offer PLUS ONE (+1) bidding format to allow our absentee 
bidders to be more competitive, contact us for details.  We notice that some ab-
sentee bids lose by only one bid, a frustration that can be reduced if a live person 
has authority to bid “one more time”.  Bid forms are available on our webpage or 
in the rear of the catalog. You may submit your bid online, by fax, snail mail or 
e-mail no later than 48 hours prior to the start of the auction to: bids@schmitt-
horan.com. Absentee bidding and phone bidding services are provided by 
Schmitt Horan & Co. as a courtesy to our clients. Schmitt Horan & Co. cannot 
be held responsible or liable for failure to receive or execute absentee bids.

ONLINE ABSENTEE BIDS: We have a sophisticated online and interactive 
absentee bidding system; see our homepage www.schmitt-horan.com. It is of-
fered at no additional charge. You may change or cancel your bid amounts or lot 
numbers until 6pm the day before the auction.  

PAYMENT FOR ABSENTEE BIDS: We will normally notify successful bidders 
within seven days. We use e-mail to notify bidders and postal mail if a client 
does not have e-mail available. Personal checks drawn on a U.S. bank are accept-
able. We also accept VISA, Mastercard, Discover, American Express and Paypal, 
all subject to our standard 18% Buyer’s Premium. Note that shipping charges are 
extra and will be billed by Schmitt Horan & Co. or a third party at the time of 
shipment.  Payment is due on receipt of invoice, and no later than 30 days from 
the date of the auction. Items not paid for withing the 30 days from the date of 
the auction will be charged a 2% monthly interest rate on the balance due. The 
buyer’s premium for bidders using Invaluable is 18% for all forms of payment 
plus the 5% Invaluable fee. Large international transactions may be performed 
via wire transfer.  Details available upon request. 

PICK UP IN LIEU OF SHIPPING: Purchases by absentee bidders, phone 
bidders or internet bidders may be picked up no sooner than 6 business days 
following the sale. If you or your agent would prefer to pick up personally from 
our office in Windham, NH, an appointment can be arranged. Please plan to 
settle your account at time of pick up. Items left in our custody for over 30 days 
from the date of the auction will be charged a storage fee of $25 per item per 
week, which must be paid before items are released. We shall not be held liable 
for damage occurring to any item left in our custody after 30 days from the date 
of the auction.

ITEMS & ACCESSORIES: purchased by bidders registered in the auction hall, 
must be removed by the close of the auction. We cannot hold items nor can 
we provide packing materials. It is the buyer’s responsibility to verify that he 
/ she has received accessories that may be separate when checking out.  Items 
purchased by bidders off site are not available for pick up during the sale at the 
auction hall.

 General Terms & Conditions
BUYER’S AGENT: Some absentee bidders require assistance and flexibility 
with their bidding. To some, this may be in the form of an independent set 
of eyes to validate their potential purchase. To others, it may be in the form 
of executing a fixed budget in pursuit of several clocks. Others are looking 
for additional services such as careful packing, and flexible delivery options. 
Should you need such assistance please contact us for a recommendation.

SHIPPING: We use outside companies to ship clocks that provides services 
worldwide: Please see Vendor Section for details. We are often able to offer 
“in-house” shipping on watches.

ESTIMATES: After each description, we have indicated a high and low dollar 
estimate that should be used as a general guide. The final price may vary 
considerably from these estimates.

RESERVES: There are few items in this sale with a reserve, or confidential 
minimum selling price, established with the consignor or vendor. Items fail-
ing to sell will be noted in the results sheet as $0.00.

ITEM DESCRIPTIONS & CONDITIONS:  Employees do their best to aid 
and assist the customer, however any statements made by Schmitt Horan & 
Co. employees, agents or contractors are not considered a definitive record 
of what is being sold. The final record of what is being sold in a lot under any 
and all circumstances is the catalog provided by Schmitt Horan & Co., both 
printed and online. If there is a discrepancey between employee statements 
and the catalog, the catalog is the final and ultimate legal record of what is 
offered in the lot. We do our best to identify restoration, alteration or other 
condition issues in the condition report.  We shall not be held liable for 
failure to do so.  IT IS THE RESPONSIBILTY OF THE BUYER TO CON-
FIRM CONDITION PRIOR TO BIDDING. If the lot description includes 
the words “as found” or “as is” the item is sold without any guarantees. All 
lots containing multiple items are considered in “AS IS” condition and 
cannot be returned. General maintenance items such as broken suspension 
springs, broken or missing weight cords, & missing keys are not mentioned. 
Most clocks and watches will require cleaning and service after purchase. All 
costs associated with this are the responsibility of the client.  Dimensions are 
approximate. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Please note, some items when photographed, particularly 
watches, may have shadows, reflections or other marks that are a result of the 
photographic process and are not permanent. Both buyer and seller grant un-
restricted use of auction lot photographs and prices realized to both Schmitt 
Horan & Co., and to Invaluable.com. 

RETURNS AND REFUNDS: Returns will be considered only for items that 
do not conform to catalog description. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES 
WILL RETURNS BE ACCEPTED OR REFUNDS ISSUED LATER THAN 
30 DAYS AFTER THE AUCTION. If there is a problem and a refund or 
adjustment is requested we ask to be notified within one week of the auction 
and require to be notified ABSOLUTELY no later than 30 days of the auction, 
no exceptions. Transit damage alone is not sufficient reason to return an item. 
We will assist in claims against transport companies.  

DEFAULT and LITIGATION: REGISTRATION TO BID INDICATES AC-
CEPTANCE BY THE BIDDER OF THESE TERMS ENFORCABLE AS A 
NEW HAMPSHIRE CONTRACT.  Schmitt Horan & Co. will not be liable 
for default by either the buyer, consignor or the vendor. No purchase shall be 
claimed or removed until paid for in full. Schmitt Horan & Co. reserves the 
right to refuse to accept bids made by a defaulting buyer at any future auction 
and to collect all costs and attorney’s fees from the buyer associated with 
litigation and storage involving default. All legal disputes arising from this 
contract shall be disputed, litigated or mediated under New Hampshire law 
in the State of New Hampshire. All consignors or vendors are represented in 
our records by either name or a code directly associated with that name and 
are also a legal party to this contract.

Copyright 2019, Schmitt Horan & Co.

VENDORS & TRADE RELATIONS
Transport/Shipping 
These are blanket wrapped hand delivery specialists. Ask for quotation.
>Mr. Scott Salzarulo, 200 W. Housatonic, #20, Pittsfield, MA 413-212-1252
>Ms. Wendy Buckus, 64 Hutchins, Concord, NH, 03301, 603-491-5199, nwtransport@aol.com
>Mr. Scott Cousins, 22 Nichols St. Merrimac MA 01860, scottcousins22@aol.com, (978) 419-9353
>Sure Express Worldwide, 110 Industrial Way, Portland, ME 04103, (800) 335-9996, sureexpress@maine.rr.com
>Bush Dependabled Delivery, 787 Commerce Dr., Suite 15, Venice, FL 34292, bushdelivery@gmail.com, (941) 951-2447

Packing, Crating & Shipping (Standard Big Box Shipping, UPS, FED EX, USPS)
>Parcel Room managed by Jeff Ballantyne, 1465 Woodbury Ave, Portsmouth, NH 03801 
 (603) 431-4205, email info@ParcelRoom.com
>The UPS Store managed by Michael Withrow, 35 Manchester Rd #11-A, Derry, NH 03038, 
 (603) 434-9899, email store4686@theupsstore.com

Barometer Repair
>Winchester, MASS, 01890, Wayne Paskerian, (781) 729-0113, winway2@verizon.net

Clock & Watch Sales & Repair WESTERN STATES
>Carlsbard, CA, 92008, Richard Ivkovich, 2916 State St, (760) 729-1225
>Costa Mesa, CA 92627, Robert Emenger, Buck’s Clock Shoppe, 440 E. 17th St, (949) 631-3215, bucksclockshoppe@msn.com
>Laguna Beach, CALIF, 92651, Dean Armentrout, 2185 Laguna Cyn-#B-1, 949-494-2711, dean-armentrout-antiques.com
>San Diego, CALIF, 92103; Time Traveler, Rich Wauson, 4227 Park Blvd, 619-298-5391, rew11ttc@gmail.com
>Trabuco Canyon, CA, 92679; Tony Baker, 20892 Porter Ranch, Rd (949) 922-0299 tony@ticktocktony.com
>Mendota Height, MN, 55118, Cutter Edge, Inc 1169 Veronica Ln, (612) 280-5560 wcutter@cutteredge.com
Clock & Watch Sales & Repair EASTERN STATES & CANADA
>Burlington, CONN, 06013; Mel Brown, 37 Village Lane, 860-673-2256 – Tickdoc1@aol.com
>E. Norwalk, CONN, 06855; The Clockery, 14 Van Zant St, 203-838-1789-www.clockery.com
>Cromwell, CONN, 06051, Frank De Felice, - New Britain Clock Repair - 26 Edgewood St, 860-635-5599 
>North Haven, CONN, 06473, Yankee Clock Peddler, (203) 288-4250 - www.yankeeclockpeddlerct.com
>Harrison, MAINE, 04040, Harry Hepburn, 828 Edes Falls Rd, 04040, (207) 583-2821
>Rockport, MAINE, 04856, James Lea, P O Box 25, (207) 542-1601 - bosmith716@gmail.com, www.jamesleaclocks.com
>Saco, Maine, 04072; Robert Boyd, 60 Shadagee Rd. #24 - 603-801-8292
>Scarborough, MAINE, 04074, Scarborough Hollow Clock Works, 700 US Route 1, Ste 104, (207) 730-7288 - scarboroughhollow@maine.rr.com
>Andover, MASS, 01810; Bob Frishman, 53 Poor St., 978-475-5001 – bell-time@comcast.net, www.bell-time.com 
>Amesbury, MASS, 01913, Vincent Harrild, 1 River Ct. Suite 219 - (978) 314-8620, harrildvr@greennet.net
>Canton, MASS, 02021, Larry Chelmow, 399 Chapman St., 781-828-1626
>Newton, MASS, 02458, Watertown Watch & Clock, 230 California St, (617) 244-3779, chris@watertownwatchandclock.com
>Swampscott, MASS, 01907, Phillips Clock Shop, 330 Essex St, (781) 593-1333, sales@phillipsclockshop.com, www.phillipsclockshop.com
>Wayland, MASS, 01778, Michael Poisson, 508-655-1958,mljw92@aol.com
>Warren, MICHIGAN, 48093; The Clockworks, 8385 Old 13 Mile Rd, (800) 574-9421, jkuechle@clockworks-inc.com, www.colcokworks-inc.com
>Exeter, NEW HAMPSHIRE, 03833; Barlows Clock Repair, 45 Donna Dr. 603-778-1452
>Nashua, NEW HAMPSHIRE, Russ Greenwood, 603-881-8309
>Catskill, NEW YORK, 12411; Franklin Micare, 349 Main St, 518-828-5751, franklinmicare@rocketmail.com
>Little Falls, NEW YORK, 13365; Saving Time, PO BOX 169, savingtime@clockandwatchsite.com, (315) 823-1205 - www.clockandwatchsite.com 
>Douglassville, PENNSYLVANIA, 1860 Weavertown Rd, 19518, Merritt’s Anitques, (610) 689-9541, info@merritts.com, www.merritts.com
>Gibsonia, PENNSYLVANIA, 15044, Joe Brewer, - 2990 Marie Drive - (724) 443-9038 
>Peace Dale, RHODE ISLAND, Old School Antiques, Peter Nunes, 4 Hopkins Ln, (410) 742-2112, peter.nunes@verizon.net
>Manassas, VIRGINIA, 20110; Orsini & Frost, 9071 Center Street, 703-368-0618
Dial Restoration & Repainting 
> The Clocksmith, Bryan Smith, 1531 Bower Ln, Johns Island, SC 29455, (843) 327-0455, bryan@clockrepaircharlestonsc.com, www.clockdialrestora-
tions.com
>The Dial House, 3971 Buchanan Hwy, Dallas, GA 30157, (770) 445-2877, dial_house@juno.com, www.dialhouse.net
Related Restoration Materials/Vendors
>Merritts, Inc., Box 277, Douglasville, PA, 19518, 1-800-345-4101 – www.merritts.com
>Timesavers, Box 12700, Scottsdale, AZ, 85267, 1-800-552-1520 – www.timesavers.com
Hand Painted Tablets 
>Lee Davis, 4150 Old Orchard Rd., York, PA 17402, 717-757-7267
>Tom Moberg, 2323 Vandekaar Rd, Owasso, MI 48867 989-723-3112

All listings are made free of charge. We apologize for any error or omission. Please let us know of address changes or poor service from 
those recommended.
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All work is performed by us onsite.

All methods are professional true artisan methods 
and performed by hand. We will restore true to 

the original dials design. We ethically repaint dials 
and do not fabricate.

These antique clock dials were restored using 
100% museum quality techniques so they won’t 

lose their value.

Our average turn around time is 5-6 weeks.

The Clocksmith, Bryan Smith, 4th Generation
1531 Bower Lane, Johns Island, SC 29455  |  843-327-0455  |  Bryan@clockrepaircharlestonsc.com

clockdialrestorations.com

250

DELANEY ANTIQUE CLOCKS
435 Main Street, West Townsend, MA 01474

978-597-2231
The Largest Selection of  American Antique Tall Clocks in the Country

www.delaneyantiqueclocks.com
SHOP HOURS: Saturday & Sunday 9AM to 5PM

During the week by chance or gladly by appointment

60 MINUTES FROM BOSTON
45 MINUTES FROM MANCHESTER, NH

W.M. Bond & Son 
Standing Astronomical Regulator
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Place Holder for Willard House Place Holder for NAWCC-2019-Symposium
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Place Holder for NAWCC-Ad-2019-National-Conventional Registration
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           Fax:     (603) 432-2271
         Phone: (603) 432-2237
         E-mail: bids@schmitt-horan.com
               

--This form must be submitted 48 hours prior to the start of the auction--

PLEASE BID ON MY BEHALF, BIDDING AS CHEAPLY AS POSSIBLE, ON THE LOTS LISTED AND 
DESCRIBED BELOW. THE $ FIGURE ENTERED IN THE RIGHT COLUMN IS MY MAXIMUM “HAM-
MER” PRICE, AND I UNDERSTAND THERE IS AN 18% BUYER’S PREMIUM ADDED TO THAT 
AMOUNT (LESS 3.0% IF I PAY BY CHECK OR CASH). THERE IS NO SALES TAX IN NH. 
Please note: We offer “+1 BIDDING SERVICE”. See our website for details.  
                   

LOT #       BRIEF DESCRIPTION <Type or print clearly in black ink>             $ BID / +1 (Y/N)
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   1
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   2
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   3
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   4
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   5
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   6
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   7
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   8
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   9
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   10
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   11
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   12
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   13
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   14
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   15
_______|________________________________________________________________$_________   16

Additional sheets are acceptable. Upon notification that my bid or bids are successful, I shall promptly remit the 
balance due. I understand that I will be billed separately by the packing company for shipping.

________________________/__/_____       Total number of bids____  )
Signature          Date

Name__________________________________
          
Address_______________________________    City____________________________________

State____________      Zip_______________      E-mail_______________________________

Telephone: Evening ________________Day _________________Cell _________________
          
All invoices will be mailed or e-mailed two to three days after the auction. Please do not contact us regarding 
an invoice until at least 72 hours after the auction.
We offer this service as a convenience to our customers, and we cannot be responsible for late mail, failed transmissions, or other failures to execute 
bids. We are also not responsible for an unreadable FAX written in blue ink. Please use black ink, print clearly and confirm successful transmission 
by phoning us. All bids are confidential. We urge you to FAX this form as regular mail can prove unreliable. Express or Priority mail are also satisfac-
tory. NH Lic #5060. You may also submit this form by email or phone. For other questions or bids e-mail: bids@schmitt-horan.com or telephone the 
number listed above.                 

COPIES OF THIS FORM ARE ACCEPTABLE


